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Preface
The 9th International Conference on Advanced Information Technologies and Applications
(ICAITA 2020) July 11~12, 2020, Toronto, Canada, 9th International Conference on Data Mining
& Knowledge Management Process (CDKP 2020), 9th International Conference on Soft
Computing, Artificial Intelligence and Applications (SAI 2020), 6th International Conference on
Networks and Communications (NCO 2020), 6th International Conference on Control, Modeling
and Computing (CMC 2020), 6th International Conference on Software Engineering (SOFT
2020), International Conference on Machine Learning &Trends (MLT 2020), International
Conference on Advanced Natural Language Processing (AdNLP 2020) was collocated with 9th
International Conference on Advanced Information Technologies and Applications (ICAITA
2020). The conferences attracted many local and international delegates, presenting a balanced
mixture of intellect from the East and from the West.
The goal of this conference series is to bring together researchers and practitioners from
academia and industry to focus on understanding computer science and information technology
and to establish new collaborations in these areas. Authors are invited to contribute to the
conference by submitting articles that illustrate research results, projects, survey work and
industrial experiences describing significant advances in all areas of computer science and
information technology.
The ICAITA 2020, CDKP 2020, SAI 2020, NCO 2020, CMC 2020, SOFT 2020, MLT 2020 and
AdNLP 2020 Committees rigorously invited submissions for many months from researchers,
scientists, engineers, students and practitioners related to the relevant themes and tracks of the
workshop. This effort guaranteed submissions from an unparalleled number of internationally
recognized top-level researchers. All the submissions underwent a strenuous peer review process
which comprised expert reviewers. These reviewers were selected from a talented pool of
Technical Committee members and external reviewers on the basis of their expertise. The papers
were then reviewed based on their contributions, technical content, originality and clarity. The
entire process, which includes the submission, review and acceptance processes, was done
electronically.
In closing, ICAITA 2020, CDKP 2020, SAI 2020, NCO 2020, CMC 2020, SOFT 2020, MLT
2020 and AdNLP 2020 brought together researchers, scientists, engineers, students and
practitioners to exchange and share their experiences, new ideas and research results in all aspects
of the main workshop themes and tracks, and to discuss the practical challenges encountered and
the solutions adopted. The book is organized as a collection of papers from the ICAITA 2020,
CDKP 2020, SAI 2020, NCO 2020, CMC 2020, SOFT 2020, MLT 2020 and AdNLP 2020.
We would like to thank the General and Program Chairs, organization staff, the members of the
Technical Program Committees and external reviewers for their excellent and tireless work. We
sincerely wish that all attendees benefited scientifically from the conference and wish them every
success in their research. It is the humble wish of the conference organizers that the professional
dialogue among the researchers, scientists, engineers, students and educators continues beyond
the event and that the friendships and collaborations forged will linger and prosper for many
years to come.
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COMPARISON OF GNSS PATCH VERSUS
GPS L1 PATCH ANTENNA PERFORMANCE
CHARACTERISTIC
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Darrell Schmidt2 and Adam Timmons3
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Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
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ABSTRACT
Antenna module is a vital component of automated driving systems, it should function as needed
in dGPS, HD map correction services, and radio and navigation systems. The proposed antenna
model for GPS only patch antenna operating at 1.57542 GHz and the GNSS patch antenna
resonating at 1.5925 GHz are developed. This work presents the design, modelling, determining
passive gain of the GPS patch vs. GNSS antenna with intended targeted applications within the
automotive system. Simulation are undertaken to evaluate the performance of the proposed
GNSS antenna. Simulation conducted in FEKO software rather than mathematical modelling.
The two antennas are also compared from the size standpoint. The goal of this paper is to test,
measure and evaluate the performance of GPS against GNSS antennas. Another emphasis of
this paper is how to obtain the equivalent amount of total passive gain in a GPS vs. that of
GNSS antenna.

KEYWORDS
Differential Global Position System (dGPS), Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS),
Globalnaya Navigazionnaya Sputnikovaya Sistema (GLONASS), Advanced Driver Assistance
Systems (ADAS), Automated Driving (AD), Modelling, comparison, measurements, analysis

1. INTRODUCTION
An antenna could be defined as a wireless communication device or module such as a piece of
wire for radiating or receiving electromagnetic wave propagating in a communication channel,
such as guided structure transmission line and then getting transmitted into a free space and/or
vice versa in the receiving mode. We present the passive gain of the GPS only patch and GNSS
(GPS/GLONASS) antenna structure using FEKO electromagnetic simulation software package,
in order to support automotive applications. This study describes the modelling, design,
simulation and analysis of GPS only (L1) patch and GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) patch antenna.
According to Constantine A. Balanis, the antenna is the transitional structure between free-space
and a guiding device, for wireless communication systems, the antenna is one of the most critical
components. For the past few decade Microstrip Patch Antenna were used heavily in high
performance aircraft, spacecraft, satellite and missile where size, weight, cost, performance, ease
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 01-12, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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of installation, and aerodynamic profile are constraints. Low profile antennas maybe required [1]
for packaging and/or aesthetic constraints. The GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) antennas play a
significant role in today’s modern communications, i.e. they nicely meet automotive specification
requirements, most antenna designers and OEMs mainly preferred and select this
rectangular/square GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) patch antenna, in order to mount, install, place and
position it on their production vehicles.

2. ANTENNA PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
In the following below are illustration of mathematical model/equations that define the antenna
gain, efficiency, directivity and input impedance.
Equation 1 Expresses, the antenna gain as:
Gain G =4(π)(radiation intensity)/total input(accepted) power=4(π)*(U((Elevation Angle,
Azimuth Angle)))/Pin (dimensionless) [1]
(1)
Also, Antenna Gain (G) = Antenna Efficiency (€)*Antenna Directivity (D) [2]
Equation 2 Expresses the antenna Radiation efficiency:
€ = Prad/Pt (dimensionless)

(2)

Where Prad = Radiated Power, Pt = Transmitter Power [2]
In general, the overall antenna efficiency can be express as below
eO= er ec ed
Where eO is the total efficiency (dimensionless)
er= reflection (mismatch) efficiency = (1-|voltage reflection coefficient at the input terminals of
the antenna|^2) (dimensionless)
ec = conduction efficiency (dimensionless)
ed = dielectric efficiency (dimensionless)

[1]

Equation 3 Expresses, the antenna directivity
D=4(π)/Ω

(3)

Where Ω=Pattern Solid Angle=
F(Elevation Angle, Azimuth Angle)(d Ω)
F (Elevation Angle, Azimuth Angle) =Normalized Radiation Intensity
[2]
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Equation 4 Highlights, the antenna input impedance, defined as:
Input Impedance = ZA = RA + jXA (ohms)

[1]

(4)

Where
ZA = antenna impedance at the input terminals of an antenna when it operates in transmitting
mode (ohms)
RA = antenna resistance at the input terminals of an antenna when it operates in transmitting
mode (ohms)
XA = antenna reactance at the input terminals of an antenna when it operates in transmitting mode
(ohms)
In general, the RA parameter from
Equation 5 is mainly made up of two resistances (Rr and RL) of the antenna
Resistive component = RA = Rr + RL (ohms)
[1]

(5)

Where
Rr = Represents the radiation resistance of the antenna (ohms)
RL = Represents the loss resistance of the antenna (ohms)
If we assume that the antenna is connected/attached to a signal/function generator/source with
internal impedance, when the antenna is used in the transmitting mode of operation then internal
impedance is defines as listed below:
Internal impedance (Z g) = Rg + jXg (ohms)
[1]
(6)
Where
Rg = Represents the resistance of signal source/generator impedance (ohms)
Xg = Represents the reactance of signal source/generator impedance (ohms)
Solving these equations at high level will allow to obtain the some of the antenna characteristics.
Where on the other hand FEKO simulator/simulation software package is based on the Method of
Moments (MoM) integral formulation of James Maxwell’s equations, in order to solve for
antenna characteristics, such as antenna gain, antenna input impedance, etc.

3. ANTENNA DESIGN STRUCTURE AND ANTENNA EVALUATION
The testing, experimental, comparison and evaluation of the square GPS only patch and GNSS
(GPS/GLONASS) patch antenna design and simulation of the proposed two antennas is
performed using FEKO which has not been previously investigated and/or studied at the FEKO
simulation level. The GPS only patch and GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) patch antenna will be
compared and contrasted mostly from the total passive gain in FEKO simulation environment
viewpoint. The photo of each of the respective two test and presented antennas under evaluation
and assessment are outlined and shown in Figure 1, Figure 2, Figure 3, and Figure 4. Figure 1
depicts the front view of the dual band GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) antenna. From the Figure 2 we
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can see the top view of the dual band GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) antenna. Figure 3 depicts the
front view of the GPS only L1 square/rectangular patch antenna. From the Figure 4 we can see
the top view of the GPS only L1 square/rectangular patch antenna.

3.1. GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) Patch Antenna Front View Photo

Figure 1. Dual Band Constellation GNSS Patch Antenna

3.2. GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) Patch Antenna Top View Photo

Figure 2. Dual Band Constellation GNSS Patch Antenna

3.3. GPS Only Passive Patch Antenna Front View Photo

Figure 3. GPS Only Patch Antenna
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3.4. GPS Only Passive Patch Antenna Top View Photo

Figure 4. GPS Only Patch Antenna

3.5. GPS Antenna Samples Consideration for the Evaluation
Table 1. One sample of each antenna used for the model simulation in the FEKO environment
Dual-Band GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) Patch
Antenna
GPS Only Passive Patch Antenna

1
1

3.6. Range of Operating and Simulation Frequency Requirements
The GNSS (GPS/GLONASS), GPS Only L1 frequencies were used for the purpose of this paper
test and simulation activities:


GPS Only L1 Frequency, GPS (L1): 1.57542 GHz



GNSS (GPS/GLONASS): 1575 to 1610 MHz, Center Frequency (fc)= 1.5925 GHz)

The proposed antennas [GPS Passive Patch and GNSS (GPS/GLONASS)] characteristic was
simulated by using FEKO simulation software package. An analysis was conducted next and
finally total gain for each of the sample antenna were observed from the POSTFEKO
environment.

6
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4. FEKO DESIGN PARAMETERS AND SIMULATION RESULTS
4.1. Antenna Samples for FEKO Simulation
Table 2. Antenna substrate and radiating element dimensions
Patch Size & Application

Reference & Device Under
Test (DUT) Antenna

GPS Only Single Passive Patch Antenna (L1-, 1.57542
GHz)
 Substrate Size: 24.9 x 24.8 x 4.5 mm
 Radiating Element Size: 12.25 x 12.25 mm
Dual Band GPS/GLONASS Antenna (GNSS-1.5925
GHz)
 Substrate Size: 24.7 x 24.7 x 4.5 mm
 Radiating Element Size: 12.25 x 12.25 mm

Reference

DUT

4.2. Design Parameters within FEKO Simulation Environment
Table 3. FEKO Mesh and Loss Tangent Parameters for GPS only Patch and GNSS Patch Antenna
GPS and GNSS Antenna
Component
GPS only Patch Antenna Operating
at , 1.57542 GHz
GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) Patch
Antenna Operating at 1.5925 GHz

Parameter

Value

Mesh-Wire Segment Radius
Dielectric Loss Tangent for
Porcelain Material
Mesh-Wire Segment Radius
Dielectric Loss Tangent for
Porcelain Material

1.587e-3 mm
2.1e-14 mm
1.569e-3 mm
2.0e-14 mm

4.3. Reference GPS only L1 Patch Antenna
Modelling, design, and simulation based on the following design parameters listed in Table 4
below.
Table 4. Design Parameters of Reference GPS only Structure Antenna
Parameter
Feed Length
Operating Frequency
Ground Plane Length
Ground Plane Width
Radiating Element Length
Radiating Element Width
Substrate Length
Substrate Width
Substrate Thickness
Substrate Dielectric Constant (Relative
Permittivity) for Ceramic/Porcelain Material

Value
0.5 mm
1.57542 GHz
95 mm
95 mm
12.25 mm
12.25 mm
24.8 mm
24.9 mm
4.5 mm
5.5 mm

Figure 5 plot below shows graphic representation of a pin fed voltage source of excitation. The
Top View of the GPS only (L1 frequency, 1.57542 GHz) passive patch antenna on a finite
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square/rectangular orange color ground plane, square purple color substrate with dielectric
constant value of 5.5 mm and a square dark blue color radiating element. Figure 6 depict the Side
View of the GPS only patch antenna.

-Orange Color=Ground Plane
-Purple Color=Substrate
-Dark Blue=Radiating Element

Figure 5. GPS Patch antenna operating at 1.57542 GHz (Top View/Cross Section Image)

Figure 6. GPS Patch antenna operating at 1.57542 GHz (Side View)
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4.4. Simulated Far Field of Reference GPS only Structure Patch Antenna

Figure 7. Patch antenna operating at 1.57542 GHz

Using Figure 7, the passive gain is approximately 3.791 dBi of the presented antenna and it can
be determined by taking the difference in gain angle/delta between 30 and 90 degree angles in the
2D plot graphic.
Figure 7 shows the simulated passive gain of the proposed antenna and I selected substrate
material to be Ceramic/Porcelain with dielectric constant/relative permittivity=5.5 mm to model,
design, and simulate the presented GPS (L1) only patch antenna.

4.5. Device Under Test (DUT) GNSS Patch Antenna
Modelling, design, and simulation based on the following design parameters listed in table 5
below.
Table 5. Design Parameters of Device Under Test (DUT) GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) Structure Patch
Antenna
Parameter
Feed Length
Operating Frequency
Ground Plane Length
Ground Plane Width
Radiating Element Length
Radiating Element Width
Substrate Length
Substrate Width
Substrate Thickness
Substrate Dielectric Constant (Relative Permittivity)
for Ceramic/Porcelain Material

Value
0.5 mm
1.5925 GHz
95 mm
95 mm
12.25 mm
12.25 mm
24.7 mm
24.7 mm
4.5 mm
5.5 mm
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Figure 8 plot shows the Top View of the GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) patch antenna with a
square/rectangular orange color ground plane, square purple color substrate with dielectric
constant value of 5.5 mm and a square dark blue color radiating element. Fig 9 depict the Side
View of the GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) patch antenna.

-Orange Color=Ground Plane
-Purple Color=Substrate
-Dark Blue=Radiating Element

Figure 8. DUT GNSS Patch antenna operating at 1.5925 GHz (Top View/Cross Section Image)

Figure 9. DUT GNSS Patch antenna operating at 1.5925 GHz (Side View)
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4.6. Simulated Far Field of DUT GNSS Structure Patch Antenna

Figure 10. Patch antenna passive gain at 1.5925 GHz

In the 2D model plot from figure 10, we can see about 0.85 dBi passive gain, by taking the
difference in gain between 30 and 90 degrees.
Figure 10 simulated the passive gain of the proposed antenna and we selected substrate material
to be Ceramic/Porcelain with dielectric constant/relative permittivity=5.5 mm to model, design,
and simulate the presented GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) patch antenna.

5. CONCLUSIONS
This paper describes the GPS (L1 1.57542 GHz) frequency) patch antenna performance and
compares it to that of GNSS patch antenna with ceramic/porcelain substrate material. These two
antennas can be used in modern automotive applications. The models for each antenna were
developed and then simulated on FEKO. The performance characteristic, such as passive gain in
dBi were found, 3.791 dBi for GPS and 0.85 dBi for GNSS delta between 30 and 90 degrees.
The simulated results show an improved passive gain for the antenna. Thus, the proposed GNSS
will meet the needs of future automotive applications in robust way. Furthermore, other
characteristics such as wide band width and efficiency are examined.

6. FUTURE WORK SUGGESTIONS
In future work this presented antenna can be modified, further studied and simulated in each of
the following manners:
•

The substrate material type can be changed from ceramic/porcelain to non-ceramic
version/variant.

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)
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•

The proposed antenna performance can be further improved by selecting a thick substrate
whose relative permittivity is in the lower/smaller value than the presented dielectric constant
of 5.5 mm.

•

The mechanical dimensions of each antenna can be altered and simulated enhance antenna
major performance parameters, such as Directivity, Impedance, Current and Polarization.

•

The verification, validation and testing of the proposed GPS only patch and GNSS patch
antenna component can also be conducted at the system vehicle level, where each of the
presented antenna can be installed and mounted on an optimal vehicle roof location area prior
to the start of the testing and antenna performance parameters experimental measurement can
be ascertained.

•

The testing, assessment and evaluation of the presented GPS only (L1 1575.42 MHz
frequency) and GNSS (GPS/GLONASS) patch antenna can be carried out in anechoic
chamber and/or indoor antenna range, in order to measure the basic antenna performance
parameters and/or characteristics, such as radiation pattern, radiation efficiency, directivity,
impedance, polarization and current draw.
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Classification of Fatigue in Consumer-grade
EEG Using Entropies as Features
Muhammad Azam, Derek Jacoby, and Yvonne Coady
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Victoria, Canada

Abstract. Electroencephalogram (EEG) records electrical activity at different locations in the
brain. It is used to identify abnormalities and support the diagnoses of different disease conditions. The accessibility of low-cost EEG devices has seen the analysis of this data become more
common in other research domains. In this work, we assess the performance of using Approximate
entropy, Sample entropy, and Reyni entropy as features in the classification of fatigue from EEG
data captured by a MUSE 2 headset. We test 5 classifiers: Naive Bayes, Radial Basis Function
Network, Support Vector Machine, K-Nearest Neighbor, and Best First Decision Tree. We achieved
the highest accuracy of 77.5% using the Support Vector Machine classifier and present possible
enhancements to improve this.
Keywords: EEG, Electroencephalogram, Approximate entropy, Sample entropy, Reyni entropy,
Fatigue detection, Automatic classification, MUSE 2

1

Introduction

Fatigue has become a prominent issue in our society and more people are starting
to suffer from ‘burnout’. It is defined as a physiological state of reduced mental
or physical capability [1]. When a person experiences a fatigue condition and is
operating at a reduced capability, this can lead to accidents and mistakes which
can have very real consequences. This is apparent in fatigue-related traffic accidents,
where research has shown that 24 hours of prolonged wakefulness has similar adverse
effects on cognitive performance to a blood alcohol level of 100 mg per 100 ml of
blood [2]. This exceeds the legal limit in British Columbia, Canada by 25%.
Hospitals are known to be stressful and demanding work environments. Staff
often work long shifts, which can sometimes be back-to-back. The effects of reduced cognitive and physical performance in such a workplace, can have serious
consequences for patient health, especially as workers experiencing constant acute
fatigue will likely exhibit more residual fatigue over time.
Yet with all of the adverse effects, fatigue is not monitored, diagnosed, or treated
in the same way as other health risks such as obesity or diabetes. Part of the
reason for this could be determining and monitoring it is not straightforward. For
diabetics, test strips provide a fast and convenient way to measure blood sugar
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 13-26, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
DOI: 10.5121/csit.2020.100902
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levels, allowing for effective management. For patients experiencing obesity, there
are numerous ways of measurement, and well researched practices for weight loss.
For fatigue, there is no simple device that one can go out and buy, and no
straightforward method that can be used at home to help manage it. In order for
such a device to be effective, it would be critical that it not be invasive, be able
to accurately detect fatigue levels, track trends, and perhaps be adaptable for a
treatment plan.
This work looks at addressing the detection component. The first step is to create a computerized and automated process that can consume EEG data and provide
a binary classification of whether the condition is fatigued or normal. If successful,
this methodology may be adaptable to determine not only the current condition,
but also the level of fatigue accumulation. A reduction in cognitive performance
would likely alter the electrical activity in the brain, making EEG signals ideal for
this analysis. In addition, non-clinical devices such as the MUSE 2 headset used to
collect the data used in this work, are becoming more common and cost-effective
to acquire.
The approach taken adapts a method used in [3] to determine focal and non
focal EEG signals for identification of epileptic disease conditions using entropies.
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides references to related work
that were consulted, Section 3 provides a detailed description of the data used,
a brief overview of the entropies used as features, as well as some information
about the classifiers used in the training process. Section 4 presents the results
that were obtained through this process. Section 5 provides a discussion on the
performance, as well as possibilities for improving the classification process. Finally,
the conclusion is given in Section 6.

2

Related Work

To determine an effective approach in detection of fatigue in EEG signals, a number
of works aimed at producing features from EEG signals and classifying them were
consulted. In [3], three entropy features, Approximate entropy, Sample entropy,
and Reyni entropy, were extracted from the Bern Barcelona EEG dataset, and 5
classifiers were trained using a subset of the input data to detect focal and nonfocal EEG nodes to detect underlying epileptic conditions. The performance of the
classifiers was then tested with novel data and determined to be over 90%, with the
best performance of 98% being for a Non-Nested Generalized Exemplars (NNGE)
classifier. The dataset used in [3] is described in detail in [4]. Srinivasan et al. have
also proposed using Approximate entropy, but in conjunction with artificial neural
networks to classify epileptic conditions in EEG data [5]. Other methods using
neural networks [6] as well as signal decomposition techniques [7] have also been
used in epilepsy detection.
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Further examples of detecting epileptic conditions in EEG are also available.
In [8], Acharya et al. perform analysis on EEG data using Approximate entropy,
Sample entropy, and Phase entropies (S1 and S2) as features. Additional classifiers
are used in this work, with the highest performance in accuracy of 98.1% being
attributed to the Fuzzy Sugeno Classifier. Research has also been conducted on
quantifying depth of anesthesia [9] as well as coma [10] and unresponsive [11] states,
using a combination of EEG data and extracted entropy features.
In the domain of sleep stage classification, Rodrı́guez-Sotelo et al. [12] show
that unsupervised learning techniques to automatically classify sleep stages using
Shannon entropy, Approximate entropy, Sample entropy, and Multiscale entropy
(in addition to a number of features that draw from the complexity of a signal)
work well. A comparison of classification accuracy on the features showed that
Approximate and Sample entropy performed at 74% and 73% respectively.
Driver fatigue detection and correction is also a common application of fatigue
detection in EEG data. Huang et al. [13] go a step beyond the detection of fatigue in
simulated driving conditions, and at the onset of detected fatigue, provide a warning signal to the driver. This has the effect of improved behavioural performance
following the signal, but a reduction in efficacy is also shown with repeated signals.
To detect the onset of fatigue, the authors analyze the EEG power (alpha band)
and a high value exceeding a pre-determined threshold signifies that the driver is
approaching a fatigue state. The threshold was determined experimentally through
baseline measurements for each participant.
Application of wireless headsets for detecting and providing real-time feedback
on high-speed train driver fatigue are shown in [14]. The method presented uses a
Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) feature extraction combined with a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier to feed the detection model. Alerts are then presented if
the onset of fatigue is detected. Classification accuracy is shown to achieve between
77% and 96% accuracy. FFT features are widely used in the literature to extract
features from signals for classification models.
Much of the literature showcases examples of classification using different techniques/features but with the use of medical grade EEG devices. In this work, we
evaluate the use of entropy as features in automatically detecting a fatigue condition using a device that has limited nodes and configuration options, but is more
suitable for general at-home use. Our goal is to evaluate whether reliable enough
performance can be achieved, that make the MUSE 2 headset a viable fatigue
tracking tool.

3

Proposed Approach

This section describes the dataset used for this work, the features extracted, as well
as a brief overview of the classifiers used.
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3.1

Data

The data used for this work was obtained from Krigolson Labs at the University
of Victoria [15]. The data was captured using a MUSE 2 headset from participants
before and after working a 12 hour shift in a hospital environment. The data collection was performed in 2018 for 15 participants, and in 2019 for 33 participants
(2 observations are missing in the dataset for the fatigue condition for this year).
EEG recordings taken with the headset before the shift are ground truth labeled
as ‘normal’ condition, and recordings after the shift was complete were classified as
‘fatigue’ condition. The recordings all vary in length from 41,988 - 129,132 samples.
At the sampling frequency of 256 Hz, these recordings fall between approximately
2.7 - 8.4 minutes of signal data. The MUSE 2 headset has 4 electrodes and, since
these are fixed in the device with no options for different device sizes, the locations
of readings are likely non-standard [16].
The raw data was contained in .csv format and an example signal for normal
condition is shown in Figure 1. Preprocessing was required before data was appropriately usable, including header corrections, fixing junk values, format transformations, and mean removal. No noise removal or filtering techniques were applied
to the data.
An additional step of data preparation was necessary before the feature extraction process. This involved converting each 4 channel signal into 4 individual
signals. In related literature, readings from the electrode of an EEG device are often
taken as individual signals for classification purposes. An example of this is shown
in [3]. Segmentation was also applied to the data to transform the signals into a
fixed length of 10,240 samples, or 40 seconds at the sampling frequency. Each signal
that was divided into the subsets also had the same ground truth label applied. The
effect of this preparation step greatly increased the dataset size to 1,244 signals of
fatigue condition and 1,360 signals of normal condition.
3.2

Feature Extraction

In machine learning, pattern recognition, and image processing tasks, feature extraction is a key component to training a system well so that it is able to recognize
and classify novel data accurately. Features are mathematical descriptors of the
data that lend well to the application of classifier networks that use statistical
techniques, or in the more complex case, deep learning.
Some simpler features that can be extracted from signals include mean, standard
deviation, minimums, and maximums. The frequency information of a signal can
also be used to extract quality features. It is often the case that raw data values are
simply too large to process. For example, in the case of each signal used here there
would be 10,240 features, so through careful feature extraction and selection the
number of features describing our data is reduced down to just three. In this work,
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Fig. 1. Normal condition raw signal data

we will use three entropies as features of the data: Approximate entropy, Sample
entropy, and Reyni entropy. Entropy have been used extensively in the literature
to perform classification of signals in various domains.
3.3

Approximate entropy

Approximate entropy is a statistical technique that is used to measure the regularity
of a signal. Low Approximate entropy is a reflection of the persistent, repetitive,
and predictive nature of a series with apparent patterns that repeat themselves
[17]. The value of using this entropy is that it can distinguish between series that
have the same moment statistics (mean, standard deviation, etc.) but may be more
different in random probability. A completely random and unpredictable signal will
produce a high value of Approximate entropy, i.e. it is chaotic. A more regular
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and predictable series will yield a low value. To calculate this value, an integer m
defines the length of the window size and r specifies the comparison filtering level.
The algorithm to determine the approximate entropy for a given time series is as
follows:
Step 1: Form a time series of data with length N:
u(t) = u(1), u(2), u(3), ..., u(N )

(1)

Step 2: From the time series, form a sequence of vectors each of length m:
~ x(2),
~ x(3),
~ ..., x(N −~m + 1)
x(1),
where






u(1)
u(2)
u(3)






~ =  u(2)  , x(2)
~ =  u(3)  , x(3)
~ =  u(4)  ...
x(1)


 ... 


...
...
u(m + 2)
u(m)
u(m + 1)


and generally

u(i)


~ =  u(i + 1) 
x(i)


...
u(i + m − 1)


(2)

~ and all other x(j)
~
Step 3: Calculate the maximum distance between a vector x(i)
in the set to create a distance value vector:


~ x(1)|)
~
max(dist|x(i),


~ x(2)|)
~


max(dist|(x(i),
~
d(i) = 
(3)



...
~ (x(N −~ m + 1)|)
max(dist|x(i),
Step 4: Calculate the number of values in each distance vector that are within the
filtering criterion m to get a ratio C for each:
Cim (r)

~ ≤ m)
(d(i)
N −m+1

P
=

(4)

Step 5: Define φ as the negative logarithmic sum of ratio values:
φm (r) =

PN −m+1

log Cim (r)
N −m+1

i=1

(5)
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Step 6: Increase m by 1 and repeat the process to get:
φm+1 (r)
Step 7: Approximate entropy (AE) is defined as the difference of these two:
AE(m, r) = φm (r) − φm+1 (r)

(6)

Typically, the initial value of m is taken as 2 or 3, and the value of r greatly
depends on the data and application domain. In this work, we set m equal to 2,
and the filtering parameter r equal to 3. A full detailed description and analysis of
Approximate entropy is provided in [17].
There are two important implications to using Approximate entropy: the first
is that relative consistency is not guaranteed as a different filtering parameter of
r may yield entirely different results. The second is that this entropy calculation
depends heavily on the length of the series. Approximate entropy is also biased
towards suggesting more regularity than there actually is in the signal.
3.4

Sample entropy

Sample entropy is a modification of Approximate entropy that addresses the issues
mentioned above with Approximate entropy. This statistical technique excludes selfcounting, maintains relative consistency and is mostly independent of the length of
the series [17].
The Sample entropy algorithm requires as input a window size m and filtering
parameter r. It is calculated through the following steps:
Step 1: Form a time series of data with length N:
u(t) = u(1), u(2), u(3), ..., u(N )

(7)

Step 2: Form two sets of vectors as follows:


u(1) ... u(N − m)

...
xm~(i) =  ... ...
u(m) ... u(N − m + 1)


u(1) ... u(N − m + 1)

...
xm~(j) =  ... ...
u(m) ...
u(N )
Step 3: Calculate the number of vector pairs at a distance less than r as:
NX
−m

B=[

1

count(dist|xm~(i), xm~(j)|) < r] − 1

(8)
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Step 4: Increase m by 1, and repeat the process to get:
N −m+1
X

A=[

~ (i), xm+1
~ (j)|) < r] − 1
count(dist|xm+1

(9)

1

Step 5: The sample entropy (SE) is then defined as:
SE(m, r) = − log

A
B

(10)

Both A and B represent probabilities that two sequences are similar. Detailed
analysis and comparison of Approximate and Sample entropy is provided in [17].
3.5

Reyni entropy

Reyni entropy (RE) is a generalization on a number of other entropies, specifically
the Hartley entropy, Shannon entropy, the collision entropy, and the min-entropy.
It is given by:
α X
RE(α) = −
log pαk
(11)
1−α
where
α ≥ 0, α 6= 0
With specific values of α, Reyni entropy simplifies to one of the above mentioned
types.
3.6

Classification

Once features have been extracted from the data, we use a subset to train 5 different
classifiers. This training process yields a parameter-based model for each that can
be used to predict values on novel data. The remaining unused data is then fed into
each of the classifiers, and the predicted output labels are matched to ground truth
labels to determine performance. A brief overview of the classifiers used is provided
in this section.
3.7

Naive Bayes (NB)

The Naive Bayes family of classifiers works by assuming that each of the input
features are independent variables: that is, that each input feature is not dependent
on any other feature. While this is generally a poor assumption to make since
features often have some relationship or dependence describing the problem, these
classifiers work surprisingly well in practice. The Bayes model works on conditional
probability, determining an outcome class based on some number of independent
variables (the input features) [18].
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Radial Basis Function Network (RBF)

A Radial Basis Function is a function whose value depends only on the distance
between the input and some fixed point. The RBF network is a simple single-layer
artificial neural network where the RBF is used as the activation function. As RBF’s
operate on distance approximation, the data was modified to represent the fatigue
and normal states as absolute distance values. Since the output of this network
produces a real-valued distance approximation, results of the classified test data
had to be converted back to labels.
3.9

K-Nearest Neighbour (KNN)

This classifier works on grouping incoming data points into the member group of
the nearest neighbour. The computation uses distance values to determine which
nearest neighbour to group to. Different types of distances can be used, but experimentally we determined Euclidean distance to perform optimally.
3.10

Support Vector Machines (SVM)

Support Vector Machine classifiers work by attempting to draw an optimal hyperplane that separates clusters of data points belonging to the same member groups
(classification types). Support vectors are then drawn around the plane. The performance of this classifier is highly dependent on if the drawn hyper-plane can
effectively separate points representing different classifications, and by the width
of the support vectors around this plane. A larger width means that the data is
effectively separable.
3.11

Best First Decision Tree (BFDT)

A decision tree is a set of conditional control statements where each node represents
a ”test” on an attribute. The branch from each node represents the outcome of the
node. The paths from root to leaf (end node) represent the classification rules used
in this classifier [19].
3.12

Performance Measures

Performance on novel test data for each of the classifiers is determined by 6 different
measures. These measures are calculated from Type I and II errors (false positive
(FP) and negative(FN)) as well as true positive (TP) and negative (TN) predicted
outcomes. Here, positive refers to the fatigue condition and negative refers to the
normal condition. The measures are:
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Accuracy (ACC):
TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(12)

TP
TP + FN

(13)

TN
TN + FP

(14)

TP
TP + FP

(15)

TN
TN + FN

(16)

Sensitivity (SEN):

Specificity (SPF):

Positive Predictive Value (PPV):

Negative Predictive Value (NPV):

Matthews Correlation Coefficient (MCC):

p

4

(T P ∗ T N ) − (F N ∗ F P )
p
(T P + F N )(T P + F P ) (T N + F N )(T N + F P )

(17)

Experimental Results

Calculations of Approximate, Sample, and Reyni entropy values were obtained
directly from the prepared 2,604 signals each of length 10,240 samples. Each of
resulting 3 x 1 feature vectors per signal had a corresponding ground truth label of
’Normal’ or ’Fatigue’ condition attached. This was the final state of the data before
the training process. To train the classifiers, the input data rows were randomized,
and separated into a training set comprising 80% of the data, and a test set which
had the remaining 20%.
Each of the classifiers was given the same set of randomly prepared training
data, and hyper-parameter optimization was used to determine the best performing
parameter settings. This process yielded a trained model for each classifier. Finally,
each of the classifiers was given the 3 x 1 feature vectors from the earlier prepared
test data, yielding predicted labels for each. These predicated labels were compared
to the ground truth values for that data to determine the level of performance.
Resulting performance of each classifier is shown in Table 1.
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Table 1
Results of classifiers in detecting ’Fatigue’
Classifier
ACC SEN SPF
Naive Bayes
72.6 46
99.6
Radial Basis Network
70.1 76.7 64.4
Support Vector Machine
77.4 47.5 99.7
K-Nearest Neighbor
77.5 63
90.1
Best First Decision Tree
68.9 53.9 82.5
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condition
PPV NPV
99.1 64.4
64.8 76.4
99.1 71.7
86.3 72.9
73.5 66.5

MCC
0.54
0.41
0.58
0.56
0.38

The results show that the classification accuracy is highest for the SVM and
KNN classifiers at about 77%. Values for the other measures are mixed, and show
that the classifiers are achieving lower than expected performance.

5

Discussion

In [3], the authors show that using these three entropies as features yields results
of over 90% for all of these classifiers in detecting focal and non-focal EEG. That
is, EEG channel readings where an underlying epileptic condition exists (focal)
and where it does not (non-focal). In theory, this method should apply well to
the analysis done here. There are likely a few issues preventing the classifiers from
performing better.
The data used for this work was of raw EEG data containing 4 channels. Without additional preprocessing, especially noise removal, it is likely that the entropy
algorithms were negatively affected. As shown in Figure 1, significant noise and
artefacts appear in the signal which may be removed or suppressed through the
application of signal processing techniques. The dataset used in [8] was obtained
from the Department of Epileptology at the University of Bonn and artefact free,
further providing evidence that EEG data cannot be used in its raw recorded format
effectively for feature extraction.
Table 2
Mean and variance of entropy features
Feature
Fatigue
Approximate Entropy
1.223±0.4823
Sample Entropy
1.148±0.5184
Reyni Entropy
10.85±6.477

Normal
1.079±0.5581
0.951±0.5680
13.68±5.669

A statistical analysis of mean and variance of the calculated features is shown
in Table 2. As is evident from this, while the mean value is different for each of
the conditions in each of the entropy values, the standard deviation is too large
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for an effective linearly separable solution. This is likely a major contributor to the
performance outcomes seen. When calculating the features, the parameters used
can also have significant impact on the outcome value. In the case of Approximate
and Sample entropy, while the dimensional parameter is usually kept the same,
the filtering parameters depend heavily on the application and signal type. It is
possible that the values used during calculations were not appropriate and may
require further research to determine.
Data quality issues are likely also present. The MUSE headset operates differently than clinical EEG devices. The headset has fixed contact locations, which may
not be ideal for getting optimal readings. The manner in which the headset was
worn by the participant could also have affected the recordings. In [16], the authors
show some of the challenges involved with data collection using a MUSE headset
which can extend to even the amount of hair a participant has affecting readings.
Participants themselves could have started the shift already fatigued at the time of
the normal condition recording. Different participants may have had varying levels of residual fatigue affecting the observation. Research-grade EEG devices often
have many more electrodes available and can be manually adjusted to get optimal
readings. This is not the case with the MUSE headset. The utilization of the 4 EEG
channels differently could also lead to better results as the process of converting 4
channels to 4 signals required a significant assumption to be made: that electrical
activity in the brain should change everywhere under fatigue conditions. This could
be a false assumption, and it is possible that certain locations in the brain may be
better markers of fatigue than others.
Finally, it is possible that these entropy features are not well suited to detecting
fatigue condition from EEG signals. While entropies have been used in the literature
to detect various brain conditions such as epilepsy, adaptations may be required
for the problem of fatigue detection. Further research using other features such as
instantaneous frequency, spectral entropy, and wavelet transformations may yield
better results. In [12], power and complexity analysis techniques such as Fractal
Dimension actually show a better performance in unsupervised classification tasks.
These may also improve the performance of fatigue detection. With the remarkable
performance of deep learning networks, using a 2-dimensional spectrogram of the
signal in conjunction with a convolutional neural network may also yield better results. Techniques such as this have been performed on audio signals for applications
such as music classification [20].

6

Conclusion

Fatigue is becoming more common in society, and as we become more aware in the
impacts it has on our daily lives, we are also looking for better ways to manage
or reduce it. For non-invasive and easy to use devices that can be used at home,
effective detection and measurement of fatigue is critical. In this work, we used
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entropy features to train classifiers for detecting fatigue conditions in EEG signals
automatically. We achieved the highest performance of 77.5% accuracy using the
Support Vector Machine classifier. This performance can likely be improved through
better signal processing on the raw data to remove noise and artefacts, as well as
by tuning the entropy feature calculations using domain-specific parameters.
Further research on the work presented here may look at binary classification of
fatigue using different devices or by comparing the effectiveness of different features.
Deep learning techniques may also perform well. Following the development of a
binary classification model, the method may be adapted to determine levels of
fatigue, given individual baselines. More extensive data collection and individual
level baselines may also aid in determining the effect of fatigue on EEG data.
Greater accuracy can then be combined with inexpensive devices and connected
apps that help individuals monitor and understand their fatigue levels. This can
also have significant impacts on stressful work environments where long hours can
impact performance.
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ABSTRACT
An important element of a complex recycling process that is an integral part of municipal waste
management is the sorting of materials that can be re-used. Manual sorting of garbage is a
tedious and expensive process, which is why scientists create and study automated sorting
techniques to improve the overall efficiency of the recycling process. An important aspect here is
the preliminary division of waste into various groups, from which detailed segregation of
materials will take place. One of the most important contemporary environmental problems is the
recycling and utilization of plastic waste. The main problem under consideration in this article is
the design of an automatic waste segregation system. A deep convoluted neural network will be
used to classify images.

KEYWORDS
Convolutional Neural Network, Deep Learning, image processing, waste management,
environmental protection, recycling.

1. INTRODUCTION
Plastics are synthetic organic matter obtained from e.g. natural gas, petroleum or cellulose as a
result of the polymerization process. They are used for the production of packaging, clothes,
some building and car components, toys and home appliances. It has been estimated that the total
amount of manufactured plastic products in the world increased from 1.5 million tonnes (1950) to
245 million tonnes (data for 2008) [1]. The most important types of plastics include
thermoplastics and thermosetting plastics. Thermoplastics can be subjected many times to heat
treatment, during which they soften and melt, and after cooling again become hard. This property
means that old products can be used for recycling. Examples are products made of PE
(polyethylene), PS (polystyrene), PET or PVC (polyvinyl chloride). They constitute 80% of all
plastics used. On the other hand, thermosetting plastics (duroplastics) can be melted and formed,
but after forming they remain hard and do not soften under the influence of heating. These
materials include: epoxides, phenoplast, polyurethanes, polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), polyester
resins. These materials constitute 20% of all plastics used. Landfilling is undoubtedly the worst
way to dispose of waste, both from an economic and ecological point of view. Research on
plastics recycling has been conducted for years.
In order to facilitate recycling processes, the obligation to label the type of waste was introduced
all over the world, and in the case of plastic waste - the type of plastic. Thanks to this, we know,
for example, whether a given packaging can be recycled and what method. Plastic waste was
divided into seven groups and marked with numbers from 1 to 7 in a triangle consisting of
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 27-35, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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arrows. They are: 1-PET - polyethylene terephthalate, 2-PE-HD - high-density polyethylene, 3 PVC - polyvinyl chloride, 4 - PE-LD - low-density polyethylene, 5 - PP - polypropylene, 6 - PS polystyrene, 7 - Other. Unfortunately, manual sorting of waste is expensive and laborious, and
existing mechanical methods are inefficient. With this in mind, we decided to build a plastic
waste sorting system using image processing methods and artificial intelligence. In this article,
we present the results of using convolution neural network and deep learning techniques to
recognize waste type based on the garbage image. There is a continuation of previous work that
gave promising results in the classification into the four most common types of plastic in
household waste. In this work, we present results for all seven groups [2]. The results allow the
conclusion that the proposed system can be used in real conditions.

2. BACKGROUND
In many countries in the world waste segregation has already been introduced at the beginning of
the recycling path, i.e. at home. Just people divide waste into groups such as plastic, metal, glass
and organic/bio. The use of selectively automated techniques for these groups is easier than for
municipal solid waste (MSW). Unfortunately, a large part of the waste is still collected in the
form of the MSW, which is why the countries strive for the most effective reprocessing of waste
materials. In order to do this, you should effectively sort the rubbish into individual factions and
materials. Therefore, an important task is to isolate individual types of materials from the MSW.
Therefore, techniques and procedures for segregating waste are used for the main groups of
materials such as paper, glass, metal, wood, plastic and biomass by property system [3]. The
biggest challenge, however, is the separation of various types of materials within a given group,
i.e. sorting different colour of glass or different types of plastic. The problem of plastic garbage is
interesting and at the same time important due to the possibility of recycling only some types of
plastic (e.g. PET). To simplify the recycling process, international labelling of various types of
plastics was introduced. These are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 - PET - polyethylene terephthalate,
2 - HDPE - high-density polyethylene,
3 - PVC - polyvinyl chloride,
4 - LDPE - low-density polyethylene,
5 - PP - polypropylene,
6 - PS - polystyrene,
7 - other.

The whole process of automatic sorting of materials suitable for reprocessing from MSW is
complicated. There are many methods of waste sorting depend on type of material, that is:
mechanical, electromagnetic, X-ray, grinding and the use of rotary equipment, manual, optic
based and many others [3].
Commonly techniques often used physical features but ignored visual properties like colour,
shapes, texture and size for the sorting of waste. In optical sorting, camera based sensors are used
for the identification of waste fractions. In this section we present optical sorting techniques.
Sorting technique based on features like shape and colour was proposed by Huang et al. [4]. This
method combines a 3D colour camera and laser beam over the conveyor belt. This technique
formed triangles over the image from the camera on the base laser beam, so is called triangulation
scanning. The technique achieves an accuracy of 99% for plastic fractions.
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Spectral imaging is a combination of spectral reflectance measurement and image processing
technologies. We may found several spectral imaging methods using NIR (near infrared), VIS
(visual image spectroscopy) and HSI (hyperspectral imaging) [5].
A hyperspectral sensor produces images over a continuous range of narrow spectral bands and
next system analysis the spectroscopic data. The conveyor system moves the waste fractions
beneath the spectral camera acquires images. At the second stage data is pre-processing and
reduction. Next to perform material classification special algorithm is applied. A set of
compressed air nozzles is mounted at the end of the conveyor belt and depending upon the
classifier decision, one of nozzles are triggered the waste into particular bins [6].
In the case of techniques based on spectroscopy, light is illuminated on plastic waste. Each type
of plastic reflects a unique wave range, therefore NIR and laser sensors are used to read the
wavelengths reflected from the material being tested. Then, based on the unique signature, it is
classified by the processor unit.
Safavi et al. developed a technique that uses reflectometric spectroscopy to identify PP plastic in
mixed wastes. The identification unit uses a spectrometer to analyse the reflected light from the
sample and determine the type of material, and the compressed air nozzle ejects the elements to
the appropriate boxes [7].
The HSI approach is used to classify high purity PP and PE plastics from mixed waste using
near-infrared light NIR (1000-1700 nm) [8]. A typical spectroscopic system is equipped with a
movable conveyor belt and a sensor system including a backlight and a NIR spectral camera. The
image of the materials in the control zone is acquired by the NIR camera, and then it is processed
by the classification algorithm.
In order to improve the efficiency of the classification algorithm, the principal components
analysis (PCA) is used to reduce the data classification dimensions obtained from the spectral
images [9]. Kassouf et al. [10] developed a quick way to classify plastics with the combination of
MIR spectroscopy and independent component analysis (ICA). In addition, a more accurate
classification is obtained by separating some plastic waste, e.g. LDPE and HDPE.

3. PROPOSED SYSTEM
After extracting plastic garbage from the MSW, a computer system based on image processing
can be used to divide it into different types (Fig. 1). The method we propose uses an RGB digital
camera and a computer with software for classifying plastic waste. In contrast, an air stream is
used to direct the waste to a specific container. The software used in this system uses image
processing techniques in the process of image pre-processing. However, convolution neural
networks and deep learning [11] are used to recognize objects.
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Fig. 1. Proposed system for plastic waste sorting.

3.1. Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional neural network (CNN) is a feed-forward artificial neural network in which the
organization of neurons is similar to the animal visual cortex. In order to recognize the shape of
an object, the local arrangement of pixels is important. CNN starts with recognition of smaller
local patterns on the image and concatenate them into more complex shapes. CNN was proved to
be efficient especially in object recognition on an image. CNNs might be an effective solution to
the waste sorting problem.
CNN explicitly assumes the input is an image and reflects it onto its architecture. CNN usually
contains Convolutional layer, Pooling layer and Fully-connected layer. Convolutional layers and
Pooling layers are stacked on each other, fully-connected layers at the top of the network outputs
the class probabilities.
Convolutional layer
Convolutional layer consists of neurons connected to a small region of pixels (also called the
receptive field) of previous layer. The neurons in same feature map share the same weights.
Convolutional layer (CL) contains a set of learnable filters. One filter activates when a specific
shape or blob of colour occurs within a local area [12]. Each CL has multiple filters F. Filter fi ϵ F
is a set of learnable weights corresponding to the neurons in previous layer. Filter is small
spatially (along width and height) and extends along the full depth c of the previous layer.
Pooling layer
Pooling layer (PL) is an effective way of non-linear down-sampling. It has as the convolutional
layer receptive field and stride, however is not adding any learnable parameters. PL layer is
usually put after the CL.
The receptive field rn of neuron n in PL is 2 dimensional. It extends over a square of neurons in
one feature map (or the neurons sharing the same third coordinate in case of not CL layer). Let us
denote widthi-1 and hi-1 the spatial width and height of the previous layer. For each feature map
there is P neurons in PL.

𝑃=

𝑤𝑖𝑑𝑡ℎ 𝑖−1∙ℎ 𝑖−1
𝑠𝑤 ∙𝑠ℎ

(1)
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Max-pooling layer is the most frequently used pooling layer. Each neuron outputs the maximum
of its receptive field. Usually the stride is the same as the size of receptive field. The receptive
fields do not overlap, but touch. In most cases stride and size of receptive field are 2 x 2.
The output (xi, yj, fk) of the max-pooling neuron n with position (xn, yn, zn) and receptive field rn of
size fw× fh in PL with stride (s w, sh):
𝑦(𝑥𝑛 , 𝑦𝑛 , 𝑧𝑛 ) = 𝑚𝑎𝑥0≤𝑙<𝑓𝑤 𝑚𝑎𝑥0≤𝑚<𝑓ℎ 𝑣(𝑥𝑛 + 𝑙, 𝑦𝑗 + 𝑚, 𝑓𝑘 )

(2)

Inspired by a processes in the visual cortex of animals MAX-pooling layer amplifies the most
present feature (pattern) of its receptive field and throws away rest. The intuition is that once a
feature has been found, its rough location relative to other features is more important than its
exact location. The pooling layer is effectively reducing the spatial size of the representation,
does not add any new parameters – reducing them for latter layers, making the computation more
feasible.
The idea of pooling layer was created back in the time with lack of computational power. Due to
its destructiveness – throwing away 75% of input information in case of small 2 x 2 receptive
field, the current trend prefers stacked convolutional layers eventually with stride and uses
pooling layers very occasionally or discards them altogether [13].
CNN Structure
As a feed-forward artificial neural network, the CNN consists of neurons with learnable weights
and biases. CNN’s neurons still contains activation function and the whole network expresses
single differentiable score function. The position of the pixel matters in comparison with MLP. It
receives 3 dimensional space input (x, y, z) – the value of z-th channel of the pixel or occurrence
of z-th feature of CL at position (x, y). One pixel is usually made of three channels – red, green
and blue.
The convolutional layer and pooling layer are locally connected to the outputs of the previous
layer, recognizing or magnifying local patterns in the image. Pooling layer is usually put after the
convolutional layer. This pair of layers is repeatedly stacked upon each other following with the
fully connected layers at the top.
Usual architecture can be: input layer (IL), CL, PL, CL, PL, full-connected layer (FC), FC.
Recent studies suggest stacking many CLs together with fewer PLs.
The fully connected layer is connected to all outputs of last pooling layer. The outputs of last
pooling layer should already represent complex structures and shapes. The fully connected layer
follows usually with another one or two layers finally outputting the class scores.
Back-propagation
The single evaluation is completely consistent with the feed-forward neural network. The input
data or activations are passed to next layers, dot product is computed over which activation
function is applied. Down-sampling the network using pooling layer might be present. At the end
two or three fully connected layers are stacked. In order to use gradient descent learning
algorithm, the gradient must be computed.
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The usual back-propagation algorithm is applied with two technical updates. Classical backpropagation algorithm would calculate different partial derivatives of weights belonging to the
neurons in same filter, however these must stay the same. Therefore, derivatives of loss function
with respect to weights of neurons belonging to the same feature map are added up together.
The update of back-propagation itself is when dealing with max-pooling layers. The back
propagating error is routed only to those neurons which have not been filtered with max-pooling.
It is usual to track indices of kept neurons during forward propagation to speed up the backpropagation.
Autoencoder
Autoencoder is a feed-forward neural network where expected output is equal to the input of the
network – its goal is to reconstruct its own inputs. Therefore, autoencoders are belonging to the
group of unsupervised learning models [14]. Usually autoencoder consists of an input layer, one
or many hidden layers and output layer. Since the idea of autoencoders is very similar to
Restricted-Boltzman Machine, it is common for the structure of autoencoders to follow the rule:
|li |=|l (k-i) |. Let us denote the layer lc, such that the number of neurons in lc is lower than in any
other layer. The lc is an encoding layer. The feed-forward neural network consisting of layers li; i
<= c, is called encoder. Expectedly, stacked layers lj, such as j >= c is called decoder. Each
autoencoder consists of encoder and decoder. The encoder can be used for compression. Unlike
Principal Component Analysis analysis restricted to linear mapping, the encoder represents nonlinear richer underlying structures of the data [15]. The activations of the lc layer can be further
used for classification. Fully-connected layers are appended with the size of the last
corresponding to the number of labels. In our system, the autoencoder is used to encode the input
signals.
Deep Autoencoder consists of many layers stacked on each other allowing to discover more
complicated and non-linear structures of the data. Since it may be complicated to tune deep
autoencoder network, commonly the training procedure is made of two steps:
Pre-training, each layer l1,...,lc is pre-trained. Firstly the pair l0 as an example and l1 as encoder is
used. The goal is to find representation of l0 in l1 using the right optimizer. The weights l0 to l1
and l1 to l0 may be tied up representing Restricted Boltzman-Machine. When good representation
of l0 inputs is encoded in l1 the pair l1, l2 is pre-trained further till pair lc-1, lc is reached.
Fine-tuning, the full network is connected and fine-tuned. In case of classification, the encodings
of input data points can be used for classification training or the whole network l0→…→lc→fc1→
fc2 is part of the supervised learning.

4. EXPERIMENT
4.1. Structure of the Network
A number of important factors had to be taken into account when working on the appropriate
selection of the network structure. First of all, the size of the input image was an important
element. Too high resolution resulted in increasing the number of calculations, which resulted in
fairly frequent overload of memory available computing unit. But, too low resolution of the input
data could have prevented the achievement of theexpected performance. Determined to conduct
research for images with a resolution of 60 x 120 pixels. Another important element was the
selection of the number and types of layers of the CNN network. Our network contained 16
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layers. The ﬁrst convolution layer consisted of 64 convolution ﬁlters with dimensions 9 x 9.
Three layers of convolution encode information, transferred to a two-layer fully connected layer.
The network diagram for 60 x 120 pixel images is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Structure of the proposed network.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Name of layer
Image input layer
Convolution Layer
Max Pooling Layer
ReLU Layer
Cross Chanel Normalization Layer
ReLU Layer
Max Pooling Layer
Convolution Layer
ReLU Layer
Max Pooling Layer
Convolution Layer
Fully connected layer
ReLU Layer
Fully connected layer
ReLU Layer
Classification layer

Parameters
60 x 120 x 3
64 filters, size 5 x 5

64 filters, size 5 x 5

64 filters, size 5 x 5
Inputs 4992, outputs 64
Inputs 64, outputs 7
7

4.2. Input Data
Preparation of input data for the learning and testing phase was important in the context of
correct classiﬁcation of objects in natural working conditions. In the case of deep neural
networks, as many data as possible should be collected for each identiﬁed class. In our case, it
was necessary to collect photos of classiﬁed waste. We adopted a simpliﬁed model where there
could be only one waste within the camera lens. This approach does not reﬂect the natural
working conditions, but for research needs it gives sufﬁcient opportunities to generate a properly
functioning network. All collected images represented objects classiﬁed into seven considered
classes: PET, PE-HD,PVC, PE-LD, PP, PS and Other. These images came from the commercial
Garbage database[16], and their samples maybe seen on Fig. 2. To increase the number of images
in individual classes, we have modiﬁed existing images by flipping and rotating. Images from all
classes were rotated by angle 18 degrees, In this way, we obtained over 200 000 images. We
chose randomly for teaching of 10,000 per class and for testing of 1,000 for each class.

Fig. 2. Samples images of plastic waste
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Table 1. Learning results of a 16-layer network (image resolution 60 x 120 pixels)
No.

Initial
learn rate

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

0.0001
0.001
0.0001
0.0001
0.001
0.01
0.001
0.001
0.001
0.001

Learned
rate per
period
10
5
5
15
10
10
10
10
15
15

Max
epoch

Regularization

Accuracy
[%]

20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
30
30

0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.1
0.01
0.01

85
90
88
86
91
34
85
89
88
87

Table 2 presents learning stages conducted for our network using images with a resolution of 60
x 120 pixels. Analysing the obtained results, it we see our network reach good results for fifth
stage, when it achieved 91%. Ten epochs were sufﬁcient to obtain an acceptable level of
accuracy. Further learning, even with a reduced learning rate, no longer signiﬁcantly affects
accuracy. Average accuracy of 91% is a very good result as a fairly small number of iterations.
Regarding the other learning parameters, the best results were obtained for Initial learn rate 0.01,
Learned rate per period 10, Max epoch 30 and Regularization 0.1. The last one parameter didn’t
make strong influence on accuracy. The biggest impact on the change of accuracy was the change
Initial learn rate to 0.1.
We used five sets of images, were each class contained 1000 images, and we obtain the highest
average result 91% for parameters presented at line 5 in Table 3. Accuracy at presented level is
acceptable for the proper functioning of the system in real conditions.

5. CONCLUSION
The conducted research has shown that the 15-layer network proposed by us allows achieving
high efﬁciency for images with a resolution 60 x120. Classiﬁcation of segregated waste into
seven main classes takes place in most cases without error. Of course, this is to a certain extent
caused by the artiﬁcially increased number of individual class representatives. Further work will
mainly consist of extending the database of segregated waste images with photos of waste in
more realistic conditions. Hence, efforts to obtain recordings of waste on a conveyor belt from
enterprises dealing with waste segregation. Our research in the future will assume the possibility
of training the network while working in real conditions, which is possible to implement with our
proposal. After introducing modiﬁcations to the training database, we also want to determine the
accuracy for real images of waste taken from the conveyor belt during the segregation process.
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EVALUATING AND VALIDATING
CLUSTER RESULTS
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ABSTRACT
Clustering is the technique to partition data according to their characteristics. Data that are
similar in nature belong to the same cluster [1]. There are two types of evaluation methods to
evaluate clustering quality. One is an external evaluation where the truth labels in the data sets
are known in advance and the other is internal evaluation in which the evaluation is done with
data set itself without true labels. In this paper, both external evaluation and internal evaluation
are performed on the cluster results of the IRIS dataset. In the case of external evaluation
Homogeneity, Correctness and V-measure scores are calculated for the dataset. For internal
performance measures, the Silhouette Index and Sum of Square Errors are used. These internal
performance measures along with the dendrogram (graphical tool from hierarchical Clustering)
are used first to validate the number of clusters. Finally, as a statistical tool, we used
the frequency distribution method to compare and provide a visual representation of
the distribution of observations within a clustering result and the original data.

KEYWORDS
Hierarchical Agglomerative Clustering, K-means Clustering, Internal Evaluation, External
Evaluation, Silhouette

1. INTRODUCTION
Clustering is grouping sets of data objects into multiple groups or clusters so that objects within
the cluster have high similarity, but are very dissimilar to the objects in the other clusters [2]. The
clustering algorithms can be used on both normalized and non-normalized data. If users have
normalized data, the number of iteration of the algorithms will be fewer. Therefore, in most of the
situation, normalized data offers good outcome as compared to non-normalized data[3].In
machine learning, there are both supervised and unsupervised learning algorithms. In the case of
supervised learning, we feed training data along with predefined labels, whereas in the case of
unsupervised learning we only feed features when we train data as the true label is not known. In
general, unsupervised algorithms make inferences from datasets using only input vectors without
referring to the labeled outcomes. K-means is one of the Unsupervised learning algorithms.
There are many types of clustering such as exclusive, overlapping, hierarchical, etc. In the case of
exclusive clustering, each sample in the dataset will belong to one of the clusters, whereas in the
case of overlapping clusters there can be data points that are in more than one cluster. In the case
of hierarchical clustering,a tree-like structure is produced.
In this paper, we first validate the number of clusters by variousinternal evaluation techniques
and then compare those results with the K-means elbow method and hierarchical agglomerative
clustering. Later we do the cluster analysis based on internal evaluation techniques and frequency
distribution method for both K-means and Hierarchical Clustering Algorithm.We have
implemented these in Python.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 37-47, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 details about K-means and Hierarchical
Clustering, Section 3 offers surveys of related works. Section 4 offers various external and
internal evaluation methods. Section 5 explains the proposed methodology. Section 6discussesthe
findings from these results. Finally, we conclude by briefly explaining our contributions and
further works.

2. K-MEANS AND HIERARCHICAL CLUSTERING
2.1. K-means
K-means is one of the popular unsupervised machine learning algorithms for clustering. Kmeans is fast, compared to other clustering algorithms as it doesn’t require calculating all of the
distances between each observation and every other observation. K-means can be used for
clustering very large datasets. But traditional k means algorithm does not always generate good
quality results as automatic initialization of centroids affects final clusters as mentioned in [4].
In this paper, we used the k-means algorithm on a normalized dataset in order to generate quality
clusters, it minimized the k-means inertia criteria (within-cluster sum of square inertia) and gave
high score in case of various external evaluation techniques, which can be seen in section 6,
Table 1.
The k-means model was implemented using the scikit-learn library in python where we used the
k-means++ for initialization as ‘k-means++' selects initial cluster centers for k-means clustering
in a smart way to speed up convergence. In our experiment, the training data was split into
random train and test subsets using 80-20 rule and the random state was set to an integer value to
have a reproducible result for documenting, in order to avoid different solutions every time, we
do sampling.

2.1.1. Algorithm (K-means)[2]
The algorithm proceeds as follows:
1. Randomly initialize‘k’ clusters centroids
2. Assign each data points to its closest cluster centroid
3. Compute the centroid of the new partition formed by taking the average of points assigned to
that cluster
4. Repeat steps 2, and 3 until convergence is obtained

2.2. Hierarchical Clustering
Another type of clustering technique is called Hierarchical Clustering. The two types of
Hierarchical clustering are Agglomerative clustering and Divisive clustering. In the case of
hierarchical agglomerative clustering it begins by putting each observation into its own separate
cluster and then it builds new higher-level clusters by grouping clusters based on distance. The
graphical tool to get insight into the clustering solution is called a dendrogram.
In hierarchical clustering, as a first step, find the distance matrix and then examine all the
distances between all the observations and pairs together the two closest ones to form a new
cluster. So finding the first cluster simply means looking for the lowest number in the distance
matrix and merging the two observations that the distance corresponds to into a new cluster.
Hence there will be one fewer cluster than the number of observations. To determine which
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observations will form the next cluster certain linkage methods are used. The different linkage
methods used are single linkage, complete linkage, average linkage, and ward.
The Single linkage method defines cluster proximity as the shortest distance (min) between two
points, 𝑥, and 𝑦, that are in different clusters, 𝐴 and 𝐵. Complete linkage defines cluster
proximity as the farthest(max) distance between two points, 𝑥 and 𝑦, that are in different clusters,
𝐴 and B. Average proximity defines cluster proximity as the average distance between two
points, 𝑥 and 𝑦, that are in different clusters, 𝐴 and B. In ward’s method, the approach of
calculating the similarity between two clusters is exactly the same as group average except that
Ward’s method calculates the sum of the square of the distances ‘Pi’ and ‘Pj’ where ‘Pi’ is a data
point in cluster 1 and ‘Pj’ is a data point in cluster 2. In our paper, we have compared the results
using all these methods for the IRIS dataset and figured out which one gives a better score.

2.2.1. Algorithm (Hierarchical Clustering) [5]
1.
2.

3.

Start with n clusters where each data object forms a single cluster
Repeat step 2 until there is only one cluster left
(a) Find the closest pair of clusters
(b) Merge them
Return the tree of cluster-merger

3. RELATED WORK
The paper [1] does a comparison of K-Means Clustering and CLARA Clustering on Iris Dataset,
which uses Euclidean distance and Manhattan Distance as a dissimilarity measure, respectively.
It is an extension of the K-Medoids Clustering algorithm, which uses a sampling approach to
handle large datasets. The paper proves that CLARA Clustering using Manhattan distance is
better than K-Means Clustering with Euclidean distance.
Dr. Manju Kaushik et al. [2] presented a comparative study of K-means and Hierarchical
Clustering techniques in terms of Clustering Criteria, performance, size of a dataset, sensitivity to
noise, quality, execution time, number of clusters, etc.
In [4] Deepali Virmani et al., have first preprocessed the dataset based on the normalization
technique and then generated effective clusters. They also assigned a weight to each attribute
value to ensure the fair distribution of clusters. Their algorithm has proved to be better than the
traditional K-means algorithm in terms of execution time and speed.
Weka data mining tool version 3.7 was used in [5] for testing accuracy and running time of kmeans and hierarchical clustering algorithms on the IRIS and Diabetes dataset. In this paper, they
concluded that the accuracy of k-means for the IRIS dataset having ‘real’ datatype attributes was
greater compared to hierarchical clustering and for the diabetes dataset having both integer and
real attributes accuracy of hierarchal clustering was greater than the k-means clustering
algorithm. In the case of running time, k-means was faster.
Rousseeuw [6] proposed a technique called silhouette analysis which is based on the comparison
of object tightness and separation. This tool can be used to validate the number of clusters in the
case of the clustering algorithm.
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Kalpit et al., [7] compared K-means and K-medoids algorithms using the Iris dataset. The results
showed that K-medoids is better than K-means at scalability for a larger dataset. K-medoids
showed its superiority over k means in execution time and sensitivity towards outliers.
In [9], Tippaya Thinsungnoena et al. studied two interesting sub-activity of the clustering process
-selecting the number of clusters and analyzing the result of data clustering using SSE and
silhouette analysis.
In [11] Huda et al. studied the several applications of the k-means algorithm in data mining and
pattern recognition. They showed that k-means produces a promising result in both as a clustering
method in data mining and for segmenting images in pattern recognition. Thus the paper
concluded that k-means clustering is an efficient algorithm in both areas.
T. Velmurugan et.al., from the experiments they performed, concluded in [13] that K-Medoids is
more robust than K-Means clustering in terms of noise and outliers, although K-Medoids is good
for only small datasets.

4. VARIOUS EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL EVALUATION METHODS
4.1. External Evaluation
Homogeneity: If each cluster in the clustering result contains only data points that are members
of a single class, then it satisfies homogeneity.
Completeness: If all the data points that are members of a given class are elements of the same
cluster in the clustering result, then it satisfies completeness.
V- measure: The V-Measure is defined as the harmonic mean of homogeneity and completeness
of the clustering.

4.2. Internal Evaluation
4.2.1.

Silhouette Analysis

According to Rousseeuw [6], Silhouette is a tool used to access the validity of clustering.
Silhouette analysis helps to find the separation distance between the resulting clusters. The
silhouette plot displays a measure of how close each point in one cluster is to points in the
neighboring clusters. The Silhouette score has a range of [-1, 1]. Thus, if the Silhouette score has
a value near +1 that indicates the sample is far away from the neighboring clusters. A value of 0
indicates that the sample is on or very close to the decision boundary between two neighboring
clusters and negative values indicate that those samples might have been assigned to the wrong
cluster.
4.2.2.

Algorithm (Silhouette Score for each Data Object)[6]

(i)

Find the mean distance of the point (i) with respect to all other points in the cluster it is
assigned (say a). Let it be named as a(i).
Find the mean distance of the point (i) with respect to its closest neighboring cluster (say
b). Let it be named as b(i).
Silhouette score for particular data point,
S[i] = [b(i)-a(i)]/ max[b(i),a(i)]

(ii)
(iii)
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For the Silhouette score, S[i] to be close to 1, a(i) has to be very small compared to b(i),
that is a(i)<<<b(i). The average Silhouette score can be calculated by taking the mean of
silhouette scores of all samples in the dataset. The silhouette score ranges from −1 to +1,
larger values represent that the data object is very similar to its own cluster and
dissimilar to neighboring clusters. These metrics are independent of the absolute values
of the labels; thus a permutation of the class or cluster label values will not change the
score values in any way.
4.2.3.

Within Sum of Squares (WSS)

The WSS (Within Sum of Squares) is used to estimate the number of clusters. If k is the number
of clusters then as ‘k’ increases, the sum of squared distance tends to zero. i.e., if we set ‘k’ to its
maximum value n (where n is the number of samples) then each sample will form its own cluster
thus the sum of squared distances will be equal to zero. In this paper, we use the K-means inertia
plot to validate the number of clusters based on the distortion/ WSS.
WSS measures the squared average distance of all the points within a cluster to the cluster
centroid. To calculate WSS, first find the Euclidean distance between a data point and the centroid
to which it is assigned. Then iterate this process for all data points in that cluster, and then sum the
values for the cluster and divide by the number of data points. Finally, you calculate the average
across all clusters to get the average WCSS.

5. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
For a given labeled dataset, perform the feature scaling and figure out which one gives better
scores in terms of WSS. Perform clustering using those normalized datasets and calculate the
score using external and internal evaluation methods. Then select the one that has high scores for
all the metrics. Finally, cluster analysis is performed by means of the frequency distribution.
A frequency distribution is a tabular representation of data showing the outcomes in named
classes. Thus this analysis helps in comparing the clustered result with the actual classes in the
dataset. This whole process is then repeated for hierarchical agglomerative clustering as well. The
graphical tool (dendrogram) in the case of hierarchical clustering helped to get insight into the
number of cluster solution and that was compared with the k-means inertia plot to have a double
validation on the number of clusters chosen. The proposed methodology helps in validating the
number of clusters and also in evaluating clustering results.

6. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND RESULTS
For the experiment, we used the famous IRIS dataset. Python programming was used for both the
clustering techniques. Initially, the dataset was split into 80-20 for training purposes. The number
of records given for training the model was 120 samples with 4 features. As the IRIS dataset is
labeled, the number of unique values in the training data after sampling, but before clustering is
given below

Figure 1: Unique Values in the Training data
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Table 1: Scores obtained based on K-means after performing various feature scaling on the dataset.

K-means

Before
Scaling
Applying
Standardiz
ation
Applying
PCA
Applying
MaxAbs
Applying
MinMax
Normalizer

Inertia

Homogeneity

Completeness

V-measure

65.17

-

-

-

106.5

-

-

-

53.89

-

-

-

21.58

0.94

0.94

0.94

54

-

-

-

0.24

0.93

0.94

0.94

The K-means clustering was performed on normalized and non-normalized IRIS datasets using
various methods such as standardization, minmax, MaxAbs, normalizer and also by
dimensionality reduction. K-means, when applied after normalizing the IRIS dataset gave the
best score in terms of Homogeneity, V-measure, and Completeness.
The homogeneity, V-measure, and completeness were calculated only for those 2 cases (MaxAbs
and Normalizer) were the distortion is minimum and out of those, the normalized dataset was
chosen for further analysis. ‘Normalization based K-means Clustering algorithm [4]’, has proved
that applying normalization before performing clustering will improve the execution time and
speed.

Figure 2: Scatter plot after applying K-means on normalized data.

Figure 3: Frequency distribution of labels after K-means clustering on training data

Eventhough for labeled data we know the number of classes in prior, we have compared the
result of elbow method with that of a dendrogram using ‘ward’ as the linkage method for a
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second level of validation on the number of clusters, which can be used as a method in the case of
unlabeled data for future work.

Figure 4: K-means inertia plot.

Figure 5: Iris Dendrogram.

Using the dendrogram we have taken the cut off at distance 0.5, as the jump in the distance is
pretty obvious. If we draw a horizontal line at 0.5 then we end up with three clusters. On the xaxis, it provides you with the details on which clusters get merged at various distances. Thus
comparing both the elbow and dendrogram we can conclude that the number of clusters for this
dataset is 3 which is true based on the labels. In the case of Hierarchical clustering on the IRIS
dataset, we tried different linkage methods and the highest score was obtained when the linkage
method used was ‘average linkage’.
Comparing different hierarchical linkage methods on the IRIS dataset with cluster count as three
produced the following results.
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Table:2 Hierarchical Clustering on Normalized IRIS dataset.
Hierarchical Clustering on Normalized IRIS dataset
Linkage
methods Used :

Homogeneity

Completeness

V-measure

Ward

0.88

0.885

0.884

Average

0.93

0.93

0.93

Complete

0.90

0.91

0.90

Single

0.59

0.94

0.73

Figure 6: Frequency distribution table after applying average as the linkage method

No of Clusters

Average Silhouette Score

2
3
4
5
6

0.67
0.55
0.50
0.49
0.39
Table 3: Average Silhouette score based on k-means when cluster count =2,3,4,5,6.

Figure 7: Silhouette plot for K-means clustering on the IRIS dataset when cluster count is 2.
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Figure 8: Visualizing the clustered IRIS data when cluster count is 2.

Figure 9: Silhouette plot for K-means clustering on the IRIS dataset when cluster count is 3.

Figure 10: Visualizing the clustered IRIS data when cluster count is 3.
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The figure (7,9) shows the silhouette plot for when cluster count is 2 and 3 and the figure (8,10)
shows the clustered data points when cluster count is 2 and 3. Even though the average silhouette
score is highest when cluster count is 2, we choose the number of clusters as 3 since the
silhouette plot for cluster 0 when cluster count is 2 is bigger in size owing to the grouping of the
2 sub-clusters into one big cluster. However, when cluster count is 3, all the plots are more or less
of similar thickness and hence are of almost similar sizes as can be verified from the labeled
scatter plot. Also when cluster count is 3, the plot for each cluster is above the mean value (0.55)
represented by a dotted line, and the width of the plot is uniform as possible. This shows that on
average each datapoint is more similar to the points on its own cluster. Thus we can conclude that
the number of clusters for this IRIS dataset has to be 3 to get better cluster results in terms of
accuracy while performing K-means and Hierarchical Clustering.

7. CONCLUSION
In general, in this paper, we cross-checked the result of the dendrogram from the hierarchical
agglomerative clustering and elbow method in K-means clustering to validate the best number of
clusters as in real world most of the datasets come without true labels. Then to evaluate the
quality of clustering based on different feature scaling and setting the number of clusters as 3, we
calculated the V-measure, completeness and homogeneity score. These external validation
methods were used for evaluating the quality of clustering. As a final step, we quantify the
correctness of the partition by comparing the frequency distribution in the classes in the original
training data with the clustered data. As an internal evaluation method, Silhouette analysis and
WSS were also done on the training data. All the results are consistent in the sense that Silhouette
and WSS present an appropriate number of clusters at the same k-value with regard to maximum
average silhouette value and knee point in the case of WSS for the IRIS dataset. Also, we proved
from the frequency distribution table that using k-means++ as the initialization procedure for the
k-means, improved the clustering results using a clever seeding of the initial cluster centroids.
The frequency table shows that the quality of the clustered classes was better while using kmeans++ for cluster initialization than the result obtained while using K- medoids in paper [7] for
the same IRIS dataset.

8. FUTURE WORK
As future work, we will use other labeled datasets to validate our methodology. Those datasets
will be of different sizes to make sure that our method works well on all different datasets.
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ABSTRACT
After the digital revolution, it is not strange to see data science taking interest in music. The
sheer amount of available content opens a plethora of possibilities for studying music and its
social impact from a data analytic perspective. This paper studies the relationship that exists
between, song features and their corresponding genre, to provide data-mining tools for music
recommendation and sub-genre identification. For the first task, we compared different
classification models, including Random Forests, Fully-connected neural networks and Logistic
Regression. For the latter, we carried out cluster analysis and dimensionality reduction for
data visualisation. Overall, Random Forest models had better performance in genre
classification than Fully-connected networks, but they suffered from overfitting. Moreover, the
highest accuracy obtained was too low (64%) to be of use for genre recognition applications.
Nevertheless, we think our results show the limitations of hand-crafted features and point
towards more sophisticated deep learning techniques.

KEYWORDS
Music Information Retrieval, Data Mining, Automated Music Recommendation, Classification

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important skills that humans possess is the capacity of pattern recognition. This
skill has allowed the emergence of systematic studies of nature such as physics and drives
innovation and development in many other fields ranging from arts to engineering. Out of all the
patterns that surround us, music stands out as a universal activity with multiple forms and
complex manifestations across cultures. There is increasing evidence that all humans, not just
highly trained individuals, share a predisposition for music in the form of musicality, which is
defined as a spontaneous developing set of traits based on and constrained by our cognitive
abilities and their underlying biology [4].
On the other side, the emergence of digital technologies has dramatically shifted how music is
produced, distributed and consumed. It has made possible data-driven studies on the impact of
music on human behaviour and the many ways in which we enjoy it. Nowadays, more
information about artists and songs is available, new music is capable of reaching more people
further and faster than ever before, and recommendations are easily tailored automatically based
on user behaviour.
The area of Music Information Retrieval (MIR) arises as a way to tackle the challenges
associated with effectively interacting and accessing increasingly large collections of music and
all the associated data such as styles, genres, artists, lyrics, and music reviews. Algorithms
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 49-63, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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developed for these purposes employ sophisticated digital signal processing and machine
learning techniques to extract musical features from audio signals and metadata [7]. Other
relevant applications of this field include audio identification, score following, digital musical
instruments and audio compression algorithms [7].
When listening to a song most people will not identify all of their features, like the tonality or the
metre, but the overarching patterns that appear in songs allow individuals to recognise musical
genres. Moreover, there are certain patterns and structures in music that people particularly
enjoy, meaning that the most popular (hit) songs are those with patterns that better resonate with
the listener. However, we should have in mind that what makes us like a song depends also on
extra-musical factors such as the exposure effect and the social context in which music is
consumed. Hit song science attempts the herculean task of predicting music success by finding
features correlated with music popularity [7].
Understanding music from a data-driven perspective has become vital for the music industry.
Techniques for identifying the contrasting and common characteristics in musical genres,
extracting the similarities between music that become popular in contrast to music that doesn’t
could be used to enhance music recommendation and music production. Within these lines, the
present article is focused on the application of data mining techniques to music genre recognition
and sub-genre identification.
Our main interest is to explore the applications of data science in music recommendation systems
and to study how they can improve streaming services such as Spotify and Apple Music. We
structure this paper using the Cross-Industry Standard Process for Data Mining (CRISP-DM)
framework [10] to provide an implementation of this methodology in the field of Music
Information Retrieval.

2. METHODOLOGY
To study common and contrasting characteristics of different music genres, we employ a series
of data mining algorithms to extract patterns from the GTZAN genre collection [11]. This is an
audio database containing a total of 1000 audio recordings across ten musical genres with 100
instances of 30 seconds each [11]. Below we give an overview of data mining techniques that
have been used in this problem.
Different approaches to song recommendation and genre classification have been tried before
including traditional algorithms and deep neural networks. Aaron et al. trained a Convolutional
Neural Network to predict latent factors from music audio [12]. Gwardys and Grzywczak used
transfer learning to leverage features from a model trained on ImageNet dataset in a genre
recognition model based on MFCC spectrograms. They obtained an accuracy of 78% in GTZAN
database by using SVMs over the CNN representations [3].
More recently, Yang and Zhang used a map of eight musical features as inputs of a CNN, their
best model obtained 91 % accuracy on the GTZAN database [15]. Banitalebi-Dehkordi proposed
a music genre classification method using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to extract short-term
features from segments of each spectrogram. They obtained 95.7% Accuracy over GTZAN
database [2].
Besides these approaches, there are other techniques and generic data mining algorithms that can
be adapted to tackle the problem of music genre recognition. The most common approach is the
use of statistical classification methods. An example of this can be seen in a paper by Schindler
and Rauber [17] where the authors studied the effects of using a series of features extracted using
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the Echonest Analyser [18]. They evaluated this approach in the task of music genre
classification with commonly used classifiers in the MIR field, such as KNN, SVM, Random
Forest, Naive Bayes and J48 Decision Tree. The authors applied these methods to a set of 4
databases with different subsets of extracted features. They obtained at most 66.9% accuracy in
the GTZAN music genre recognition task.
Another example of the application of data mining algorithms adapted and applied to MIR can be
seen in a paper by Kotsifakos et al. They carry out genre classification by combining the kNearest Neighbours classifier with Subsequence Matching with Bounded Gaps and Tolerances
(SMBGT). SMBGT is used to extract similarity features between pairs of songs that characterise
them. While k-NN using the extracted features assigns a genre to each song based on the votes of
its closest neighbours. While this was applied only to MIDI data, short segments of musical
pieces could have been used with the SMBGT for feature extraction [19].
In this work, we do not cover the fundamentals of data mining algorithms, but we recommend
the following references in case further reading is required. Goodfellow et al. [20] give an
introduction to a broad range of topics in deep learning, covering mathematical and conceptual
aspects of different artificial neural network models used in industry and academia. Rokach and
Maimon [21] present an in-depth overview of the many techniques based on decision trees used
for data mining including an analysis of the specifics of the Random Forest algorithm. Finally,
Hastie et al. cover the fundamentals of computational techniques for statistical learning,
inference and prediction [22].

2.1. Business Understanding
This step involves understanding business goals, limitations and expectations. The main
objective is to cast the business problem as one or more data science problems. Framing it in
terms of expected value can allow decomposing the problem into data mining tasks to which
well-studied methods exist [9]. In the following paragraphs, we describe howdigital
transformation has made critical the use of data-mining techniques in the music industry.
Digital technologies permeate every market operation, the music industry is not an exception. On
the contrary, music businesses have quickly adapted to the changes of the digital revolution since
the advent of MP3 and portable music players. But nowadays the challenge is greater, given the
amount of music being released daily has sky-rocketed. A rough estimate suggests that tracks
released daily in streaming platforms doubled from 2018 to 2019, while the weekly average time
spent listening to music reported by IFPI is circa 18 hrs [5]. Being able to recognise genres or
musical categories is an important functionality for any music business, especially for streaming
platforms seeking to engage their users by providing customized musical experiences.
In practice, we would like to know what music our users prefer (even if they do not know it yet)
and provide recommendations on that basis. Glenn McDonald, Spotify’s leading data scientist
mentioned in an interview that the company has used a complex algorithm capable of analysing
and categorizing up to 60 million songs on a molecular level, and the micro-classifications now
amount to 1,387 sub-genres in total [8]. By understanding the inherent composition of songs
within a certain genre and their sub-genres, similarities can be identified in terms of features and
then leveraged for genre-based recommendation systems. In this way, music streaming services
provide a customised dashboard of new releases and artists in real-time.
The quality of music recommenders and music discovery technologies becomes a powerful
differentiator when the music catalogue is similar in size across streaming platforms. Around a
third of Spotify’s listening time is spent listening to Spotify-curated playlists, while slightly more
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than half of that amount goes on playlists personalised to each listener based on their listening
history. Nevertheless, while these add-ons might be beneficial, they have raised ethical concerns
around the role of streaming services as tastemakers by biasing the visibility of certain artists [6].
Overall, based on the behaviour and profiles of customers, music features and information that is
generated during playlist creation, companies can find patterns hidden within historical data and
transform music recommendation and playlist curating into machine learning tasks such as
classification, clustering, link prediction and association rule mining.
2.2. Data Understanding
Rarely there is an exact match between the data format required by data mining models and
available data. Moreover, historical data might have been collected for purposes unrelated to our
problem as framed in the business understanding step, or even for no explicit purpose at all. All
of these situations have an impact on the reliability of data [9]. In the case of music genre
recognition, data is obtained through licensing and partnerships with recording labels and
independent artists. Any kind of automatic audio analysis relies on feature extraction to estimate
meaningful patterns that are later fed to predictive and pattern recognition models. Audio feature
extraction is the process of distilling huge amounts of raw audio into compact and high-level
representations about the underlying musical content. Common choices for audio representations
reflecting the way humans and many other organisms make sense of their auditory environment
are wavelets, filterbanks and Fourier transforms. Nevertheless, more abstract features capture
high-level aspects of music recording such as rhythm, harmony and timbral texture [7].
It is important to mention that audio is not the only source of music data. Other sources include
metadata, lyrics, review, social tags, user profiles and playlists, MIDI files and music scores [7].
Audio tracks from the GTZAN collection were collected between 2000-2001 from a variety of
sources including personal CDs, radio, microphone recordings, to represent a variety of
recording conditions. All tracks are in WAV format, have a sampling rate of 22.5 kHz and a bit
depth of 16. The 10 genres included in the database are Blues, Classical, Country, Disco, Hiphop, Jazz, Metal, Pop, Reggae, Rock.
Before the modelling stage, we carried out a series of exploratory analyses. Figure 2 shows the
differences between the means of the spectral centroid feature across genres, while Figure 3 does
the same for Chroma STFT. Since distributions overlap, we will need more than one feature to
tell genres apart. Figure 4 shows the Spearman correlation between four of the features.
Interestingly, some of the Mel frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCC) are inversely correlated
with zero crossing. We decided not to show the Pearson correlation since the results were similar
to Spearman. Finally, we carried out a t-test between genres in terms of the first MFCC. By using
this feature, we can reliably tell apart Classical from the rest of the genres. ANOVA tests carried
out for all the features of the data shows that the means of each group are significantly different
from one another, Figure 6 presents the test carried out in terms of the ninth MFCC per genre.
See the features list in the Data Preparation section for more information.
In addition to the aforementioned tests, we carried out a Shapiro-Wilk normality test per feature,
where normality was the null hypothesis. All features but MFCC4, MFCC11, MFCC14,
MFCC15, MFCC16, MFCC17 and MFCC18 had highly significant p-values. Finally, we
computed a two-dimensional non-linear projection of the features using t-distributed stochastic
neighbor embedding (TSNE) [14] (See Figure 1). The fact that genres are not perfectly
segregated using a non-linear dimensionality reduction technique reflects the complexity of the
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problem of genre classification. This gives us an idea of the predictive power of low-level
features that ignore the contextual factors of music.

Figure 1. Dimensionality reduction using TSNE

Figure 2. Spectral centroid distribution across genres
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Figure 3. Chroma STFT comparison

Figure 4. Spearman correlation of 4 features
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Figure 5. MFCC-1 t-test log(p-value) matrix

Figure 6. MFCC9 one-way ANOVA test
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2.3. Data Preparation
We have to consider the nature of data before preparing it. For instance, some attributes may be
categorical, whereas others text-based; All of these require different treatment. Overall, we have
to make sure data is clean, free from leakages, and in the right format to carry out model fitting.
The 26 features used in this study were directly extracted from the audio tracks in GTZAN
database using Librosa, a python package for music and audio analysis. A list with a short
description is shown in the table below:
Table 1. Feature description
Feature

Description

Zero crossing rate

The rate of sign-changes along with a signal, i.e., the rate
at which the signal changes from positive to negative or
vice versa.
The “centre of mass” of the spectrum. Calculated as the
weighted mean of the frequencies present in the sound
Represents the frequency below which a specified
percentage of the total spectral energy lies.
Total magnitude of the signal.
A set of 20 features or coefficients describing the overall
shape of the spectral envelope.
A representation for music audio in which the entire
spectrum is projected onto 12 bins accounting for the 12
distinct semitones (or chroma) of the musical octave.
A weighted standard deviation from the spectral centroid

Spectral centroid
Spectral rolloff
Root Mean Square Energy (RMSE)
Mel frequency cepstral coefficients
(MFCCs)
Chroma frequencies

2nd order Spectral Bandwidth

These 26 features were arranged in a table and appended to a .csv along with their corresponding
filename and genre label.
Additionally, we used Wavenet as a feature extractor. These features are not human-readable but
leverage the power of a convolutional neural network (CNN) trained directly on audio
waveforms [13]. Since the shape of the feature map for each song was (125, 16) we also tested
different aggregation methods including, flatten, column averages and row averages. These
methods lead, respectively, to the following feature vector sizes: 2000, 125 and 16.

2.4. Modelling
We are concerned with the following data-mining tasks. These are related to recommendation
operations in music streaming services. This paper covers model evaluation for the first two
tasks.
●
●
●
●

Classification: carry out class probability estimation for each song in our database to
recommend more songs of users preferred genres.
Clustering: Group songs by similarity to create sub-genres and fine-grained categories
within and between genres.
Link Prediction: attempt to predict connections between genres likeability. For instance,
estimating how likely it is that someone who likes rock will like metal.
Association rule mining: As part of the pattern extraction of songs, this task would help to
understand how different types of genres and particular songs are grouped altogether by
users and playlists.
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For the first phase of the modelling step, we implemented two linear models: (I) a multinomial
logistic regression to estimate genre (class) probability from the set of 20 Melfrequency cepstral
coefficients (MFFCs), and (II) a generalized linear model to individually predict the respective
values of Zero crossing rate, spectral centroid, spectral rolloff and RMSE from the nominal genre
variable.
The multinomial logistic regression coefficients shown in the attached file are far from zero. This
confirms our intuition that there was at least a linear relationship between predictors (MFCCs)
and the probability of being of a certain genre. Differences across MFCCs weights reflect how
the coefficients account for local variations in the spectral envelope that are correlated with the
acoustic properties of genres.
With the linear models, we seek to test the hypothesis that the genres are meaningfully related to
audio features, in particular those that describe musical and acoustic characteristics of the
waveform such as the chroma frequencies, the centre of mass of the spectrum, etc. By generating
a set of contrast variables using the genres and then fitting a set of linear models to predict each
of the variables that do not fit under the umbrella of MFCCs, we corroborated this assumption.
Moreover, the t-test showed significant differences across genres in terms of these covariates. To
corroborate the generalised linear hypothesis of each model, a set of pairwise contrast variables
was created using all the possible combinations of genres. These were tested using the Tukey
method, again results show statistically significant differences across genres. Proving, further, the
relation between features and genres.
Table 2. The architecture of the Fully Connected Network used for classifying the dataset.
Layer (type)

Output shape

Param #

Flatten

(None, 26)

0

Dense 1

(None, 32)

864

Dense 2

(None, 32)

1056

Dense 3

(None, 32)

1056

Dense 4

(None, 32)

1056

Dense 5

(None, 32)

1056

Dense 6

(None, 32)

1056

Dense 7

(None, 10)

330

Total trainable params

-

6,474

For the second phase, we explored the usage of more complex models for classifying the
different music genres: A Fully Connected Network (FCN) described in Table2, and a family of
Random Forest models. We compared their performance using thirty randomly drawn 70-30%
training-testing splits. As a means of comparison, since the data is non-linearly separable, we
fitted two logistic regression models using the same splits. Below we describe the
implementation details of the models.
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1) Fully-connected neural network (FCN): Implemented in Keras framework. The
architecture consists of 6 layers with 32 units each. It was trained with RMSProp optimizer
(default parameters) for 100 epochs and using a batch size of 32. See Figure 7. FCN-WF,
FCN-WC and FCN-WR refer to the results of FCN using flattened, column-averaged and
row-averaged Wavenet features, respectively.
2) Random Forest 1 (RF1): Implemented using sklearn ensemble classifiers. The model
consists of 10,000 estimators trained over the dataset using Gini’s impurity as splitting
criteria.
3) Random Forest 2 (RF2): Preserves the same parameters as the previous model, only
changing the splitting criterion from Gini’s impurity to Information gain.
4) Random Forest 3 (RF3): Based on RF1 this model incorporated Minimal Cost-Complexity
Pruning (CCP) to reduce overfitting. Only estimators with a CCP < 0.15 were selected to
be part of the model.
5) Random Forests with Wavenet features: Following the same models as RF1 and RF3. Each
pair of RF-WR, RF-WC and RF-WF show the results of using row-averaged, columnaveraged and flattened Wavenet features, respectively.
6) Linear Regression model (LIN1): A regularised logistic regression model based on a quasiNewton method (LBFGS) and Ridge Regression (L2) as implemented in sklearn.
7) Linear Regression model (LIN2): Similar to LIN1 but using an improved version of the
Stochastic Average Gradient and Elastic net regularisation.
To test whether accuracy was significantly different across models, we carried out a Wilcoxon
signed-rank paired test between the accuracy series. These were generated by evaluating the
performance of trained models on 30 Test sets generated with the same random seeds (i.e. paired
test). Figure 8 reports the p-values and Table 3 the performance results for each model.

Figure 8. Wilcoxon signed-rank paired test for Test set
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2.5. Evaluation
The purpose of the evaluation stage is to assess the data mining results and gain confidence that
they are valid and reliable. These aspects include assessing models stability across time, ensuring
that models satisfy the original business goals and spotting spurious correlations [9].
Even if we know from our musical experience there are systematic relationships across genres,
the residual deviance of multinomial logistic regression is relatively high (2367.332), which
means a linear model is a bad fit. Nevertheless, Non-parametric models such as Random Forest
performed better than linear models and the fully-connected network (FCN). See Table 1.
By the other side, we believe some of the standard errors for multinomial logistic regression
parameters are high, given that the sample size per genre is small and there is multicollinearity in
our predictors, which means some MFCCs can be predicted from one another.
Table 3. Results: Mean accuracy for all models.
Model
FCN
FCN-WF
FCN-WC
FCN-WR
RF1
RF2
RF3
RF-WR1
RF-WR2
RF-WC1
RF-WC2
RF-WF1
RF-WF2
LIN1
LIN2

Training %
44.07
45.46
64.38
72.82
99.93
99.93
61.18
99.91
48.74
99.91
47.94
99.91
80.15
48.65
48.81

Test %
38.76
40.66
50.43
56.34
64.48
64.19
49.38
42.40
37.49
32.56
24.84
41.66
37.68
45.03
44.71

Delta %
5.32
4.81
13.95
16.48
35.45
35.74
11.80
57.51
11.25
67.35
23.10
58.25
42.47
3.61
4.10

Figure 9. Mean accuracy comparison for Training and Test sets.
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3. DISCUSSION
The main goal of this project is to identify characteristics within music genres to gain a better
understanding of what patterns characterise them and which are shared amongst classes (i.e.
genres). With this knowledge, we expect to be able to identify new songs that belong to a specific
genre according to acoustic features and also to find sub-genres within them by using clustering
techniques.
We noticed that some MFCCs are correlated among themselves but inversely correlated with
other frequency related features such as zero crossings. The differences between genres in terms
of MFCC1 were enough to tell apart Classical from the rest of the genres. During the data
visualisation phase, we found that Pearson and Spearman’s correlations gave similar results. For
this reason, we decided to only include the latter.
Overall, the performance of the linear models, especially for class probability estimation, is low.
Non-parametric models such as Random Forest performed better than linear models but overfit
the training dataset. No significant differences were found between RF1 and RF2, which means
for this task there is no noticeable advantage between Gini’s impurity and information gain
criteria. Despite the fully-connected network leveraging non-linear activation functions (ReLu),
its accuracy was below the best Random Forest (RF1) and linear models. Interestingly, as
opposed to Random Forests, the FCN accuracy improved using Wavenet features instead of
handcrafted ones (i.e. MFCC, zero-crossings, etc.).
We also observed that the aggregation method (flatten, column average, row average) influenced
the performance with Wavenet features for both Fully-connected neural networks and Random
Forests. This might be explained by the fact using fewer features, as obtained with the column
average method, reduces overfitting.
We confirmed that more expressive models than logistic regression, such as random forest,
performed better at the classification task, but still are far from the required performance
expected for music recommendation tasks (maximum average Test accuracy was 64%).
Nevertheless, it was a good exercise to evaluate models with different assumptions: linear, nonparametric and hierarchical non-linear (i.e. artificial neural networks) with handcrafted and
automatically extracted features (i.e. Wavenet). In this way, we compared how much
improvement is coming from modelling non-linear interactions of covariates and learning
structure from data without distributional assumptions.

4. CONCLUSION
Streaming services have disrupted the music industry, from how it is distributed to the way music
is produced. Data mining techniques underlying this transformation have allowed companies to
extract features with increasing precision and to use them for various purposes such as music
recommendation, classification, trend prediction, sub-genre discovery and to design tailored user
experiences for streaming apps.
We have demonstrated that there are significant differences in the feature values of each genre,
seemingly enough to characterise each of them. The different tested linear models, leaving aside
their poor performance, show that there is a strong relationship between the response (genre) and
the proposed predictive variables. Furthermore, we found that non-parametric models, such as
Random Forest with MFCC features, performed better than linear and Fully-connected neural
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network models using Wavenet features. Our best model was a Random Forest (RF1) and
achieved around 64% accuracy in the test set using handcrafted features (MFCC).
Despite not having met state-of-the-art results, the main contribution of this work is to compare a
wide range of modern data mining techniques to study the dimensions of music, particularly its
genre and the differences that exist amongst them. Moreover, to our best knowledge, we are the
first to evaluate the effect of Wavenet features in the context of music genre recognition,
particularly in the GTZAN database. The stark contrast between our models and state of the art
approaches speaks about the relevance of finding good representations of musical data.

4.1. Future Work
Potential avenues for extending this work are: (1) exploring unsupervised clustering models, (2)
multimodal models incorporating extra-musical and non-audio data, (3) transfer learning, data
augmentation, and (4) extending GTZAN with new labelled instances (i.e. use a larger database).
Clustering might find sub-structures within genres and help to determine useful patterns for
music recommendation. Multimodal models [1] can leverage extra-musical information while
transfer learning might be capable of finding better audio representations than MFCCs. Finally,
we believe model training and testing results can be improved by applying other data mining and
statistical techniques including but not restricted to LSTM neural networks, Dynamic Time
Warping, K-means and Siamese Neural Networks.
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ABSTRACT
Over the past few years, there has been a considerable spread of microarray technology in
many biological patterns, particularly in those pertaining to cancer diseases like leukemia,
prostate, colon cancer, etc. The primary bottleneck that one experiences in the proper
understanding of such datasets lies in their dimensionality, and thus for an efficient and
effective means of studying the same, a reduction in their dimension to a large extent is deemed
necessary. This study is a bid to suggesting different algorithms and approaches for the
reduction of dimensionality of such microarray datasets.This study exploits the matrix-like
structure of such microarray data and uses a popular technique called Non-Negative Matrix
Factorization (NMF) to reduce the dimensionality, primarily in the field of biological data.
Classification accuracies are then compared for these algorithms.This technique gives an
accuracy of 98%.

KEYWORDS
Microarray datasets, Feature Extraction, Feature Selection, Principal Component Analysis,
Non-negative Matrix Factorization, Machine learning.

1. INTRODUCTION
There has been an exponential growth in the amount and quality of biologically inspired data
which are sourced from numerous experiments done across the world. If properly interpreted and
analyzed, these data can be the key to solving complex problems related to healthcare. One
important class of biological data used for analysis very widely is DNA microarray data, which is
a commonly used technology for genome-wide expression profiling [1]. The microarray data is
stored in the form of a matrix with each row representing a gene and columns representing
samples, thus each element shows the expression level of a gene in a sample [2]. Gene
expression is pivotal in the context of explaining most biological processes. Thus, any change
within it can alter the normal working of a body in many ways and they are key to mutations [3].
Thus, studying microarray data from DNA can be a potential method for the identification of
many ailments within human beings, which are otherwise hard to detect. However, due to the
large size of these datasets, the complete analysis of microarray data is very complex [4]. This
requires some initial pre-processing steps for reducing the dimension of the datasets without
losing information.
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Modern technology has made it possible to gather genetic expression data easier and cheaper
from microarrays. One potential application for this technology is in identifying the presence and
stage of complex diseases within an expression. Such an application is discussed further in this
study.
This study, reflects upon the Non-Negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) technique which is a
promising tool in cases of fields with only positive values and assess its effectiveness in the
context of biological and specifically DNA microarray and methylation data. The results
obtained are also compared with the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) algorithm to get
relative estimates.
Motivation for the proposed work was two-fold, first, to test the use of Non-negative Matrix
Factorization (NMF) as a feature selection method on microarray and methylation datasets and
optimize the performance of the classifiers on reduced datasets. Although several feature
selection methods, e.g. Principal Component Analysis (PCA), and others have been used in
literature, there is limited use and testing of matrix factorization techniques in the domain of
microarray and methylation datasets.

2. RELATED WORK
Extensive presence of DNA microarray data has resulted in undertaking lots of studies related to
the analysis of these data, and their relation to several diseases, particularly cancer. The ability of
DNA microarray data over other such data lies in the fact that this data can be used to track the
level of expressions of thousands of genes. These methods have been widely used as a basis for
the classification of cancer.
Golub et al. proposed in [5] a mechanism for the identification of new cancer classes and the
consecutive assignment of tumors to known classes. In the study, the approach of gene
expression monitoring from DNA microarray was used for cancer classification and was applied
to an acute leukemia dataset for validation purposes.
Ramaswamy et al. [6] presented a study of 218 different tumor samples, which spanned across 14
different tumor types. The data consisted of more than 16000 genes and their expression levels
were used. A support vector machine (SVM)-based algorithm was used for the training of the
model. For reducing the dimensions of the large dataset, a variational filter was used which in its
truest essence, excluded the genes which had marginal variability across different tumor samples.
On testing and validating the classification model, an overall accuracy of 78% was obtained,
which even though was not considered enough for confident predictions, but was rather taken as
an indication for the applicability of such studies for the classification of tumor types in cancers
leading to better treatment strategies.
Wang et al. [7] provided a study for the selection of genes from DNA microarray data for the
classification of cancer using machine learning algorithms. However, as suggested by
Koschmieder et al. in [4], due to the large size of such data, choosing only relevant genes as
features or variables for the present context remained a problem. Wang et al. [12] thus
systematically investigated several feature selection algorithms for the reduction of
dimensionality. Using a mixture of these feature selections and several machine learning
algorithms like decision trees, Naive Bayes etc, and testing them on datasets concerning acute
leukemia and diffuse B-cell lymphoma, results that showed high confidence were obtained.
Sorlie et al. (2001) [8] performed a study for the classification of breast carcinomas tumours
using genetic expression patterns which were derived from cDNA microarray experiments. The
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later part of the study also studied the clinical effects and implications of this by correlating the
characteristics of the tumours to their respective outcomes. In the study, 85 different instances
were studied which constituted of 78 different cancers. Hierarchical clustering was used for
classification purposes. The obtained accuracy was about 75% for the entire dataset, and by using
different sample sets for testing purposes.
Liu et al. [9] implemented an unsupervised classification method for the discovery of classes
from microarray data. Their study was based on previous literature and the common application
of microarray datasets which identified genes and classified them based on their expression
levels, by assigning a weight to each individual gene. They modeled their unsupervised algorithm
based on the Wilcoxon rank sum test (WT) for the identification and discovery of more than two
classes from gene data.
Matrix Factorization (MF) is an unprecedented class of methods that provides a set of legal
approaches to identify low-dimensional structures while retaining as much information as
possible from the source data [22]. MF is also called matrix factorization, and the sequence
problem is called discretization [22]. Mathematical and technical descriptions of the MF [19-20]
methods, as well as microarray data [21] for their applications, are found in other reviews. Since
the advent of sequencing technology, we have focused on the biological applications of MF
technology and the interpretation of its results. [22] describes various MF methods used to
analyze high-throughput data and compares the use of biological extracts from bulk and singlecell data. In our study we used specific samples and patterns for best visualization and accuracy.
Mohammad et al. [18] introduced a variational autoencoder (VAE) for unsupervised learning for
dimensionality reduction in biomedical analysis of microarray datasets. VAE was compared with
other dimensionality reduction methods such as PCA (principal components analysis), fastICA
(independent components analysis), FA (feature analysis), NMF and LDA (latent Dirichlet
allocation). Their results show an average accuracy of 85% with VAE and 70% with NMF for
leukemia dataset whereas our experiments provide 98% accuracy with NMF. Similarly, for colon
dataset, their results show an average accuracy of 68% with NMF and 88% with VAE whereas
our experiments provide 90% accuracy with NMF.

2.1. Contributions
1. Two different types of high dimensional datasets were used, DNA Microarray Data
(Leukemia dataset, prostate cancer dataset, colon cancer dataset) and DNA methylation Data
(Oral cancer dataset, brain cancer dataset)
2. Two different feature extraction methods, NMF and PCA were applied for dimensionality
reduction on datasets with small sample size and high dimensionality using different
classification techniques (Random Forest, SVM, K-nearest neighbor, artificial neural
networks).
3. All the parameters were tested for different implemntations of NMF and classifiers and the
best parameters were used for selecting the appropriate NMF algorithm.
4. Computing time Vs. number of iterations were compared for different algorithms using GPU
and CPU for the best performance.
5. Results demonstrate that NMF provides the optimum features for a reduced dimensionality
and gives best accuracy in predicting the cancer using various classifiers.
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3. MATERIAL AND METHODS
3.1. Datasets
As a part of this study, five datasets relating to cancer were analyzed of which three are
microarray datasets and two are methylation datasets. The aim of using methylation dataset is to
ascertain the impact of DNA methylation on cancer development, particularly in the case of
central nervous system tumors. The Prostate Cancer dataset contains a total of 102 samples and
2135 genes, out of which 52 expression patterns were tumor prostate specimens and 50 were
normal specimens [6]. The second dataset used as a part of this study is a Leukemia microarray
dataset [5]. This dataset contains a total of 47 samples, which are all from acute leukemia
patients. All the samples are either acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) type or of the acute
myelogenous leukemia (AML) type. The third dataset used is a Colon Cancer microarray Dataset
(Alon et al. 1999) [11]. This dataset contains a total of 62 samples, out of which 40 are tumor
samples and the remaining 22 are from normal colon tissue samples. The dataset contained the
expression samples for more than 2000 genes having the highest minimal intensity for a total of
62 tissues. The ordering of the genes was placed in decreasing order of their minimal intensities.
The fourth and fifth dataset are the brain cancer and the oral cancer dataset with extensive DNA
methylation observed. (Capper et al. 2018) [10]. the cancer methylation dataset is a combination
of two types of information which are the acquired DNA methylation changes and the
characteristics of cell origin. It is observed that such DNA methylation profiling is highly potent
for the sub-classification of central nervous system tumors even in cases of poor-quality samples.
The datasets are extensive with over 180 columns and 21000 rows denoting different patient
cases. Classification is done using 1 for positive and 0 for negative instances.

3.2. Feature Selection
In the field of statistics and machine learning, feature reduction refers to the procedure for
reducing the number of explanatory (independent) columns from the data under consideration. It
is important in order to reduce the time and computational complexity of the model while also
improving the robustness of the dataset by removal of correlated variables. In some cases, such
as in the course of this study, it also leads to better visualization of the data.
Some of the popular feature reduction techniques include Principal Component Analysis (PCA),
Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF), Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA), autoencoders,
etc.
In this study, we analyze Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF) technique for feature
selection and test the effectiveness in the context of biological and specifically DNA microarray
and methylation data and compare our results with the PCA algorithm to get relative estimates.
3.2.1. Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
Kossenkov et al. (2010) [2] suggests the use of several matrix factorization methods for the same
problem. The method presented in the paper is a Non-negative Matrix Factorization (NMF)
technique which has been used for dimensionality reduction in numerous cases (Wang et al.
2013) [5].
For a random vector X with (m x n) dimensions, the aim of NMF is to try to express this vector
X in terms of a basis matrix U (m x l) dimension and a coefficient matrix V (l x n) dimension,
i.e.:
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X ≈ UV
The initial condition being L << min (m, n).
Here U and V are m x l and l x n dimensional matrices with positive values. U is known as the
basis matrix while V is the coefficient matrix. The idea behind this algorithm is to obtain values
of U and V such that the following function is at its local minima:
𝑚𝑖𝑛[𝐷(𝑋, 𝑈𝑉) + 𝑅(𝑈, 𝑉)]
where D: distance cost function, R: regularization function.
Results show that the obtained matrix U has a high dimension reduction from X.
On the application of the NMF algorithms, similar to other dimensionality reduction algorithms,
a large number of variables are clustered together. In the case of NMF, expression data from the
genes are reduced to form a small number of meta-genes (Brunet et al. 2004) [13]. For the matrix
U, each column represents a metagene and the values give the contribution for the gene towards
that metagene. The working of an NMF algorithm on a microarray dataset is shown in the figure
below, with each pixel indicating the expression values (shown in the form of the intensity of
colors).

Figure 1. Image showing how an NMF algorithm is used to get a basis matrix of rank (2) [13]

After subsequent NMF based dimensionality reduction is done, the obtained reduced matrix is
expected to contain the same information as the original matrix. In order to check the validity of
the above assumption, classification algorithms are applied to the reduced matrix and
subsequently, their accuracies were measured. Another popular dimensionality reduction
technique which is the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) is used and then compared with the
proposed NMF based models. It must be emphasized that conventional NMF based algorithms,
even though very accurate are highly resource intensive when used for large datasets. This study,
therefore, also makes use of certain GPU algorithms in order to effectively evaluate the same,
making training time much more feasible.
There are different implementations of the NMF which are categorized based on the choice for
the loss function (D) and the regularization function (R). The implementations used in this study
are listed below.
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Non-smooth NMF (nsNMF) [14]
Kullback Leibler Method (KL) [13]
Frobenius [15]
Offset [15]
Multiplicative Update Algorithm (MU) [15]
Alternating Least Square (ALS) [16]
Alternating Constrained Least Square (ACLS) [17]
Alternating Hoyer Constrained Least Square (AHCLS) [17]
Gradient Descent Constrained Least Square (GDCLS) [15]

3.2.2. Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
PCA is a widely used technique in the field of data analysis, for orthogonal transformation-based
feature reduction on high-dimensional data. Using PCA, a reduced number of orthogonal
variables can be obtained which explain the maximum variation within the data. Using a reduced
number of variables helps in significant reduction in computational cost and runtimes while still
containing a high amount of information as within the original data.
It is a widely used tool throughout the field of analytics for feature reduction before predictive
modelling. The steps involved in the computation of a PCA algorithm is shown below:
Let ‘X’ be the initial matrix of dimension (m x n), where m = number of rows, and n is the
number of columns.
The first step is to linearly transform the matrix X into a matrix B such that,
B=Z*X
where, Z is a matrix of order (m x m).
The second step is to normalize the data. In order to normalize, the mean for the data is computed
and normalization is done by subtracting off the mean for finding out the principal components.
The equations are shown below:
′
𝑀(𝑚) = 1/𝑁 ∑𝑁
𝑛=1 𝑋[𝑚, 𝑛], 𝑋 = 𝑋 − 𝑀

The next step involves computing the covariance matrix of X, which is computed as below
𝐶𝑋 = 𝑋 ∗

𝑋𝑇
(𝑛 − 1)

In the covariance matrix, all diagonal elements represent the variance while all non-diagonal
elements represent co-variances.
The covariance equation for B is shown below
𝐵𝑇

𝐶𝐵 = 𝐵 ∗ (𝑛−1) =

(𝑍𝐴)(𝑍𝐴)𝑇
(𝑛−1)

=

(𝑍𝐴)(𝐴𝑇 ∗𝑍 𝑇 )
(𝑛−1)

=

𝑍𝑌∗𝑍 𝑇
(𝑛−1)

where 𝑌 = 𝐴 ∗ 𝐴𝑇 , and of dimension (m x m),
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Now, Y can be further expressed in the form, Y = EDE, where E is an orthogonal matrix whose
columns represent the eigenvalues of Y, while D is a diagonal matrix with the eigenvalues as its
entries.
If Z = 𝐸 𝑇 , the value of covariance for B becomes,
𝐶𝐵 =

𝑍𝑌∗𝑍 𝑇
(𝑛−1)

=

𝐸 𝑇 (𝐸𝐷∗𝐸𝑇 )𝐸
(𝑛−1)

𝐷

= (𝑛−1)

The eigenvalues in this case are arranged in descending order, thus the most important
component comes first and so on.
Thus, from the transformed matrix ‘B’, only a subset of features can be taken which preserve a
larger share of the variance within the data.
3.2.3. Parameter Selection
Table 1 summarizes the different parameters which have been used for different algorithms.
Table 1: Parameters
Algorithm
Mu
GDCLS
ALS
ACLS
AHCLS
PCA
Random Forest
SVM

Parameters
Rank = 5
Rank = 5, = 0.1
Rank = 5
Rank = 5, H=0.1, W=0.1
Rank = 5, H=0.1, W=0.1, H=0.5, W=0.5
Number of features = varying between 1 to 100. row.W = 1, col.W = 1
nTrees = 500, cutoff = ½, nodesize = 1
coef = 0, cost = 1, nu = 0.5, tolerance = 0.001

3.2.4. Runtime Computation using CPU and GPU
There exist many different algorithms for implementation of NMF using R. These algorithms can
be broadly classified as those which are implemented using the CPU architecture of the system
and those which are implemented using GPU architectures. The CPU codes are implemented
using the standard ‘NMF’ package within R while the GPU codes are implemented using a
modification of the ‘NMF’ package known as the ‘NMFGPU4R” package which uses multicore
options from GPUs to massively parallelize the implementation of the algorithms.
The different algorithms are first run on the three datasets and their run times are noted
respectively. The runtime is defined as the amount of time (in seconds) taken by the computer to
compute that respective algorithm. A higher runtime generally means high complexity and
should be avoided, as such algorithms generally don't scale very well. During each of the
implementation, we chose three clusters within the output dataset in order to provide uniformity.
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For the algorithms executed on CPUs, the obtained run times are given in Table 2.
Table 2. CPU times (seconds) of different NMF algorithms on the cancer datasets
Method
NsNMF
KL
Frobenius
Offset

Prostrate
90.43
9.85
3.86
103.63

Colon
169.19
8.29
4.16
164.62

Leukemia
157.1
6.08
3.09
160.50

As can be seen clearly for the three datasets, the Offset method takes the highest runtime of over
100s for prostate cancer data and over 160s for colon cancer and leukemia data, closely preceded
by the nsNMF method which is just under 160s. The Frobenius and the KL methods take
significantly lesser times (under 10s) than the other two methods. These algorithms could not be
computed on the methylation datasets using CPUs as these are very high dimensional (over
10000 rows) datasets.
For the algorithms executed on GPUs, the obtained run times are given in Table 3.
Table 3. GPU times (seconds) of different NMF algorithms on the cancer datasets
Method
Mu
ALS
GDCLS
NSNMF
ACLS
AHCLS

Microarray dataset
0.66
0.77
1.44
0.96
0.58
0.51

Brain Cancer
5.01
1.823
0.34
4.334
1.287
1.11

Oral Cancer
4.18
1.20
0.309
4.114
1.19
0.67

As can be seen from Table 3, the AHCLS and the ACLS are the quickest to converge with
runtimes of 0.51s and 0.58s respectively. However, the brain and oral cancer datasets had
different outcomes in this regard. The GDCLS method was the quickest to converge for brain
and oral cancer datasets with a runtime of 0.34s and 0.309s respectively.

3.3. Classification Algorithms
The classification algorithms used in this study include random forest, support vector machine,
neural networks and k-nearest neighbors. These are briefly explained.
3.3.1. Random Forest (RF)
The random forest algorithm is a supervised learning algorithm which is widely used as an
ensemble model for classification and regression tasks. Classification involves training a model
with a set of independent variables in order to output a dependent variable into certain predefined factors. The random forest algorithm is an ensemble of decision trees. The output is a
mean of the output for the different decision trees. The training algorithm from random forest is
based on bootstrap aggregating to tree classifiers. Generally, for a given training sample
(𝑥1 , 𝑥2 . . . . 𝑥𝑛 ) along with their respective response variables (𝑦1 , 𝑦2 . . . . 𝑦𝑛 ), for b = 1....B:random
samples are selected with replacement from the n training examples and the classifiers are then
trained on them using trees 𝑓𝑏 .
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The equation for prediction for out-of-sample data in case of a random classifier is shown below:
𝐵

1
𝑝 = ∑ ℱ(𝑥)
𝐵
𝑏=1

3.3.2. Support Vector Machine (SVM)
The Support Vector Machine algorithm is a very commonly used algorithm for classification and
regression. The models is a non-probabilistic kind where each individual data point is
represented in an n-dimensional space where n refers to the number of independent features.
Classification is done by fitting an (n-1) dimensional plane within the space and on the basis of
the position of a particular data point with respect to the plane. The confidence of prediction is
determined by the distance of the position of the point with respect to the dividing plane.
Let (𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ), (𝑥2 , 𝑦2 ). . . . . . . . . . . . . (𝑥2 , 𝑦2 ) be a set of n points where x represents a p-dimensional
vector and y is an indicator variable for the class which takes the value 0 or 1. The goal of SVM
is to find a dividing hyperplane that divides the entire n-points based on their indicator variable
value. Such a hyperplane can be represented as
𝑤. 𝑥 − 𝑏 = 0
where, 𝑤 is the normal vector and, b is a parameter which determines the offset for the
hyperplane.
3.3.3. Neural Network (NN)
Neural Networks comprise of a collection of different algorithms and paradigms which resemble
the networks within the human brain in the context that they take input and process it through
different layers and nodes. Inputs are passed on as vectors and the neural networks perform
operations which help us cluster or regress this data.
The primary constituent of a neural network is a set of different layers Each layer is further made
up of nodes. This entire structure is modelled based on the neural structure of a human brain.
With each node is associated a set of weights and coefficients which largely determine the
amplification of the amount of signal of data which passes through it. The final layer contains a
single node which sums up the values from all the nodes in its preceding layer and outputs a
single value indicating the label (classification) or the value of the output (regression).
3.3.4. K-nearest Neighbor (KNN)
The K-nearest Neighbor (KNN) model is a non-parametric model which is commonly used in the
field of machine learning for the purpose of classification or regression tasks.
In this method, the input is a vector of some ‘k’ closest training examples which exist in the
hyperspace and based on the value of these k-nearest neighbors, the classification for the object
is done based on a majority voting about the classes of its neighbors.
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4. RESULTS
In order to evaluate the performance of classification algorithms on the NMF and PCA reduced
data four classifiers were trained, random forest (RF), support vector machine (SVM), neural
network (ANN) and k-nearest neighbor (KNN). The classifiers were tested for accuracy and area
under the ROC curve (AUC) performance metrics. 10-fold cross validation was used to avoid
overfitting and different number of features were selected using NMF and PCA methods. Figure
2 shows the accuracy of the four classifiers with NMF and PCA methods on the leukemia
dataset.

Figure 2. Accuracy of classifiers with different number of features for leukemia dataset

It is evident from Figure 2 that the accuracies obtained for lower number of features (10) are the
most accurate with about 98% accuracy obtained for most classifiers in case of NMF and a very
high AUC (~0.97). For PCA reduced matrices, the highest accuracy is also in the range 0f 98%
but for lessernumber of features (5).
Figure 3 shows the accuracy of the four classifiers with NMF and PCA methods on the prostate
dataset.
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Figure 3. Accuracy of classifiers with different number of features for prostate dataset

It is evident from Figure 3 that the accuracy generally decreases as the number (percentage) of
features increase. For lesser number of features (10), the accuracy is in the range of 70-80%.
However, as the features increase, the accuracy falls to about 50%. The AUC values also show a
similar trend.
Figure 4 shows the accuracy of the four classifiers with NMF and PCA methods on the colon
dataset.
In the case of colon dataset, the SVM classifier gives an accuracy in the range of about 87% for
lower number of features (10). As in the case of other datasets, there is a general decrease in the
accuracy as the number of features increases.
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Figure 4. Accuracy of classifiers with different number of features for colon dataset

Figure 5 shows the accuracy of the four classifiers with NMF and PCA methods on the oral
cancer dataset.
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The Oral Cancer dataset has a general low accuracy across all classifiers (~65%) for all the
different combinations of number of features. However, the AUC values are high (~0.95).
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Figure 5. Accuracy of classifiers with different number of features for oral cancer dataset

Figure 6 shows the accuracy of the four classifiers with NMF and PCA methods on the brain
cancer dataset.
Both the NMF and the PCA algorithms perform similarly in this case with the highest accuracy
being 92% and 95% respectively. The ANN algorithm shows a consistent performance of over
90% in this case.
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Figure 6. Accuracy of classifiers with different number of features for brain cancer dataset
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For the second phase of our analysis on the classification algorithms, different training-to-testing
ratios were taken to find the best accuracy and AUC values.
For the leukemia dataset, it is observed that for lower number of features, the ANN method is the
best in terms of accuracy (~99%) as opposed to over 80% shown by other classifiers. However,
as the number of features increase the accuracy for all the cases decreases. In the case for the
Prostate Cancer dataset, accuracies in the range of 70-90% are obtained throughout the different
combinations. The highest accuracy is obtained for the training-to-testing ratio 50:50 while using
ANN for a small number of features (5). The accuracy in this case is close to 100%. For the
colon cancer dataset, it is seen that the raw data has the best accuracy for the RF and SVM
models while the highest accuracy is obtained for the ANN model (95%). The brain cancer
dataset is the first of methylation datasets. It is seen that the performance of the two algorithms is
consistent over the range of split percentages i.e. (~90%), for the Random Forest classifier with
reduced features (5). The ANN also performs with a similar accuracy along with the KNN model
(accuracy ~89%). A lower accuracy is obtained for the oral cancer dataset across all
combinations. The overall range for the accuracy is between 60-80% barring a few exceptions.
The ANN is the most consistent classifier here with classification accuracies above 80% in all
other cases except when the number of reduced features is the highest (5).
Table 4 shows the summary results of the best accuracies for each classifier and dataset for NMF
and PCA algorithms. After performing all the analysis, the following points become pertinent:
1. Random Forest and KNN classifiers have an accuracy of 98% after using just 5 and 10 of the
number features in the leukemia dataset for the NMF and PCA reduced datasets respectively.
2. SVM algorithm also gives 98% accuracy for the leukemia dataset with only 5 features.
3. ANN algorithm gives 100% accuracy with 5 features used with NMF. However, the
accuracy for the other datasets are lower with the Brain Cancer dataset giving over 90%
accuracy.
4. For the colon cancer dataset, PCA generally performs better than the NMF algorithm as RF,
SVM and KNN have about 90% accuracy with PCA, however it is about 80% with NMF.
5. The PCA+RF and PCA+ANN combination in case of brain cancer data gives 95% accuracy
with 50 features.
6. The oral cancer dataset has the lowest accuracies, with the highest being 69% using the
PCA+SVM classifier on the Raw Data.
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Table 4. Summary results of best accuracy and number of features
NMF
Classifier

RF

SVM

KNN

ANN

PCA

Dataset
Acc.

# of features

Acc.

# of features

Leukemia

98

10

98

5

Prostate Cancer

72

20

77

5

Colon Cancer

74

10

90

20

Brain Cancer

89

5

95

50

Oral Cancer

65

180

65

180

Leukemia

98

5

98

5

Prostate Cancer

78

150

79

20

Colon Cancer

87

5

90

10

Brain Cancer

92

20

95

50

Oral Cancer

66

180

69

180

Leukemia

98

10

98

5

Prostate Cancer

80

10

79

20

Colon Cancer

80

5

90

10

Brain Cancer

89

10

96

100

Oral Cancer

67

100

65

10

Leukemia

100

5

98

5

Prostate Cancer

76

20

81

20

Colon Cancer

83

5

83

5

Brain Cancer

92

100

95

50

Oral Cancer

65

150

65

180

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this study, NMF has been used on several microarray datasets in order to obtain
dimensionality reduction in the feature sets. After application of NMF algorithms, the number of
variables from the gene expression data using microarray profiles went down from about 1000 to
a handful. On reduction, the obtained datasets were easier to read both visually and through heat
maps and plots. An optimum number of reduced features were obtained and for this, individual
heap maps and coefficient-maps were plotted. Unlike previous methods, where reducing the
number of variables required extensive study on the nature of the datasets, using this approach,
the same could be done through numerical computations on the given datasets.
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This study is of immense biological significance. Its significance lies in detecting and identifying
genes for differentiating cancer diseases and non-cancer diseases so that a proper tailor-made
treatment can be initiated. It also recognizes specific biomarkers of cancer which can be further
analyzed. It is essential to identify genes which play a role in the development of a cancer as the
gene expressions of patients suffering from cancer are different from those of healthy patients. It
also makes analyzing data easier for using machine learning techniques.
Throughout the course of the study there are two major drawbacks which are elucidated below.
Due to limited computational resources, the entire set of NMF algorithms couldn’t be run on
every dataset, particularly the methylation ones which have higher dimensions, leading to certain
imperfections in their analysis. This also resulted in our inability to perform semi-NMF
calculations as well as residual analysis plots for these datasets. The lack of computational power
was again the major reason for keeping the subset feature numbers restricted to 50. As any
number of features higher than that would exponentially increase the training time for the
classifiers.
As discussed above, NMF has potential use for feature reduction of high dimensional data,
particularly in the context of microarray data. A significant work can be done in the direction of
classifying different subgroups of a particular disease by first using NMF to reduce high
dimensional microarray data. This not only simplifies the process but also provides a faster and
more robust model of diagnosis.
Use of NMF for methylation datasets is limited in the context that a lower accuracy is observed
for these cases. Further studies should revolve around improving the scenario of the same.
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ABSTRACT
Mainstream knowledge management researchers generally agree that knowledge extracted from
unstructured data and semi-structured data has become imperative for organizational strategic
decision making. In this research, we develop a framework that captures and analyses
unstructured data using machine learning techniques and integrates knowledge and insight
gained from the data into traditional knowledge management systems. Unlike most frameworks
published in the literature that focuses on a specific type of unstructured data, our frameworks
cut across the varieties of unstructured data ranging from textual data from social network
sites, online forums, discussion boards, reviews to audio data, image data and video data. We
highlight some preprocessing and processing techniques for these data and also highlight some
standard output. We evaluate the framework by developing a textual data application
programming interface (API) using python and beautiful soup and we perform sentiment
analysis on the students’ review data collected through the API.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Researchers have noted the organizational value of capturing unstructured and semi-structured
knowledge. Ramesh and Tiwana [1] said that the business value of codification and capturing
semi-structured knowledge was found in a recent study of 120 projects across a cross-section of
firms. They further highlighted that the integration of the knowledge management system they
developed with a groupware system for formal and informal interactions, is essential for a
comprehensive representation of process knowledge. Knowledge management (KM) is a
discipline that promotes an integrated approach to identifying, capturing, evaluating, retrieving,
and sharing all the enterprise's information assets including databases, documents, and
procedures, among others [2]. [3] has studied knowledge management, e-learning systems, and
organizational learning as the three variables that impact organizational intelligence, with no
attention paid to external sources of knowledge. Organizational intelligence which seeks to
measure the ability of an organization to generate knowledge relevant to what the organization
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does, should not be defined based on the knowledge that could be harnessed internally within the
organization only. [4] observed that some companies, like Andersen Consulting and Lotus,
evaluate their employees for their annual job performance review partly on how well they
contribute their knowledge to the organization’s knowledge repositories and how well they use
and apply the knowledge that exists in these repositories. Scanty knowledge repository is a
known problem in knowledge management systems (KMS) hence incorporating external
knowledge sources for specific purposes within the repository is reasonable. In this paper, we
propose a framework to capture unstructured and semi-structured data for learning new
knowledge patterns and discuss how the result should be integrated into a knowledge
management system or business intelligence dashboard. The relevance of this framework is
underscored by the fact that discussion groups, social media, and online forums are significant
modes of social interaction, hence organizations cannot continue to ignore the knowledge that
could be extracted from these group-interactive platforms that generate mostly unstructured data.
Furthermore, researchers through the years have noted the importance of the knowledge that
emanate from social interactions and social platforms and the need to harness such knowledge.
[5] noted that theories of organizational learning do not address the critical notion of
externalization, and organizational learning has paid little attention to the importance of
socialization. The socialization mode refers to the conversion of tacit knowledge to new tacit
knowledge through social interactions and shared experience among organizational members [6].
In other words, knowledge can be generated through social interactions. Verma and Singh [7]
highlighted that integrating relevant information from diverse sources and utilizing it all for
decision-making purposes is still a huge challenge. Informal and formal channels, such as the
intranet or corporate portals, should be employed to help access knowledge [8]. We respond to
this challenge raised by [7] by creating a framework that allows unstructured data from diverse
sources to be processed, and insights generated from the data, stored as organizational
knowledge or used for organizational decision-making. In this paper, we make a case that;


A new paradigm of organizational knowledge should not only leverage knowledge
internally within the organization but also externally among reviewers, customers, users,
consumers, and other stakeholders.



Unstructured data from non-traditional sources such as social-interactive platforms
should be extracted and harnessed.



Unstructured data that has been processed and analyzed should be stored on a knowledge
management system or monitored as graphical outputs on business intelligence
dashboards for interesting trends and patterns.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows; section 2 will examine the frameworks available in
the literature for capturing unstructured and semi-structured knowledge and data. In section 3, we
will present our framework for capturing and processing unstructured and semi-structured data.
Section 4 presents the evaluation of the framework and we conclude the paper in section 5.

2. LITERATURE OVERVIEW
Due to the inextricable link between data and knowledge according to [9], and [10], this section
of the literature review will focus on published frameworks for analyzing unstructured and semistructured data and knowledge.
Orenga-Rogla in [11] developed a knowledge management 2.0 development framework made up
of content module, transfer module, enrichment module, and decision-making module. The
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content module depicts are knowledge worker with tacit knowledge in the form of experience,
thoughts, and competence. The transfer module components show how the knowledge worker
can externalize the tacit knowledge via web 2.0 tools such as social networks, blog, and forums.
The enrichment module focuses on using natural language processing and data mining to harness
the knowledge while the decision-making module uses the harnessed knowledge to make
decisions. While we agree with the authors that harnessing knowledge to be stored in a
knowledge management systems should incorporate machine learning and data science tools
which the authors used in the enrichment module, we note that the framework does not make the
distinction that tools required to enrich unstructured data vary according to the nature of the data.
Verma and Singh [7] developed a methodology for the integration of multi-structured data that
emphasizes on generating superimposed data visualizations to facilitate interactive data
exploration. The framework developed by the researchers is focused on event-driven analysis
based on data captured from the web and other sources. The emphasis has been towards the
retrieval of all events around a time-frame to ensure that a business analyst has a complete view
of all events that happened during the period. The solution is suitable for dynamic businesses that
are driven by events and quick changes in the landscape such as journalism or product marketing
and not necessarily suitable for processing and storing knowledge in a knowledge management
system.
In [12], Dey and others proposed a solution to integrate unstructured and structured data into
enterprise analytics. In their approach, structured data was treated in the form of a time series that
capture enterprise performance information such as weekly progress reports, sales figures,
revenue, and stock prices, while unstructured data was taken from customer reports, reviews and
feedback, discussion forums, blogs, and social media. According to [12], the framework exploits
text processing and mining techniques for information extraction from unstructured sources and
allow for multiple heterogeneous inputs to automate the process of knowledge discovery through
correlation of information components extracted from the data. We learned some valuable
lessons for our framework from the work done by [12] however, our framework is different in
that we treat the various types of unstructured data uniquely, recognizing that the techniques for
harnessing and processing the data will vary according to the type, a distinction they did not
make in the paper.
Cheung and his colleagues in [13] developed a framework for the elicitation of knowledge from
unstructured information. Their solution called multi-faceted and automatic knowledge
elicitation system (MAKES) integrates the processes of collecting data, classifying unstructured
information, modeling knowledge flow and social network analysis, and makes all of these
actions into a connected process to audit unstructured information [14]. The system allows for
retrieving, automatic classification, capturing and sharing of knowledge from unstructured
information from emails, office documents, forums, bulletin boards, and blogs, which would
contain multiple concepts that could be abstracted at different levels. The researchers were able
to demonstrate the viability of their solution through a trial implementation and verification test
conducted in the electronics industry.

3. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK
We propose a framework for capturing unstructured and semi-structured data and processing
them to create outputs that are capable of providing insight and new knowledge patterns for the
organization. Our method is supported by [15] who said that the development of the artifact
should be a search process that draws from existing knowledge. Other frameworks tend to focus
on one type of format, especially textual data. To the best of our knowledge, our framework is
the first to incorporate all four types of unstructured data (text, image, audio, and video) in one
framework.
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3.1. Data Acquisition
The application-programming interface (API) on the framework provides data from different
sources such as discussion groups, online forums, customer reviews and reports, social media,
telephone conversation, mobile phone marketing, video conferencing, etc. The type of data will
determine the techniques. If for instance, we extract textual data from blogs, discussion groups,
and customer reviews, for preprocessing, we would apply metadata extraction, de-duplication,
tagging, stemming, filtering, and stop word removal including punctuation marks and numbers.
We will now walk through the techniques in the framework using textual data analytics.

Figure 1. Proposed Framework for Capturing Unstructured and Semi-Structured Data

3.2. Pre-processing
De-duplication, also known as deduping, is a technique for removing duplicate copies and
repeating textual data from the corpus. It has the benefit of reducing preprocessing and
processing overhead. Textual data that contains lots of duplicates could lead to misleading output
hence, it is important to apply this technique at the early stages of preprocessing.
Metadata Extraction: Unique properties of textual data such as the author, date, and time of
creation, title, and subject may be extracted to provide relevant context during the preprocessing
stage.
Tagging: We can apply named entity recognition (NER) or parts of speech (POS) tagging
depending on the desired output. NER would allow for the identification of person names,
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organizations, locations, times statement, etc., that is present in the data while POS tagging will
allow for classifying words and labeling them accordingly.
Tokenization: Given the textual data under preprocessing, we apply the tokenization technique to
split up the text into individual words, phrases, or whole sentences.
Stemming returns every derived word to its root or base form. This densifies the data, reduces the
number of words used in the corpus, and results in more efficient processing of corpus.
Lemmatization procedure works similarly to stemming; however, it uses a dictionary to ensure
that the derived word returns to the dictionary or base form.
Stop Words: Prepositional words, conjunctions, and commonly used words are removed from the
corpus using the stop words removal procedure. So also, irrelevant numbers such as page
numbers and punctuation marks.

3.3. Processing
Feature Selection technique allows us to select a smaller group or subset of terms in the corpus
and using only this subset in further processing and analysis. This increases the efficiency of the
algorithm by decreasing the vocabulary lexicon.
Term Frequency calculation gives the number of occurrences of a given term in the textual
document. There are various term frequency calculations we could use but it depends on the
objectives of the analytics. Examples include simple term frequency tf(term, document), inverse
document frequency (idf), combined term frequency-inverse document frequency (tf-idf), term
frequency adjusted for total document length (term count/total term count in document) and
augmented frequency (term frequency/highest term frequency in document).
Document Term Matrix (DTM) calculates the term frequency per document and creates and (m
by n) matrix where m is each document in the corpus and n is the terms in the document.

3.4. Analytics/Output
Sentiment Analysis: Sentiment analysis could be applied to textual data from sources such as
discussion groups, online forums, customer reviews, and reports and social media to determine
the overall attitude of users, customers, etc. to a product or service that an organization creates.
The knowledge derived from the analysis could provide an early warning or inform the strategy
for new product development.
Concept Extraction technique results in the extraction of concepts from the text. A common
technique for concept extraction is the use of Word Tree. When certain terms occur side by side
very frequently, there is a probability that it may be alluding to a concept.
Classification techniques will be used to manage, sort, and group textual data in predefined
categories to increase information discovery and make all discovered knowledge available and
useable to support decision-making.
Document Classification is a technique that is used to determine the major subject or theme of a
document and then assign the document to predetermined classes or categories. Document
classification is a useful technique in library science and information science for document
management.
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Information Retrieval is a technique that is used on the web, knowledge management systems
and other types of information systems to ensure that the right information is retrieved in the
form of a search result.
Topic modeling is used to find hidden or abstract topics that are embedded in a collection of
textual documents.

3.5. Integration with Traditional KMS and Business Intelligence (BI) Dashboards
We propose an Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) as the middleware for integrating analytics output
with the knowledge management system.
An Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) combines event-driven and service-oriented approaches to
simplify the integration of business units, bridging heterogeneous platforms, and environments
[16]. An ESB is an ideal backbone for implementing service-oriented architectures because it
provides a universal mechanism to interconnect all the services fully integrated business
solutions without compromising security, reliability, performance, and scalability [17]. It
supports synchronous and asynchronous, facilitating interactions between one or many
stakeholders - one-to-one or many-to-many communications [16]. Industry-standard enterprise
service bus solutions include IBM WebSphere, Oracle ESB, and SAP PI. We argue that insights
and new knowledge gained from analyzing these data should be integrated into a traditional
knowledge management system to enhance the richness of the knowledge available in the KMS
to improve organizational performance and decision-making. Organizations often use business
intelligence dashboards to monitor key performance indicators and other relevant metrics drive
the business. A dashboard provides a rich user interface that displays the information in a
graphical form using a variety of elements including charts, tables, and gauges. These elements
reduce the time spent on analyzing the data using databases and thus assist in automating the
business decision-making process [18]. While analytics results should be stored in a KMS, we
argue that relevant analytics that is used in decision making should be placed on business
intelligence dashboards for continuous monitoring. As such we provide our evaluation results in
the form of graphics that could also be displayed in business intelligence dashboards.

4. FRAMEWORK EVALUATION
The effectiveness of an artifact such as a framework should be determined using an established
design science evaluation method. [19] and [20] list the proven methods for evaluating a design
science artifact. We prefer the more recent [20] that lists evaluation method types to include
Logical Argument, Expert Evaluation, Technical Experiment, Subject-based Experiment, Action
Research, Prototype, Case Study, and Illustrative Scenario. It defines Illustrative Scenario as the
application of the artifact to a synthetic or real-world situation aimed at illustrating the suitability
or utility of the artifact. We use the Illustrative Scenario as our method of evaluating the
framework because it is the most suitable method given the nature of the artifact and the time
available to complete the evaluation. We acknowledge that Case Study and Action Research
evaluation methods may be more robust methods to use but they would take considerably more
time to complete.
To validate the framework, we use Python and Beautiful Soup library as API to crawl textual
data. An Application Programming Interface (API) has been defined as a specification that
defines an interface for Software components to communicate with each other [21]. In this
scenario, the specification is the HTML protocol and the software components are the website
and python IDE. As highlighted earlier, each of the separate types of unstructured data in our
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framework may require separate procedures for evaluation. [19] highlighted that the evaluation
of a designed IT artifact requires the definition of appropriate metrics and possibly the gathering
and analysis of appropriate data. As such, we focus on textual data for our evaluation. We choose
www.studentsreview.com and we scrap ten students’ reviews of the institution where this
research was performed. We name the students student_1 to student_10.
We write our API programming code as follows:
def api(url):
'''Returns student review from studentreviews.com.'''
page = requests.get(url)
sp = BeautifulSoup(page.text, 'html.parser')
text = [p.text for p in sp.find(class_="portfolioContainer")]
return text

4.1. Pre-processing
For our purposes, we will remove punctuations, brackets, parentheses, and common English stop
words. We do not need to apply the stemming processing.
def clean_corpus(text)
text = text.lower()
text = re.sub('im', '', text)
text = re.sub('ive', '', text)
text = re.sub('got', '', text)
text = re.sub('isnt', '', text)
text = re.sub('\[.*?\]', '', text)
text = re.sub('\w*\d\w*', '', text)
return text

4.2. Processing
The purpose of the text analytics determines the type of processing we apply to the text corpus.
Based on our framework, text analytics can be performed for text classification, concept
extraction, sentiment analysis, topic modeling, named entity recognition, event extraction, and
information retrieval. For our evaluation, we apply document-term matrix to allow us to perform
word frequency analysis for each student. We build a word cloud and show the level of profane
words used by each student. The plot for each processing step is shown in the figures below:

Figure 2. Profane Words Radar Chart
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In the profane word radar chart, we show the level of profane words that each student is using. In
our code description, profane words include words such as hell, f*ck, assh*le. The profane word
analysis reveals that student_5 uses the most profane words with a total of four words. Student_2
and student_7 used one profane word each in their review while the rest of the students did not
use profane words.
We show a word cloud to see the words that the students used most frequently in the reviews.
From the word cloud, we see that some students focused their reviews on the school as a whole,
while others on their major, school clubs, social activities, and even kids.

Figure 3. Word Cloud showing most frequent words for the students

Figure 4. Unique Words of each student

The unique words plot shows the number of unique words a student used that none of the other
students in the review used. The unique word plot is an indication of the length and detail of the
review. It is easy to run a simple word count that would tell the length of the review however,
unique words are better in this scenario because some words such as faculty, course, class,
classroom, campus, school, etc. will occur across all the reviews, hence unique word count is a
better indicator of how lengthy and detailed the review is. Unique word count is also an indicator
of the unique points the student makes in the review. A review with a high number of unique
words is expressing more views and touching on more points than one with a lesser number of
unique words. The result showed that student_3 and student_5 had more to say that is different
from what every other person is saying while student_9 has the least to say that is different from
what others have said.
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4.3. Analytics Type
The analytics type that fits the most based on the text corpus is sentiment analysis. Sentiment
analysis usually relies on applying machine learning techniques to classify texts based on a
collection of features extracted from the text using Natural Language Processing techniques,
such as the presence of certain words or the coverage of some topics [22]. Topic modeling does
not fit the corpus because we already know what the topic is – student giving their opinion and
experience about the university they graduated from. Other types of text analytics such as
concept extraction, document classification, and named entity recognition also are not the best fit
given our context and nature of corpus.
The sentiment analysis plot is shown in figure 5. The horizontal axis represents the polarity of
the sentiment while the vertical axis represents the subjectivity or opinion level of the review.
For the polarity, zero represents a generally neural review, values less than zero represent a
negative review overall, and values greater than zero represent a positive review overall. An
objective sentence expresses some factual information about something, while an opinion
sentence expresses some personal opinions, beliefs, feelings, allegations, desires, suspicions, and
speculations. Objectivity and opinion are opposites hence a review that is high in opinion is
automatically low in objectivity and vice versa. Student_7 scored the least in opinion which on
the other hand means that student_7 presented the most objective review. Student_10 presented
the most opinionated review which in turn means that student_10 review is the least objective.
The polarity of our analysis ranges from -0.03 for student_2 to +0.21 for student_6. Student_6
submitted the most positive review about the school and student_2 submitted the most negative
review.
The sentiment analysis time series for all 10 students are shown in figure 6. The vertical axis
represents the polarity of the review and the horizontal axis is the timeline from 0 to 10, with
zero representing the starting sentence in the review and ten the last sentence. The orange
horizontal line is the neutrality line. This plot shows how the sentiment of the students varies
across the entire length of the review. Some students stayed entirely positive in their review such
as student_4 and student_6 which is an indication that they felt entirely positive about their
experience at this university. Most other reviewers were swinging from positive to negative
sentiments with student_2 having an overall negative polarity.

Figure 5. Sentiment Analysis
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4.4. Integration to a Knowledge Management System
The sentiment analysis plot can be stored in an organizational knowledge management system
and reviewed periodically based on the stipulations of the organizational policy. The graph
analysis could also be integrated into a business intelligence dashboard and reviews with extreme
negative or positive polarity could be further investigated to find what the student liked the most
or hated the most about their experience. Ideas and patterns that are repeating across multiple
students could inform future decisions to improve college experience for students.

Figure 6. Sentiment Analysis Time Series for each student

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have developed a framework to process and unstructured data and knowledge
from multiple sources and incorporate the process output into a traditional knowledge
management system. We note that the framework would be infeasible to evaluate by one
straightforward procedure, but rather would require that specific instantiation be made from the
framework and evaluated. In evaluating the framework, we leaned on the design science research
evaluation methods provided by [20] and we used the Illustrative Scenario method. An instance
of the framework was created that used student reviews from studentsreview.com to perform
sentiment analysis. We used python and beautiful soup as API to crawl student review data from
the website and we performed unique word count, profane word count, word cloud, sentiment
analysis, and sentiment analysis time series. We propose that the result from the sentiment
analysis and sentiment analysis time series could be stored in a knowledge management system
and reviewed from time to time or could form an input to a business intelligence visualization
tool for real-time monitoring. For future research, we hope to develop a software application
interface that can sentiment-analyze user reviews from several social network feeds.
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ABSTRACT
Automatic Facial Expression Recognition (AFER), has been an active research area in the past
three decades. Research and development in this area have become continually active due to its
wide range of potential applications in many fields. Recent research in the field presents
impressive results when using Convolution Neural Network (CNN's, ConvNets). In general,
ConvNets proved to be a very common and promising choice for many computer vision tasks
including AFER. Motivated by this fact, we parallelly combine modified versions of three
ConvNets to generate an Automated Facial Expression Recognition system. This research aims
to present a robust architecture and better learning process for a deep ConvNet. Adding four
additional layers to the combination of the basic models assembles the net to one large ConvNet
and enables the sophisticated boosting of the basic models. The main contribution of this work
comes out of this special architecture and the use of a two-phase training process that enables
better learning. The new system we present is trained to detect universal facial expressions of
seven\eight basic emotions when targeting the FER2013 and FER2013+ benchmarks,
respectively. The presented approach improves the results of the used architectures by 4% using
the FER2013 and 2% using FER2013+ data sets. The second round of training the presented
system increases the accuracy of some of the basic models by close to 3% while improving the
accuracy of the whole net.

KEYWORDS
Automatic Facial Expression Recognition, Convolutional Neural Networks, Machine Learning,
Boosting, Deep Learning.

1. INTRODUCTION
Psychologists found that verbal and vocal parts of a message contribute only 41% of its meaning
while facial movements and expressions contribute 55% of the effect of that message. This fact
means that the facial part does the major contribution to human communication and interaction
[17]. Therefore, developing Automatic FER applications would be widely applicable for many
real-world tasks, which can get the significant benefit of reliable systems that automatically
recognize facial expressions and emotions. Some of such fields, are Human-Computer Interface,
Human Emotion Analysis, Image Retrieval, User Profiling, Medical Care and Cure, Video
Games, Neuro Marketing, and many more. People can vary significantly in the way they show
their expressions for even the same person and expression, which makes AFER a more
challenging problem. Images also can vary in brightness, background, and pose, and these
variations are emphasized when considering different persons with variations in shape, ethnicity,
and other factors.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 95-106, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
DOI: 10.5121/csit.2020.100908
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Facial expression recognition is a task naturally done by humans daily, but it is a complex task
for computer programs. This problem is challenging for computers because it is very hard to
extract and classify expression's features when images may vary a lot not only in the way that the
subjects show their expression but also due to different conditions of lighting, brightness,
position, and background. Other difficulties may include face position and direction, face partial
occluding by objects in the scene, or due to bad light conditions causing high variations of
illumination, which may easily lead to losing main features of facial expressions.
The work done in the 1970s by the psychologist Paul Ekman [20] and his colleagues, is an
important milestone in the study of facial expressions and human emotions. This important work
has significant importance and a large influence on the development of modern-day automatic
facial expression recognizers. This work leads to adapting and developing the comprehensive
Facial Action Coding System (FACS), which has since then become the standard for facial
expression recognition research. Facial expressions are extremely important in any human
interaction, and additional to emotions, it also reflects on other mental activities, social
interaction, and physiological signals. Ekman et. el. identified six facial expressions that are
universal across all cultures: Anger, Disgust, Fear, Happiness, Sadness, and Surprise. These six
emotions in addition to the natural one, are still used for most of the modern automatic facial
expression research. State of the art research on competitions and challenges in the field such as
Emotion Recognition in the Wild (EmotiW) and Kaggle’s Facial Expression Recognition
Challenge FER2013 use these seven emotions in their competitions.
In traditional approaches, facial expression recognition usually consists of three main steps. In
the first step, the system detects the face region from an image or sequence of images. This is
mostly followed by a pre-processing step to emphasize the relevant features and neglect the
irrelevant data. In the next step, features are extracted from the region of interest. Selecting a
compact and effective facial representation and features from the face image is a vital step for
successful facial expression recognition. The last step uses the extracted features to train and
obtain a classifier. Many of the recent systems targeting AFER are based on Convolutional
Neural Networks (ConvNet), using existing and new variations of ConvNet architectures. These
approaches present many of the state-of-the-art results in tasks of object classification including
facial expression recognition. Unlike traditional approaches, in many cases, no human crafted,
and designed features are needed, and the system operates as a start-to-end technique.
In the proposed system, we have designed a start-to-end system based on ConvNets. Motivated
by our previous work [24], we have used a pre-processing step to extract the region of interest
(ROI), which has already proved to improve results. We have also used normalization and data
augmentation as an additional practice generally used to improve generalization ability
[27,29,25]. In section 3, we review some of the previous works in the related filed. In section 4,
we present an overview of our approach. Detailed experimental results of the proposed system
are presented in section 5 and concluding and future work directions are presented in section 6.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Though much progress has been made, automatic recognizing of facial expressions with high
accuracy remains difficult due to the complexity and variability of facial expressions. Generally,
in classic approaches, the system includes two stages: feature learning and selection, and
classifier construction. In the first stage, features are extracted from either static images or video
sequences of images, to characterize facial appearance/geometry changes caused by activation of
target expression. There are two common approaches to extract facial features: geometric and
appearance feature-based methods. The geometric features measure the displacements of certain
parts of the face such as eyebrows, eyes, mouth lines, and corners. This is based on the
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assumption that expressions affect the relative position and size of various features, and that by
measuring the movement and relative position of certain facial points, we can determine the
underlying facial expression. In such a case, finding and tracking a crucial point in the face
region is an important task of geometric feature measurement and face region analysis.
The idea of appearance-based methods assumes that emotions cause changes to face textures,
such as wrinkles, bulges, forefront, regions surrounding the mouth, and eyes when performing a
particular action. In appearance-based methods, image filters are applied to regions of interest,
which can be any specific region in a face image, to extract feature vectors. These methods
include Principal Component Analysis (PCA), Locality Preserving Projections (LPP), Linear
Discriminate Analysis (LDA), Gabor wavelets, Local Binary Pattern (LBP), and others. As
suggested by the psychological studies, the information specific areas such as around nose, eyes,
and mouth are more critical for facial expression analysis. Therefore, a subset of features, which
are the most effective to distinguish one expression from the others, are often selected to improve
the recognition performance. In the second step, a classifier is obtained by training on a data set
[10,14,18,19]. Recently, unsupervised feature learning approaches especially those based on
Sparse-Coding [5,28,30] and Deep Learning Networks, have been employed to extract
underlying features from facial images and have shown promising results in facial expression
recognition and analysis.

(A)

(B)

Figure 1: (A) Samples of images from the (CK+) benchmark.
(B) Some samples of the different emotions from the JAFFE data set.

Convolutional Neural Networks are a category of Neural Networks that have proven very
effective in image recognition and classification areas. ConvNets have been successful in
identifying faces, objects, traffic signs, and many other computer vision tasks. ConvNets work
better for image recognition and classification because they can automatically capture spatial
features of the inputs due to their large number of filters. These features and filters are not handdesigned but are learned as a part of the training process. This fact makes Neural Networks in
general and ConvNets specifically a better choice for start-to-end solutions for computer vision
tasks. Yu and Zhang [29] achieved state-of-the-art results in 2015 on the EmotiW2015 data set,
by using an ensemble of ConvNets having five convolutional layers each and using stochastic
pooling rather than max pooling. They randomly perturb the input images to get an extra boost of
2-3% inaccuracy. They applied transformations to the input images at train time. At test time,
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their model-generated predictions for multiple perturbations of each test example and voted on
the class label to produce a final answer.
Kim et. al. [12] achieved a height test accuracy on EmotiW2015 by using an ensemble-based
method with varying network architectures and parameters. They used a hierarchical decision
tree and an exponential rule to combine decisions of different networks rather than simply using
a simple weighted average to improve the results. They initialized weights by training networks
on other FER data sets and using these weights for fine-tuning. Mollahosseini et. al. [1] have
achieved the state-of-the-art results on FER2013 using a ConvNet which is consisted of two
convolutional layers, max-pooling, and 4 Inception layers as introduced by GoogLeNet. The
proposed architecture received a low-test accuracy of 47% when tested on the EmotiW2015 data
set. Pramerdorfer and Kampel[22], review the state of the art in image-based facial expression
recognition using ConvNets, and highlight algorithmic differences and their performance impact
and by that identify existing bottlenecks and consequently directions for advancing this research
field. Furthermore, they demonstrate that overcoming one of these bottlenecks leads to a
performance increase. They used an ensemble of modern deep ConvNets to obtain a test accuracy
of 75.2% on FER2013.
Saravanan et. al. [25], experimented with several different models, including decision trees and
neural networks, and find that ConvNets work better for image recognition tasks since they can
capture special features of the inputs due to their large number of filters. They propose a model
consists of six convolutional layers, two max-pooling layers, and two fully connected layers.
Upon turning off the various hyperparameters, this model achieved a final accuracy of 60%. In
[9], the author reviewed the development of FER using VGGNet, ResNet, GoogleNet, and
AlexNet tested on FER2013. After making some improvements based on the original methods of
FER and training on the FER2013 data set with different revised ways, the best result of
accuracy they got is 64.24%.
Burkert et. al. [3], propose a convolutional neural network architecture for facial expression
recognition. The proposed architecture is independent of any hand-crafted feature extraction and
performs better than the earlier proposed convolutional neural network-based approaches. They
tested their system on the standard datasets Extended Cohn-Kanade (CK+) and MMI to achieves
an accuracy of 99.6% on (CK+) and 98:63% for MMI. For a comprehensive survey refer to
[4,13,22,26]

3. OUR APPROACH
We have used three well-known ConvNet models already used for automatic facial expression
recognition. Results were close to what has been reported in the literature and a minor
improvement has been recorded when we slightly modified their architectures.
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Figure 2: Model (A) is based on the architecture presented in [27] and Model (B) is our final ConvNet
combining all the three pre-trained models and the four additional layers.

The novel contribution of the presented research came out when we used a combination of pretrained versions of these three models to one large ConvNet. After combining these models in
parallel, we added four additional layers and re-trained the net using two schemes. In the first, we
have retrained the net while freezing the weights of the pre-trained layers, and at the second
scheme, we retrained the whole net including the weights of the pre-trained layers.
The first scheme has been motivated by the idea of boosting or ensemble of classifiers using the
four additional layers to learn the boosting parameters and lead to a 1%-2% improvement of
accuracy. The second scheme enabled re-training the pre-trained models in addition to the whole
net, and it improved the results by more than 4%. An interesting result of the re-training process
came out when the updated re-trained weights of the basic models improved their results while
training the whole net. All reported results were conducted on the JAFFE [16],
(CK+) [15], FER2013 [6], and FER2013+ [7] data sets and will be presented in details at section
4.
3.1. Face Localization and Detection
Encouraged by results of previous works [9,24], we start facial expression analysis, by detecting
and localizing the face in the given image. Locating the face within an image is termed as face
detection and localization. As been reported in many papers the first and one of the best options
to consider is the one developed in 2004 by Viola and Jones. The method is very fast and could
rapidly detect frontal view faces by applying the AdaBoost learning algorithm on a simple class
of features. The Authors, achieve excellent performance by using novel methods that could
compute the features very quickly and then rapidly separate the background from the face [21].
The Viola-Jones algorithm uses five patterns to extract Haar-like features which are assumed to
hold all the information needed to characterize a face. The number of the resulted Haar-like
features is huge; therefore, the use of the integral image technique allows us to calculate them at
a very low computational cost. To make sense of these features which can be seen mostly as
week classifiers, the Ada-boost [8] algorithm is used to generate a strong and accurate classifier
based on a small set of the week classifiers. Additional use of the Ada-boost method enables
generating cascade classifiers, which produces a fast rejection mechanism of non-face areas
efficiently. Many 24 x 24 images of faces are used to train and obtain a face detection algorithm
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in real-world images quickly and efficiently. In the proposed system, we have used the ViolaJones algorithm to detect the exact window of the main part of the face and then locate the eyes
and mouth within that face. In the next step we have normalized the face image to include the
face from the limits of the eyes horizontally, and eyes to mouth positions vertically. We crop the
target window based on previous calculations from the image and re-size back to the original
size.

3.2. Convolutional Neural Network Architectures and Pre-Trained Models
In this section, we present the three models we have used and combine to generate the proposed
system. The input to these models is a W x H grey level images, where the width W and the
height H are derived from the size of images used in the specific benchmark. In all models we
have used Data Augmentation (DA), to generate more samples for the training set by applying
transformations such as rotation, crop, shifts, shear, zoom, flip, reflection, and normalization.
This is required usually to increase the size and the variability of the training set when it is not
enough to learn data representations. We also have used L2 regularization of the weights to apply
penalties on layer parameters during optimization which are incorporated in the loss function that
the networks optimize. Batch normalization has been used after each layer to normalize the
activation of the previous layer at each batch, to maintain the mean activation close to zero and
the activation standard deviation close to one. This practice acts as a regularizer to handle the
problem of internal shift co-variation.
The first model we have used is a deep ConvNet with very few free parameters when compared
to other deep models in the area. The model presented in [27] is motivated by the idea of
reducing the number of free parameters usually exist as weights in the final fully connected
layers. This architecture combines the deletion of the final fully-connected layers and the
inclusion of the combined depth-wise separable convolutions and residual modules, and by that
could speed up the process of training. It uses Average Pooling having the same number of
feature maps as the number of classes in the last convolution layer and the soft-max activation
function, which enables completely removing the fully connected layers, see Model(A) in Figure
2. This architecture is a standard fully convolutional neural network composed of 9 convolution
layers. Using Global Average Pooling reduces each feature map into a scalar value by taking the
average over all elements in the feature map to force the network to extract global features from
the input image. This architecture exchanges the 2-d convolutional layers with depth-wise
separable convolutions which are composed of two different layers depth-wise convolutions and
point-wise convolutions. This architecture succeeds to reduce the number of the weights within
the ConvNet to approximately 600,000 parameters comparing to more than 140 million in the
VGG-16 ConvNet and achieved an accuracy of 66% on the FER-2013 data set [27].
VGG-16 is one of the state-of-the-art architectures for convolutional neural networks. This
architecture consists of 16 weight layers that include 13 convolution layers followed by three
fully connected layers. All layers use a 3x3 filter size of one pixel for stride and padding. The
convolutional layers are divided into 5 groups and each group is followed by a max-pooling
layer. In the VGG-16, each group includes a Convolutional layer with several filters and ends
with a Max-pooling layer carried out over a 2x2 window with stride 2. The number of filters of
each convolutional layer is multiplied by 2 when moving from one group to the next and starts
from 64 in the first group and 512 in the last group, where all these features are of the size 3x3.
An additional group of three fully connected layers, which have most of the weights of the net
comes after the first 5 groups. The first two layers in this group have 4096 nodes each, and the
third contains seven/eight channels (one for each class), The first two layers use ReLU activation
function, and the last one uses the SoftMax activation function for the final classification, See
Model (C) in Figure 3 for the full architecture.
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Figure 3: Model (C) is based on the VGG16 ConvNet Architecture and Model
(D) is our modified version of VGG16 with less free parameters.

The third system was inspired by the VGG architecture and consists of 11 layers with close to
1,460,000 free trainable parameters. It has 4 Groups of two Conv-2D layers followed by the
max-pooling layer. The number of filters of the convolutional layers in each group is multiplied
by 2 when moving from one group to the next and starts from 32 in the first one, leading to that
the last group reaches 256 filters of 3x3 size. After the fourth group comes a group of three fully
connected layers which had most of the weights of the net where the first two have 256 and 128
nodes, and the third contains seven/eight channels (one for each class) using ReLU
and Softmax activation functions for the final classification, See Model (D) in Figure 3 for the
full architecture.
The full system uses the three models as basic building components and combines them to one
large convolutional neural network. The output of each model is a flatten layer with N nodes
derived from the number of classes (N is the number of classes which is 7 and 8 for FER and
FER+ data sets receptively). The output layers of the three models having the same size are
concatenated to a three channels layer. Two Convolutional layers follow the concatenation layer
and the final two layers are fully connected layers with 64 and N nodes respectively, See Model
(B) in Figure 2 for the full architecture.

4. DATA SETS AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate our system, we have used four standard benchmarks, the (JAFEE), the (CK+), and
two versions of the FER2013 benchmark. Because of the inaccurate labeling problem of the
(FER2013) images reported in [29] and other papers, we have used the re-tagged version of
(FER2013) named (FER2013+) [7,29], see Figure 4 for examples of such labeling errors. The
JAFFE [16] data set contains 213 images of Japanese females, collected by Komachi and Yoba at
Kyushu University, Japan. Ten subjects were asked to pose several different facial expressions,
where pictures were taken, through remote control while looking towards the camera. Original
images have been rescaled and cropped such that the eyes are roughly at the same position with a
resolution of 256x256 pixels. The number of images corresponding to each of the 7 categories of
expression is roughly the same, few of them are shown in Figure 1 (B). The second benchmark is
the (CK+) database [15] which contains labeled image sequences for 123 subjects, where each
sequence has one of 6 expressions (contempt replaced disgust, natural is the first image in each
sequence), see Figure 1 (A).
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For each image sequence, only the last frame (the peak frame) is provided with an expression
label. Some of the subjects did not have all the 6 expressions, so the final number of subjects we
have used for this case was only the 10 subjects from whom we have all the 6 expression
categories. Three images from the last five frames were extracted for training/testing purposes
from each image sequence in order to expand the data set. Two images of the first two frames
from each sequence were extracted and labeled as neutral expressions. To evaluate the presented
approach, we have generated data sets for JAFFE and CK+ benchmarks taking out all images of
all subjects. In the next step, we have divided them randomly into three sets which we have used
for training, validation, and testing.

Figure 4: Samples of images from the FER2013 benchmark with re-tagged labels. The upper labelling is
the original FER2013 labelling and the lower is the FER2013+ labelling.

The FER2013 data set [6], is provided by the Kaggle community website and consists of about
37000 greyscale images of faces with the size 48x48. The images are pre-processed and
registered so that the face is centred and occupies about the same amount of space in each image.
Each image is categorized into one of the seven classes that express different facial emotions.
The data set is divided into three different sets with the sizes, 29000, 4000, and 4000 images for
training, validation, and testing, respectively. The images in the original FER data set was
filtered and labeled by human labelers with emotion-related keywords, but the label accuracy is
not very high [11], see a few such examples in Figure 4. The authors in [7,29], re-tag
the FER2013 data set using crowdsourcing. For each input image, they asked crowd taggers to
label the image into one of 8 classes while adding the 'contempt' emotion as an additional one to
the existing 7 classes. The taggers are required to choose one single emotion for each image and
the gold standard method has been adopted to ensure the tagging quality .
Table 1: The confusion matrix with accuracy rates for each emotion category using the CK+.

Class
Neutral
Surprise
Anger
Disgust
Fear
Happiness
Sadness

Results of the CK+ data set
Neutral Surprise
Anger
Disgust
98.8 %
0.0 %
0.2 %
0.6 %
0.0 %
98.5 % 0.7 %
0.0 %
0.9 %
0.0 % 95.5 %
0.6 %
0.0 %
0.0 % 1.7 %
97.8 %
0.3 %
0.6 % 1.6 %
2.2 %
0.1 %
1.1 % 0.0 %
0.0 %
0.1 %
0.1 % 2.2 %
0.0 %
Average

Fear
0.2
0.5
0.9
0.0
94.3
0.7
3.5

Happiness
%
0.2 %
%
0.3 %
%
0.6 %
%
0.3 %
% 0.4 %
%
98.1 %
%
0.0 %
96.81 %

Sadness
0.0 %
0.0 %
1.5 %
0.2 %
0.6 %
0.0 %
94.1 %
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Ten taggers were asked to label each image, thus obtaining a distribution of emotions for each
face image. They randomly chose 10000 images from the data set and assume that the majority
of the 10 labels are a good approximation to the ground truth labels. When they have fewer
taggers, they compute how many of the majority agree with the ground truth emotion and show
that when there are 3 taggers, the agreement is merely 46%. With 5 taggers, the accuracy
improves to about 67% and, with 7 taggers, the agreement improves to above 80%. they
concluded that the number of taggers has a high impact on the final label quality [29]. With 10
annotators for each face image, they generate a probability distribution of emotion capture by the
facial expression, which enables experiment to be held with multiple schemes during training
(Categorical and Probability).
Table 2: The confusion matrix with accuracy rates for each emotion category using JAFFE.

Neutral
Surprise
Anger
Disgust
Fear
Happiness
Sadness

Results of the JAFFE data set
Neutral
Surprise
Anger
Disgust
Fear
Happiness
98.5 %
0.0 %
0.2 %
0.8 %
0.3 %
0.2 %
0.2 %
98.2 %
0.4 %
0.0 %
0.6 %
0.5 %
0.5 %
0.0 %
97.8 %
0.7 %
0.2 %
0.3 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
1.0 %
98.4 %
0.0 %
0.3 %
0.2 %
0.6 %
0.4 %
0.4 %
96.7 %
0.2 %
0.5 %
0.7 %
0.0 %
0.0 %
0.6 %
98.2 %
0.6 %
0.3 %
0.2 %
0.0 %
0.5 %
0.1 %
Average
96.28 %

Sadness
0.0
0.1% %
0.5 %
0.3 %
0.5 %
0.0 %
98.3 %

Table 3: The confusion matrix with accuracy rates for each emotion category using the FER.

Neutral
Surprise
Anger
Disgust
Fear
Happiness
Sadness

Results of the Fer2013 data set
Neutral
Surprise
Anger
Disgust
Fear
74.1 %
2.2 %
1.2 %
1.3 %
8.6
2.1 %
84.1 %
1.5 %
1.6 %
1.7
7.1 %
0.0 %
72.2 %
0.0 %
8.9
4.0 %
2.1 %
9.1 %
73.2 %
5.4
2.4 %
12.2 %
1.0 %
3.2 %
71.1
3.1 %
2.2 %
3.1 %
0.1 %
3.1
9.1 %
1.7 %
8.2 %
0.0 %
8.7
Average

Happiness
%
3.5 %
%
6.9 %
%
1.7 %
%
3.9 %
%
0.0 %
%
84.3 %
%
1.5 %
74.4 %

Sadness
8.3 %
2.1
%
10.1 %
2.3
%
10.1 %
3.1
%
70.8 %

Table 4: The confusion matrix with accuracy rates for each emotion category using the FER+.

Neutral
Surprise
Anger
Disgust
Fear
Happy
Sad
contempt

Neutral Surprise
88.7%
2.1 %
6.9 %
87.1 %
6.9 %
0.0%
17.8%
3.2 %
5.8 %
25.1 %
3.6 %
3.2 %
15.7%
1.2 %
23.1%
1.8%
Average

Results of the FER+ data set
Anger
Disgust
Fear
0.0 %
0.1 %
3.5%
0.0 %
1.8 %
0.7%
88.1%
0.0 %
0.0%
21.8 %
55.9%
0.4%
4.0 %
2.2 %
56.2%
0.4 %
0.0 %
0.0%
3.0 v
0.0 %
2.6%
15.0 %
0.0 %
4.2 %

Happy
4.8 %
2.5 %
3.6 %
1.0 %
0.0 %
92.8%
0.8 %
0.9 %
85.1 %

Sad
.08 %
1.0 %
0.4 %
0.0 %
6.7 %
0.0 %
73.7%
15.2%

contempt
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
39.8%
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The second scheme enables training all weights of the large net and increases the accuracy rates
by more than 4%. When training only the weights of the additional four layers results were 2%
lower. It is important to notice, that when we used the second scheme for training, the accuracy
rates of the model (D) ascended from 70.3% to 72.5% which did not happen with many rounds
of direct training of this model. The same results with modest improvement (only 2.2%) were
achieved on the FER+ data set with a final accuracy rate of 85.1%. As we also can see in Table
4, the proposed method performs well for the emotions Neutral, Happiness, Surprise, Sadness,
and Anger, and worst for the remaining emotions. On the other hand, the data set have very few
examples of these emotions and mostly with less quality. The total accuracy result are higher
than the results achieved on the original FER2013 data set due to the right re-tagging and the
small size of the misclassified categories.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this research, we present a novel architecture that parallelly aggregates three different
ConvNets followed by additional four layers. This approach is a novel way of boosting existing
architectures and by using the two-phases process of training, it enables better and faster
conversion of the learning step. The two-phase training process increases the accuracy of the
complete model by 3.5% on average and the accuracy of the basic models by 2% on average. In
the scope of future work, we plan to target the same approach using a combination of a different
number of the same basic models with different sizes and layer numbers. Using the same training
process, we anticipate an improvement in the learning process in terms of speed and accuracy.
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ABSTRACT
Combining both value-iteration and policy-gradient, Asynchronous Advantage Actor Critic
(A3C) by Google’s DeepMind has successfully optimized deep neural network controllers on
multi agents. In this work we propose a novel exploration strategy we call “Follow then Forage
Exploration” (FFE) which aims to more effectively train A3C. Different from the original A3C
where agents only use entropy as a means of improving exploration, our proposed FFE allows
agents to break away from A3C's normal action selection which we call "following" and
"forage" which means to explore randomly. The central idea supporting FFE is that forcing
random exploration at the right time during a training episode can lead to improved training
performance. To compare the performance of our proposed FFE, we used A3C implemented by
OpenAI’s Universe-Starter-Agent as baseline. The experimental results have shown that FFE is
able to converge faster.

KEYWORDS
Reinforcement Learning, Multi Agents, Exploration, Asynchronous Advantage Actor Critic,
Follow Then Forage

1. INTRODUCTION
In general, Machine Learning (ML) can be categorized into either supervised, unsupervised or
reinforcement learning. Our work in this paper focuses on the last category. Stated simply, in
reinforcement learning (RL) an agent gradually learns the best (or near-best) strategies based on
trial and error which are performed through random interactions with the environment. The
incorporation of the responses of these interactions help to improve the overall performance.
Meaning the agents actions aim at both learning (explore) and optimizing (exploit). Exploitation
is to make the best decision given current information whereas exploring is to gather more
information. Many researches have been conducted to find the best strategies for the trade-off
between exploitation and exploration. The trade-off between learning and optimizing is a classic
problem in RL and is generally known as Exploitation versus Exploration.
There are many known methods for balancing between exploitation and exploration. When the
state and action space is discrete, optimal solutions are possible. Bayesian RL [1] is an example
of RL that can generate an optimal solution. However, when the state/action spaces are not
discrete or the number of states grows very large, those previously optimal solutions become
impractical. In these cases, we turn to heuristic approaches that are not perfect but are workable.
The simplest approaches are random and greedy methods. With random choices the agent always
chooses its action randomly during training. With greedy choices the agent always chooses its
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action based on the best-known utility both during training as well as execution. The most
commonly implemented non-ideal approach is the ε-greedy method. ε-Greedy exploration is a
combination of random and greedy where the variable, ε, determines a rate at which the agent
will choose randomly or choose greedily. Generally, as the agent learns the algorithm will decay
ε towards zero, so that over time more exploiting and less exploring takes place. This ensures the
agent can satisfactorily explore, while still acting nearly optimally when ε is very small.
In the area of RL the last few years have been filled with landmark achievements and ground
breaking research [2]. In 2013, Mnih introduced Deep Q−Learning in the form of the Deep
Q−Network (DQN) [3] [4]. Q−Learning [5] is an example of this type of RL. Q−Learning works
by learning a utility function which we denote as Q(si,α) where the inputs of the function are
states si and actions α. States here are the same as defined by Markov Decision Processes (MDP)
[6]. This Q function defines the policy that will control the agent’s actions. An optimal policy is
a mapping from states to the corresponding actions the agent should take to maximum rewards in
the long run. That is, it computes the action α for a given state si that will yield the highest
discounted horizon utility. After learning has fully converged, the optimal policy will be known.
The utility function in Q−Learning is updated with the following formula derived from the
Bellman equation [7]:

Q(si,α) ← (1−ηk)Q(si,α)+ηk

(1)

In this formula, η is a learning rate, which controls how much the Q value is changed for each
occurrence of a and i. The closer η is to 1, the faster the old Q value will be forgotten and
replaced by the value computed by the rest of the formula. The term r(si,α,sj) is the reward
function, that for a given state si, action α and subsequent state sj returns a reward value. The two
states of the reward function are si and sj where si is the current state where action α is performed
to arrive in state sj. The reward is added to the maximum Q value when we check each possible
action β for state sj and discount that Q value by the discount factor (γ). For γ, values near 0
prioritize immediate rewards, whereas values closer to 1 prioritize long-term utility. For most
cases γ must be tuned to the problem at hand, but will always fall between 1 and 0. Over the
course of training the factor k can be used to adjust the learning rate, which controls how much
of the newer information derived from the sum of the reward and discounted future Q value
replaces the old Q value. In fully deterministic environments a learning rate of 1 is optimal,
where deterministic is defined as action α in state si always leads to state sj. In stochastic
environments the learning rate is decreased to zero over time, where stochastic is defined as there
is a chance that action α in state si leads to state sj. Because of this stochastic behavior it is not
ideal to always replace the Q value with new information, so overtime as trust for the Q value
grows it is changed less and less as the Q values are updated. Q values can be stored in a lookup
table (Q−table). The Q−table can then be queried by the agent to make decisions based on the
returned Q values. DQN built on top of Q−Learning by replacing the Q−table with a deep neural
network (DNN).
DQN was able to reach human and beyond human level ability playing several specific Atari
games. In 2016, Asynchronous RL [8] and specifically the development of A3C significantly
improved previous efforts playing specific Atari games. A3C was able to produce better results
than had been previously recorded by DQN and was able to learn much faster. A3C models its
policy probabilistically where the policy output provides a probability for each possible action.
These probabilities sum to 1 according to the current distribution of the model. In the case of
A3C multiple agents choose actions nearly greedily (argmax of the policy output), but also seek
to maximize an entropy term [9]. Entropy is used to skew the values used by the neural network
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optimizer in a manner that encourages heterogeneity in the way it assigns probability to the
possible actions. The purpose for entropy is to “encourage diversity” in the action selection, so
that the algorithm doesn’t settle on a small select group of actions or action sequences. Entropy
influences the error signal which influences how the model is trained. It causes the model to lean
away from giving 100% of the probability to a specific action. This indirectly causes the agent to
explore because it chooses actions probabilistically according to the distribution in its model.
Our research is an effort to improve A3C. Our contribution can be summarized as follows: While
A3C demonstrates good training performance, we show that A3C’s training performance can be
improved by adding FFE as an exploration strategy. FFE changes the way A3C chooses some of
the actions to perform. In A3C the argmax of the policy output layer of its DNN is always
selected, but as mentioned above that output is influenced by entropy so exploration is
encouraged. FFE builds on top of that by controlling when to stop choosing the argmax of the
output and choose an action randomly.
Analogous behavior can be observed in the physical world in ants. As ants search for food they
begin by following a pheromone trail from ants that have gone before them, but as the
pheromone grows weak, they start to explore on their own. Similarly, at the start of an episode of
RL with FFE, an agent will exploit its knowledge to take actions that lead to higher rewards, but
after following the reward trail for a variable length of time the agent stops exploiting and starts
exploring. After some exploring following begins again. This leads to agents exploring more
where exploration is most needed, which leads to faster learning times.

2. RELATED WORK
Exploration research in RL is not a new topic [10], but since the emergence of deep learning
many new efforts have been made to improve this important aspect of RL. Because RL builds on
the discovery of rewards, important to a models improvement. Many times rewards are very
sparse or only take place at the end of the episode. In those cases generating intrinsic rewards can
create stepping stones towards actual rewards. [11] [12] and [13] attempt to do this by adding
additional DNNs to their systems structure. Those additional DNNs learn what part of the state
space is well known and what part is unknown and generate an intrinsic reward to explore places
that are less familiar to the model. Some of these researchers call this intrinsic reward, curiosity.
Our method is much simpler and does not require the expensive cost of additional networks to
improve learning.
Another classical system for improved exploration is keeping track of (or counting) every unique
state the agent visits. In this way it can encourage the model to explore states that have a lower
count or no count at all. The challenge here is that as states grow in size and complexity
processing all this information is costly and the chances of the agent seeing all the possible states
is unlikely. [14] and [15] try to overcome this challenge by using Monte Carlo tree search or
hashing algorithms to estimate states. A historic achievement came as a result of related research
that created AlphaGo [14], which was able to defeat some of the world’s best GO players. In the
case of AlphaGo the number of possible states in a 19×19 GO board is: ∼2.082 × 10170, but
Monte Carlo searching combined with DQN proved capable of navigating this massive state
space. Again, these efforts are considerably more costly and complex to implement than our
simple method.
[16] described in detail the idea of Ant Colony Optimization (ACO) as a form of swarm
intelligence. They explained how it could be applied to computer intelligence. Their applications
for ACO are similar to FFE as they used it in a different domain.
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Actor Critic RL [17] is similar to Q−Learning except with Actor Critic the policy and utility or
value are separated into their own functions meaning the policy is independent of the value. In
this case the policy is known as the actor and the value is known as the critic. The actor chooses
actions and the critic critiques the actions. The critiquing is done by critic estimating a value at
the start of an action or sequence of actions and comparing that with the actual value that was
generated by the end of the action or sequence. The difference in the estimated value and the
actual value is used as a signal that can be used to train both the actor and the critic. [18] showed
how to generate a signal called an advantage A for state s and action α. Where Q is the same Q
value as in Q−Learning and V is the value associated with given state s.
Advantage : A(s,α)= Q(s,α)−V(s)

(2)

[19] showed how to estimate the advantage instead of calculating Q values. The discounted
reward that is used in calculating Q values is used as the replacement for the actual Q value. The
formula for estimated advantage is the same as above except the Q function is replaced with the
discounted reward.

3. ASYNCHRONOUS ADVANTAGE ACTOR CRITIC (A3C) - REVISITED
The three As of A3C stand for Asynchronous, Advantage, and Actor. The C of A3C stands for
Critic. The algorithm is asynchronous because it relies on more than one agent playing the
environment at the same time. For A3C, advantage, A(s) is the estimated advantage [19]. The
actor calculates the policy, π(s), in the form of probabilities for each possible action for a given
state in the form of a softmax output. The critic estimates the value of a given state V(s) in the
form of a linear output.
One of the benefits of A3C is that it uses many agents to explore different regions of isolated but
equal environments, which is one of the reasons A3C learns much faster than its predecessor
DQN. DQN [3] relied on a single agent while for their research, A3C, [8] utilized sixteen agents
each running their own environment. A3C creates agents or workers that each have their own
DNN and environment, such as an Atari game. Each agent operates in a separate thread, but they
share the same actor and critic which are represented by a global DNN. However, the agents only
operate on their own local copy of the global DNN. This network functions as both the actor and
critic by using shared input and hidden layers but distinct output layers. One output layer is for
the policy and the other output layer is for the value. At the start of a cycle each agent copies the
global DNN over its local DNN, and collects experience as it plays the game. The experience is
in the form of states, actions, and values. When the agents experience is large enough it is used to
determine the discounted reward, R, and advantage, A. Once the discounted reward and
advantage are known losses can be calculated for the value V and the policy π. The entropy H of
the policy is also calculated.
Value Loss : L =Σ(R−V(s))2
(3)
Policy Loss : L = −log(π(s))∗A(s)−β∗H(π)

(4)

The entropy correlates with the spread of action probabilities output from the policy. When the
probabilities are relatively equal entropy will be small, but when the probabilities are spread out
the entropy is large. Entropy acts as a neutralizer that encourages the model to be conservative in
regard to how strongly it thinks it knows the correct action. The agent takes the losses and uses
them to calculate gradients that are used to optimize its local DNN parameters. The updated local
DNN is then copied over the global DNN. This causes the global DNN to be constantly updated
by the agents. This training process is repeated until convergence is detected. A3C relies solely
on entropy to control exploration and exploitation. [8] has shown A3C is very capable, but our
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modifications to A3C with FFE can improve its training performance. Adding FFE to A3C will
force A3C to explore more by making more random choices and not only entropy-based choices.

4. OUR PROPOSED FOLLOW THEN FORAGE EXPLORATION
In our observation of RL learning, there are different times when more exploring or more
exploiting offer more value to the learning process. For instance, when there isn’t much
progression made during a run, exploring at any time makes sense. We define the idea of a run as
a training episode, and for our experiment a run is a single Atari game played from start to game
over. If there isn’t much progression the agent doesn’t yet “understand” how different actions
lead to different states and rewards. At this time maximum exploration will lead to the quickest
increase in learning. If the agent has learned a meaningful path from start to end, then exploring
at the beginning is less valuable than following the path and exploring later. When that path is
sub-optimal, then additional exploration can introduce the agent to unfamiliar states. These
experiences with unfamiliar states accelerate the agents learning. The central idea supporting
FFE is that forcing exploration at the right time during a training episode can lead to improved
training performance. Our implementation of FFE puts limits on exploiting and exploring. This is
done to ensure the agent exploits closer to the beginning and end of a run, and is forced to
explore in the middle.
Algorithm 1 describes our proposed algorithm which is an improvement version of A3C [8]. Our
main contribution is shown at two steps, namely, Perform FFE and Update FFE. The first step of
Perform FFE is detailed in the Algorithm 2 whereas Update FFE is described in Algorithm 3 as
follows:
 Algorithm 2 - Perform FFE. This algorithm aims at selecting the best action α during
training. FFE, when following, uses A3C’s normal method of action selection. At a point in
time when foraging should begin, FFE starts to select actions randomly. That point in time is
determined by the Follow Action Limit m, and it is computed in Update FFE Algorithm 3.
This forces FFE to perform more exploration than A3C normally would. However, too many
random choices performed together in A3C will generally lead to poorer training
performance, so the exploration must be limited. To enforce this limit FFE stops foraging
and returns to following. This takes place after a controlled amount of exploration actions.
This second Forage Action Limit n is also calculated in Update FFE (Algorithm 3). The
injection of random exploration forces the agents into potentially less experienced states
allowing the model to train faster. The other important aspect of this injection is that it
happens approximately in the middle of the episode. It is our intuition that this will be the
most valuable time in the episode for additional exploration to take place.
 Algorithm 3 - Update FFE. This step aims to keep track of a running value of the agents
completed episode count o and average episode length p. For example, if FFE is used in a
run this would be the number of actions required on average for the game to reach the game
over state. At the end of each episode (i.e. game) p is calculated from previous experience
and is multiplied by a random number percentage to set the Follow/Forage Action Limits, m
and n.
After each action the agent will decrement one of it’s two Action Limits. If FFE is following it
decrements its Follow Action Limit m value until that variable is zero. While m is greater than
zero the agent always exploits. When m reaches zero the agent switches to Forage mode, where
after each action the agent will decrement its Forage Action Limit n value until that variable is
zero. While n is greater than zero the agent always explores randomly. Once n reaches zero the
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agent returns to always following/exploiting. The use of the average episode length p ensures
that the Action Limits m and n are dynamic and diverse in each episode.
[8] used multiple experiments to evaluate A3C, but the majority of those tests were playing
various Atari games. That was accomplished through a program called the Atari Learning
Environment (ALE) [20]. ALE is a simulator that can receive inputs that mimic Atari controller
inputs and produce appropriate visual output that show an Atari game being played. ALE has
many Atari games implemented. ALE itself has multiple implementations and for our research
we used OpenAIs Gym (GYM) implementation of ALE. For our research, we used OpenAIs
standard A3C implementation called Universe-Starter-Agent [21] as baseline during our
benchmark and comparison against our proposed FFE.
In our experimentation we determined that best results were obtained with a large proportion of
following and only a relatively small amount of foraging. The last if statement of the Algorithm
3 was added to ensure that foraging was controlled. We use the meta-parameters Φ and Ψ to limit
the foraging. Parameter Φ controls the frequency of foraging actions. Then we use the difference
of p and the value for m and scale that down by Ψ so that n is again limited. For our testing Φ
was set to 0.5 and Ψ was set to 0.15. As stated, before this was to limit introducing too many
poor action choices into the model. Also the 0.15 value for the scalar Ψ was used because m
could be set to a potentially small value and then n could end up very large. This scalar ensured
foraging never dominated following. The intuition for these limiting parameters was to allow the
model to flex while foraging. By flex we mean that the model would not be presented with so
many potentially poor action choices that the model was pulled away from improvement.
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6. EXPERIMENTS
To validate our research we ran numerous tests comparing a default implementation of A3C with
a version of A3C modified with FFE. For our benchmark we used OpenAIs Universe-StarterAgent [21], and for our modified version we added FFE to the default [21] implementation. The
environments tested were various Atari games as implemented by OpenAIs GYM.
All our experiments were conducted on a Microsoft Azure Data Science Virtual Machine for
Linux. Some initial tests were conducted using 8 cpu virtual machines, but for all the recorded
experiments in this paper a Standard DS5 v2 Promo (16 vcpus, 56 GB memory) virtual machine
was used. A3C was configured with all the default settings from [21]. For each experiment three
test runs were done, and the results were averaged together for the results presented. For the
Atari game, Pong, the score is calculated based on the total score of the agent minus the total
score of the computer opponent. The game/episode is over when either the agent or computer
opponent achieves a score of 21. Figure 1 shows A3C modified with FFE (indicated in blue)
outperforms the baseline A3c (orange) by reaching a higher score faster. For this test entropy was
left at the default value. This result shows that FFE was able to speed up the learning process for
A3C. FFE created a much steeper and stable rate of learning. This shows that the intuition for
FFE has merit and more extensive testing is warranted.

Figure 1: shows the average reward all the agents achieved per episode playing Atari Pong. The right side
shows a section of the same chart highlighting the improved stability of FFE. This chart limits the results
to each algorithm performing 4 million global steps.
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We also tested a range of different entropy scalars to see how entropy affected the performance
of the algorithm. Figure 2 shows that when entropy is not used FFE alone is not sufficient to
generate a good result (labled as 0.0). Figure 2 also shows when we tried scaling entropy by .001
(labeled as 0.001) instead of the default .01 (labeled as 0.01). We found that both .001 and .01
learned in about the same number of episodes total, but by scaling entropy by .001 this caused
the agents to play less optimally and thus the agents took more actions to complete the episodes,
which can also be seen in Figure 2. The curves of the average game length rise and then fall
because the game takes longer when both players scores get close to 21, but then as the agent
starts to play much better than the computer opponent the average length starts to decrease until
it plateaus when the agent is winning episodes 21 to 0. This experiment shows that FFE alone is
not able to replace entropy as an exploration strategy.

Figure 2: shows how entropy scaling effects training performance for AC3 modified with FFE. The
entropy value is scaled according to the key values. [8] used a value 0.01 as the scalar value. This chart
limits the results to each algorithm performing 10 million global steps.

Our next experiments involved more challenging Atari games. We tested Boxing, Amidar, and
Beamrider. Figure 4 shows the results of experiment of the baseline A3C and A3C modified with
FFE playing Atari Boxing. Boxing has a maximum score of 100. When either player punches the
other player successfully they are rewarded with a point, and the game is over when either
opponent reaches a score of 100 or time runs out. The final score is the agent’s score minus the
computer opponents score. While the results of both algorithms are close, FFE narrowly
outperforms baseline A3C by reaching a higher score faster. Figure 5 shows the results of the
experiment with the same algorithms playing Atari Amidar. Amidar has no maximum score.
That being the case our agents did not score very high. Still our results were better than the high
score achieved by A3C LSTM [8] which was 176 after four days of training. Lastly, Figure 6
shows the results of the experiment with the same algorithms playing Atari Beamrider. In this
experiment FFE failed to outperform baseline A3C. This result is perhaps due to instability in the
models DNN. Figures 3, 4 and 5 are found in the appendix. In our tests training 100 million
global steps of A3C took approximately 24 hours. The cost associated with that much Microsoft
Azure virtual server usage limited how much we could train.
The documentation concerning our baseline A3C states that the algorithm is tuned for good Pong
performance. Meaning baseline A3C might perform poorly on other Atari games. Here is a list of
some differences between [8] and [21] implementation of A3C. The original A3C used a shared
optimizer for all agents, and baseline A3C uses distinct optimizers for each agent. Also to note
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baseline A3C is designed to be able to play games in real time, so it stores experience in a
separate process while the optimizer ran, and the original A3C would force the agents to wait
while the optimizer ran.

7. CONCLUSIONS
FFE demonstrates that relying on entropy alone is not the most efficient method to train A3C.
Exploration utilizing FFE can allow the learning process (training) to be improved. We compared
a version of A3C equipped with FFE against the default A3C with several different Atari games,
and found that FFE improved results in the majority of cases. These results are promising, and
provide evidence that FFE improves the default exploration strategy utilized by A3C.
When training Pong we were able to reach the maximum score in less than forty minutes for a
best case. [8] listed a Pong training time at taking two hours. [8] showed the result of a good
score for Breakout in less than four hours, in our research we did not have meaningful results
after twenty four hours of training on Breakout. For future work we plan to utilize a more costefficient computing environment to allow training on more diverse and difficult environments.
For future work we will research moving FFE’s forage to other times during the episodes.
Perhaps foraging at the beginning or end of the episode could lead to better performance. We
will evaluate an implementation of A3C that uses a shared optimizer instead of distinct
optimizers.
Entropy plays an interesting role in all the experiments. For future work we plan to analyze
entropy more closely. FFE also utilizes meta-parameters. We set Forage to only happen in half of
the episodes and scaled the computed Forage value smaller. Because of these meta-parameters
more testing is needed to determine their optimal values.
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APPENDIX

Figure 3: shows the average reward all the agents achieved per episode playing Atari Boxing. This chart is
limited to reporting the results of each algorithm performing 40 million global steps.
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Figure 4: shows the average reward all the agents achieved per episode playing Atari Amidar. This chart is
limited to reporting the results of each algorithm performing 60 million global steps.

Figure 5: shows the average reward all the agents achieved per episode playing Atari Beamrider. This chart
is limited to reporting the results of each algorithm performing 100 million global steps.
© 2020 By AIRCC Publishing Corporation. This article is published under the Creative Commons
Attribution (CC BY) license.
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ABSTRACT
Plant disease detection and classification have undergone successful researches using
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN); however, due to the intrinsic inability of max pooling
layer in CNN, it fails to capture the pose, view and orientation of images. It also requires large
training data and fails to learn the spatial relationship of the features in an object. Thus,
Capsule Network (CapsNet) is a novel deep learn- ing model proposed to overcome the
shortcomings of CNN. We developed an optimized Capsule Network model for classification
problem using banana leaf diseases as a case study. The two dataset classes in- clude Bacterial
Wilt and Black Sigatoka, with healthy leaves. The developed model adequately classified the
banana bacterial wilt, black sigatoka and healthy leaves with a test accuracy of 95%. Its
outper- formed three variants of CNN architectures implemented (a trained CNN model from
scratch, LeNet5 and ResNet50) with respect to rotation invariance.

KEYWORDS
Capsule Network, CNN, Activation function, Deep Learning, Precision Agriculture.

1. INTRODUCTION
In the recent years, there has been a significant upsurge in the use of computer vision techniques
for image processing in precision agriculture. Banana (Musa Acuminata) is one of the most consumed staple food in Nigeria. It has great impart in food security and provide high intake of
carbohydrates and calories for more than 70 million people in Sub-Saharan Africa [9]. However,
there are some diseases affecting banana produce in Sub-Saharan Africa such as Banana Black
Sigatoka, Banana Bacterial Wilt and Banana Streak etc. Farmers spends a lot of money to hire
plant pathologist who manually checked the banana leaf in order to spot the diseases and provide a measure to control them. This process is prone to error and bias, hence the need for an
automatic detection of these diseases using Artificial Intelligence techniques. Deep learning is a
domain in Artificial Intelligence which automatically explore the features of data to perform a
given tasks such as, computer vision, natural language processing etc.. It is a subject that has
been explored in early days to solve vision problems such as object detection, image classification, disease diagnosis and classification etc. A state-of-the-art performance had been achieved
using various deep learning techniques on a benchmark dataset such as ImageNet [8]. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is one of the various artificial intelligence techniques which has
been explored extensively in precision agriculture. However, given the unavailability of plant
pathologist or agronomist in rural area, it is very challenging to get large amount of annotated
diseased plant and healthy leaves dataset. The limited dataset issue causes CNN models to overfit which was why data augmentation techniques were employed to increase the size of dataset.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 119-130, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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The operations of CNN architecture does not consider the spatial relationship between the lower
and higher level features of an object.. That is, they tend to lose information about feature
locations, the spatial relationship of features and orientations of features in the input data. Hence,
there is a need to design a deep learning model which could perform classification problem with
better accuracy on small dataset. CNN architectures also fail to model the equivariance of an
object and this is why a novel deep learning model was introduced by [18], referred to as Capsule Network (CapsNet) which can be seen as a group of neurons which models the hierachical
relationships of features or objects. This object have different properties which includes the pose
(position, size, orientation), deformation, velocity, albedo, hue, texture, among others.
CapsNet accepts input as a vector and it consists of Convolutional layer, Primary Capsule layer,
DigitCaps layer, and the encoder-decoder. A capsule is designed as an activity vector of an input
image whose overall length represents the probability or likelihood of the existence of an entity
and its orientation represents its instantiation parameters. The capsule comprises a bunch of
neurons stacked in capsules. The primary idea of Capsule Network is to replace the pooling algorithm of CNN with a Dynamic Routing Algorithm. Capsule Network is suitable for classification problem because of its ability to model the 3D structure of an object with the concept of
inverse graphics [6]. CapsNet has achieved state-of-the-art performance on MNIST Handwritten
Digit Recognition dataset by reducing the test error benchmark of CNN. However, with the current performance of capsule network, there is a room for improvement in order to augment its
distinction on complex images (Three colour channel images). To the best of our knowledge, this
is the first paper applying Capsule Network in Precision Agriculture. In order to augment the
distinction of Capsule Network in terms of accuracy, ensuring faster convergence and reduc- ing
the training time, in this paper, we propose an optimized version of CapsNet for Banana Leaf
Disease Classification model.
The organization of this paper is as follows. Section (2) discusses the related works, and in section (3), we discuss the methodology of the optimized capsule network for banana leaf disease
classification. Section (4) highlights the results and evaluation metric used for the designed
model and the paper is concluded in Section (5).

2. RELATED WORKS
In this section, we review the related works in classification tasks using deep learning architectures. Generally, researchers have extensively explored the use of deep learning techniques for
object recognition and image classification tasks [3, 4, 13, 15]. Convolutional Neural Networks
is a deep learning algorithm that has been used in recognition and classification problem and has
achieved state of the art performances in image classification [10]. [17] developed the first CNN
architecture named LeNet-5 for object detection and was evaluated with the handwritten digit
MNIST dataset. The LeNet-5 architecture has 7 layers, which all contain trainable parame- ters
(weights). It has two sets of convolutional, average pooling layers, flattening convolutional layer,
two fully connected layers and the softmax classifier. It was designed before the advent of
Graphics Processing Units (GPU) and one of the bottlenecks of this architecture is that it takes a
longer time to train. In [2], an improved LeNet-5 architecture to classify two classes of banana
leaf diseases was proposed. The limitations of the LeNet-5 architecture was opined by [14] and a
deeper and wider version of the LeNet which was proposed won the ImageNet ILSVRC-2012
challenge with a test error rate of 15.3%. AlexNet has been applied to various image classification task [11, 19]. Other CNN architectures are also developed in order to reduce time complexity and number of trainable parameters.
It was noted in [3] that, the factors influencing the use of deep learning algorithms for plant disease detection and classification includes insufficient size and variety of annotated dataset which
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affect the performance and the generalizability of the deep learning models. However, a better
way to overcome this shortcoming is to use transfer learning on a pre-trained network or perform
data augmentation using Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) [5, 13]. Another point raised
by [3], is the symptom representation on plant leaves, Image background, multiplesimultaneous
disorder, symptoms variation, disorders with similar symptoms and the covariate shift which is
the phenomenon in which differences between the data used in training the model and the data on
which the model is tested on results to low accuracies. The covariate shift prob- lem was
observed by [18] where their model which has an accuracy of 99.5% drops drastically to 31%
because the model was tested with a dataset from the cultivated field after being trained with a
laboratory data.
In general, CNNs algorithms have been extensively explored in computer vision tasks but there
are some shortcomings of CNNs that needs to be addressed. [6] gave some arguments about the
limitations of convolutional neural networks which are: (i) CNN architectures are weak to affine
transformation and do not consider much about the spatial relations of the features in the image,
(ii) The max-pooling layer in CNN tends to lose information while routing features from one
layer to another, (iii) They fail to model the rotation invariance of an object. [18] proposed a
Capsule Network with Dynamic Routing algorithm to overcome the drawbacks of CNN architecture. In [21], the capsule network architecture for gait recognition in which two operations
were performed namely, matching local features at the bottom layer and matching mid-level
features at the middle layer based on capsule network, was used, with the CASIA-B dataset and
OUISIR Treadmill dataset B. Some researchers have also used capsule network on medical
imaging for classification of diseases [1] and they have achieved better accuracies compared to
the conventional CNN.
These above mention methods all utilized Image processing techniques to manipulate images and
extract features for detection and classification task. However, the challenge with these methods
is their inability to perform well on unconstrained imaging conditions like data gotten from the
cultivated field. The dynamic routing by agreement of the capsule network makes it slower to
train and, in a bid, to solve this challenge, [8] proposed a Matrix Capsule with ExpectationMaximization (EM) algorithm which uses a pose matrices. The routing process is similar to
fitting a mixture of Gaussians using Expectation-Maximization, where each capsule in the in the
lower layer is routed to a capsule with a similar vote in the higher layer. A novel deep learning
approach for traffic sign classification using capsule network was also developed by [16]. Their
model was trained and tested on German Traffic Sign Recognition Benchmark dataset (GTSRB)
and they achieved a state-of-the-art accuracy of 97%. Capsule networks have also been explored
in medical imaging task and have achieved good accuracy compared to conven- tional
convolutional neural network techniques. [1] used capsule network to classify brain tu- mour
type on MRI images. They investigate the overfitting problem and also design a visualiza- tion
paradigm to view the features learned from the MRI image dataset. Motivated by the performance of capsule network, we are proposing an optimized version of capsule network for
banana leaf disease classification by improving the network in order to reduce the training time
without a tradeoff for the accuracy of the network. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first
work done in the problem domain.
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Table 1. Comparative literature review of existing model/framework for image processing using deep
learning algorithm.

3. MATERIALS AND METHOD
The focus of this work is to design an Optimized Capsule Network model for banana leaf disease classification which will aid a faster detection and classification of banana leaf diseases. The
following sections analyses the technique and approach used in implementing the Opti- mized
Capsule Network model.

3.1. Dataset
The database was formed by collecting Banana Leaf disease and healthy images namely: Banana Bacterial Wilt disease (Xanthomonas wilt), Banana Black Sigatoka disease (Mycosphaerella fijiensis), and Healthy banana leaves. Three class labels were assigned to the collected dataset. We resized all the images collected to 256 x 256 pixels, preprocess and perform
the training, validation and testing on the images. In all our experiments, we use the dataset with
three colour channels (Red, Green, and Blue) without converting them to grayscale. 1000 images were collected on the cultivated field across the three classes and the collected images were
divided in the ratio of 80%:20% for training and testing respectively. The 20% for testing was
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further divided in the ratio of 90%:10% for testing and validation respectively. Below is the
sample image of the three classes of the dataset:

Figure 1. Sample of the banana leaf images collected. a. Banana Bacterial Wilt Disease image,
b. Banana Black Sigatoka Disease image and c. Healthy leaf image.

3.2. Data Preprocessing
The dataset was collected and annotated with the aid of a plant pathologist. The annotated
datasets were fed directly to the model without manual feature engineering to extract features.
The data collected has no uniformity and in order to solve this problem, we applied data
augmentation technique to the dataset in order to have a balanced data. Figure 2, Shows the flow
of datasets collection, annotation and augmentation.

Figure 2. Schematic Diagram of Data Preprocessing.

3.3. Development of an Optimized Capsule Network Model
The Optimized Capsule Network (OCapsNet) model consists of the Input layer, Convolution
layer, Primary capsule layer, DiseaseCaps layer and the fully connected layer. Figure 3 below
shows OCapsNet architecture. The raw data of the input layer are down-sampled from 256 x 256
to 128 x 128 in order to reduce the number of parameters and in turn reduce the training time.
The first layer of our model is the input which consists of a three colour (Red, Green, and Blue)
channel images of banana bacterial wilt disease, banana black Sigatoka leaf disease and healthy
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leaves with an input size of 128 x 128 x 3. The second layer is the convolutional layer with
Leaky-ReLU activation function to extract the features from the input data. In the convolutional
layers, multiple kernels are used to extract the features from the banana leaf images and every
kernel produces a feature map. In order to reduce dimensionality, we use convolution with a
stride of 2 (The dimension is reduced by the factor of 2). The first convolutional layer has 256
channels, kernel size of 9 × 9, stride of 1, and no padding while the second convolutional layer
has 256 layers, kernel size of 9 × 9, stride of 2, and no padding. The third layer is the Primary
Capsule (Primary Caps) layer in which the output of the convolutional layer is fed into the layer
which contains multiple neurons at the same location in different feature maps grouped in
capsules. The capsules in the primary capsule layer are connected with all the capsules in the
Disease Caps layer where a dynamic routing-by-agreement algorithm is applied to check if the
low- er level features learned is in agreement with the higher-level features. The dynamic
routing-by agreement algorithm in figure 4 is a better alternative to the max-pooling operation in
conventional Neural Networks (CNNs) as it tends to lose information while routing features from
one layer to the other. The Disease Caps layer consists of three classes and the output is used to
make a decision about the class of the input image. The number of neurons was reduced in the
fully connected layer and an optimizer with momentum is used in order to have a faster network.
The decoder consists of two fully connected layers with 512 and 1024 neurons respectively. We
re- duced the number of the fully connected layer in the default architecture from three to two in
other to reduce the training time of the network.

Figure 3. A schematic diagram of optimized capsule network model.

3.3.1. Dynamic Routing Algorithm
In capsule networks, the first convolution layer learns the basic features of an object and there is
a need to route the features learned from the lower-level layer to the appropriate parent capsule
representing the path-whole in the higher-level layers. The effective transfer of the features
learned from one layer to another is made possible by the dynamic routing algorithm, the
routing-by-agreement, which decides which entity from the lower level capsule, agrees with the
output of the higher-level capsule through an iterative process. This process is done by a
prediction or vote of a capsule i in the lower layer i for a capsule j in higher layer which is
produced by multiplying its pose by a weight matrix Wij.
Ũj|i = Wijui

(1)

Where Ũj|i is a prediction vector gotten from the multiplication of the lower level vector Ui and
the weight matrix Wij. The prediction is computed through a transformation matrix, and when
multiple predictions from low-level capsules agree with the output of the high-level capsule, this
gets activated. In order to get the weighted sum Sj, the prediction vector is multiplied to the
coupling coefficient Cij which is determined by the routing-by-agreement algorithm. The routing
algorithm calculates the agreement between the lower level vector and the higher level vector by
doing a scalar product (.) of the prediction vector and the coupling coefficient. If the prediction
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vectors agree with each other, then the coupling coefficient will be higher which means, the two
capsules are relevant to each other.
Sj = ∑i CijŨj|I

(2)

Where Cij is coupling coefficients that are calculated dynamically by the iterations of the
dynamic routing. The coupling coefficients between one capsule and the others are sum to one
and determined by a routing Soft Max whose initial log its b ij is the log prior probabilities that
capsule in one layer should be coupled with the capsule in another layer. The agreement between
these capsules is simply the scalar product of a ij = vj . Ũj|i .

The weighted sum Sj is passed through a nonlinearity with a squash function in order to ensure
that the vector length is between 0 and 1. That is, if the length of the vector is 1, there is a
probability that a feature exists in the image.

Algorithm 1. Dynamic Routing Algorithm procedure as described by [21].

3.3.2. Loss Function
In order to train the network, two loses are employed which are, the margin loss and the reconstruction loss. The basic idea of the margin loss is to compute the error signal based on the length
of the output vector of the DiseaseCaps. Hence, for the network to be able to segment highly
overlapping objects, a loss is introduced in order to allow multiple object instances of different
classes.

(5)

Where Tk= 1 if and only if digit k is in the image, m+= 0.9, m − = 0.1 and λ = 0.5 is a downweighting parameter for absent digit classes that stops the initial learning from shrinking lengths
of the activity vectors of all digit capsules. vk is the capsule that represents digit k if a digit exists,
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vk will be high and the loss will be lower and if 𝑣𝑘 is low, there would be a high loss. The total
loss used for training is the sum of all margin losses for each digit defined by Loss = ∑ K Lk +
0.0005R .

4. EXPERIMENT AND RESULT
The model was trained, validated, and tested with the preprocessed dataset on a Google AI Cloud
Service (Google Collaboratory) with the following configurations: Graphics Processing Unit
(GPU) 1xTesla K80, having 2496 CUDA cores, computer 3.7, 12GB (11.439GB Usable)
GDDR5 VRAM, CPU 1x single core hyper-threaded i.e. (1 core, 2 threads) Xeon Processors
@2.3Ghz (No Turbo Boost), 45MB Cache, RAM 12.6 GB Available, Disk 320 GB Available.
The model was implemented using Python programming language, TensorFlow as the backend
and Keras library in Python 3.7. We ran the capsule network training 7 times by creating seven
models, while we achieve the best result on the seventh model with an input size of 128 x 128.

4.1. Evaluation Metric
Accuracy evaluation metric was used in order to evaluate the proposed model. It is the proportion
of the total number of predictions that were correctly classified i.e. the ratio of correctly
predicted observation to the total observation.

TP + TN
ACC =
FP + FN + TP + TN

(6)

Where True Positive rate (TP) and True Negative rate (TN) are correctly classified while False
Positive (FP) and False Negative (FN) are correctly misclassified.

4.2. Experimental Result
The proposed capsule network model achieved a test accuracy of 0.953642 (95%) using the collected datasets. Figure 4 and 5 below show the accuracy and loss graph of the proposed model.
We also implemented a CNN model from scratch, LeNet5 and ResNet50 architecture and their
results are reported in Table 2.
Table 2. Test Accuracy of Capsule Network, CNN, LeNet5 and Resnet50 architecture.
Architectures
Models
Accuracy

Our model
95%

CNN
89%

LeNet5
82.5%

ResNet50
96%
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Figure 4. A graph showing the accuracy and validation of the optimized capsule network

Figure 5. A graph showing the training and validation loss of the optimized network.

In order to compare our model with existing architectures, we implemented a CNN architecture
from scratch, LeNet5 architecture and ResNet50 architecture using transfer learning. The CNN
architecture achieved a test accuracy of 89%, LeNet5 architecture archived a test accuracy of
82.5% while the ResNet50 architecture using transfer learning archived a test accuracy of 96%.
Table 2 above shows the results of the implemented architectures. We further rotate the test
dataset in 30, 60, and 90 degrees and used it to test the implemented models. Table 3 below
shows the result obtained after the training dataset were rotated. Figure 6 further illustrates the
visualization of the result of comparison among the different models.
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Table 3. Results of the Optimized Capsule Network, CNN, LeNet5 and ResNet 50 architecture when the
test datasets were rotated to 30, 60 and 90 degrees.
Model

Dataset without
rota- tion
95%

Test dataset with
30 degrees
rotation
93%

Test dataset with
60 degrees
rotation
95%

Test dataset with
90 degrees
rotation
95%

Capsule Network
CNN

89%

67.5%

59%

85.5%

LeNet5
ResNet50

82.5%
96%

77%
75%

78%
76%

77%
72%

Figure 6. A bar chart showing the comparison of the implemented models.

5. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed an optimized capsule network model for banana leaf disease
classification. It is motivated by the newly proposed Capsule Network model which consists of
the input layer, convolution layer, primary capsule layer and digitcaps layer. The network was
optimized by fine-tuning the hyper parameters and using the Leaky ReLU activation function.
The dataset used in this work contains two vari- ants of banana leaf diseases which are banana
bacterial wilt disease (Xanthomonas wilt) and banana black sigatoka disease. We implemented
the variants of CNN architecture (CNN trained from scratch, LenNet5 and ResNet50) in order to
compare their performance with our model. The developed model outperformed other variants of
CNN architectures implemented with respect to rotation invariance as seen in Table 3 above.
However, the test dataset without rotation on ResNet50 architecture gives a better result than the
proposed model. This work is limited to the two variants of banana (Musa Acuminata) leaf disease and future work includes building a robust capsule network model that can take care of
diseases from various plant species.
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ABSTRACT
Current methods of image analysis and segmentation on hippocampal neuron bodies contain
excess and unwanted information like unnecessary noise. In order to clearly analyze each
neural stain like DAPI, Cy5, TRITC, FITC and start the segmentation process, it is pertinent to
preemptively denoise the data and create masked regions that accurately capture the ROI in
these hippocampal regions. Unlike traditional edge detection algorithms like the Canny
methods available in OpenCv libraries, we employed a more targeted approach based on pixel
color intensities to segment out hippocampal neurons from the background. Using the R, G,
and B value thresholds, our algorithm checks if a cell is a boundary point by doing neighboring
pixel level comparisons. Combined with a seamless GUI interface for cropping the highlighted
ROI, the algorithms efficiently work at creating general outlines of neuron bodies. With user
modularity from the various thresholding values, the outlining and denoising presents clean
data ready for analysis with object detection algorithms like FRCNN and YOLOv3.

KEYWORDS
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1. INTRODUCTION
Much of the the hippocampal neuron body image data in the current scientific field contains
unwanted data such as noise that is generated. In addition, neuron bodies that have neurons
congregated together are unable to be segmented. Multiple neurons in close proximity are
identified as a singular body. The current methodologies cause them to be grouped together.
Smaller neurons with larger distances among themselves are easier to be segmented. In addition,
some neuron data have different colors. Some images may contain a red-dominant color in the
RGB spectrum, while others may contain a different dominance, and so forth.
Additionally, current filtration algorithms such as OpenCV’s canny edge detection models only
function on black and white images [1]. Other existing models such as the Sobel, Prewitt, and
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 131-139, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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Laplacian edge detection algorithms also leverage a gray-scale conversion while conducting edge
detection processes [4, 5, 6]. The processes remove the color from the image, causing the image
spectrum to be heavily manipulated. Our goal was to create an accurate model that can perform
tasks despite the color gradients present within an image. Hence, our algorithms can process
accurately on neuron data without changing the dynamics of the colors of the image.
As evident from current methods, disparities in hippocampal neuron data can cause future
complexities for data analysis. When neuron data is close together, most algorithms fail to
segment the neurons properly because of the proximities. Because of this, neurons are falsely
grouped together with contours, leading to the failure for adaptive segmentation. In addition,
unwanted data such as synapses are contoured. Without an effective denoising algorithm, such
data will be processed in a further neural network. During the training of the neural network, the
synapses will be used as a feature.
Although such issues relating to synapses may be avoidable in the status quo with cropping tools,
the scientific field lacks a method that includes a cropping tool and data/image processing
algorithms, all in one systematic interface.
Another dilemma in current image analysis methods include the singularity of data that it can
process on. Images that contain a dominant color that is unsuitable for the algorithm is rendered
useless for current algorithms. The RGB combination demonstrates a dominant color for neuron
data. Some neuron stains contain red dominance (TRITC), while other stains such as the FITC
stain contains a green dominance. With these disparities, current algorithms are not adaptive. To
address this lack of modularity, we utilized user-inputted data that receives a threshold value that
compares the image pixel intensities with. With this implementation, the difference in color
dominance can be addressed.
With potential problems in current image segmentation techniques, we propose a solution to
address all scenarios. Our developed interface includes algorithms that can denoise unwanted
data such as synapses, filter through images using convolution methods, and create contours for
neuron data despite proximities with each other (disregarding groupings).

2. METHODS
The general methodology for image preprocessing that we employed starts through a web
interface which allows for easy upload, labeling, masking, and cropping of ROI. After the images
are cropped as targeted for their specific regions, a data.txt file is created containing the relevant
information about image size and the specific points on the freehand cropped region. Due to
resizing changes in the DOM as compared to original image files, the coordinates of the cropped
points must be modulated in accordance to the new dimensions. Once a final correct masked
region is created, it is ultimately ready to undergo subsequent denoising and edge detection to
create general boundaries around each neuron.

2.1. GUI
Current tools for addressing image segmentation processes include cropping methods. Although
images are able to cropped accurately, current available systematic methods lack the full-stack
implementation to create crops, process the region of interest (ROI), and accurately contour the
neurons in a single application. Using web development resources, we created a web app that
includes a cropping tool keeping UX/UI in mind. With an input-image selector, one can input a
given image for processing. After the respective crop is completed, one can download the neuron
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data to the local system. By executing a script, the neuron data (preferred threshold, dominant
color, etc.) is taken into account, and the image is processed and contoured accurately in
approximately 10 seconds on a machine with an Intel Core i5 processing unit. With an
application that incorporates a variety of languages (web development and image processing), we
developed an application that combines the resources for cropping and filtering/segmenting
images in a customizable manner. Fig. 1 demonstrates an accurate representation of the web
interface that is employed for the full-stack image segmentation tasks.

Fig 1. A representation of the cropping tool with a generated crop around the region of interest (ROI).
Erasures of different crops can be done via the different options presented.

2.2. Is on Edge
Traditional edge detection algorithms use implemented kernel methodologies to run a
convolutional matrix throughout the image to create edges based on pixel intensity contrast. The
algorithms present in this paper employ similar convolutional matrix methods however without
the use of filtration and substituted with a novel checking system. The algorithm starts by
analyzing a 3x3 pixel matrix of the image. The analysis is simply done on the central cell. It
starts off by checking the presence of null information which occurs with low pixel intensities for
each of the RGB values. For general purposes and through testing, we deemed an ideal value for
such a threshold would be 50. Thus, depending on the stain the user is analyzing, the algorithm
checks for null intensity on the appropriate RGB value (e.g. the TRITC channel which creates a
red stain has a null intensity check for the R value of the pixel). If there exists a pixel in the 3 by
3 matrix other than the center pixel which has a pixel intensity for the respective channel that is
less than 50, then it means the center pixel is in the presence of a cell with null intensity. Now,
there is a second part for edge detection: it is to determine if the center pixel is in contact with a
colored pixel (e.g for the TRITC channel, if the center pixel is in direct contact with a red pixel).
This can be conclusively determined through thresholding. Once again, we deemed an ideal
value for this would be 50 as well. Finally, if the center pixel is in contact with both a colored
pixel and a pixel with null intensity, then it lies on the edge of a neuron. The general algorithm is
presented below in pseudo code.
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Line 1: denotes the pixel value intensity for the 3 by 3 cell matrix
pixels = [[i1, i2, i3],[i4, i5, i6],[i7, i8, i9]]
// i_n = the pixel color intensity for the appropriate light signal for
a specific pixel for i = 1,2,3...9.
Line 2, 3: defines threshold limits for null intensity and colored
intensity
thresholdLower = 50 // Can be set by user thresholdUpper = 50 // Can be
set by user
Line 4: function definition for isOnEdge
function isOnEdge(pixels):
Line 5, 6: boolean variables for states of neighboring pixels
doesNullIntensityExist = false doesColorIntensityExist = false
Line 7, 8: double for loop to parse through pixels array
for row in pixels: for pixel in row:
Line 9, 10: Null intensity check
if pixel < thresholdLower: doesNullIntesityExist = true
Line
11,
12:
Color intensity
check
if
thresholdUpper: doesColorIntesityExist = true

pixel

>

Line 13: returns the boolean function for both color and null
pixel intensity existing.
return doesNullIntensityExist and doesColorIntensityExist

2.3. Edge Detection
In the previous section, a general methodology for determining if a certain pixel resided on the
edge of a neuron was outlined. In order to actually create a new image with the outlines of edges,
this function must be run on each 3 by 3 pixel chunk of the image. If the function returns true,
which indicates that the center pixel neighbors both a null intensity pixel and a colored pixel, the
center pixel’s color is changed to white to indicate that it is on the edge of a neuron. After
running this function through each 3 by 3 section, a general edge outlines are created.

2.4. Denoising
After the general edges have been created, the data can be further augmented to relieve some of
the additional noise. There are 3 specific ways of doing so: thinning out white borders,
strengthening pixel intensities, and removing small regions.
2.4.1. Thinning Out White Borders
Once the edges have been created, there are regions where the border is multiple pixels wide.
This starts to take away data from the original image. Thus, it is critical to thin out the white lines
as much as possible; this is done in two steps. The first is to eliminate all the white pixels
between the inner and outer border of the neuron edge. Essentially, an algorithm checks the 3 by
3 pixel cell matrix around a center cell and checks if all of them are the color of the edge (in our
case white). If this is true, the cell color is returned to its original. After this process occurs each
neuron is left with 2 borders: an inner one and an outer border. We then proceed to remove the
inner border. This is done by simply checking for the presence of null intensity around the center
pixel. Null intensity exists around the outer border but not in the inner one. This can eliminate
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the inner border. In addition, sometimes there exist lone white cells which are remnants of the
thinning out white borders methods. This can also be removed by checking for the existence of
null intensity around its neighboring pixels.

2.4.2. Strengthening Pixel Intensities
Once the borders have been thinned out, the image is ready to be further processed. In a lot of the
hippocampal data that our lab worked with, there was additional noise present from faint colored
synapses. To remove the synapses, a threshold method was used once again. To determine the
threshold, we created a bucketing algorithm. The bucketing algorithm grouped all pixels based
on their RGB intensity values. It created 10 buckets where each bucket represented intervals of
length 25.6. These intervals contained the coordinates of cells with the specific light intensity
channel within the end points of the appropriate interval. For example, if one was analyzing the
red channel and the specific pixel had an intensity of 14 for its R value, that pixel was bucketed
into the interval [0, 25.6]. Since the neuron’s and the synapse’s intensities differed by at least 50
(this was manually checked), the algorithm looked to find intervals where the quantity of
bucketed pixels was smaller than the quantity of bucket pixels than its neighbors. This created an
automatic way of determining the threshold pixel intensity value. Then, the image was parsed
once more pixel by pixel. If the specific pixel has a lower value than the threshold for the
appropriate channel, it was turned to black like the background; this removed a lot of noise. It
essentially created a completely black background as opposed to a black background with subtle
hints of red.

2.4.3. Removing Small Points
This algorithm is relatively straightforward. It takes 9x9 pixel matrices. The algorithm then
proceeds to check if the boundary of these pixel matrices is entirely black. If so, this means that
either the entire 9x9 section is black or there were small points that were entirely contained in
this 9x9 interval, which need to be removed. If the edge is entirely black, then it blacks out every
pixel in this 9x9 pixel matrix since it's either null information or small points. This works
because all of the cells in our imaging data were much larger than a 9x9 pixel square matrix.

2.5. Data Transfer
In order to adequately incorporate a method that utilizes a cropping tool with the image analysis
algorithms in a systematic full-stack tool, we developed a data transfer method to allow the script
to process the image with the crop data that was generated from the web app. After data is
downloaded from the web tool, the script processes and parses the input data in a correct format.
Then, using our image segmentation algorithms and feature explorations, the image is processed
within the same run time. The analyzed image with contours is exported to the local filesystem.

2.6. Data Parameterization
In order to custom fit the algorithms to user specification, the Python terminal interface contains
convenient methodology for the addition of the various parameters. The code takes in the input
paths to each of the images, a general folder path and naming convention for the various images,
and finally thresholding values for each of the various filters. With these thresholding values, the
user can custom fit the data augmentation to their needs. The user can determine the ideal
threshold value with 8 runs (because there are 256 values for pixel intensity) using a binary
search approach.
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3. RESULTS
The following (Fig. 2) describes the application of the edge detection algorithm on the Cy5
channel stain. As evident, the white contours are able to distinguish between each neuron and the
background.

Fig 2. A side-by-side comparison of a before vs. after edge detection process on the Cy5 channel

The following (Fig. 3) describes the application of the edge detection algorithm on the DAPI
channel stain. As evident, the white contours are able to distinguish between each neuron and the
background.

Fig 3. A side-by-side comparison of a before vs. after edge detection process on the DAPI channel

The following (Fig. 4) describes the application of the edge detection algorithm on the TRITC
channel stain. As evident, the white contours are able to distinguish between each neuron and the
background.

Fig 4. A side-by-side comparison of a before vs. after edge detection process on the TRITC channel

The following (Fig. 5) describes the application of the edge detection algorithm on the FITC
channel stain. As evident, the white contours are able to distinguish between each neuron and the
background.
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Fig 5. A side-by-side comparison of a before vs. after edge detection process on the FITC channel

The following (Fig. 6) describes the application of the white removal algorithm on the TRITC
channel stain. As exhibited, the density of the white contours has been reduced.

Fig 6. A side-by-side comparison of a before vs. after White Removal algorithm process on the TRITC
channel

The following (Fig. 7) describes the application of the small point removal algorithm on the
TRITC channel stain. As exhibited, the noise due to the synapses (small points) has been
reduced. The final image at the bottom demonstrates the small point removal algorithm with the
crop applied which has crisper quality as opposed to the original data.

Fig 7. Top: A side-by-side comparison of a before vs. after Small Points Removal algorithm process on the
TRITC channel
Fig 7. Bottom: Small Point Removal algorithm process on the TRITC channel With Crop

The following (Fig. 8) describes the application of the strengthen pixel intensity algorithm on the
TRITC channel stain. Paired with the small point removal algorithm, this final data is the most
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clean as it contains thin borders/contours, an accurate crop, and little to none noise due to the
synapses.

Fig 8. A Side-By-Side Comparison of A Before and After of the Strengthen Intensity
Algorithm on TRITC Channel

4. CONCLUSIONS
In summary, this study demonstrates an algorithmic architecture that is capable of automating the
segmentation of neuron data on various stains experimented on different hippocampus slices. In
addition, the use of an interface to allow researchers and scientists to input image data in a robust
method exhibited the increase in image segmentation techniques in the field of machine learning
and automation. This approach provides sufficient resources for further analysis on images, for
the contoured neurons can act as training data for future training or analysis.
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ABSTRACT
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have emerged as one of the most promising technologies for
the current era. Researchers have studied them for several years ago, but more work still
needed to be made since open opportunities to integrate new technologies are added to this
field. One challenging task is WSN deployment. Yet, this is done by real deployment with
testbeds platforms or by simulation tools when real deployment could be costly and timeconsuming. In this paper, we review the implementation and evaluation process in WSNs. We
then describe relevant testbeds and simulation tools, and their features. Lastly, we conduct an
experimentation study using these testbeds and simulations to highlight their pro and cons. As
a use case, we implement a localization protocol. This work gives clarity to future-work for
better implementation in order to improve reliability, accuracy and time consumed.

KEYWORDS
Wireless Sensor Network, Testbeds, Simulation Tools, Localization Protocol

1. INTRODUCTION
The continuous evolution of the need for study and performance evaluation of complex
applications, such as security, supervision, military applications, medical and environmental
applications, has given importance and necessity to several tools for implementation of Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs). Recently, WSNs monitor our cities and living environments [1]. With
the advent of new technologies, WSNs are integrated with other emerging technologies, giving
birth to new architectures such as Vehicular Ad-hoc Networks, Hybrid Sensor and Vehicular
Networks (HSVN) , Internet of Things (IoT), and Smart Cities. However, WSNs are difficult to
deploy for many reasons. The complexity of the environment, in which the system operates leads
to many challenging issues for the designers [1]. The need for adequacy study of the proposed
solutions to the reality motivated the development of various tools of test and implementation for
new protocols. For that, several tools are available namely: analytical methods, simulations tools,
emulation, and prototype generation. In fact, after the use of these implementation methods, a
risk of imperfection towards the reality remains. Actually, it is common to estimate the protocol
in a real and concrete context. In this direction, adapted tools emerge, not only to make it more
accessible task, but also to master the deployment of these networks.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 141-159, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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In several research institutions, testbeds are proposed for various research experiences. Typically,
they consist of sensor nodes deployed in a controlled environment, and provide a platform for
experimenting with large projects. Research on WSNs is highly expensive when real-time
sensors are deployed in specific environment due to constraints on complex topology, and the
area of deployment. Thanks to these testbeds, large-scale of resources becomes available. This
challenge requires the implementation of simulation environment, with regard to real conditions.
In WSN, the availability of multiple simulation tools, making the choice of researchers more
difficult to take. In this study, we are interested in a comparative study between the relevant
testbeds and simulators in the literature in view of criteria as processing capabilities,
accessibility, types of available tests and reliability of results. To the best of our knowledge, there
is no comparative study, in the literature, that includes both simulators and testbeds with specific
use case.
This paper is divided into six parts: the second section summarizes the existing studies in the
field of WSNs implementation. Section 3 presents the simulation tools, their characteristics and
practical remarks about the studied simulators. Then, in section 4, we describe the different
testbeds in WSNs where we give our remarks for each testbeds studied. Section 5 defines the
localization function in WSNs as a use case for our experiments and gives our results with
different approaches of implementation. Finally, in section 6, we conclude and present our
research open issues that need to be investigated in future work.

2. RELATED WORK
The protocols engineering implies numerous phases of tests to validate new solutions. In the
specific domain of WSNs, experiences are often complex, hard to repeat and slow to configure
and execute. For these reasons, the simulation was the methodology widely used by researchers.
However, the researchers become more and more conscious of the fact that the current simulators
are unable to model certain essential characteristics of the real systems. For this reason, and due
to a visible degradation of specific standards in the driving simulation studies, the simulation
results are often debatable and subject of credibility [2]. Therefore, we are aware of a
fundamental importance to take forward the theoretical design. The analysis of protocols and
algorithms serve in a parallel to the experimental validation, by the use of simulators tools. For
such a purpose, the testbeds experiments are proposed.
Several surveys exist in the literature on different research objectives. Some of them provide a
comparative study between testbeds. In [3], supporting standards, storage and physical
architecture for three platforms are given. A resume about some simulators, with a comparative
table about the five highly evaluated tools is given in [4]. In order to explore synergy, authors in
[5] review prominent research projects for the different standards and technologies used by
platforms. Before giving some detail about testbed, we can find in [6], general information about
how to prepare and exploit experimentations in several fields. This survey proposes divers
characteristics of protocols for IoT and WSN. It discusses features such as heterogeneity and
scaling for the material aspect. Egea-López and all, in [7], study the basic properties to select the
appropriate simulation environment. In [8] a comparative study shows that simulators, with
regard to VANETs environment, must revise more characteristics. We find works that propose
new testbed/simulator, or new architectures. For instance, the authors of [9] intend to give a
description of a flexible and non-specific management system, unlike the current management
systems, which are strongly coupled to a specific testbed configuration. After providing a
summary of the best-known testbeds in [10], this paper proposes a new data recovery mechanism
that aids to store the results of structured data in this testbed. This article gives mainly the
software aspects of the work. Others propositions are given in [11]-[13].
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This paper addresses the comparison between the most popular simulators for WSNs and a
comparison between relevant testbeds. A use case is presented to study the effectiveness of two
simulators, and two testbeds.

3. THE SIMULATION
The simulation of network is definitely one of the most dominant evaluation methods in the field
of networks. It is widely used for the development of new communication architectures and
network protocols. A simulator is software that imitates the behavior real world components and
is used as a research and development tool. Depending on the intended use of the simulator,
different parts of the system are modeled. Previous simulators designed for WSNs model the
wireless transmission in the network, but currently sensor network simulators have a more
detailed model and realistic, including barriers between nodes [14]. A more abstract model is
given by the recent simulation tools to get closer to reals environments.

3.1. Necessity of the Simulation
The emergence of WSNs has brought new problems to network designers. Computer
simulations, analytical methods, or physical measurement (testbeds) can achieve the evaluation
of networks performance. Real experiments are important to network research. Although they
use complex coding and laboratory experiments, they are able to give important details
automatically. However, this approach has disadvantages; real experiments are more expensive
to build, and adapting the configuration of laboratory scenarios can be difficult. This leads to
limited power sharing and flexibility.
Another point, which can make the evaluation and comparison of protocol designs even harder,
is the difficulty to reproduce experimentally as some networking phenomena such as wireless
radio interference. The algorithms complexity, in WSNs, is related to their constraints such as
limitations due to energy, fault tolerance and decentralized collaboration. Therefore, it appears
that the simulation approach is the most feasible approach for quantitative analysis of sensor
networks before a real deployment [15]. Simulation allows doing the tests at lower cost and
making important decisions.

3.2. Simulation Tools
3.2.1.

Network Simulator (NS-2)

NS-2 [16] is one of the most widely used simulators in research laboratories to simulate and
study the performance of network protocols. It was developed using discrete event technique for
network research. It started as a variant of the REAL network simulator [17] in 1989 and evolved
considerably nowadays [4]. It has a modular approach and the simulations are based on a
combination of C ++ and Otcl languages. NS-2 offers the opportunity to test, analyse and
evaluate applications before considering the practical implementation in real networks. NS-2
simulator, particularly, is well suited for packet switching networks and large scale. It contains
the necessary functionalities for the study of unicast or multicast routing algorithms, transport,
session, booking protocols, integrated services and localization protocols. NS-2 use Network
Animator (NAM) as graphical visualization tool.
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3.2.2. NS-3 Simulator
The NS-3 project, started in 2006, like an open-source project developing NS-3. The NS-3
Simulator is a discrete-event network simulator oriented mainly for research and educational use
[18]. Unlike its predecessor NS-2, NS-3 Simulator is based only on C ++ language for the
implementation of simulation models. Thus avoiding problems caused by the combination C ++
and oTcl in NS-2. Therefore, network simulations can run on a purely C++ environment, while
NS-3 users can possibly run simulations using Python as well [19]. In addition, NS-3 integrates
architectural concepts and the GTNetS Simulator code that has good scalability features. The
new features appeared with NS3, were made at the expense of compatibility. In fact, NS-2
models have to be brought to NS-3 manually. Several external animators and visualization tools
can be used with NS-3 like NS-3-Viz, PyViz and NetAnim [18].
3.2.3. Tossim Simulator
Tossim is a simulator for TinyOs operating system, and it was developed at UC Berkeley [20]. It
simulates the behavior of a sensor (sending/receiving messages via radio waves and processing
information). This simulator is written in NesC Language which provides a component-base
programming model. TOSSIM simulates the TinyOs network stack at bit level, allowing
experimentation with low-level protocols in addition to high-level application systems. TOSSIM
is based on the assumption that each node in the network must run exactly the same code, which
makes it less flexible. TOSSIM does not model energy consumption, so PowerTOSSIM
Simulator and PowerTOSSIM z are an improvement that extend the simulator to model energy
consumption [21].
3.2.4. OMNet++ Simulator
Unlike ns-2 and ns-3, OMNet ++ is not a network simulator by definition, but a discrete
framework of general use based on simulation events. Although it is most often applied to the
field of network simulation, given that its INET package offers a complete collection of Internet
Protocol models. In addition, it has other models packages like the mobility package for mobile
Ad-Hoc networks and mobile WSNs [18].
3.2.5. Avrora Simulator
It is an open source simulator for embedded detection programs. The current version (version
1.7.106) is written in Java. It models two typical platforms, Mica2 and MicaZ [22]. It also
provides a framework for program analysis, static verification of embedded software and
infrastructure for future programs. Avrora simulator is ﬂexible providing a JAVA API to develop
analytics [23] [24].
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Table 1. Comparative table of simulation tools in WSNs.
Simulator
s

NS-2

Langua
ge

Main characteristics

C++
OTcl

+ Easy to add new protocols
+ A large number of publicly
available protocols
+ Has a visualization tool
+ Has a rich collection of models

/

NS-3

C++

+ Perform large-scale network
simulations efficiently [18]
+ Low calculation and memory
requests
+ Has a visualization tool

TOSSIM

NesC
(dialect
of C )

+ High degree of accuracy by
using a few low-level
components models [24]
+ Has a visualization tool

OMNet++

AVRORA

C++

Java

+ Perform large-scale network
simulations efficiently
+ Has a visualization tool
+ Has an abstract modelling
language
+ An instruction-level sensor
network simulator
+ Has TOSSIM performance
while preserving cycle accuracy
[24]
+ Portable due to use of Java
virtual machine

Limits
- Designed for wired networks
basically
- Uses pure source code in terminal
for the development of the
simulation set

-Difficult to implement and
simulate a protocol than NS-2 [18]
- Simulates only TinyOS programs
[20]
- Can only emulate the
homogeneous applications for the
same type of sensors
- Unavailability of several
important protocols
- The combination of models may
be difficult and programs are more
likely to have bugs [18]
- Does not have network
communication tools
- Does not have GUI
- Cannot simulate network
management algorithms [24]

3.3. From Simulation Tools to Experimental Testbeds in WSNs
The study shows that each simulator has strengths and limitations, as shown in Table 1.
However, the challenge of development, deployment and debugging of applications in realistic
environment may not be satisfied with simulation. Many current simulators are unable to model
several essential features of the real world. Simulation results are only as good as the model then
are only estimated results. Especially for simulation models of WSNs which do not capture the
irregularity in the network, either for radio irregularity on the communication [25]; or the
irregular sensor model [26], for example. Recent material spread has allowed for new uses for
protocol designers. Actually, after the classical phases of speciﬁcation and simulation, it is
common to evaluate a protocol in a real and concrete context. So, adaptive tools are emerging,
not only to make this task more accessible, but also to master its deployment, in order to have
more usable results.

4. TESTBEDS FOR WIRELESS SENSOR NETWORKS
During our research, we found several testbeds. We have made a choice for the most significant
ones and we highlight their characteristics to make it easy for researcher’s investigations.
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4.1. W-iLab.t
W-iLab.t is a Wireless testbed that enables to test wireless protocols or applications in a real-time
environment [27]. The IBBT iLab.t technology Centre manages this testbed. It is based on
MoteLab testbed, and is located in Ghent, Belgium. W-iLab.t testbed has a web interface to plan,
download, monitor the experience and recover the results. Only authorized users can access the
interface. To enable mixed Wi-Fi node and sensor node experiments and to keep a uniform
interface, they integrate the support for the Wi-Fi nodes into the same web interface as used for
the sensor nodes [28]. Unique features of the test include real-time monitoring of energy
consumption and emulation of battery capacity. W-iLab.t has various types of wireless nodes,
which are connected to a wired interface for management, and then they can be used during
experiments as a cable interface. Heterogeneous experiments wireless/wired are possible.
Experimenters are able to give the complete configuration for each device in the network. With
this testbed, measurement and management data are saved in a database. This data is made
available to the user to be exploited either for processing or for only visualization.

4.2. Tutornet
Tutornet [29] is a testbed for WSNs at Southern California University. It has three levels; test
servers, bridge stations and sensor nodes. This testbed includes 104 sensor nodes (91 TmoteSky
and 13 MicaZ). The nodes are attached to the gateway stations via USB connections. A Star-gate
with several nodes around it form a cluster. Currently there are 13 clusters and the nodes can be
programmed distantly.

4.3. MoteLab
MoteLab [30] is a testbed for WSNs at Harvard University. It is accessible for the development
and testing of sensor network applications via a web interface. Registered users can download
and associate executable files to nodes, to create and plan an experiment to run. MoteLab aims to
facilitate research in programming sensor network environments, communication protocols,
system design and applications. This testbed contains 190 TMote Sky sensor nodes. The motes
consist of the MSP430 processor operating at 8MHz, 10KB RAM, 1Mbit ﬂash memory and a
Chipcon CC2420 radio operating at 2.4GHz with an internal range of 100 meters. Light,
temperature and humidity sensors are integrated in each node. Nodes run the TinyOS operating
system and use the NesC language.

4.4. Wisebed
Wisebed [31] is an experimentation platform in WSN for research purposes. This platform is
distributed on nine geographically dispersed sites; it makes available to users more than 750
heterogeneous sensors. Once the registration is conﬁrmed, the user has access to start the
conﬁguration of the nodes, as it is depicted in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Experiment in WISEBED testbed.

4.5. FIT IoT-LAB
FIT IoT-LAB (IoT-LAB) is a proposed testbed to assure a large infrastructure for scientists in
WSNs field. Heterogeneous communicating objects and small wireless sensor devices can be
easily tested by this platform. It is an improvement of the SENSLAB testbed (2010-2013) [32],
which is located at six different sites in France, with 2728 heterogeneous nodes. IoT-LAB
testbed is a well designed system so that user can specify needed properties like the location,
radio chip and whether nodes are mobile or not. It allows the repeatability of experiments [6].

4.6. Nitos
The Network Implementation Testbed (NITOS) is developed by NITLAB (Network
Implementation Testbed Laboratory) using open source platforms at University of Thessaly in
Greece. The NITOS installation currently includes more than 100 operational wireless nodes and
is designed to ensure reproducibility of experimentation while supporting the evaluation of
protocols and applications in real-world environments. This platform offers testbeds for several
types of networks technology [33]. The NITOS testbed includes three different testbeds: the
NITOS outdoor testbed, the NITOS indoor testbed, and the NITOS office testbed. All these
testbeds are connected with a backbone connection provided by the Greek NREN. They use a
part of the pan-European GEANT network [34]. The NITOS testbed is open to all researchers
wishing to test their protocols in real-world environments. They have the opportunity to
implement their new protocols and study their behavior in a parameter-able environment.
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4.7. Planet Lab
Planet Lab [35] is an open platform, shared on a large scale to conduct real world experiments to
develop new network services and technologies. It is developed in March 2002 by a network of
international private and public laboratories [36]. Although Planet Lab is not dedicated to sensor
networks, it is associated with different types of testbeds, including testing on WSNs as part of
the initiative to develop testbeds for future Internet. This platform comprises currently more than
1000 nodes on 500 sites throughout the world including Asia, USA, Europe, and Japan. There is
also OneLab testbed initiative, which extends Planet Lab Europe by uniting it with other Planet
Lab testbeds around the world as well as other types of tests.

4.8. ORBIT
The ORBIT project provides a flexible wireless network testbed open to the experimental
researchers [37]. It is designed to achieve reproducible experimentation while supporting realistic
evaluation of protocols and applications. ORBIT was funded in 2003 under the Network
Research Testbeds (NRT) program [11]. Figure 2 shows the ORBIT radio grid, which was first
released to researchers. Currently, it is heavily used when evaluating architectures and protocols
in wireless networks. In this testbed, tests on nodes-sensors is given via the Linux terminal [38].

Figure 2. Radio Grid testbed for ORBIT

4.9. Twist
TWIST [39] is an evolutionary and flexible testbed, which is developed by the
Telecommunications Network Group (TKN) at Technical University Berlin. It supports
heterogeneous hardware and deploys 204 nodes (102 TmoteSky nodes and 102 eyesIFXv2
nodes). Twist testbed allows testing algorithms on different platforms and provides basic services
such as node conﬁguration, network programming, off-band retrieval of debugging data and
application data collection, as well as several specific functionalities. The lowest level of its
architecture is connected by USB cabling and USB hubs to the test infrastructure. The second
level contains a «super nodes», which can interact with the USB infrastructure of first level; and
the last level has the server and control stations that interact with the super nodes using the
testbed backbone. The server stores information on registered nodes in its database and provides
remote access via a web interface as depicted in Figure 3. This testbed supports different
communication protocols such as Wi-Fi, Zigbee and Bluetooth. Tests on the reserved sensors can
be done either via the graphical interface (called Jfed interface) (like for W-ilab.t2 testbed), or
via the Linux terminal (like for Orbit testbed).
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Figure 3. Twist reservation of ressource manager

4.10. CERIST
CERIST testbed is developed by the Research Center for Scientific and Technical Information in
Algeria. It has more than 30 sensor nodes (10 Telosb and 21 MicaZ). Figure 4 shows the testbed
environment.

Figure 4. Sensors positioning in CERIST testbed.
Table 2. Comparative table for testbeds in WSNs.
Testbed

Authorized
Population

OS

Sensor
type

Advantages

Zolertia Z1

+ Graphic interface.
+ Accessible via EmuLab
portal [40]

W-ilab.t

Open
access

TinyOS

TutorNet

Open
access

TinyO
S

91 Tmote
Sky 13
MicaZ

MoteLab

Open
access

TinyO
S

TMote Sky

NITOS

Open
access

Contik
i

M3/A8 tiny
NITOS
mote

IoT-LAB

For
members

Contiki
FreeRto
s

Msn430,
M3,M8

Limits
- Competition of
reservation.
-Request to the
authority IMinds
- Incorrect site
link

+ Graphic interface.
+Uses database
+Heterogenous testbed.
+Accessible via OneLab
portal
+Many platforms.
+Accessible via OneLab
portal.

-No Web portal.
- Incorrect site
link
- Competition of
reservation.
- Director’s
agreement is
required for
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Testbed

Authorized
Population

OS

Sensor
type

Advantages

TinyOs
Riot,
OpenW
sn
Orbit

For
members

TinyO
S

Limits
students

Tmotes,
Telosb

+Comfortable interface.
+ Compatible
applications with Linux
and Fedora8
+ Accessible via OneLab
portal.

PlanetLa
b

For
members

TinyO
S

Twist

Open
access

TinyO
S

Tmote Sky
eyesIFXv2

+Experimentation on
different platforms.
+Heterogenous testbed.

CERIST

Open
access

TinyO
S

Micaz /
Telosb

+ Personalisable
environment

-Not scalable
-Competition for
reservation.
- Competition of
reservation.

- Does not detect
automatically the
connected notes
[39]
-No web portal
-Not scalable

4.11. Discussion
Although testbeds are diverse and their services are rich and attractive, they are still subject to
credibility. Table 2 summarizes our results and remarks about relevant studied testbeds.
As remote interaction with resources is always dependent on the reliability of internet
connection, several times, we needed to redo the whole procedure of preparing the environment
and test files due to the interruption of the connection to the web interface.
Account creation seems easy and instantaneous, but validation access can last longer. Most
testbeds require selecting the organization to which the user belongs; otherwise, access is not
possible for foreign students (Tutornet, OneLab and MoteLab cases).
Sometimes, the resource reservation system encounters some access contention, and this can
cause the interruption or the cessation of experiments (ORBIT case).
Maintenance of websites without prevention (WISEBED case) and the greater level of access
concurrence makes the available hours too limited, and it may be impossible to complete all tests
(W-iLab.t case, when our reservation is not achieved due to unavailability of service with
maintenance works). Further, the exhaustion of time reservation implies the immediate
disconnection of the server, which can cause data loss and discontinuation of tests.
Most testbeds provide web interfaces for task planning (FIT IoT-LAB and WISEBED cases).
To manage requests, IoT-LAB and WISEBED testbeds use a first come first serve service, which
means that the first user requesting experience on available resources gets access.
Testbeds tutorials are not comprehensive enough and explanatory (TWIST case, when access to
the sensors in finale step requires a password that was provided to us by the administrators and
TWIST tutorials do not mention it).
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5. PROTOCOL IMPLEMENTATION IN WSNS
5.1. Localization Protocol as a Use Case
Among the fundamental functionality studied in WSNs, one is the localization of sensors. In the
literature, several systems and algorithms deal with this problem. However, research studies aim
to develop cost-effective and self-localization algorithms in order to improve the performances.
The existing solutions can be classified according to the adopted approach as twofold: The fine
localization and the approximate localization. The fine localization approaches accurately
determine the coordinates of each node while coarse localization approaches give non-precise
position. For the approximate localization approaches, node will use other techniques to estimate
an approximate localization. In this section, we study the performances of existing protocols,
with regard to simulation and testbed implementation, to determine the gap between the obtained
results and see how much the results are reliable.
Heurtefeux and Valois in [41] propose a Qualitative Location Protocol (QLoP). It is considered
as one of the most powerful protocols that gives approximate localization for sensor nodes. They
use local connectivity information to allow every node to determine the proximity coefficient of
its neighbors in one hop [42]. QLoP protocol considers a qualitative metric to describe neighbors
like very close neighbor, close or far.

5.2. Implementation with Simulation
In QLoP Protocol evaluation work, Avrora and NS2 simulators conducted our simulation tests.
5.2.1. Operating System and Programing Language
There are several operating systems for sensor networks such as TinyOS, Contiki, Mantis OS,
Nut/OS and SOS. TinyOs is the most famous and most complete for several types of sensors like
the Mica family, the Telos family and the Iris family. In our simulations, we used TinyOs sytem
with NesC language. NesC language has a component-based architecture. The implementation of
components is done by declaring tasks, commands or events.
5.2.2. Simulation Environment Parameters and Metrics
The static nodes were placed regularly on a grid in a surface of 100 * 100 meters. Table 3 shows
our simulation parameters, as the transmission range (R) is used to control the average degree of
nodes in the network. The number of well-located nodes is calculated as one of the

metrics, which estimate the accuracy.
Table 3. Simulation parameters.
Paramter
Nodes number ( N )
Communication range ( R )
Sensor type
Topology
Simulator

Value
100
10, 15, 20 meters
MicaZ
Static
Avrora, NS2
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5.2.3. Simulation Results

Figure 5 shows the simulation results by applying different communication range. The
green nodes, in the figure, represent nodes that classify correctly their neighbors, while
black nodes do not classify correctly their neighbors. For nodes on the edges of the
simulation space, the algorithms cannot order correctly the neighbors of the first two
proximity classes, due to inconsistencies in the neighborhood.

(a) For R = 10.

(b) For R = 15.

(c) For R = 20.

Figure 5. Simulation Results.

Figure 6. Localization accuracy according to communication range
with NS2 Simulator and AVRORA Simulator.

Figure 6 shows the localization accuracy with NS2 Simulator and AVRORA Simulator. The two
curves have the same general speed, although NS2 results for communication range less than 5,
starts from an accuracy around 50, contrary to AVRORA results which begins with an accuracy
less than 40. In [41], authors prouve with simulation that the localization accuracy is more than
80 for differents communicaion range. Then, NS2 Simulator gave more closed results than
AVRORA Simulator.
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5.3. Implementation with CERIST Testbed
In our real experimentations, we used CERIST testbed. Initially, this testbed worked with
Emulab testbed. However, the access to these resources is interrupted [43]. We visited this
research center to use the remaining hardware of this platform. We implemented the protocol
using two types of sensors: Micaz and Telosb sensors, in collaboration with sensor team of the
Center. In our implementation, we used 10 MicaZ and 5 Telosb, as shown in Figure 7.

Figure 7. CERIST testbed sensors.

The platform is set up in two parts: software installation and hardware installation. For the
software part, we used NesC language with TinyOs system, in Linux environment (Ubuntu
distribution). It is possible to use windows environment but there are problems with the second
version of Tinyos (Tinyos-2-x) in this environment. We follow many steps to install Tinyos2.1.2,
Nesc and mico controler MSP430 for the Telosb and Micaz sensors.

Base Station

Sensor

Figure 8. Platform Components.

For the hardware installation, we used a base station connected to the computer via USB, and
different sensors like sender / receiver, as shown in Figure 8. Each sensor launches the
localization project to classify its neighbors. Then, it sends out the results and makes them
available offline in the base station. All sensors communicate via a wireless connection and the
base station communicates with the computer via USB.
5.3.1. Implementation Topologies
A network is a set of inter-connected terminals to share information. In our experiments, we used
two types of topologies: to reflect reality. The nodes are placed randomly, in the random
topology. Nevertheless, the uniform topologies have the advantage of being simple to visualize,
then we used also a grid topology. Figure 9 shows an example for each kind of topology.
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Figure 9. Random Topology and a grid Topology of deployment.

5.3.2. Nodes Placement
How to place the nodes in the area of interest is an important factor for the localization problem.
Among the placement types, there exist:
-Uniform placement: Example of such placement is the grid. However, it is not suitable for dense
network;
-Dense placement: which has cost and signal interference problems;
-Incremental placement: In this type, global calculations are made to estimate the optimal place
for each new sensor. This mechanism is recommended for WSNs. The incremental placement
needs adaptation after installation to fit the communication requirements;
-Self-deployment placement: It maximizes network coverage and takes into account the
problem of obstacles. The nodes must perform self-deployment placement autonomously.
Base Station

Sensor-node

(a) Random Topology.

(b) a grid Topology of deployment.

Figure 10. CERIST testbed demployment.

5.3.3. Implementation Results
The network can be implemented with homogeneous or heterogeneous sensor-nodes. With the
first, all sensors have the same characteristics (like operating range, sensitivity, ﬁnesse).
However, the other heterogeneous networks are multi-supplier networks, so the hardware or
software components come from different suppliers. In our case, we used 10 Telosb and 5 Micaz,
like shown in Figure 10, for a random topology or a grid topology. We used two topologies with
the heterogeneous sensor-nodes, and the rests were homogeneous ones.
The metrics used in real implementations are the same used in simulations. The 'Results' column
in next tables contains two results: Right and Wrong. ‘Right' result represents the node that has
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correctly classified its neighbor. For example: in table 4, node 1 has correctly classified its
neighbor node 4, as its classification is 3 (far class). This classification is equal to the real class.
For N = 4, almost all nodes do not correctly locate their neighbors. We have identical results for
both topologies.
Table 4. Implementation results for a grid and random topologies for N = 4 nodes.
Node Neighbors
1
1
1
2
2
2
3
3
4
4

2
3
4
1
3
4
1
2
1
2

Distance
(m)
2
2
2.82
2
2.82
2
2
2.82
2.82
2

Transmission
range (R)
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

A grid
result
1
3
3
1
3
3
1
1
1
1

Random Real
result
class
1
2
3
2
3
3
1
2
3
3
3
2
1
2
1
3
1
3
1
2

Note
Wrong
Wrong
Right
Wrong
Right
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong

Table 5 and 6 represent the implementation results of QloP protocol for six nodes. For more
nodes in the network, we have better results for both topologies. Really, for a random placement
of nodes, six nodes could correctly class their neighbors. While in a regular placement, with a
grid, we have only four nodes that could correctly class their neighbors. The results were the
same for N= 9 and N =12. When the number of nodes is increased, the results improve more and
more.
Table 5. Implementation results for a grid topology for N = 6 nodes.
Node

Neighbors

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
6
6

2
3
4
5
1
3
4
5
1
2
4
5
6
1
2
3
5
1
2
3
4
6
3
5

Distance
(m)
2
2
2.82
4
2
2.82
2
2.23
2
2.82
2
2
2.82
2.82
2
2
2.82
4
2.23
2
2.82
2
2.82
2

Implementa
tion result
2
1
2
1
1
3
1
2
1
2
2
1
3
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
1

Real
class
2
2
3
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
3
2

Communicati
on range (R)
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Result
Right
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Right
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Right
Wrong
Right
Wrong
Wrong
Right
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
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Table 6. Implementation results for random topology for N = 6 nodes.
Node

Neighbors

Distance
(m)

Implementation
result

Real
class

1
1
1
1
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
6
6

2
3
4
5
1
3
4
5
1
2
4
5
6
1
2
3
5
1
2
3
4
6
3
5

2
2.06
1.41
1.11
2
0.5
1.41
2.23
2.06
0.5
1.11
3
1.11
1.41
1.41
1.11
1.41
1.11
2.23
3
1.41
1.5
1.11
1.5

2
1
2
1
1
3
1
2
1
2
2
1
3
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
2
3
1
1

2
3
2
2
2
1
2
3
3
1
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
2
2
2
2

Communic
ation range
(R)
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Result

Right
Wrong
Right
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Right
Wrong
Wrong
Right
Wrong
Right
Right
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong
Right
Wrong
Wrong
Wrong

5.4. Discussion
This work is directed as an empirical study of simulators and testbeds in order to allow a better
choice in an evolution of a new protocol. It necessarily involves the study of existing simulators
and testbeds in the literature, which enables the most used tools of the research community to
select the best performers.
Simulation is a perfect environment, but the virtual world of simulator does not completely fit the
characteristics of the real world. In fact, the Telosb and Micaz sensors have an omnidirectional
antenna by definition. That is, the distance of communication covered by the sensor’s
transmission row is the same in all directions. Nevertheless, tests have shown that the distance
covered (for a given transmission range) is not the same for the four sensor directions. For
example: for node 3, the transmission range on one side of the Telosb sensor is 4 meters (m), for
another side is 4m30. In addition, Micaz sensors do not work well if placed directly on the
ground. It is therefore necessary to find objects like chairs or stones to place them on. Weather
conditions have a major impact on communication, such as heat. In fact, the sensors run their
program rapidly and efficiently in an indoor environment or in the shade. The number of runs
(boot), that we can perform, was limited to 10,000 tries, and the energy of a sensor was limited.
During the implementation process with testbeds, we faced some unavoidable situations, which
greatly influenced the results of the tests carried out. All these remarks should be taken into
consideration to infer results that are more correct.
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6. CONCLUSION
Wireless sensor networks are widely used in various applications and domains. In this work, we
have carried out a detailed experimentation study about implementation technics in WSNs. WSN
testbed is designed to support experiments research in the real environments. Currently,
experiments can be repeated to give more precise analysis results. In addition, simulation is an
important approach for the implementation process, which is very useful for researchers.
Although it cannot absolutely replace real experiments with testbeds. However, different
communities of researchers can use a standard simulation framework, to increase the reliability
and approval of the simulation results.
It is deeply important to offer researchers with this tools, to facilitate design stains,
implementation and performance studies. Our study made practical remarks about each
approach, because, if simulation gives enthusiastic results, the testbed can give results that are
more faithful. It will give options to the researchers in their performances studies. The choice
between testbeds and simulators should be based on the specific application as every WSN
application has different requirements. These results urge us to develop more tools that include
applications requirements in terms of mobility and heterogeneity of technologies, for example.
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we implement a document retrieval system using the Lucene tool and we conduct
some experiments in order to compare the efficiency of two different weighting schema: the
well-known TF-IDF and the BM25. Then, we expand queries using a comparable corpus
(wikipedia) and word embeddings. Obtained results show that the latter method (word
embeddings) is a good way to achieve higher precision rates and retrieve more accurate
documents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Document Retrieval (DR) is the process by which a collection of data is represented, stored, and
searched for the purpose of knowledge discovery as a response to a user request (query) [1]. Note
that with the advent of technology, it became possible to store huge amounts of data. So, the
challenge has been always to find out useful document retrieval systems to be used on an
everyday basis by a wide variety of users. Thus, DR -as a subfield of computer science- has
become an important research area. IT is generally concerned by designing different indexing
methods and searching techniques. Implementing an DR system involves a two-stage process:
First, data is represented in a summarized format. This is known as the indexing process. Once,
all the data is indexed. users can query the system in order to retrieve relevant information. The
first stage takes place off-line. The end user is not directly involved in. The second stage includes
filtering, searching, matching and ranking operations.
Most of the proposed DR systems are based on the cluster hypothesis [2]. Highly ranked
documents relative to a given user query form a cluster that is easy to identify in the case of one
simple query. For many complex queries there are query-specific clusters that contain many
relevant documents [3] [4]. If those documents are not presented as the top of the result list, this
would decrease the retrieval performance. There have been many attempts to propose ranking
query-specific clusters techniques [5] [6] [7]. Most of proposed approaches simply compare
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 161-167, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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the representation of the cluster and the representation of the query. Some DR systems
make use of additional features such as inter-cluster and cluster-document similarities [8]
[9][10]. Also, Query expansion [11] is another way to boost DR performance.
Query expansion (QE) [11] has been a research flied since the early 1960. [12] used QE as a
technique for literature indexing and searching. [13] incorporated user's feedback to expand the
query in order to improve the result of the retrieval process. [14] [15] proposed a collectionbased term co-occurrence query expansion technique, while [16] [17] proposed a cluster-based
one. Most of those techniques were tested on a small corpus with short queries and satisfactory
result were obtained. Search engines were introduced in1990s. Previously proposed techniques
were tested on bigger corpora sizes. We noticed that there was a loss in precision [18] [19].
Therefore, QE is still a hot search topic, especially in a context of big data.
To measure the accuracy of a DR system, there are generally two basic measures [20]: 1)
Precision: the percentage of relevant retrieved documents and 2) Recall: the percentage of
documents that are relevant to the query and were in fact retrieved. There is also a standard tool
known as the TRECEVAL tool. It is commonly used by the TREC community for evaluating an
ad hoc retrieval run, given the results file and a standard set of judged results.
In this paper we implement a document retrieval system using the Lucene toolkit [21]. Then we
investigate the relevance of query expansion using parallel corpora and word embeddings to
boost document retrieval precision. The next section describes the proposed system and gives
details about the expansion process. The third one describes, and analyses obtained results. The
last section concludes this paper and describes the future work.

2. METHODOLOGY
In this section, we present the structure of our Lucene system. First, we describe its core
functions. In addition to that we describe some pre-processing operations as well as the
evaluation process.

2.1. System Overview
Lucene is a powerful and scalable open source Java-based Search library. It can be easily
integrated in any kind of application to add amazing search capabilities to it. It is generally used
to index and search any kind of data whether it is structured or not. It provides the core
operations for indexing and document searching.

Figure 1: Proposed document retrieval system architecture.
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Generally, a Search engine performs all or a few of the following operations illustrated by the
above Figure. Implementing it requires performing the following actions:
 Acquire Raw Content: it is the first step. It consists in collecting the target contents used
later to be queried in order to retrieve accurate documents.
 Building and analyzing the document: It consists simply in converting raw data to a given
format that can be easily understood and interpreted.
 Indexing the document: The goal here is to index documents. So, the retrieval process will
be based on certain keys instead of the entire content of the document.
The above operations are performed in an off-line mode. Once all the documents are indexed,
users can conduct queries and retrieve documents using the above described system. In this case,
an object query is instantiated using a bag of words present in the searched text. Then, the index
database is checked to get the relevant details. Returned references are shown to the user. Note
that different weighting schemes can be used in order to index documents. The most used ones
are tfidf (the reference of the vectoral model) and BM25 (the reference of the probabilistic
model).
Typically, the tf-idf [22] [23] weight is composed by two terms: the first one measures how
frequently a term occurs in a document. It computes the normalized Term Frequency (TF) which
is the ratio of the number of times a word appears in a document by the total number of words in
that document. the second term known as the inverse document frequency (IDF) measures how
important a term is. It computes the ratio of the logarithm of the number of the documents by the
number of documents where the specific term appears. BM25 [24] ranks a set of documents
based on the query terms appearing in each document, regardless of the inter-relationship
between the query terms within a document (e.g., their relative proximity). It is generally defined
as follows:
Given a query Q, containing keywords q1, ... , qn the BM25 score of a document D is:

where f(qi , D ) is qi 's term frequency in the document D, D is the length of the document D in
words, and avgdl is the average document length in the text collection from which documents are
drawn. K1 and b are free parameters, usually chosen, in absence of an advanced optimization, as
k1 ∈[ 1.2 , 2.0] and b = 0.75. IDF(qi) is the IDF (inverse document frequency) weight of the
query term qi . It is usually computed as:

where N is the total number of documents in the collection, and n(qi) is the number of documents
containing qi.

2.2. Query Expansion using a Comparable Corpora and Word Embeddings
In order to improve system accuracy, we proposed two techniques of query expansion. The first
one uses Wikipedia as comparable corpus. The second one uses word embeddings. The main
purpose is to make the query more informative while reserving its integrity.
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2.2.1. Query Expansion using a Comparable Corpus
First, we use Wikipedia as a comparable corpus to expand short queries. For this purpose, we
tested two slightly different approaches.
 Query expansion by summary: We extracted key-words from the query using the Rake
algorithm [25]; a domain-independent method for automatically extracting keywords. we
ranked keywords based on their order of importance, we took the most important one.
Then, we used it to query Wikipedia. We summarized the first returned page; AKA, we
made a short summary of one sentence and we concatenated it to the original query.
 Query expansion by content: We extracted key-words from the query using the Rake
algorithm. we ranked keywords based on their order of importance. Then, we took the
most important one and we used it to query Wikipedia. Therefore, we concatenated titles of
the top returned pages to the original query.

2.2.2. Query Expansion using Word Embeddings
Word embeddings are also used to expand the queries. We assume that the concept expressed by
a given word can be strengthen by adding to the query the bag of words that usually co-occur
with it. For this purpose, we used the Gensim implementation of word2vec using three different
models: glove-twitter-25, glove-twitter-200, fasttext-wiki-news-subwords-300 and glove-wikigigaword-300 [26].

3. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1. The Data Set
For experiments, we used a subset of the Trec dataset. It is a news corpus. It consists in a
collection of 248500 journal article covering many domains such as economics, politics, science
and technology, etc. First, we performed pre-processing of our corpus by removing stop words,
applying stemming or lemmatization. Stemming is the process of transforming to the root word
by removing common endings. Most common widely used stemming algorithms are Porter,
Lancaster and Snowball. The latter one has been used in this project. In lemmatization, context
and part of speech are used to determine the inflected form of the word and applies different
rules for each part of speech to get the root word (lemma). Obtained results using different preprocessing strategies are reported in the next section.
The most frequently and important basic measures for document retrieval effectiveness are
precision and recall [27]. Precision is simply the probability given that an item is retrieved it will
be relevant and recall is the probability given that an item is relevant it will be retrieved. In this
work, we use the TRECEVAL program [28] to evaluate the proposed system. It uses the
mentioned above NIST evaluation procedures.

3.2. Results and Discussion
During our experiments we used three measures of precision:
 P5: Precision after 5 docs retrieved.
 P100: Precision after 1000 docs retrieved.
 MAP: Mean Average Precision
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Obtained results are reported in Table 1, Table 2, Table 3 and Table 4.
Table 1: The importance of pre-processing
Data Type
Metric
Short queries
Long queries

original data
P5
P10
Map
0.192 0.026 0.115
0.194 0.030 0.139

stemmed data
P5
P10
Map
0.196 0.030 0.148
0.236 0.037 0.148

Table 2: TFIDF VS. BM25
weighting schema
Metric
Short queries
Long queries

P5
0.196
0.236

TFIDF
P10
Map
0.172 0.148
0.266 0.148

P5
0.211
0.242

BM25
P10
Map
0.180 0.152
0.221 0.161

Table 1 shows the system accuracy when using non-processed Vs. pre-processed data. It proves
that pre-processing helps to achieve better precision rates. While, Table 2 shows results when
using different weighting schema: better results are obtained by using the BM25 weighting
schema. Notice here that we performed the same pre-processing before conducting experiences
using different weighting schema.
Table 3: Obtained results when expanding queries by summary and content
Expansion Strategy
Metric
Short queries

P5
0.196

O
P10
0.172

Map
0.148

P5
0.195

T
P10
0.156

Map
0.149

P5
0.072

S
P10
0.109

map
0.057

Table 3 displays obtained results when applying query expansion using a comparable corpus. We
conducted three experiences: T (using expanded queries by title), S (expanded queries by topic)
and we compared their results to those obtained by our original set of short queries. Notice here
that we performed the same pre-processing and we used the same weighting schema. Obtained
results show that expanding queries through titles of the top returned Wikipedia pages gives
approximately the same precision rates with the original procedure. Whereas, expanding queries
through the summary of the Wikipedia top page messes up the system accuracy.
Table 4: Obtained results when expanding queries through word embeddings

Table 4 shows results when expanding queries using word embeddings. we used the Gensim
implementation of word2vec. We tested three different models: glove-twitter-25 (WE1), glovetwitter-200 (WE2), fasttext-wiki-news-subwords-300 (WE3) and glove-wiki-gigaword-300
(WE4). Obtained results show that the system accuracy can be enhanced when taking in
consideration the top 5 returned results. To achieve this goal, we should use the appropriate
model: WE3, which is trained with a news corpus or WE4 which is trained using a very huge
amount of data.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, a DR system based on the Lucene toolkit is presented. Different weighting schema
are tested. Results show that the probabilistic model (BM25) performs the vectoral one (TFIDF).
Also, lead experiments show that query expansion using word embeddings improves the overall
system precision. Meanwhile, using a comparable corpus doesn't necessarily lead to the same
result. This paper can be improved by:
 Testing an interactive query expansion technique: experimental results show that the query
expansion using a comparable corpus does not lead to higher precision rates. The precision
rate depends on the efficiency of the Rake key word extractor algorithm. The main idea is
to let users validate the automatically extracted keywords used later during the query
expansion process.
 Testing a hybrid technique of query expansion: word embeddings can be applied on the
result of the interactive query expansion phase. This may boost the system performance
since the interactive query expansion will guarantee the use of significant words of the
query. Also, using word embeddings will ensure retrieving relevant documents which do
not necessarily contain words used in the query.
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ABSTRACT
Quantifying vulnerabilities of network systems has been a highly controversial issue in the
fields of network security and IoT. Much research has been conducted on this purpose;
however, these have many ambiguities and uncertainties. In this paper, we investigate the
quantification of vulnerability in the Department of Transportation (DOT) as our proof of
concept. We initiate the analysis of security requirements, using Security Quality Requirements
Engineering (SQUARE) for security requirements elicitation. Then we apply published security
standards such as NIST SP-800 and ISO 27001 to map our security factors and sub-factors.
Finally, we propose our Multi-layered Fuzzy Logic (MFL) approach based on Goal question
Metrics (GQM) to quantify network security and IoT (Mobile Devices) vulnerability in DOT.
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Computer Network, Network Security, Mobile Devices, Fuzzy Logic, Vulnerability, Cyber
Security

1. INTRODUCTION
Today we see drastic development and improvement of Information and Communication
Technology (ICT). It is inevitable that many changes in computer networks result in security
complications. Thus, when we analyze an organization’s network system we are required to
consider its potential vulnerabilities for any unexpected attack or information leakage. many
types of methodologies and procedures have been proposed using proper measurement
approaches to tackle such vulnerabilities in an organization’s network system [1][2][3]. Mainly,
these methodologies are divided into two categories: Qualitative and quantitative [4]. In the past
[5] Multi-layered Fuzzy Logic has been used to quantify previously qualitative concepts. In this
paper, we propose a Multi-layered Fuzzy Logic (MFL) approach to quantify potential
vulnerabilities of the Department of Transportation (DOT). It comprises the computer network’s
security and Mobile Devices as regards to IoT of DOT. For that, we have considered all aspects
of DOT’s computer networks and Mobile Devices for security analysis. With a thorough security
analysis to measure vulnerabilities, we have listed all security aspects of computer network and
Mobile Devices as the security factors in a top-down manner from major to minor. Afterward,
we evaluated all security factors to check if they overlap (in order to remove redundancy).
Finally, we accepted Availability, Integrity, Accuracy, and Confidentiality for computer network
vulnerability analysis, and Enterprise Mobile Management (EMM), User Access Control(UAC),
and Encryption for Mobile Devices for consideration.
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 169-187, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
DOI: 10.5121/csit.2020.100914
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We apply the Goal Question Metrics (GQM) [6] approach to provide the required input for the
MFL approach. The input for MFL will be in the form of qualitative processes that are derived
from the computer network and security expert evaluation in DOT based on standard security
questions mapped to NIST SP800-53 and ISO 27001 standards. The entire procedure is
addressed in section 3.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the background of the work to
address the Fuzzy Logic in related work, computer network vulnerability quantification and
IoT’s vulnerability measurement. Section 3 provides a description of our methodology in GQM,
security standards, factors and sub-factors of network security and Mobile Devices. Section 4
addresses Multi-layered Fuzzy Logic (MFL) implementation.

2. BACKGROUND
2.1. Fuzzy Logic and Related Work
Vulnerability measurement processes almost always result in a high degree of uncertainty.
Because whenever we discuss the security of a network, we describe it as a linguistic variable
form of ‘secure’, or ‘not secure’, that causes imprecision and vagueness. Therefore, we are not
able to evaluate the accuracy of evaluation based on linguistic variables. In 1965, Lotfi Zadeh [7]
at the University of California at Berkley proposed Fuzzy logic (and proved it mathematically).
This method says that conventional computer logic is not able to work on data manipulation
when the data carries the vagueness of human linguistic propensity. One of the advantages of the
Fuzzy Logic methodology for vulnerability measurement is that the implementations based on
mathematical models are reliable in all aspects of security analysis based on previous analysis of
indication motors [8].
It is very important to know the degree of truth in Fuzzy Logic. Membership Function (MF) [9]
is a pivotal component in Fuzzy Logic to provide such a degree of truth. It defines a function that
specifies the degree of “belongingness” of an input to a set. The value of MF is always limited in
the interval of [0-1]. The most common forms of MF are Triangular, Trapezoidal, piecewise
Linear, Gaussian, and Singleton [10]. Figure 1 depicts an example of Triangular MF for
temperature in a sub-set of cold, cool, normal, warm and hot.

Input Variable: Temperature
Cold

1

T0

T1

Normal

Cool

T2

T3

T4

T5

Warm

T6

T7

Hot

T8

T9

Figure 1. Triangular MF for Temperature

The triangular function is defined as follows:
“ For a fuzzy set, A on the universe of discourse X is defined as µA:X → [0,1], where each element
of X is in an area between 0 and 1 that quantifies the grade of membership of the element in X to
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the fuzzy set A. It is defined by a lower bound a and an upper bound b and the value m where
a<m<b ” [7] (Table 1).
Table 1. Triangular Function Equation.
0

If: x≤a

(x-a)/(m-a)

If: a<x≤m

(b-x)/(x-m)

If: m<x≤b

0

If: x≥b

μA (x)=

A Fuzzy Logic system is a nonlinear mapping of the input data to a scalar output data and it has
four major steps as shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Fuzzy Logic Steps

Some authors have conducted research using the Mamdani model [13] of Fuzzy Inference to
identify and measure potential threats and risks [14][15]. They applied this model to software to
find out if the software modules are prone to attack or not. The main goal of their methodology
was to eliminate training and testing phases while building up the procedure of software fault
prediction using soft computing methods.
Kamongi et al. [16] proposed a method of ranking cloud system vulnerability and implemented
it with vulnerability discovery on a cloud web application: the result was a list of ranked
vulnerabilities associated with an attack path. They conceptualized cloud vulnerabilities as the
attack paths from a pre-generated attack graph. Each path consists of information in regard to
vulnerabilities of pre and post conditions that are required to be met for a successful security
breach.
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Anikin et al. [17] proposed a quantitative information security risk assessment in computer
networks. They applied Fuzzy Logic and analytic hierarchy processes to evaluate the impact and
quantify the value of a specific threat. They presented the vulnerability risk assessment based on
Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS) [18], but with the elimination of CVSS’ barriers to risk
quantification. They suggested fuzzy if-then rules for decision support systems with discrete
output that was obtained from decision making in oil production.
Kuang et al. [19] conducted research on network security situation forecast using Fuzzy logic
based on the Markov model. Their methodology is based on the combination of safe behavior
historical data with the level of threats in the system. They analyzed branch prediction based on
the Markov model and membership degree evaluation based on the Fuzzy system of information
security vulnerabilities. Finally, they provided an integrated version of security situation
prediction based on Fuzzy Logic. For verification, they used data from KDD CUP99’s data as
training data and the DARPA2000’s data as testing data to obtain vulnerability information
[20][21].

2.2. Internet of Thing (IoT) Vulnerability Assessment
Internet of Things (IoT) is defined as the structure and combination of multiple devices that are
connected to each other through the internet [22]. Interaction with and between IoT devices has
changed over time. These changes can be due to either software or hardware variations. Such
changes, which result in a loss of integrity, are nowadays the major subject of security concerns
in IoT. Lack of integrity in IoT causes a considerable cost for service providers and users
because the adversary is able to take advantage of such security holes and cause irreparable
harm. Millions of IP security cameras, doorbells, etc. are vulnerable to attack or can be hijacked
to work against the devices’ owners. In organizations' security policies, the inherent risk of Bring
Your Own Device (BYOD) made the IT departments to become more restrictive and required
extensive monitoring of portable devices. Mobile Device Management (MDM) tools are also
applied as security software to monitor and manage employees’ mobile devices. However, with
all of these strict policies and monitoring, a wide variety of vulnerabilities still threatening
organizations and put them into a serious risk of the data breach. Much research has been studied
in this area as a major concern of today’s internet security. However, the problems in this area
are not yet solved.
Williams et al. [23] conducted research on vulnerability assessment of consumer IoT devices.
They used Nessus [24] for vulnerability assessment since it has the capability of scanning many
devices at a time. They scanned a large number of devices and extracted the result in a set such
as ‘critical’, ‘high’, ‘medium’, and ‘low’ risks. They used Nessus for vulnerability assessment of
IoT in different categories including devices of the home, workplace, and cities.
Patton et al. [25] studied the vulnerable devices on the IoT and provided an evaluation of existing
vulnerabilities in the IoT system. They applied Shodan, a search engine for IoT, that uses its
database to maintain past scans. In the first step, they built an executed version of python scripts
to utilize the Shodan API to interface with Shodan. Then they parsed device headers into MySQL
database and used a password database; with a python script, they tested the password against
IoT devices to capture vulnerabilities. They used the list of IP addresses collected from Shodan
to scan thousands of devices to check if the default login credentials work. The result of
vulnerabilities varied from %0.44 to %40.
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2.2.1. Mobile Devices
Based on Gartner Research’s forecast [26] there will be 20.4 billion IoT devices by the end of
2020 and almost 75 billion devices in 2025. With the expansion of the network systems in
organizations, increasing the number of IoT devices due to the immense availability of
connectivity devices is inevitable. This expectation of exponential proliferation is reasonable
because enterprises make a large profit through the application of these ubiquitous mobile
devices.
On the other hand, IoT (including all mobile devices) put the enterprises at a high risk of being
susceptible to attack through potential vulnerabilities. One of the most important parts of the
cybersecurity domain is vulnerability measurements in Mobile Devices as a portable form of IoT
in organizations such as DOT. There have been many arrangements for Mobile Devices policies
and restrictions including building multiple layers of protection in agencies to keep their
information safe from cyber-attacks. The more the employees in agencies use mobile devices the
more the probability of cyber-attacks will emerge. The support layers to bolster the security of
Mobile Devices consist of providing anti-malware software, secure mobile communications
(using VPNs and requiring strong encryption and authentication), control of third-party’s
software, performing penetration testing to check for vulnerabilities, auditing, etc. Nevertheless,
a clear-cut quantification procedure to measure vulnerabilities of Mobile Devices has always
been neglected, or at least, it has not been taken as seriously as possible. Thus, in this paper, we
consider all aspects of Mobile Devices as part of IoT in DOT to provide a quantifiable
measurement methodology for the potential vulnerabilities of a system.

3. METHODOLOGY
3.1. Security Requirements
Prior to the vulnerability measurement process of network security and Mobile Devices, we have
to assure that our network design and implementation comply with standard security
requirements as a pre-requisite of network design. One of the most important security flaws in
organizations that leads them to be prone to cybersecurity attacks is the lack of a comprehensive
and precise engineered design of security requirements [27]. It is implausible to design security
requirements for a network system that guarantee no flaws, but still, organizations must take this
step as a fundamental stage of attack prevention. The detection and correction phase of security
requirements development costs 10 to 200 times less than the detection of flaws after system
deployment in the field [27]. For security requirements elicitation there have been several
proposed models such as Multilateral Security Requirements Analysis (MSRA) and Goal Base
Requirements Analysis Record (GBRAM). In this paper, we apply the Security Quality
Requirements Engineering (SQUARE) [28] for security requirements elicitation because it
considers risk assessment and quality assurance simultaneously to maintain availability, integrity,
and confidentiality of the security requirement goals. SQUARE is a process model developed at
Carnegie Mellon University to elicit, categorize and prioritize security requirements for IT
departments and applications.
In order to generate final deliverable prioritized security requirements in the system, SQUARE
provides nine fundamental steps for security requirements elicitation. We adopted this model and
extracted several major points to be highlighted as fundamental security requirements in DOT.
These steps are Integrity, Physical Security, Authentication, Access Control, Availability,
Audition, and Authorization. Therefore, the very first step of vulnerability measurement in DOT
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is following these security requirement elicitation processes to design all components of security
in the system for network security and Mobile Devices (IoT).

3.2. Goal Question Metrics
Goal Question Metrics (GQM) is an approach for developing a model based on the goals of the
project. This model was originally developed by Basili [29] at the University of Maryland to
measure software quality. The metric measurement model is proposed in three steps: conceptual
model (Goal), operational model (Question) and quantitative model (Metrics) [30]. One good
aspect of this model’s application is that there may be many goals and consequently multiple
times questions for a project, but the rate of metrics does not grow at the same rate as goals or
questions. These three steps are decomposed to six steps in detail for metric measurements in the
software product as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Develop project goals.
Generate questions that describe the goals in step 1.
Define the specific measures to answer the questions designed in step 2.
Data collection mechanisms.
Validate and analyze data that are obtained in step 4.
Data analysis to assess the conformance of the goals.

Based on the analysis and consideration of security requirements using SQUARE model for
network security and Mobile Devices in DOT we design questions accordingly for each security
factor in a top-down manner to reach the desired goal (vulnerability quantification). The main
reason for using GQM in our research is that it is a de facto standard for quality metrics in
software engineering and is therefore widely accepted and respected [29]. Our use of GQM is
analogous to how it has been previously used in software metrics. Based on the security
requirements of DOT we designed the goals (numerical vulnerability value of each security
factor) that are traceable to a set of quantifiable questions [31]. In our previous research [32], we
introduced a hierarchy model to identify the security requirements of organizations using GQM
to be a primary work of vulnerability measurement that enable us to trace from security
requirements to security metrics.

3.3. Security Standards
After identifying the security requirements and determining security goals and questions based
on GQM to measure vulnerability, we map every possible security question derived from
essential factors of network security and Mobile Devices to the currently published security
standards from NIST SP800-53 and ISO 27001. Passing through this process is to make sure that
we are following all the available security standards.
ISO/IEC 27001:2013 [33] is an international standard to specify an information security
management system (ISMS). This standard helps organizations focus on three key aspects of
information: confidentiality, integrity, and availability. It examines the organization’s risk, threat
and potential vulnerabilities, provides all information security controls in order to reinforce
strategies for risk avoidance, and finally, it makes sure that all security management processes
and security controls meet the organizations’ security needs.
Another purpose of this standard is to verify the proper selection of proportionate security
controls to provide an acceptable amount of protection for assets. In sum, its main features are
information security policies, communication, and operational management, access control,
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information system acquisition, organization of information security, asset management, business
continuity management, human resources security and physical security [34].
NIST SP800-53 [35] is a publication of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (US)
that specifies a set consisting of 198 security controls. Controls are categorized into three main
groups: technical, operational and management. These three groups can characterize several
subgroups such as access control, awareness and training, audit and accountability, security
assessment and authorization, configuration management, contingency planning, identification
and authorization, system and information integrity, etc.

3.4. Security Factors and Sub-factors in DOT
While analyzing the main components of network security and Mobile Devices (as part of IoT)
in DOT, we designed each security component as security factors and sub-factors at each level.
Table 2 and Table 3 describe each security factor and sub-factor based on the published security
standards of NIST SP800-53 and ISO 27001.

Redundancy
Monitoring & Alerting
Backup
Load Balancing( proxy)
Disaster Readiness
Disaster Recovery Plan
Quality Testing
Wireless Security
Data Accuracy

Integrity

Data security
Data Quality and
Integrity
Software Security
Quality Testing
Wireless Security
Authorization and
Identification

Confidentiality

Network Security

Accuracy

Availability

Table 2. Network Security Factors and Sub-factors in DOT.

Authentication
User Access Control
(UAC)
Encryption
Quality Testing

N/A

Annual Review
VAM(Vulnerability Assessment
& Management)
Data labeling
Encrypted Communication
Supply Chain
N/A
Software Update
Outsource Development
Threat Detection Update
N/A
N/A
Username and Password
Program Access
Data Classification,
Two-factor Authentication
Use Geographic Location as an
Authentication Factor
N/A
N/A
N/A
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User Access Control (UAC)
Encryption

Mobile Devices

Enterprise Mobility
Management (EMM)

Table 3. Mobile Devices’ Security Factors and Sub-factors in DOT.

Mobile Device
Management
System ( MDM)

Security
Questions or
Challanges
Lost Devices
Lost or Stolen
Reports
Inventory of Mobile Devices
Automatic Lockout Screen
Jailbreaking Prevention

Mobile Application
Management
System (MAM)

Operating System Management
Program
MDM
EMM
Credential Prompt
Log Viewer

Remote Data Wipe
Username and
Password
External Memory
Policy
Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD)
Monitoring Policy

Data and Device
Encryption

N/A
N/A
N/A

Encryption Algorithms

Since our goal in this research is to quantify vulnerabilities in DOT from the perspective of
network security and IOT, we designed relevant security questions to map all security factors and
sub-factors mentioned in Table 2 and Table 3 based on the GQM model. The questionnaire is
designed in a top-down manner to assign one or more question(s) for vulnerability measurement
depending on the type of questions. The questionnaire will be answered by the computer network
and security experts of DOT. A few numbers of questions are chosen from the questionnaire and
are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Security Questions derived from GQM mapped to Security Standards
Security Factor

Question

Availability

Does DOT make sure security mechanisms and redundancies are
implemented to protect equipment from utility service outages (e.g., power
failures, network disruptions, etc.)

Integrity

How often does DOT ensure that data does not migrate beyond a defined
geographical residency?

Accuracy

How often does your organization consider annual review including third
party providers upon which their information supply chain depends?

Confidentiality

Does your agency require two-factor authentication for remote access? (e.g.
token is used in addition to a username, and password).

Computer Science & Information Technology (CS & IT)
Enterprise
Mobility
Management

How often does your agency require/remind employees to report their
mobile devices’ lost or stolen?

User Access
Control (UAC)

Does your organization require and enforce via technical controls an
automatic lockout screen for mobile devices or any company-owned
devices?

Encryption

How often does your organization’s mobile device policy require the use of
encryption for either the entire device or for data identified as sensitive
enforceable through technology controls for all mobile devices?
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3.5. Multi-Layered Fuzzy Logic
The main reason for using Fuzzy Logic is that it is one of the most reliable mathematical tools to
model problems that have the most inaccuracy and uncertainty [7]. Another crucial reason for
using Fuzzy Logic in this research is that we are dealing with linguistic variables to qualitatively
determine the value of the security as ‘good’ or ‘bad’. As we described the Triangular Fuzzy
model MF in section 2, we will apply it for vulnerability quantification because it provides a
simple Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) that correlates the vulnerability attributes quantitatively in
fuzzification processes. We use the most common properties of fuzzy logic for Afuzzy and Bfuzzy as
follows:
μA∪B (x)=min[μA (x),μB (x)] | x∈X ,

μA∩B (x)=max[μA (x),μB (x)] | x∈X

In the Defuzzification process, this model generates a crisp number derived from the fuzzy set.
There are several Defuzzification methods such as Center of Area (COA), Bisector of Area
(BOA), largest of Maximum (LOM), Mean of Maximum (MOM), Smallest of Maximum, etc
[36]. We use the COA method [37] since this method considers, determines the center of the area
of fuzzy set and returns the corresponding crisp value of that [38][12].
To measure the vulnerability of the network system and Mobile Devices in DOT, we follow a
few important steps from the analysis part in the cybersecurity domain to the final step of
measurement. Figure 3 depicts the order of the processes.

Figure 3. vulnerability Measurement Steps in DOT
Availability
FIS 1
Integrity
FIS 2
Accuracy
FIS 3
Confidentiality
FIS 4

FIS
5

Crisp Value

Network
Security
Vulnerability
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EMM
FIS 1
UAC
FIS 2

FIS
4

Crisp Value

Mobile Devices
Vulnerability

Encryption
FIS 3

Figure 4. MFL for Network Security and Mobile Devices (IoT) in DOT

As it shows in Figure 4 we define a Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) process separately for each
security factor in a backward flow from sub-score (leaves) to the main factors (nodes). In the
next phase, the results of the first-step-FIS are being processed cumulatively in the second-stepFIS. The result is a crisp value to measure vulnerabilities of the factors based on the FIS rules
that are defined for linguistic variables. The main steps to determine the parameters of FIS are
the MF calculation mechanism of linguistic values to maintain them in a database for both
antecedent(if)and consequent(then), plus the Fuzzy reasoning mechanism from the number
of used Fuzzy rules [39].
When security experts in the DOT answer the questionnaire for each sub-factor, the answers will
be categorized to appropriate security Groups based on the role of each sub-factor in network
security, and Mobile Devices. The reason for this classification is that the answers are in the
format of fuzzy subsets such as ‘very low’, ‘low’, ‘medium’, ‘high’ and ‘very high’. The weights
from 0 to 10 are assigned to each sub-factor in the questionnaire to determine what fuzzy subset
each sub-factor belongs to. In this case, the factor Enterprise Mobility Management (EMM) is
the result of the combination of all sub-factors in Group 1 (Mobile Device Management System
(MDM)) and Group 2 (Mobile Application Management System (MAM)). To achieve MDM and
MAM we apply FIS accordingly based on their own sub-groups derived from Table 3. As shown
in Figure 5 the interior FIS layers of MDM are generated from security questions, lost or stolen
reports, jailbreaking prevention, automatic lockout and inventory of mobile devices. After
obtaining all required crisp values from MFL, we measure the final value of vulnerability from
the aggregation of the previous values.
Group 1

Fuzzy Subsets

Very low
Security
Low
Questions
Medium
or
Challenge High
s
Very high
Group 2

Lost or
Stolen
Reports

Fuzzy Subsets
Very low
Low
Medium
High
Very high

SubFactor

Lost
Devices
Policy

Fuzzy Subsets
Very low
Low
Medium
High
Very high
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Group 3

Fuzzy Subsets

Very low
Jailbreaking Low
Prevention & Medium
Automatic
Lockout High
Screen

SubFactor

Very high

Group 4
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Fuzzy Subsets

Very low
Inventory of Low
Mobile Medium
Devices High

Fuzzy
Subsets
Very low

Crisp
Value of
Group 3,4

Low
Medium

Lost
Device
Policy

Crisp Value

MDM
Vulnerability

High
Very high

Very high

Figure 5. Fuzzy Subset implementation for EMM based on interior FIS.

In order to convert the expert answers of the questions from the form of linguistic values to the
form of Fuzzy subset, we need to define the concepts of the values ‘very low’, ‘low’, ‘medium’,
‘high’ and ‘very high’ for each question. Since the implementation and the full discussion of all
components of network security and Mobile Devices are beyond the scope of this paper we show
only the implementation of Mobile Devices (IoT) in DOT. Table 5 addresses these definitions
based on the answers to each question in Mobile Devices’ factors and sub-factors.
Table 5. Description of Weighted Questions to convert to Fuzzy Subsets
Sub-factors
Very
low
Low
Security
Questions

Medium
High
Very
High
Very
Low
Low

Lost or
Stolen
Reports

Medium
High
Very
High

Inventory of
Mobile
Devices

Very
Low
Low
Medium
High

Description in Fuzzy sets
DOT never asks security questions or challenges to their employees to
prevent unwanted access to Mobile Devices.
DOT sometimes asks security questions to their employees to prevent
unwanted access to Mobile Devices.
DOT regularly provides mechanisms to prevent unwanted access to
Mobile Devices.
DOT usually provides mechanisms to prevent unwanted access to Mobile
Devices.
DOT always asks extra security questions and challenges to their
employees coupled with providing mechanisms to prevent unwanted
access to Mobile Devices.
DOT never requires their employees to report if their Mobile Devices are
lost or stolen.
DOT rarely requires their employees to report if their Mobile Devices are
lost or stolen.
DOT regularly requires their employees to report if their Mobile Devices
are lost or stolen.
DOT usually requires their employees to report if their Mobile Devices
are lost or stolen, if so, they usually have a security plan for data
protection of such devices.
DOT always requires their employees to report if their Mobile Devices
are lost or stolen, if so, they always have a strong security plan for data
protection of such devices.
DOT never maintains an inventory of all Mobile Devices.
DOT sometimes maintains an inventory of all Mobile Devices.
DOT regularly maintains an inventory of all Mobile Devices.
DOT usually maintains an inventory of all Mobile Devices storing and
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Very
High
Very
Low
Low
Automatic
Lockout
Screen

Medium
High
Very
High
Very
low
Low

MAM

Medium
High
Very
High
Very
Low
Low

Remote
Data Wipe

Medium
High
Very
High
Very
Low
Low
Medium

Monitoring
High
Very
High
Very
Low
Low
User name
and
Password

Medium
High
Very
High

accessing company data which includes the status of OS, patch level,
lost, decommissioned and device assignee.
DOT always maintains an inventory of all Mobile Devices storing and
accessing company data which includes the status of OS, patch level,
lost, decommissioned and device assignee.
DOT does not have any plan for Mobile Devices’ automatic lockout
screen.
It is not DOT’s priority to have an automatic lockout screen plan for
Mobile Devices.
It is important for DOT to have an automatic Lockout Screen plan for
Mobile Devices but they are not very strict on that.
DOT’s Mobile Devices policies usually prohibit the circumvention of
built-in security controls on mobile devices such as jailbreaking or
rooting but they are not very strict on that.
DOT’s Mobile Devices policies always prohibit the circumvention of
built-in security controls on mobile devices such as jailbreaking or
rooting.
DOT does not provide any Mobile Application Management (MAM)
plan for Mobile Devices’ security.
DOT sometimes performs a Mobile Application Management (MAM)
plan for Mobile Devices’ security.
It is not a priority for DOT to perform Mobile Application Management
(MAM) for mobile devices’ security maintenance, but it is part of their
security plan.
DOT usually performs Mobile Application Management (MAM) to
maintain the security of Mobile Devices.
DOT always performs or implements Mobile Application Management
(MAM) to maintain the security of Mobile Devices and manages all
changes to the devices’ OS.
DOT’s IT department never has a plan for remote data wipe for Mobile
Devices.
DOT’s IT department rarely provides remote data wipe or corporate data
wipe for Mobile Devices.
DOT’s IT department regularly provides remote data wipe or corporate
data wipe for Mobile Devices.
DOT’s IT department usually provides remote wipe or corporate data
wipe for Mobile Devices.
DOT’s IT department always provides remote wipe or corporate data
wipe for all company-accepted BYOD devices or any mobile devices
DOT does not have any controls on unauthorized software installation.
DOT rarely controls unauthorized software installation.
DOT has a regular plan for unauthorized software installation, but not
strictly.
DOT usually has controls in place to restrict and monitor the installation
of unauthorized software onto the Mobile Devices.
DOT always has controls in place to restrict and monitor the installation
of unauthorized software onto the Mobile Devices.
DOT never asks employees to change the username and password of their
Mobile Devices.
DOT sometimes asks employees to change the username and password of
their Mobile Devices but they are not required.
DOT regularly requires employees to change the username and password
of their Mobile Devices.
DOT usually requires employees to change the username and password
of their Mobile Devices.
DOT always strictly requires employees to change the username and
password of their Mobile Devices.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION
As we mentioned in section 3.5 we implement only the Mobile Devices’ factors and sub-factors
as part of the MFL approach. Figure 6 shows the procedure of Mamdani FIS for Lost Devices
Policies. Based on the MF derived from Group 1 and Group 2 we obtain the result of the output
variable ‘LostDevices’ that is a sub-factor of MDM in a Triangular MF format. Figure 7
represents the MF plot for predefined Fuzzy sets in Group 1 that is limited in the range of 0 to 10
and determines each sub-factor’s value derived from the security question. The value10 indicates
the highest security for the ‘LostDevices’ subfactor in Mobile Devices and 0 indicates the lowest
one in DOT’s network system.

Figure 6. FIS for LostDevices.

Figure 7. Fuzzy Subset and MF for Group 1.

In the FIS system, before the inference operations, the rules should be defined for the Fuzzy
output variable. Thus, we apply if-then rules to map the input to the output. The main
advantage of if-then rules is that they are evaluated in parallel, therefore, the order of rules
does not matter. As we mentioned before, these rules are defined based on the expert’s answers
in the questionnaire that was derived from the DOT’s network system. Thus, we define all terms
we plan to use in the rules that interpret the values in the input vector and support to assign the
appropriate values to the output vector. It is used for a combination of attributes based on the
linguistic declaration.
Fuzzy rules are assigned to each group of subsets to provide a functional relationship between
Fuzzy attributes. As shown in Figure 8 we defined 25 rules for each group in the Centroid (COA)
model. The total number of rules depends on the number of subsets. In this case, we have two
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groups and each group has 5 subsets that result in 25 rules. All rules are assigned to the same
weight 1, presented at the end of the line for each rule, however, they can be varied in the
interval of [0,1].

Figure 8. Fuzzy Rules for LostDevices.

Each of the above if-then rules generates an output in the form of a Fuzzy set. To make a
decision based on a single Fuzzy set, we need to apply the aggregation method (Figure 9) to
combine all Fuzzy sets from if-then rules to a single Fuzzy set. The last plot in Figure 9
represents the aggregation of all combined Fuzzy sets. In this paper, we use the max-min
technique for aggregation and the final value is achieved by the following equation:
Final Value= max(Group1, Group2,…, GroupN)

µ
1

1
AND

…

THEN

1

MIN

AND
max
min

Group1:

0

0

0

µ
AND

1

…

AND

1

THEN

1

MIN

Group 2:
max
min

0

0

0

1

1
Aggregation

max-min

0

Figure 9. Aggregation in Fuzzy Sets.
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Figure 10. Output Curve for LostDevices.

The three-dimensional curve in Figure 10 depicts the mapping from Group1 and Group 2 to
LostDevices. The vertical axis LostDevices represents the range of 0 to 9 that 0 indicates the
least security arrangement (maximum vulnerability) for Mobile Devices and 9 indicates the
maximum security plan (minimum vulnerability).
Fuzzy Inference processes are presented in Figure 11. It helps us to adjust the input values and
obtain the corresponding aggregated output value for each Fuzzy rule. The first two columns of
the plot depict the MF referenced by if-part of each rule. This part is called the antecedent and
the last column indicates the MF referenced by then-part of each rule which is called the
consequent. The average value for inputs and output is displayed on top of each column. Group 1
has an average value of 6.2 and Group 2 has an average value of 7.97 out of 10. The last column
displays for LostDevice the result value 6.5 out of 10 (characterized by the last plot of the third
column at the very right bottom) that indicates the weighted decision of the inference system
based on the aggregation that depends on the input values. The value 6.5 indicates the security of
that parameter in Mobile Devices. Therefore, the vulnerability of that is achieved by 10-6.5= 3.5
up to this point.
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Figure 11. Fuzzy Inference Processes for LostDevices.

In order to achieve the vulnerability of the sub-factor Mobile Device Management System
(MDM) as part of the factor Mobile Devices, we need to aggregate the output of the previous
step’s Fuzzy layer with the output of FIS for Group 3 and 4 in the next layer (Figure 5). As it
displays in Figure 12 the output value for this Fuzzy layer is 4.58. Therefore, the output of these
two layers is (6.5+4.58)/2=5.54 which represents the security level of Mobile Devices at this
point. As a result, the vulnerability value for MDM is 4.46. This process will be continued until
we obtain the final value for Mobile Devices as part of IoT in DOT.
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Figure 12. Fuzzy Inference Processes for Group 3 and 4.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
As always network security experts describe the quality of security of a network in a human
linguistic manner such as ‘good’ or ‘relatively good’, there would be a variety of interpretations
for such description. Thus, our MFL methodology can evaluate quantitative vulnerability values
using the Fuzzy Inference System. The findings of this study can be understood as a precise
methodology of vulnerability analysis of network security, IoT, etc. in organizations. To our
knowledge, this the first report of quantifying vulnerability based on security standards, GQM
and without relying on other vulnerability measurement software such as CVSS and Nessus.
Broadly translated our findings indicate that this approach can be applied not only in DOT but
any agency that wants to measure the vulnerability of their network system quantitatively.
The future work of this research will be sending the questionnaire to the network security experts
of DOT and measure the vulnerability of all security aspects of DOT such as physical security,
Web Applications, Audit, etc. Moreover, future investigations are necessary to validate the kinds
of conclusions that can be drawn from this study.
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a new design of a unity power factor corrector for DC-DC converter
applications based on an Artificial Neural Network algorithm. The controller firstly calculates
the system power factor by measuring the phase shift between the grid voltage and the grid
current. Secondly, the controller receives the absolute value of the grid voltage and the
measured phase shift through the designed ANN, which predicts the duty cycle of the pulse
width modulation (PWM) drive pulses, these PWM pulses are used to drive the Boost DC-DC
converter to enforce the drawn current to be fully in phase with the grid voltage as well as to
improve the level of Total Harmonics Distortion (THD) of the grid current. MATLAB/Simulink
software is adopted to simulate the presented design. The analysis of the simulation results
indicates the high performance of the proposed controller in terms of correcting the power
factor, and improving the grid current THD.

KEYWORDS
Power factor corrector, artificial neural network, Boost DC-DC converter, Total Harmonic
Distortion, MATLAB/Simulink.

1. INTRODUCTION
The usage of DC-DC converter in homes and industrial appliances leads to negative effects on
the connected grid due to the non-linear and the reactive components of the electrical system.
The negative effects are represented by increasing the phase shift of the grid current with respect
to the grid voltage and the waveform distortion of the grid current. These effects are increasing
the electrical losses due to the low system power factor in addition to increasing the Total
Harmonic Distortion of the grid current due to deteriorating current waveform shape. From this
fact, enhancing the power factor, which is the rate of the active power to the apparent power,
becomes necessary to reduce energy loss and to enhance the THD level of the current waveform.
In other words, the unity power factor of the connected loads is necessary to effectively reduce
energy loss in the electrical system’s components through reducing the reactive power
absorption. On the other hand, the inductive, the capacitive, and the other non-linear components
are negatively affecting the waveform shape of the drawn current from the grid, this distorts the
current waveform and increases the Total Harmonics Distortion (THD) level [1]-[5]. Many
research studies have been proposed for the objective of enhancing the rate of active power to
apparent power reaching to the target of unity power factor to guarantee the removal of energy
loss and to improve the level of the current THD [6]-[12].
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For a bridgeless Cuk converter, the study [1] proposed a novel power factor corrector (PFC) for
better power factor performance and for lower total harmonic distortion of the grid current. The
converter supplied power for the LED lamp applications, reduced the losses and improved the
converter efficiency. The work in [2] presented a design, operation’s principle, and simulation
results analysis of a PFC through a variable switching frequency pulse width modulation
controlling technique. The proposed PFC controlling system enhanced the THD, and power
system efficiency through a new PFC controller. The system worked on absorbing a sinusoidal
current waveform that reduced the current THD, and also regulated the load voltage. The effect
of the total harmonic distortion during the power factor correcting has been shown and analysed
in [3] through a non-linear load. The sinusoidal waveform of the grid current is affected by the
type of the connected non-linear loads that increase the harmonic distortion. The system
performance has been analysed in the study in terms of the THD level.
The work in the studies [4]-[5] presented a simple power factor controller based on micro
controllers; an accurate automatic single phase power factor controller has been implemented
using the micro controller type ATmega328 in [4]. Whereas, the same micro controller has been
adopted in [5] to produce the PWM drive pulses to the boost converter for the power factor
correcting function.
The Fuzzy logic controller (FLC) had been proposed in different researches for the objective of
power factor correction [6]-[8]. The study [6] has proposed a simulation study with results
analysis of a Fuzzy Logic Controller FLC based electrical power system for power factor
controlling. By controlling the excitation current of the inserted synchronous motor, the proposed
FLC controller compensated the requirement of the mathematical models which is needed for
parameter determining of a conventional power factor control. An analytical study for correcting
and enhancing the power factor through a boost converter has been presented in [7] based fuzzy
logic controller, proportional-integral controller, as well as a hysteresis current controller, in
study [7], the voltage loop controller has been represented by the fuzzy controller and the PI
controller. Whereas, two controllers have been designed and simulated in [8] for a single phase
power factor correcting function. Fuzzy logic controller and predictive controller have been
presented in the study for the power factor correction aim.

2. POWER FACTOR CORRECTION
NETWORKS IN LITERATURE

BASED

ON

ARTIFICIAL NEURAL

Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) have been used for different problems solving, and currently
ANN have been proposed to improve different systems’ performance. ANN has been adopted for
the power factor improvement as an effective power factor corrector [9]-[12]. An ANN has been
presented in [9] through a novel technique for a line power factor correcting via a synchronous
motor. The motor is directed by the ANN controller to have robust system of improved PF
(0.984) through compensating the reactive power of the system under the test.
The study of [10] offered a developed power factor corrector for a certain power system. A
clustering neural network has been adopted in the study to achieve effective performance in
terms of load varying. The presented PFC of [10] optimized the power factor automatically
ranging between 0.9 and 0.93. In [11], a real-time reactive power corrector has been presented
based on ANN. The ANN received the active and reactive power of each load and based on the
loads’ values and types, the output of the ANN controlled the switching ON/OFF of the system’s
capacitors. The testing step of the study reflected the satisfied compensating of the reactive
power with power factor records in a range of 0.94 to 1. A comparative study has been presented
in the work of [12] with respect to the power factor correcting performance, the effectiveness of
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an ANN-based controller has compared with a conventional PI controller in terms of power
quality.
Based on the above studies’ findings, which show the effectiveness of the PFC controllers based
on artificial neural network, this paper proposes an effective new power factor correction
controller for a DC-DC converter applications based on a designed algorithm of an artificial
neural network. The remaining of this paper is arranged as follows; Section 3 explains the
methodology of the proposed power factor corrector based on neural network, Section 4 explains
the proposed system, Section 5 shows the simulation results with results analysis, whereas
Section 6 concludes the study findings and focuses on aspects of future work.

3. METHODOLOGY OF THE PROPOSED POWER FACTOR CORRECTOR
BASED ON ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK
The types of the connected electrical loads to the grid are divided into active loads, reactive
loads, which are either inductive or capacitive loads, and non-linear loads, which are represented
by the semiconductor devices [6]. The active loads transform the grid’s energy to useful energy.
Whereas, the reactive loads (inductive or capacitive) are absorbing the grid energy without
transforming it to useful energy, and also shifting a certain lag or lead phase of grid current with
respect to grid voltage. Non-linear devices are distorting the waveform of the grid current which
leads to increase the THD level of the load current [13]-[14]. Normally, the value of the power
factor (PF), which is shown in (1), is less than 0.85 with respect to the inductive or capacitive
loads.
(1)
Where P is the active power in Watt (W), S is the apparent power in Volt·Amp (V·A), which is a
vector value, as shown in (2).
(2)

Where Q is the reactive power in Volt·Amp (V·A). Figure 1 shows the case of active, reactive,
and apparent power for the case of inductive load. From Figure 1, the power factor PF relation
can be represented by (3).

Figure 1. Vectors of active, reactive, and apparent power for inductive load condition

(3)
From (3), to have a better PF, the phase shift Ø should be in lower value toward zero for the case
of unity power factor. In other words, to have a high or a unity power factor, the phase shift
between grid voltage and drawn current should be near zero for high PF, or exactly zero to
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obtain unity PF. So, for the case of low PF inductive load, certain capacitors are necessary to
improve the value of PF.
In the case of DC-DC converter, the instantaneous values of the PWM pulses are playing the
major role to compensate the undesirable phase shift. From this point of problem solving, the
neural network is adopted to predict the required compensation of the instantaneous phase shift.
Through a machine learning algorithm of neural network, a fast and accurate response can be
guaranteed [15]-[17]. Big size of numerical data of input and output variables is necessary for the
learning or training process. The structure of any ANN algorithm includes one input layer, one
output layer, and one or more hidden layers. Figure 2 shows the basic unit of this algorithm
represented by the neuron. The functions of the neuron are, firstly, adding the input variables (X1
to Xn) after the weighting step of each input variable (W1 to Wn) as shown in (4), secondly,
passing the addition result to an activation function. This function can be one of the three
activation functions, namely, the linear (5), the sigmoidal (6), and the hyperbolic (7) transfer
functions respectively.
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
The learning process and weight updating are done based on the back propagation process, and
the accuracy of the designed ANN is evaluated by the value of the mean square error (MSE).
This evaluating parameter represents the difference between the target value and the estimated
value by the designed ANN as shown in (8).
(8)
Where t(k) is the target , a(k) is the ANN estimated value, and q is the element number of the
input variables.

Figure 2. The structure of the neuron

4. PROPOSED POWER FACTOR CORRECTION CONTROLLER
DC-DC CONVERTER

FOR

BOOST

The proposed controller works on effectively increasing the power factor of the DC-DC
converter with its load to unity PF and improving the Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) of the
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grid drawn current through the ANN predicting function for the required opposite phase shifting
based on the actual phase shift of the grid current. The presented system block diagram is shown
in Figure 3. Two parts are involving in the system; the power part and the controlling part. The
power part includes a rectifier, a DC-DC converter, and a resistive load. The second one is a
controlling part which includes a phase shift and power factor calculator, a neural network
algorithm, and a pulse width modulation drive pulses generator. The proposed controller receives
the instantaneous values of the grid voltage waveform, and grid drawn current, these two sensed
values are used to calculate the phase shift and power factor. The other received values by the
controller are the instantaneous values of load voltage and load current, these values are needed
for the controlling function.
Figure 4 shows the designed ANN of one input layer, one hidden layer, and one output layer. The
algorithm includes 2 neurons in the input layer, 25 neurons in the hidden layer, and 1 neuron in
the output layer. Absolute value of the grid voltage, and phase shift between grid voltage and
grid current are received by the input layer of the algorithm. After the processing of the neural
network, the predicted duty cycle (D1) is estimated and produced at the terminal of the output
layer.
The drive pulses generator adopts the process of the pulse width modulation technique [18]-[23],
this generator produces PWM drive pulses of switching frequency 10 kHz, the duty cycle D of
these pulses is controlled based on the sensed load voltage, load current, and the predicted value
on D1, which is produced by the designed ANN algorithm. The parameters of the boost DC-DC
converter are designed based on the studies of [24], and Table 1 shows the setting of these
parameters.

5. SIMULATION RESULT ANALYSIS
MATLAB Simulink software is applied to simulate the proposed power factor corrector for DCDC converter applications. The records are collected firstly with fixed duty cycle (D = 0.6) with
two values of load resistors as shown in Table 1. Secondly, the system performance is evaluated
through the proposed power factor controller. The first step in simulation after designing the
ANN algorithm with one input layer of 2 neurons, one hidden layer of 25 neurons, and one
output layer of 1 neuron simulates the algorithm as shown in Figure 5 (a). The performance of
the designed and simulated ANN algorithm reflects the best validation of 0.00096955 at the
epoch 4 as shown in Figure 5 (b) in terms of estimating the instantaneous value of duty cycle.

Figure 3. The proposed system block diagram
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Figure 4. The designed ANN algorithm
Table 1. Converter parameters
Parameter
Inductor
Capacitor
Load Resistor
Switching Frequency
Duty Cycle(without control)

Value
10 mH
1000 µF
75 Ω, 150 Ω
10 kHz
0.6

(a)

(b)
Figure 5. The designed and simulated ANN algorithm, (a) Feed-forward ANN structure,
(b) ANN performance
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Figure 6 shows the system performance with fixed duty cycle (D = 0.6) in terms of the grid
drawn current with respect to the grid voltage at two different loads, the distortion of grid current
is clearly noticeable in Figure 6 (b). Figure 7 shows the harmonics spectrum of the grid current in
which high levels of low order harmonics and THD of 44.76% are monitored. Figure 8 shows the
uncontrolled load voltage during 1 sec simulation period which is divided into two equal periods.
In the first period of 0.5 sec, the connected load is 150 Ω, whereas the second period is with load
of 75 Ω. From Figure 6 to Figure 8, the distortion in the shape of grid current waveform as well
as the marked phase shift between the grid voltage and the current are clearly noted, the phase
shift between the current and the voltage, and distorted current all leading to having low power
factor and high Total Harmonics Distortion THD in current waveform respectively.
The system performance through the proposed controller is monitored through Figure 9 to Figure
11. Figure 9 shows the grid current at the same considered loads, the lower level of grid current
distortion is shown in Figure 9 (b). Figure 10 shows the harmonics spectrum of the grid current
which involves the lower levels of low order harmonics, in addition to lower THD level. Figure
11 shows the load voltage during the same 1 sec simulation period with the same resistive loads
consideration. Figure 11 proves the high priority of the proposed controller in terms of
controlling the load voltage, softening the starting and transient response compared to the
response of the fixed duty cycle of Figure 8.
Table 2 shows load voltage, power factor, and THD at the two resistive loads. The effectiveness
of the presented controller is clear in the terms of the mentioned parameters improvement. Table
3 compares the performance of the proposed controller with respect to previous controllers in
literature in terms of the power factor. The contents of Table 3 reflect the high priority of the
presented controller in terms of the level and the stability of the recorded power factor.

(a)

(b)
Figure 6. Grid drawn current with grid voltage, 0 to 0.5 sec (load=150 Ω), 0.5 to 1 sec (load=75 Ω); (a) Ig,
and Vg for full 1 sec simulation time, (b) Zoom in for the steady state waveforms.
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Figure 7. Harmonic spectrum of the dawn current at load RL=75 Ω

Figure 8. Load voltage during 0 to 0.5 sec at load 150 Ω, and during 0.5 to 1 sec at load 75 Ω .

(a)

(b)
Figure 9. Grid current and the grid voltage using the proposed PFC controller, 0 to 0.5 sec (load=150 Ω),
0.5 to 1 sec (load=75 Ω); (a) Ig, and Vg, (b) Zoom in of Ig, and Vg
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Figure 10. Harmonic spectrum of the dawn current using the proposed PFC controller at load RL=75 Ω

Figure 11. Load voltage using the proposed PFC controller; (0 to 0.5 sec) at load 150 Ω,
and (0.5 to 1 sec) at load 75Ω.
Table 2. Load voltage, power factor, and THD records with/without control at 2 different loads

Load
RL = 75 Ω
RL = 150 Ω

Load Voltage (V)
D = 0.6
Controlled D
249 V
257 V
282 V
257 V

Power Factor
D = 0.6
Controlled D
0.8314
0.9997
0.8124
0.9998

D = 0.6
44.76%
38.91%

THD
Controlled D
8.87%
12.88%

Table 3. Power factor comparison

Power
Factor

Presented PF
controller
0.9997
0.9998

PF controller
of [9]

PF controller
of [10]

PF controller of
[11]

0.984

0.9 0.93

0.94  1

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The study presented an effective power factor correction controller, the proposed controller is
designed based on an algorithm of neural network for converter applications. The controller
guarantees three aims. The first one is highly improving the power factor of the system. The
second aim is enhancing the low order harmonics and level of the grid current THD, whereas the
third aim is controlling the load voltage and removing the overshoot of load voltage at starting
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instants. The collected records showed the increasing PF from less than 0.85 to approximately
unity PF at different loads. The enhancing of the THD and low order harmonics of grid current
are also gained, as well as stabilizing the load voltage at 257 V compared to the unstable load
voltages of 249 V, and 282 V at the load’s resistance of 75 Ω, and 150 Ω respectively.
In terms of future work, the function of the neural network algorithm could be extended to
include the total controlling objectives involving the voltage controller, in addition to the
proposed function of ANN in this study.
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ABSTRACT
This paper deals with unsteady three-dimensional numerical calculations of the two-phase flow
problem represents a gas bubble formation in the liquid in the container with the specific size.
For calculations, the Volume of Fluids approach is adopted to resolve the shape of bubbles and
their dynamics. The liquid phase is a mixture of water-ethanol and the gas phase is considered
as air. The problem is treated as isothermal. The study is still limited to the lower flow rates at
which bubbles are created and rising separately without any interaction, merging etc. However,
this particular problem still required finer mesh especially in the domain in which bubbles are
formed. The current results showed that air bubbles have a form of the ellipsoid and after they
reach the liquid surface, they are moving towards to the side walls along this liquid level. This
fact is interesting from the view of the foaming process and for the other investigation of the
bubble behaviour at this phase interface. The flow study is calculated parallel using
compressible multi-phase flow solver.

KEYWORDS
Multi-phase flow simulations, Computational mesh, Parallel calculations & Flow visualisation

1. INTRODUCTION
The numerical calculation of the multi-phase flow problem is an attractive approach to predict
flow behaviours in technical applications. Generally, there are a lot for examples where it is
possible to observe an interaction between liquid and gas phases in various equipment designs. If
this flow feature of the multi-phase behaviour is known in advance due to numerical simulations,
a design of real equipment can be improved. Consequently, it can save time and finally cost in
the production phase of the prototype examination. Another problem, where the theoretical
calculation of the multiphase flow problem can be applied, is a forming process used in the
production of foam materials. There are several techniques to manufacture foams and the study is
focused on the process in which the metal foams are directly fabricated by injecting a gas in
molten metal alloys. To control this foaming process, the knowledge about bubble behaviour in
the liquid is essential. If the temperature effects and solidification process should be considered
as well, the problem becomes to be really complex [6]. Nowadays there are several ways how to
calculate liquid-gas interface e.g. Volume of Fluids (VOF) approach, the immersed boundary
method (IBM) etc. VOF method uses a function which denotes the fractional amount of
particular fluid in at spatial location at time t. The advection term in equations is solved by
pseudo-Lagrangian geometrical advection schemes in order to minimize numerical diffusion.
This fact makes VOF [3] the most mass conservative among all multi-fluid interface tracking
methods. This method was successfully applied for a problem of the bubbles generation and
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 201-211, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
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rising bubbles in [2]. The two-phase flow over two types of step-poolspill was successfully
investigated using two-phase schemes VOF and with various turbulence modelling in [5]. In
contrast IBM uses non-body conformal structured Cartesian grids for simulating flow through
complex geometries. The main advantages of IBM are simplicity in grid generation and
discretization of the Navier-Stokes equations. So that it is easier to develop a code, less memory
requirement to store the grid information and higher computational efficiency. In [1] an
application of the IBM for a single rising bubble was discussed. This paper is focused on the
investigation of rising gas bubbles in stagnant liquid. To obtain experimental results such as
velocities, pressure, structure shape etc. will be generally difficult in aluminium alloys. The
simulation study was carried out in the water-ethanol mixture with gas. Therefore obtained
numerical results can be later validated by experiments. The paper is organised as follows: in
chapter 2, the mathematical model, computational mesh and experimental background are
introduced. Several founded results are presented and discussed in chapter 3. Chapter 4 contains
conclusion to results and further scheduled work is briefly illuminated.

2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
2.1. Mathematical Model
The essential point of the foaming process e.g. by the continuous gas injection is a doping of
stabilization components into the melted alloys which cause a change of the material properties
influencing further the flow features. This fact is a subject of the flow investigation. The gas
injection is represented by air. The liquid phase is a mixture of water-ethanol which in fact
represents aluminium alloys. The interface between gas and liquid fraction represents typically
the two-phase flow problem. The three dimensional numerical simulation in the container is
carried out in OpenFoam with the “CompressibleMultiPhaseInterFoam” Solver. The
“heRhoThermo” model is used typically for the fixed mixture composition. For the gas fraction,
the perfect gas equation is used in a form as follows,
𝜌=

1
𝑅𝑇

𝑝,

(1)

where ρ is air density, p pressure, T temperature and R is gas constant. The compressibility of the
gas phase is taken into account. There are several works that supposed the compressibility can be
neglected under some specific circumstances e.g. in [12]. The fluid phase is considered to be
perfect fluid with equation in (2),
1

𝜌 = 𝑅𝑇 𝑝 + 𝜌0,

(2)

where ρ0 is the density at the temperature T=0. Material mixture properties are prescribed using
the volume fraction function e.g. for the phase 1, which takes a form as
𝛼1 = Ω

Ω1

(3)

1 +Ω2 +Ω3

where1,2and 3 are volume fraction functions of the phase 1, 2 or 3, respectively. Similarly,
the volume fraction function 2can be formulated as in Eq.(3) or directly calculated using α2 =1α1-α3. A conservation law of mass for each component is defined as well. The equation of the
mass conservation can be defined for 3 different phases taking a form as in Eq. (4),(5) and (6).
𝜕𝛼1 𝜌1
𝜕𝑡

𝜕

𝜕

𝜕

+ 𝜕 (𝛼1 𝜌1 𝑢) + 𝜕 (𝛼1 𝜌1 𝑣) + 𝜕 (𝛼1 𝜌1 𝑤) = 0
𝑥

𝑦

𝑧

(4)
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𝜕𝛼2 𝜌2
𝜕𝑡
𝜕𝛼3 𝜌3
𝜕𝑡

𝜕

𝜕

𝜕

+ 𝜕 (𝛼2 𝜌2 𝑢) + 𝜕 (𝛼2 𝜌2 𝑣) + 𝜕 (𝛼2 𝜌2 𝑤) = 0
𝑥

+

𝜕
𝜕𝑥

𝑦

(𝛼3 𝜌3 𝑢) +

𝜕
𝜕𝑦

𝑧

(𝛼3 𝜌3 𝑣) +

𝜕
𝜕𝑧

(𝛼3 𝜌3 𝑤) = 0
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(5)
(6)

The velocity vector is given by u,v and w components. Density of each phase is denoted by 1, 2
or 3. The equation of momentum takes a form as in Eq. (7), (8) and (9).
𝜕

𝜕

𝜕𝑡
𝜕
𝜕𝑡
𝜕
𝜕𝑡

𝜕

𝜕

(𝜌𝑢) + (𝜌𝑢2 + 𝑝) + (𝜌𝑢𝑣) + (𝜌𝑢𝑤) = 𝐹𝑥
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦
𝜕

𝜕

𝜕

𝜕

𝜕

(𝜌𝑣) + (𝜌𝑢𝑣) + (𝜌𝑣 2 + 𝑝) + (𝜌𝑣𝑤) = 𝐹𝑦
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦
𝜕

(𝜌𝑤) + (𝜌𝑤𝑢) + (𝜌𝑣𝑤) + (𝜌𝑣 2 + 𝑝) = 𝐹𝑧
𝜕𝑥
𝜕𝑦
𝜕𝑦

(7)
(8)
(9)

Fx. Fy and Fz are components of the external forces e.g. surface tension forces or gravity force.
The mixture density  is used for all three equations (7), (8) and (9). The energy equation for
temperature of the mixture is given in Eq. (10).
𝜕𝜌𝑇
𝜕𝑡

+

𝜕
𝜕𝑥

(𝜌𝑢𝑇) +

𝜕
𝜕𝑦

(𝜌𝑣𝑇) +

𝜕
𝜕𝑧

(𝜌𝑤𝑇) = 𝑤𝑃

(10)

Wp represents a pressure work which must be included if a compressible flow is expected. For
definition of different flow state in regards to the bubble shape, several non-dimensional
parameters are commonly used. The Eötvös number in Eq. (11) expresses the ration of the body
force to the surface tension force,
𝐸𝑜 =

𝜌𝑜 𝑔𝐷 2
𝜎

(11)

Where 0 is density of the continuous phase (in our case liquid mixture) and σ is interfacial
surface tension between gas and liquid phase. Parameter D is a characteristic length relating to
the characteristic diameter of the formed bubble. The dynamics of bubble is influenced by the
buoyancy force to the viscous force given by the Galilei number.
𝐺𝑎 =

𝜌0 𝑔 1/2 𝐷 3/2
𝜇0

(12)

In Eq. (12), the dynamics viscosity µ 0 is related to continuous liquid phase. The Morton number
can be calculated based on the Eo and Ga numbers as is denoted in Eq. (13).
𝐸𝑜3

𝑀𝑜 = 𝐺𝑎4

(13)

Relevant parameters Eo or Ga contains an information about bubble diameters, however, bubble
dynamics is missing. In order to involve the bubble dynamics expresses by bubble velocities,
bubble Renolds number (15) and Weber number (14) can be used.
𝑊𝑒 =
𝑅𝑒 =

𝜌𝑢2 𝐷
𝜎
𝜌𝑢𝐷
𝜇

(14)
(15)
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Reynolds and Weber parameters can take into account the influence of the terminal velocity
which can be found easily using numerical simulation. The terminal velocity can describe the
unsteady bubble dynamics as well [11].

2.2. Setting of Calculations
For the iterative process of pressure quantity, a preconditioned conjugate gradient method is
applied. Other quantities e.g. temperature or velocity etc. are iteratively calculated using Gauss
Seidel schemes. Unsteady terms of mathematical models are treated using Euler scheme
providing the accuracy of the first order. For the gradient operator, the Gauss linear scheme is
applied; Laplacian operator is treated by Gauss linear uncorrected scheme and in the divergence
operator of the most quantities Gauss linear scheme is adopted, however, due to specific
instabilities in the calculation, for the velocities a Gauss upwind scheme had to be prescribed.
Relaxation factors varied between 0.95 and 0.9 were applied for calculation of the velocity and
pressure quantities.

2.3. Computational Domain and Mesh
The computational domain is determined by a real container with a size of 0.2mx0.2mx0.2m.
The liquid phase level (water-ethanol mixture) is in the height of 0.12m. The rest of the
computational domain represents the gas phase. The grid is refined at the place of the gas
injection, at the container bottom, in the area of the rising bubble and at the interface of the gas
and liquid phase. The computational mesh is shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Computational mesh at the surface (left) and meshing inside (right)
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Figure 2. Details of the meshing in the area of the bubble generation

The mesh contains totally 4.1 mill cells, 4.01 mill. cells are hexahedral type, 0.78 mill. cells are
polyhedral type. In the area, where the bubble creation and rising is expected, finer mesh
resolution was applied in order to detect small changes of the bubble shape. Furthermore, the
interaction between liquid and surrounding air (liquid level) is an objective of the investigation as
well. Therefore, in this interface area, the fine mesh is adopted as well. Figure 2 shows the mesh
surface at the bottom of the container with specific elements. In the layer representing the change
of the cell size, different cell types are generated (hexahedral or polyhedral type). This mesh
layer influences significantly the mesh quality e.g. the cell volume is 1x10-6 for bigger
hexahedral cell type, for smaller polyhedral cell type, this volume is of 2.44x10-10. The maximal
non-orthogonality is 25.23 and maximal skewness of cells is 0.33. Both values are in tolerance
recommended for finite volume methods.

2.4. Foaming Process
The experiment was carried out in the glass storage with dimensions of 30 cm × 20 cm × 20 cm
(12 liters). At the bottom there is a nozzle connected to a flow meter and an air compressor. The
surrounding temperature is 299K and air flow rate is setup to be 100L/h. In fact, experiments are
performed at different molar ethanol fractions from 0 to 1; in order to illustrate how density and
viscosity does change with molar fraction. The experiment started with 1 ethanol molar fraction
(Xe) and then water was being added gradually. In order to define changes, values of density and
viscosity are measured simultaneously.
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Figure 3. Bubbles accumulation after 4 minutes foaming at flow rate 100l/h and Xe=0.224

Figure 3 shows typical foam created in the water-ethanol mixture with the molar ethanol fraction
of Xe=0.224. Experimentally, it was proved that foams are created only in the specific
concentration of the Ethanol in the water leading to the specific material property mixture.
Furthermore, the Eötvös number was determined to be in order of one.

3. RESULTS
At the bottom of the container, the inlet air jet with the laminar velocity profile is prescribed. The
maximal intensity of the inlet air velocity is 0.4 m/s, which correspond to the approx. 5l/h.

Figure 4. Instantaneous view on formed bubbles under liquid surface level (left)
and detailed view on the bubble shapes (right)

This specific flow rate is relatively small which provides flow conditions to observe each bubble
separately without merging or other form of the interactions. Figure 4 depicts the rising of
bubbles with associated surrounding velocity field. The main flow inside of the container is
connected with the dynamics of bubbles. According to e.g. [8], the three-dimensional numerical
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study identified an existence of different region of district bubble shapes depending e.g. on the
Galilei and Eötvös numbers. In case illustrated in Fig. 4, the Galilei number varies between 400
and 800 in dependence on the distance from the gas jet onset. The Eötvös number is in a range
between 2,2 to 5,4. For these values the so called IV region associated with spherical cap shape
and breakup of bubbles [8]. Numerically, it was observed that how bubbles are rising up, they
break up into the spherical caps and later, several smaller satellite bubbles are formed (see Fig. 4
right). Simultaneously, higher values of Galilei number indicate that the buoyancy effect of the
bubble will be intensive than an effect of the viscosity. In [10], the relation between the Reynolds
number and Weber and Morton numbers takes a form as in Eq. (16).
𝑅𝑒 = 2.05 𝑊𝑒 2/3 𝑀𝑜 −1/5

(16)

In the numerical simulation carried out under following conditions defined by the Morton
number of order O(10-10), the Eötvös number in order of O(1), Weber number in order of O(1)
and Galilei number O(100) was found that the bubble Reynolds number is approx. 500. This
value of the bubble Reynolds number is in a relatively good match to the bubble Reynolds
number calculated using formula in Eq. (16) to be approx. 600. In fact, this kind of the results
validation is based on the velocity determination which is much more complicated than bubble
diameter analysis for a Ga and Eo numbers. The same conclusion was found in [9] as well.
Besides the bubble formation and further propagation, the main objective of the study is
concerned on the foam creation.

Figure 5. Calculated bubbles every 0.02s captured at the liquid surface level
(liquid surface level depicted by blue colour) vs. experiments

Figure 5 depicts the series of bubble formations on the liquid surface with the time step of 0.02s
and for lower intensity of foaming process. Bubbles after they reached the liquid surface start to
move at the liquid surface towards wall or periodic conditions depending model configuration.
The last two pictures in Fig. 5 shows experimental observation of bubbles formed at the liquid
surface. Similarly to numerical results, bubbles are moving separately in same direction,
however, no bubble break up is observed in contrast to numerics.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 6. Path lines with velocity depictions for periodic boundaries at the vertical boundary (a) in time
2.91s and (b) 3.45s and for walls at the vertical boundary (c) 2.91s and (d) 3.45s

Therefore, the detailed study is required to simulate bubble behaviour just at the liquid surface,
where interface between gas and surrounding liquid phase and again gas phase is defined by very
small thickness. This fact can be reason that bubbles cannot keep form and start to break up or
dissolve. This so called soap film behaviour differences phases can be expressed by the balance
between forces on the film in terms of the pressure difference [7] given by Eq. (17).
∆𝑝 =

8𝜎
𝐷

(17)

The foaming process and resulting foams are influenced by the side walls. Figure 6 shows path
lines in the investigated domain for periodic or wall side boundary conditions. Colours indicate
the intensity of the velocity, where red colour corresponds to the 0.4 m/s which is maximal
velocity in the core of the air jet used in the air injection at the bottom. The flow at the liquid
surface level is responsible for the bubble transport from the centre of container towards side
wall. The liquid surface velocity is asymmetrical any boundary conditions and varies on the time.
In case of wall conditions, the entire domain is influenced by gas jet, however, in case of periodic
conditions; the upper part of the container is less influenced by the gas jet flow.
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Figure 7. Bubble structures at the liquid free surface for periodic side vertical boundary (left) and wall
type vertical boundary (right)

Figure 7 shows the air structures of bubbles which are rising upwards and simultaneously bubble
structures captured at the free surface of the liquid for periodic or wall type vertical boundaries.
It is evident that higher accumulation of the gas phase is concentrated if the wall type conditions
are prescribed at the vertical walls. To achieve so high concentration of bubbles at the liquid free
surface, a long time simulation is required particularly more than 2s of calculation. The time step
of the calculation is limited to the maximal courant number of 0.95 however, in fact, this value is
varying around 0.6. The size of the time steps depends on the maximal velocity appeared in the
velocity field. It was detected in simulations the significant velocity oscillation mostly by the
insipience of the bubbles at the bottom. These higher velocities reduce for a particular time
period the size of the time step used for calculations. In fact the time step is varying from 5x10-5s
to 2x10-4s.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The two-phase flow problem of the bubble formation on the created foam at the liquid free
surface was studied numerically using the compressible multi-phase flow solver based on the
Volume of Fluids approach. For fluid phase, the mixture of ethanol-water with specific molar
fraction of the ethanol was considered to replace real aluminum alloys. The temperature effect
and solidification are completely neglected. The main objective of the study is the bubble
behavior in this isothermal homogeneous liquid mixture and the foaming process. It was found
that the compressible multi-phase flow solver was able to predict the bubble formation and its
dynamics. Results were compared with other experimental and numerical results. Furthermore,
using appropriate structure visualization, the original bubbles are possible to still observe later on
the liquid free surface where they stay to be floating. However, the strong gas phase dissipation
appeared maybe because of the insufficient mesh resolution. This part of the flow at the free
surface level needs to be investigating further. On the other hand, different requirements for the
mesh resolution causes non-homogenous mesh in which the mesh quality must be carefully
check it. In perspectives, the simulation will continue to find main differences between mixture
of water-ethanol and poor water. Simultaneously, the impact of the side boundaries on the foams
will be going on. In this study, it was found that vertical boundaries can influence the foaming
process and in case of the walls at the vertical boundaries, higher concentration of gas phase
fraction was observed.
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ABSTRACT
With the recent advance of the deep neural network, we observe new applications of natural
language processing (NLP) and computer vision (CV) technologies. Especaully, when applying
them to document processing, NLP and CV tasks are usually treated individually in research
work and open source libraries. However, designing a real-world document processing system
needs to weave NLP and CV tasks and their generated information together. There is a need to
have a unified approach for processing documents containing textual and graphical elements
with rich formats, diverse layout arrangement, and distinct semantics. This paper introduces a
framework to fulfil this need. The framework includes a representation model definition for
holding the generated information and specifications defining the coordination between the
NLP and CV tasks.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Business documents nowadays are usually composed of multiple types of information, such as
text, images, tables, charts, formulas. Their semantics, formats, and styles are also abundant. To
create a system to assist humans in reading, comprehension, and writing documents, there is a
need to combine various technologies for analyzing textual and graphical elements. In addition to
this, the analyzed results must be able to be stored and consumed by machines.
Document processing has been long considered an application of Natural Language Processing
(NLP) [1], such as named entity recognition, sentiment analysis, semantic relations. Another
application is to apply Computer Vision (CV) for document-layout analysis [2], which is to
determine document structure by detecting locations, bounding boundary, and types of document
elements. Another prominent CV task related to document processing is image captioning [3]. All
of these individual NLP and CV tasks are already quite common in academic research. Open
source components are also developed for many years [4, 5, 6].
To fulfill the requirements for building such a system, we propose an architecture design as a
blueprint for building a system that can process documents with rich formats, styles, and multiple
types of elements. The architecture includes (1) a document representation model definition that
can be instantiated with analyzed data and can be consumed by other software components and
(2) a customizable framework that coordinates various tasks for analyzing documents. We define
the framework with formal definitions and illustrate with examples.
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In this paper, we firstly describe previous NLP and CV research work. We then describe the
overall architecture of the framework. Finally, we detail the document representation model and
the task coordination definition.

2. PREVIOUS WORK
Document processing is a vast area with many topics. We listed some of the topics below.
NLP has been applying to various document processing tasks. Name entity recognition (NER) is
a task of identifying the type of an entity within the text. Supervised learning approaches usually
required to prepare a dictionary or annotated datasets [7, 8]. Even this approach can create a highperformance NER model, it is a time-consuming task and needs multi-language annotated
datasets. On the other hand, the weakly supervised approach starts entity classification with a
small dataset or rules and expanding more rules with new iterations [9].
Similar text analysis is a task to detect similarity between sentences, paragraphs, and documents.
One of the most common approaches is to calculate various types of distances between text
vector spaces [10]. The vector spaces could be calculated from terms, corpus, or knowledge [11,
12, 13].
Text classification is a task to assign a category to a document. Classification approaches are
diverse. Among others, SVM (support vector machine) demonstrates that it is an efficient
approach for document classification [14]. More recent research applies deep learning, such as
CNN [15] and CNN-LSTM [16], for document classification. Hingmire et al. [17] chain two NLP
tasks. They first apply topic modeling and text classification. This approach can provide a
categorization explanation and high accuracy at the same time.
Summarization is a task to create a shorter version of documents with primary ideas. There are
two types of output, abstractive and extractive. The abstractive summary is to generate new
sentences that are in the original documents. The extractive summary, regarded as a problem of
classification, is composed of sentences or paragraphs in the original documents. In general, the
extractive summary can be considered as a classification problem, that is, whether a sentence is a
summary sentence or not. Various approaches are proposed [18, 19]. More recent research work
applies deep learning [20, 21].
CV is applied to solve image-based information of documents. Document layout analysis detects
objects and classifies them into different categories. Recent work usually applies CNN for
analyzing document layout. Julca-Aguilar et al. propose CNN for detecting text/non-text
document elements [22].
Image captioning is a task to give a natural language description to an image. It is a relatively
new research area where the chaining of CV and NLP tasks becomes prevalent [23]. Two
common approaches are (1) capturing the main point of an image and generating a description for
it [24] and (2) generating a description of each detected object and combined the descriptions
[25]. Anderson et al. [26] combine both (1) and (2) approaches to provide different levels of
details. Grounded language acquisition is a representatively interdisciplinary field of CV and
NLP integration [27]. It requires both disciplines to map language representation to real-world
objects. Mavridis and Roy [28] define an architecture with language understanding, visual
perception, and action modules for robots and human cooperation tasks.
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Truica et al. [29] propose a data processing framework with a flexible data model with several
preprocessing techniques. Dawborn, T., & Curran, J. R. [30] propose and implement a document
model for document representation. It is relatively rare to wok from a comprehensive approach
for document processing.
In brief, to apply various NLP and CV tasks to real-world business scenarios, a unified
framework is necessary.

3. ARCHITECTURE
3.1. Overall Design
Figure 1 shows a conceptual diagram of the framework, which is called DocPro. The basic
building blocks of DocPro include several tasks for processing input documents and generating
target documents. The processing of documents creates one or more document representation
models that are designed for storing analyzed results.

Document
Processing Tasks

Source Documents
CV
Task

NLP
Task

…

Target Documents
Validate
Task

Document
Representation
Model
Figure 1. Conceptual Diagram of the Document Processing Framework (DocPro)

We can assign multiple tasks based on business objectives. There are four types of tasks:
•
•
•
•

Tasks to analyze the layout of documents
Tasks to understand the textual elements of the documents
Tasks to understand the graphic elements of the documents
Tasks to write a document

3.2. Document Representation Model
The paper defines a document representation model to accommodate all of the necessary
information for the defined tasks with a structure for holding the following information:
•

Document layout. It includes the locations and boundaries of each document element.
The types of document elements are diverse, such as footers, headers, paragraphs, charts,
tables, images, formulas, and paragraphs.
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•
•
•

•
•

Document reading order. The semantic order of document objects of a document
Document summary. A paragraph to describe the critical meaning of the original
documents.
Document metadata. Information extracted from documents, such as dates, time, person
names, location names, organization names, and as such.
Document text. All of the textual data of a document originated from various document
elements, such as paragraphs, image captions, table captions.
Document graphical description. Textual description of graphical elements. Data can be
from image and chart captions already written in a document or decoded from image
pixels by machines.
Document

Document Metadata

DocumentID

MetadataID

Sections

Value

MetadataSet
NamedEntities

NamedEntity
EntityID

Document Element
ElementID

Type

Document Section

Location

SectionID

Size

Section Order

Reading Order

Elements

Value
Section

Value

Figure 2. The Core Model Definition of DocPro

The definition of the model consists of two parts. The first is the Core Model definition, a
lightweight and concise, and serves as the base model for extending. Figure 2 shows its
definition. The central class is the Document entity, which represents a single document. The
Document Metadata entity stores a piece of meta-information of a document. The NamedEntity
represents all detected entity names, such as person names, location names, and organization
names. The Document Section is a sematic segment for holding document elements. The
Document Element is an object of a document like an image or a chart.
We can define a new model definition based on the Core Model definition to support other
specific scenarios. Figure 3 shows an extended model definition. In this extended version, there
are several entities extended from the core model. The Lable and Category entities extended from
the Document Metadata entity for holding the labels and category information of a document.
The Image, Formula, Header, Footer, Chart, and Table entities are all extended from the
Document Element entity. The Page entity extended from the Document Section entity, which
represents a page of a document, which also holds many different Document Element entities like
images, formula, header, footer, charts, and tables. From the above description, we can conclude
that this extended model definition could represent a book or an academic paper. Both layout
information and semantics information of books and articles are defined.
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Figure 3. The Extension Model Definition for Standalone Document

Figure 4. The Extension Model Definition for Cross-Document Knowledge Correlation
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Figure 4 is an Extension Model Definition for describing several documents correlated by some
topics. A document could have one or more topics, where each topic represented by a Topic
class. A topic is associated with some text excerpts, defined as the Text Excerpt entity. A topic
associated with one or more documents models the correlation among documents. With this
definition, we can model a knowledge map with many topics discovered from multiple
documents.

Figure 5. The Extension Model Definition for Contracts

Figure 5 is another Extension Model definition defined for a more specific domain – contract
review. Contract tasks are essential activities of any business. The tasks might include contract
monitoring, reviewing, and drafting [29]. This model is also defined based on the Core Model
shown in Figure 2. The central component becomes the Contract entity inherited from the
Document entity. The Clause entity is to model contract articles and clauses. A clause consists of
one or more sections, which are represented by the Section entity. The Text Block entity models
the textual description of a section. Special items, such as recitals and preambles, can also be
described by the Clause and section entities.
Temporal information is modeled by the Date class, which can hold contract start, termination,
effective dates. The Value entity contains financial information. The Period entity represents the
number of days a contract is valid. Inheriting from the NamedEntity entity represents other
important information like contracting parties, governing law, and jurisdiction.

We can observe from the description above that the document representation model is
beneficial for many business scenarios. One exemplified scenario is to create a tool for
editing scanned documents with the information above. Another scenario can be business
activity automation, like contract monitoring and review. With such core and extension
model definitions, machines could streamline the decision-making process based on
document contents.

4. DOCUMENT PROCESSING COORDINATION FRAMEWORK
In this section, we describe a framework for coordinating various types of tasks for analyzing
documents with formal definitions and examples.
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The limitation of current document processing technologies is isolated tasks as designed.
However, with the rich format, styles, and semantics of documents, the integral of document
analysis work becomes vital to anyone who wants to create any document processing system.
Another critical factor in designing the framework is that the types of tasks do not limit to
machine learning implementation. We do not consider that all of the tasks for solving document
processing problems would belong to the machine learning type. Therefore, the logic within each
task is varied, including tasks like machine learning type for predictive work, deterministic
computation type for analysis, and rule-based type for reactive responses.

The framework defines the five types of elements:
•
•
•
•
•

Data source
Tasks
Model
Checker
Process

A task consumes one or more documents emitted from a data source. A checker is a task to
validate and verify the current status of models. A model is an instance for representing the
analysis results of a document representation, defined in the previous section. A process is a
series of connected tasks and checkers.
The framework does not specify formats of source documents. They can be PDF, MS Word,
images, or others. The logic of tasks can be various, such as machine learning, rule-based, and
even simple deterministic procedure. Each task should provide new information with more details
and might create a new model or update existing a model with more accurate information.
Checkers are tasks designed explicitly for validating models. Checkers are attached to a model or
can be attached to elements of a model for checking the whole model or parts of the model.
Tasks and checkers can be chained together to react to the update of a model. For example, after
an OCR task updates a model, a checker is triggered to check if adding new paragraphs and
executing a task to classify the document into a category. Another checker checks if a document
category is an employment contract and executes a new task for automatically reviewing contract
contents by pre-defined rules.A process manages these chained tasks, checkers, documents, and
models.
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Figure 6a. An exemplified result of document
processing. This page is marked with two
bounding boxes, where the green one is a
figure and the red one is a table. They are the
analysis result of an object detection task for
detecting the bounding box of an identified
element and its type.

Figure 6b. Another exemplified result of
document processing. This page is marked
with more bounding boxes and highlighted
summaries. In addition to the object detection
task, an NLP task predicts the summary of
each text block identified by the object
detection task.

Figures 6a and 6b illustrate a document processing example on an academic paper. There are
three tasks applied. First, an object detection CV task detects bounding boxes of identified
document elements and their types. The results are stored as a document representation model
described in Section 3. Then, a summarization task predicts a summary for each text block
identified by the object detection task. The document representation model is updated with the
summaries. Last, a marking task marks the bounding boxes of the detected elements and
highlights summaries on each page of the paper.

5. MATH NOTATIONS
This section depicts the framework notations.
The behavior of a task is a tuple 𝑇 = (𝐷, 𝑑0 , 𝑀𝑠 , 𝐿, 𝑀𝑜 , 𝑂)
𝐷 is a set of source documents.
𝑑0 is the primary source document.
𝑀𝑠 is a set of source document representation models.
𝐿 is a set of task labels.
𝑀𝑜 is a set of output document representation models.
𝑂 is a set of output articles.
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The behavior of a checker is a tuple 𝐶 = (𝑀, 𝐸, 𝐿, 𝑇)
𝑀 is a set of document representation models.
𝐸 is a set of elements of a document representation model 𝑚.
𝐿 is a set of checker labels.
𝑇 is a set of conditional tasks.
The behavior of a process is a tuple 𝑃 = (𝑇, 𝐷, 𝑀, 𝐶)
𝑇 is a set of tasks.
𝐷 is a set of source documents.
𝑀 is a set of document representation models.
𝐶 is a set of checkers.
An 𝑀 consists of one or more entities defined in Section 3. It always includes a Document entity
with several associated objects. For example, after applying a document-layout analysis task to a
document, an 𝑚𝑜 is initiated with a Document entity and a set of associated objects, including a
Header, a Footer, and many Text Blocks. These associated objects are 𝐸defined above.
𝑇 of 𝑃 above can further be expressed as 𝑝𝑖→𝑗 is starting from executing task 𝑡𝑖 and ending at 𝑡𝑗 .
𝑚𝑖 is the model updated by 𝑡𝑖 and 𝑚𝑗 is updated by 𝑡𝑗 . The process can also be denoted as
follows:
𝑝𝑖→𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖 (𝐷) → 𝑡𝑖+1 (𝑚𝑖 ) → 𝑡𝑖+2 (𝑚𝑖+1 ) … → 𝑡𝑗 (𝑚𝑗−1 ),
where ∀𝑛 = {𝑖, 𝑗}: (𝑡𝑛 , 𝑚𝑛 , 𝑡𝑛+1 )
We can also add checkers at the end of the process and denote the process as follows:
𝑝𝑖→𝑗 = 𝑡𝑖 (𝐷) → 𝑡𝑖+1 (𝑚𝑖 ) → 𝑡𝑖+2 (𝑚𝑖+1 ) … → 𝑡𝑗−1 (𝑚𝑗−2 ) → 𝑐𝑗 (𝑚𝑗−1 ),
where ∀𝑛 = {𝑖, 𝑗}𝑡𝑛 , 𝑚𝑛 , 𝑡𝑛+1 )( 𝑡𝑛+1 , 𝑚𝑛+1 , 𝑐𝑛+2 )
Below we use eight examples to illustrate the syntax and semantics of this formal definition.
Example 1 – OCR
𝑑0 is a scanned academic paper, 𝑡𝑎 is a task to recognize text elements from 𝑑0 , 𝑚 is a model for
storing the recognized results:
𝑡𝑎 = (𝑑0 , 𝑜𝑐𝑟, 𝑚0 )
Example 2 – Summarization
𝑡𝑏 is a task to analyze text blocks for generating summaries. When it is applied to the same
document 𝑑0 as Example 1:
𝑡𝑏 = (𝑑0 , 𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑧𝑒, 𝑚0 )
Example 3 -Topic Discovery
𝑡𝑐 is a task for discovering topics from 𝑑0 . However, this task relies on parsed textual elements.
We need a conditional task 𝑐𝑡𝑒 with a checker.
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𝑡𝑐 = (𝑑0 , 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐 − 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑐𝑜𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔, 𝑚0 )
𝑐𝑡𝑒 = (𝑚0 , 𝑒𝑡𝑥𝑡 , 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 − 𝑡𝑒𝑥𝑡𝑢𝑎𝑙 − 𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑠, 𝑡𝑐 )
Example 4 – Topic Correlation
𝑡𝑑 is a task to discover related topics from documents 𝑑𝑟 for a target document 𝑑0 . In this
example, 𝑡𝑑 is applied to a model the same as to Examples 1 ~ 3. A checker 𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑐 is defined for
checking topics discovered from documents.
𝑡𝑑 = (𝑑𝑟 , 𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 − 𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑙𝑒𝑑𝑔𝑒, 𝑚0 )
𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑐 = ({𝑚0 , 𝑚𝑟 }, 𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑐 , 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 − 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑠, 𝑡𝑑 )
Example 5 – Knowledge Mapping Automation
A process 𝑝0 of building a knowledge map with connected documents correlated by topics. The
process includes the tasks and checker of Examples 1 ~ 4. A process is usually for defining a data
processing pipeline.
𝑝0 = 𝑡𝑎 (𝑑0 ) → 𝑡𝑏 (𝑚0 ) → 𝑐𝑡𝑒 (𝑚0 ) → 𝑐𝑡𝑜𝑐 (𝑚0 )
Example 6 – Report Generation
𝑡𝑟 is a task to fine-tune a language model 𝐿𝑅 for generating financial reports. 𝐷𝑡 is a set of
financial documents to be used as training data for 𝑡𝑟 . 𝑡𝑤 is a task for generating a report 𝑅from a
specific topic. A checker 𝑐𝑟𝑝𝑡 is defined for checking topics discovered from documents and
execute 𝑡𝑤 .
𝑡𝑟 = (𝐷𝑡 , 𝑓𝑖𝑛𝑒 − 𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑒, 𝐿𝑅)
𝑡𝑤 = (𝑀, 𝑤𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑒, 𝑅)
𝑐𝑟𝑝𝑡 = (𝑀, 𝑒𝑡𝑜𝑐 , 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 − 𝑡𝑜𝑝𝑖𝑐𝑠, 𝑡𝑤 )
Example 7 – Contract Review Assist
𝑑𝑐 is a contract. 𝑡𝑒 is a task to classify a contract into a category. 𝑡𝑟 is a task to extract essential
data, such as contractual party names, start/end dates, and monetary values, in 𝑑𝑐 . 𝑚𝑐 is a model
for storing contractual elements. 𝑡𝑙 is a task to analyze the contract layout. More specifically, it
recognizes clauses appearing in 𝑑𝑐 . 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑣𝑙 is a checker checking the contract category, parties,
dates, values, and layout of the contract in 𝑚𝑐 . 𝑡𝑓 is a task to forward the contract to the right
person for further review based on the analyzed results by 𝑡𝑒 , 𝑡𝑟 , and 𝑡𝑙 .
𝑡𝑒 = (𝑑𝑐 , 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑓𝑖𝑦, 𝑚𝑐 )
𝑡𝑟 = (𝑑𝑐 , 𝑟𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑔𝑛𝑖𝑧𝑒 − 𝑛𝑎𝑚𝑒𝑑 − 𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦, 𝑚𝑐 )
𝑡𝑙 = (𝑑𝑐 , 𝑎𝑛𝑎𝑙𝑦𝑧𝑒 − 𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡, 𝑚𝑐 )
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𝑡𝑓 = (𝑑𝑐 , 𝑓𝑜𝑟𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑑, 𝑚𝑐 )
𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑣 = (𝑚𝑐 , {𝑒𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑔𝑜𝑟𝑦 , 𝑒𝑝𝑎𝑟𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑠 , 𝑒𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒 , 𝑒𝑙𝑎𝑦𝑜𝑢𝑡 }, 𝑐ℎ𝑒𝑐𝑘 − 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡 − 𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟𝑠, 𝑡𝑓 )
Example 8 – Contract Review Automation
The first requirement of the contract automation system is to automate the process of contract
routing. Most of the components are already defined in Example 7. The process 𝑝𝑐 is defined as
below:
𝑝𝑐 = 𝑡𝑒 (𝑑𝑐 ) → 𝑡𝑟 (𝑚𝑐 ) → 𝑡𝑙 (𝑑𝑐 ) → 𝑐𝑐𝑝𝑣𝑙 (𝑚𝑐 )

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The primary contribution of this paper is two folds. First, we proposed a document representation
model that has a lightweight and concise core definition. The core definition can extend to define
more document types used in different business scenarios. Secondly, formal definitions of a
document processing framework are detailed. A modern document processing application
integrating with various types of tasks can be built based on the framework. The format
definitions can become the design language of any such systems.
Our future work is to create an open-source project, including the model definition, software
components, and API definitions used for creating real-world systems for processing documents
in different business scenarios.
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ABSTRACT
In the area of computer vision, research on object detection algorithms has grown rapidly as it is the
fundamental step for automation, specifically for self-driving vehicles. This work presents a comparison
of traditional and deep learning approaches for the task of object detection in traffic scenarios. The
handcrafted feature descriptor like Histogram of oriented Gradients (HOG) with a linear Support Vector
Machine (SVM) classifier is compared with deep learning approaches like Single Shot Detector (SSD)
and You Only Look Once (YOLO), in terms of mean Average Precision (mAP) and processing speed. SSD
algorithm is implemented with different backbone architectures like VGG16, MobileNetV2 and
ResNeXt50, similarly YOLO algorithm with MobileNetV1 and ResNet50, to compare the performance of
the approaches. The training and inference is performed on PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012 training, and
PASCAL VOC 2007 test data respectively. We consider five classes relevant for traffic scenarios, namely,
bicycle, bus, car, motorbike and person for the calculation of mAP. Both qualitative and quantitative
results are presented for comparison. For the task of object detection, the deep learning approaches
outperform the traditional approach both in accuracy and speed. This is achieved at the cost of requiring
large amount of data, high computation power and time to train a deep learning approach.

KEYWORDS
Object Detection, Deep Learning, SVM, SSD & YOLO

1. INTRODUCTION
Being inspired from nature or human physiology, the science and technology are progressing
rapidly to leverage human sophistication and well being. The tools or technology that is being
developed is an extension of human faculties, for instance, as humans have the ability of
locomotion, there arose the development of vehicles like cars or bikes for faster locomotion. In
the past few decades, the automobile industry, research units and academia is focusing on
automation of vehicles (self-driving vehicles). One of the significant reasons for automation of
vehicles is to trim down the accidents caused by human drivers. Distraction [1] (due to texting,
tiredness etc.), speeding [2], drunk driving [3], recklessness are some of the instances the human
driver would create problems in traffic environments. The consequences of these actions may
vary from damage to property to loss of life. On an average, every minute at least one person
dies in a vehicle accident. Not only loss of life but also on an average 10 million people are
injured each year. The hospital costs, damage to property and other costs will sum up to 1-3 %
of world's gross domestic product [4].
During this era of automation, scientific and technical community has been providing various
solutions to these problems. Pre-crash systems is an active area of research to reduce accident
severity and injury. The major threat a driver faces in a traffic scenario is from other vehicles.
Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) [5] which warn the driver about possible
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collision with other vehicles has gained lot of attention in research. Robust, reliable and fast
obstacle detection is very significant and fundamental step in such systems.
In traffic scenarios, obstacle/object detection is the most important task for autonomous driving,
since the relevant scene understanding is essential for driving controls. In computer vision
literature, object detection is a twofold process, to classify which category object belongs to
(object classification) and to determine the location of object in the scene (object localization).
In traffic scenarios, objects include cars, bikes, trucks, buses, pedestrians etc. The object
detection algorithms take input in the form of 2D data (like RGB images) and provides the
output in the form of 2D bounding boxes which localizes the object along with the class of
detected object.
The traditional object detection algorithms extract handcrafted features (like SIFT, SURF etc.)
for semantic representation and use shallow networks or statistical pattern recognition to
classify the object. On the other hand, deep learning [6] networks learn more complex features
and semantic object representations which are leveraged by classifier networks.
This paper presents a comparison of traditional and deep learning approaches for object
detection in traffic scenarios. A traditional object detection pipeline with HOG [10] features and
SVM [13] classifier is compared with more advanced deep learning object detection approaches
like SSD [33] and YOLO [32]. The SSD network is trained and tested with different backbone
networks, such as VGG16 [20], MobileNetV2 [8] and ResNeXt50 [9], similarly YOLO with
MobileNetV1 [39] and ResNet50 [21]. The three approaches are trained with PASCAL VOC
2007 and 2012 [7] dataset and tested with PASCAL VOC 2007 test set. Both qualitative and
quantitative results are presented for comparison. The mAP for five classes, namely, bicycle,
bus, car, motorbike and person is calculated for three approaches along with the processing
speed.
This paper has the following structure: related work of object detection is presented in Section
2, an overview of compared methods is discussed in Section 3, training details are presented in
Section 4 followed by results and discussion in Section 5, and finally conclusion in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK
The topic of object detection has been widely researched in the last two decades. The aim of
object detection algorithms using 2D data (RGB images) is to classify and locate the objects in
the images, with 2D rectangular bounding boxes and also show their confidence of existence.
This task is performed by the handcrafted traditional methods and new age deep learning
methods. Depending on the methods to extract semantic features from the images to classify the
objects, we divide the object detection methods into two: traditional methods and deep learning
methods. The workflow of the two methods is shown in Figure 1.

(a)

(b)
Figure 1. Workflow of (a) traditional methods and (b) deep learning methods
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Features are compact, yet descriptive and distinctive attributes of the objects in the images,
which are classified with classifiers. In traditional methods the features are handcrafted using
established computer vision feature descriptors like SIFT [11], SURF [12] etc. The features are
extracted as many as possible practically and form a definition known as bag of words for each
object class. But there is always a difficulty to choose the priority of features to be extracted
from the given data. So, it is up to the designer's judgement which features would best describe
the different classes of objects in the data. The features are passed on to a shallow network
classifier for classification of objects. In deep learning methods, the features are extracted by the
network from the data, by discovering underlying patterns in the classes of data and
automatically working best to provide compact, yet salient features for each class of object.

2.1 Traditional methods
The traditional object detection pipeline can be divided into three stages: Region selection,
Feature description and Classification. Region selection: The different objects which are to be
detected may appear at any position in the image and have variety of sizes or aspect ratios. So, it
is a natural choice to search the entire image with multi-scale sliding windows for the region
selection. This approach may result in finding all possible positions of objects, but it is very
time consuming and computationally expensive due to a large number of candidate windows.
However, if we apply only a limited number of template windows, the results would be
unsatisfactory. This technique is known as sliding window technique to select Region of Interest
(RoI). Feature description: Once the RoI is selected, we need to compute feature descriptors
which provide robust and semantic representation of object. HOG [10], SIFT [11] and SURF
[12] features are representative ones. However, due to the different appearance of various
objects, illumination changes and occlusions, it is very difficult to manually design a feature
extractor to perfectly represent all objects. Classification: Besides feature description, a
classifier is required to distinguish an object class from other object classes. For instance,
Support Vector Machine (SVM) [13] and Deformable Parts Model (DPM) [14] are some of the
possible choices.
Papageorgiou et al [16] uses rectified Haar wavelets as feature descriptors along with SVM
classifier for person detection. A direct approach of extracting edge images and matching them
to a set of learned exemplars is given in [17]. Viola and Jones proposed boosted cascade of
simple features to detect objects in [15]. The images are represented in a new representation
called `integral image', which is a fast way of calculating Haar-like features. Ada-boost
algorithm is used in choosing features and improving performance. This technique is used to
build a strong classifier with a cascade of many weak classifiers.

2.2 Deep learning methods
With the advent of deep learning, some of the most difficult problems in computer vision, those
for which no formal models exist, started to have realistic solutions. Among those problems,
object detection is also being treated with deep learning techniques [6]. Deep learning models
are neural networks with deep architecture. Neural networks are inspired by the neural structure
of the human brain and aim at solving learning problems in a systematic way. The emergence of
the ImageNet database [18], increase in computational capabilities with GPUs and important
advances in design of networks and training strategies has led to the development of deep
learning in present millennium. Dropout and data augmentation have helped to decrease the
problem of over fitting. Batch normalization (BN) [19] allowed to realize and effectively train
very deep neural networks. Meanwhile, various network structures like AlexNet [6], VGG [20],
ResNet [21], GoogleLeNet [22] have been studied to improve the performance of the feature
extraction networks.
The framework for object detection can be classified into three types: 1) Sliding window
detectors with neural networks [23]. 2) Traditional object detection pipeline, generating region
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proposals at first and then classifying each region into object category. The region proposal
methods include R-CNN [24], Fast R-CNN [25], Faster R-CNN [26], R-FCN [27], FPN [28],
Mask R-CNN [29]. 3) Object detection as a classification problem with unified architecture to
both classify and localize the objects. The classification based one stage methods include YOLO
[30], YOLOv2 [31], YOLOv3 [32], SSD [33], DSSD [34].
The framework for object detection can be mainly classified into two types. One follows a two
stage process of proposing regions and classification and other follows a single stage process as
a unified architecture to both classify and localize.
2.2.1 Two-stage methods
Girshick et al [24] adopts a selective search [35] method to propose 2k RoIs in the image. A
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) is run on top of the proposed regions to extract more
semantic and high-level feature representation of RoIs. A pre-trained SVM classifier is used to
discern among the classes of objects and a linear bounding box regression is used to obtain
tighter bounding boxes for localising the objects. Although selective search is computationally
more economical than brute-force search by sliding window, it is still costly, as selective search
takes 2 seconds to propose 2k RoIs. It is very costly to run CNN on top of each of 2k regions.
The inference time is about 40 - 50 seconds. The R-CNN [24] is improved by Fast-RCNN [25]
by incorporating mainly two augmentations. One is performing the feature extraction over
image by CNN before proposing regions, thus only running one CNN over entire image instead
of 2k CNNs. The other is to replace SVM with softmax layer, thus extending the neural network
for prediction instead of creating new model. Except for region proposals, all parameters in this
architecture are optimized via a multi task loss in an end-to-end way. One bottleneck still
remaining in Fast R-CNN is selective search for RoIs generation, which is costly. The inference
time for this approach is 2 seconds. Faster-RCNN [26] replaces the slow region proposal
method of selective search by an internal deep network called Region Proposal Network (RPN),
to improve the speed, thus the name Faster R-CNN. RPN is achieved with a fully convolutional
neural network (which shares layers with object detection network) which has the ability to
predict object boundaries and scores at each position simultaneously. The concept of anchor
boxes or default bounding boxes is presented in [26]. The inference time for this approach is 0.2
seconds.
2.2.2 Single-stage methods
Two stage frameworks comprise of region proposal generation and classification (feature
extraction with CNN, classification and bounding box regression), which are usually trained
separately. Even in the end-to-end Faster R-CNN framework an alternative training is required
to obtain shared parameters between RPN and detection network. As a consequence, the
framework remains as a bottleneck for real time applications. Single stage frameworks based on
global classification/regression, can directly map from image pixels to bounding box
coordinates and class probabilities, thus reduces the time expense and work in real time
applications. Redmon et al [30] proposed a network that looks at the image only once to detect
multiple objects, thus the name YOLO. This model has a unified network to perform
classification and localization of objects at once, thus end-to-end training of network can be
achieved. Liu et al [33] formulated a network that predicts and localizes the objects in single
shot. Multi scale feature maps with anchor boxes are used to obtain the predictions of objects of
different sizes and aspect ratios.

3. AN OVERVIEW OF COMPARED METHODS
This section provides an overview of traditional (HOG and SVM) and deep learning methods
(SSD and YOLO) for object detection.
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3.1 Object detection with HOG and SVM
The general pipeline in traditional object detection is: RoIs selection, feature extraction and
classification. There are many feature descriptors like SIFT [11], SURF [12], Haar-like [15],
HOG [10] which can be used to extract features for classification. Dalal and Triggs [10]
proposed HOG feature descriptor which has gained wider recognition as a successful feature
descriptor for object detection. The HOG features provide robust, reliable and high-level
semantic representation of image regions.
3.1.1 Region selection - Selective search
Given an image to detect the objects, firstly we need to select the image windows with potential
possibility of object, also called as RoIs. Sliding window technique is one of the brute force
approach to select image patches for object detection. Selective search [35] is a region proposal
algorithm used in object detection. Selective search starts with considering individual pixels as
their own group. Next, the similarity measure based on colour, texture, size and shape
compatibility is calculated for each group and two closer ones are combined. The merging of the
regions is continued until everything is combined. This method is designed to be faster than
sliding window technique with a very high recall. The method of selective search is used for
region proposal.
3.1.2 Feature extraction - modified HOG
HOG is a gradient based feature descriptor and it captures the information about the object's
shape well. The local object shape within an image is characterized by the distribution of
gradient magnitude and direction. In order to detect the objects in the image, we need to run and
classify HOG descriptors for a large number of image patches. To accomplish this with less
computation effort, we slightly modified the original computation of HOG [10]. The concept of
integral image proposed by Viola and Jones [15] is used to leverage the computation speed for
the calculation of HOG features. Firstly, we compute the gradients in horizontal and vertical
directions of an image (of shape m x n) and calculate the magnitude and direction of gradients
of image. Secondly, we discretize the gradient orientations into q orientation bins and form a
histogram of oriented gradients for each pixel, resulting in matrix of shape m x n x q. Finally,
we compute the integral image of the computed HOG, so that we can compute the HOG for any
image patch efficiently in constant time, this we call integral gradient image (IntGradImg). For
instance, given a rectangular image patch represented by points (p11, p12, p21, p22) we can
compute HOG descriptor as given in (1).
-

-

(1)

For any given image patch, we subdivide the image patch into equal spatial cells (nx, ny). For
each cell, we calculate the HOG descriptor which is discretized into q orientation bins as stated
above. We finally concatenate the histograms of all the cells and normalize the resulting
descriptor vector with respect to its L2-norm.
3.1.3 Classification - SVM
SVM trained on HOG descriptors is considered as a de facto standard in many visual perception
tasks [36]. The idea of SVM is simple, to build an optimal hyperplane which separates the data
into classes. SVM is built on the concept of margins, where margin is the separation between
the closest class points called support vectors. The goal of the SVM classifier is to maximize the
margins to result an optimal hyperplane to classify the data.
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3.2 Object detection with SSD
SSD [33] detects the objects by passing through input image only once in a single shot, to
predict object class for classification and bounding box for localization of objects. Concretely,
for a given input image, firstly, the input image is passed through a series of convolutional
layers yielding feature maps at different scales. Secondly, for each location of feature map a
small (of shape 3x3) convolutional filter is used to evaluate a small set of default bounding
boxes called anchor boxes. Finally, for each anchor box, the bounding box offsets and class
probabilities are simultaneously predicted.
The architecture of SSD consists of feature map extraction network, additional feature layers
and prediction layers. VGG16 [20] is used as feature map extraction network (also called
backbone network) in [33]. In addition to conv4_3 layer of VGG16, five additional feature
layers as a part of multi-scale feature maps are used to detect objects. At each location of feature
map, a certain number of anchor boxes are evaluated to predict the objects, and each prediction
comprises of (C+4) parameters, where C is the number of classes of objects and 4 are
rectangular bounding box parameters. This type of prediction in multiple boxes is known as
multibox detection. Instead of RPN as in Faster R-CNN [26], SSD uses 3x3 convolutional filters
with k*(C+4) number of filters, where k is number of anchor boxes for each layer, to predict
class and bounding box parameters. The predictions from multi scale feature layers are
concatenated to obtain final predictions. Alongside VGG16, MobileNetV2 [8] and ResNeXt50
[9] are also used as backbone networks to evaluate SSD.
The objects of different sizes and aspect ratios are detected by SSD by leveraging the use of
multi scale feature maps and default bounding boxes. Lower resolution feature maps with higher
receptive field are responsible to detect bigger objects, on the other hand, higher resolution
feature maps with lower receptive field are responsible for the detection of smaller objects. SSD
uses non-max suppression to filter the duplicate predictions.

3.3 Object detection with YOLO
The main idea of YOLO [30] is that the input image is divided into SxS grid, if the centre of
object falls into a grid cell, that grid cell is responsible for detecting that object. Each grid cell
predicts k bounding boxes, confidence scores and conditional class probabilities. At inference
time, in order to get class specific confidence scores for each box, we multiply conditional class
probability and individual box confidence predictions. The predictions are encoded as an array
of shape SxSxk*(5+C), where k is number of anchor boxes and C is classes. Classification and
localization is done by single network, thereby end-to-end training is possible for better
accuracy. YOLOv2 is proposed in [31] to make YOLO better, stronger and faster. YOLOv2
proposes certain improvements to YOLO with the objective to improve accuracy of detections,
like employing batch normalization, high resolution classifier and anchor boxes. YOLOv3 [32]
employs a feature pyramid like prediction network at 3 different scales to cope with objects of
different sizes.

4. IMPLEMENTATION DETAILS
4.1 About the dataset
The traditional and deep learning object detection methods are compared by evaluating the
methods on PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012 dataset [7]. The dataset consists of 16,551 images in
the PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012 training and validation dataset and 4,925 images in the
PASCAL VOC 2007 test dataset. The dataset consists of 20 classes of objects. For the
evaluation of methods, we consider five classes namely, bicycle, bus, car, motorbike and person
which are relevant for traffic scenarios and all other objects are treated as 'other' class.
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4.2 Training details - HOG and SVM
In order to train a SVM classifier, we need to collect positive and negative samples for different
classes. The positive training and validation samples of all classes are collected from the
annotated training and validation images subset of PASCAL VOC 2007 and 2012 dataset
respectively. The samples are described with HOG descriptor as specified in Section 3.1.2.
The SVM classifier is trained with training samples for six different classes (bicycle, bus, car,
motorbike, person, other). The support vector classification with a linear kernel from Scikitlearn [37] is used, whose implementation is based on libsvm [38]. We use one-vs-rest multi
class strategy to train the classifier. This strategy tries to fit one classifier per class. For each
classifier, the class is fitted against all other classes. The main advantage of such strategy is its
interpretability, where we can gain knowledge about the class by inspecting its corresponding
classifier.
The classifier is validated on the validation samples and by experimentation the regularization
parameter (C) is set to 0.92 to reduce over fitting of data. To obtain a better classifier, good
negative samples are important. A technique known as bootstrapping is applied, to select hard
negative samples for next round of training by evaluating the current classifier on negative
samples and selecting high confident negative samples. The classifier is re-trained using original
positive samples and original + new negative samples.
To detect objects in a given image, the image is passed through a detection module. The
detection module consists of sub modules such as, selecting RoIs using selective search,
computing integral gradient image as described in Section 3.1.2, describing each RoI using
HOG descriptor, classification of the descriptor using the trained classifier. The detection
module may predict multiple bounding boxes for a same object. The filtering of predictions is
performed by applying per class confidence thresholding and non-maximum suppression. The
method is implemented in Python with the aid of open-source Python libraries like Numpy [40]
and Scikit-learn [37].

4.3 Training details - SSD
SSD is trained with 16,551 images with ground truth annotations from the PASCAL VOC 2007
and 2012 training and validation dataset on a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. The
network is trained with VGG16 [20], MobileNetV2 [8] and ResNeXt50 [9] as backbones, that
are originally trained on the ImageNet dataset [18]. In order to train the network, we need to
choose the anchor boxes manually, depending on our dataset. Four or six anchor boxes are
attached to each prediction layer of the network. We define scale value and aspect ratios of
anchor boxes for each prediction layer of the network. The scale values range from 0.1 to 0.9 for
higher resolution layers to lower resolution layers respectively. The aspect ratios for layers with
six anchor boxes are: 1, 2, 3, 1/2 and 1/3. The width and height of anchor boxes are calculated
using (2).

(2)
The assignment of anchor boxes per prediction layer results in large number of anchor boxes.
The anchor boxes are classified as positive matches and negative matches. The SSD penalizes
localization loss from only positive matched anchor boxes. An anchor box is considered positive
match, if the Intersection over Union (IoU) of that corresponding anchor box with ground truth
box is greater than 0.5. An anchor box whose IoU with ground truth box is greater than 0.3 but
less than 0.5 are considered as neutral boxes and are not considered for computation of loss, as
these boxes are 'too close' to a ground truth box to be a valid negative background box. The loss
function is a weighted sum of localization and classification loss. The large number of anchor
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boxes results in higher negative matches than positive matches, this results in class imbalance
which hurts the training. So, hard negative mining is applied, where instead of using all
negatives we sort the negatives by their confidence loss and pick the negatives with top loss,
such that negative to positive matches ratio is kept at most as 3:1. This results in faster and
stable training. Batch normalization and data augmentation schemes, such as flipping, cropping,
colour distortions are applied to avoid over fitting. The SSD method is implemented in Python
using TensorFlow library [41]. The network is trained for 120 epochs with 1000 steps per
epoch, with a batch size of 32. Adam optimizer is used with a learning rate of 1e-3 for first 80
epochs and 1e-4 for rest of epochs.

4.4 Training details - YOLO
YOLO is trained with 16,551 images with ground truth annotations from the PASCAL VOC
2007 and 2012 training and validation dataset on a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. The
network is trained with MobileNetV1 [39] and ResNet50 [12] as backbones, that are originally
trained on the ImageNet dataset [18]. Three anchor boxes are attached to each of the three
feature map layers of the network. k-means clustering technique is used to find the anchor
boxes. Batch normalization and data augmentation schemes, such as flipping, cropping, colour
distortions are applied to avoid over fitting. The YOLO method is implemented in Python using
TensorFlow library [41]. The network is trained for 100 epochs with 1000 steps per epoch, with
a batch size of 16. Adam optimizer is used with a learning rate of 1e-3 for initial 30 epochs and
1e-5 for rest of epochs.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section provides a comparison of qualitative and quantitative results of the object detection
task by traditional and deep learning approaches and discusses about the critical aspects of the
two approaches.

5.1 Qualitative Results
The results of object detection using traditional and deep learning approaches is shown in Figure
2. As shown in Figure 2b, SSD is able to detect small objects (persons and cars) in the
background, but in Figure 2e YOLO is unable to detect the small objects. SSD predicts the
objects using multi scale feature maps (6 scales), so the receptive fields of multi layer feature
maps are able to detect objects of small and big sizes. The SSD with VGG16 network predicts
the persons in the background as shown in Figure 2b(top) but SSD with MobileNetV2 network
is unable to detect the persons at the background as shown in Figure 2a(top). MobileNetV2 [8]
uses depthwise separable convolutions, that consists of a depthwise and pointwise convolutions
one after another as opposed to normal convolutions in VGG16. This drastically reduces the
number of parameters of the network, thereby reducing model size and complexity, resulting in
increase of processing speed but at the cost of small reduction in accuracy as shown in Figure 2a
(top) and Figure 2b(top).
The traditional object detection approach (HOG+SVM) could not detect objects with good
accuracy as compared to deep learning approaches. As shown in Figure 2f, the selective search
which is used to generate regions is not good enough to provide more regressed bounding boxes
like in deep learning approaches. The traditional approach which uses SVM as a classifier is
unable to provide better classification results when compared to deep learning approaches.

5.2 Quantitative Evaluation
The evaluation of traditional and deep learning object detection approaches is performed on
PASCAL VOC 2007 test set. The mAP is considered as an evaluation metric for object
detection. mAP is the average of precision over all categories. Average Precision (AP) is the
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area under Precision-Recall curve. A prediction is considered positive, if its IoU with the ground
truth is greater than 0.5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 2. Object detection results: (a) SSD-MobileNetV2 (b) SSD-VGG16 (c) SSD-ResNeXt50
(d) YOLO-MobileNetV1 (e) YOLO-ResNet50 (f) SVM-HOG
The mAP, per-class average precision and speed (in frames per second - fps) of traditional and
deep learning approaches is shown in Table 1.
The deep learning approaches like SSD and YOLO outperform the traditional approach like
HOG and SVM by huge margin in terms of mAP as shown in Table 1. The inference of deep
learning approaches is performed on a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. The processing
speeds of both the deep learning approaches are above par real time speeds, which is very
crucial for self-driving vehicles in traffic scenarios. Although SSD with ResNeXt50 network
gives higher mAP than other SSD backbone architectures, the processing speed for this
approach reduces to almost half as compared with SSD with MobileNetV2 architecture. As a
trade off between accuracy and speed, we can consider SSD with VGG16 as a better approach
for object detection.
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Table 1. Mean Average Precision (mAP), per-class Average precision (AP) and processing
speed of different object detection approaches on PASCAL VOC 2007 test set
Per-class AP
Method

SSD

Backbone

Parameters
Bicycle

Bus

Car

Motorbike

Person

mAP

Speed
(in
fps)

VGG16

~26.3M

84.7

84.5

81.6

81.9

75.9

81.7

71

MobileNetV2

~7.5M

81.4

81.1

78.1

78.6

72.7

78.4

95

ResNeXt50

~29.5M

86.2

84.2

82.2

81.7

77.3

82.3

48

MobileNetV1

~24.2M

75.9

75.7

73.5

73.8

68.1

73.4

73

ResNet50

~45.3M

79.8

79.4

76.4

77.1

71.3

76.8

33

HOG

-

24.5

23.7

21.2

20.7

17.8

21.6

2*

YOLOv3
SVM

*on Intel Core i9 CPU

5.3 Discussion
Deep learning is pushing its limits to obtain a super human accuracy in object detection when
compared to traditional object detection methods. There are benefits and drawbacks to deep
learning approaches as compared to traditional computer vision techniques. Deep learning
brings in many challenges such as computation power, big data, training time etc. But rapid
progressions in device capability in terms of computation power, memory capacity has
improved the performance and cost effectiveness of deep learning approaches. The rise of data,
where in the era itself is being called as `era of data', has also paved way for the up rise of deep
learning approaches.
Traditional methods of computer vision requires expert analysis, for instance, choosing a feature
descriptor for classification or correspondence matching. It is difficult to choose which features
are significant for a specific data. For example, in case of classification, as the number of
classes increases the feature extraction will become more cumbersome. The handcrafted feature
design remains a bottleneck in traditional methods, as it is very subjective in nature. On the
other hand, deep learning algorithms are trained end-to-end to extract features ranging from low
to high level from the data. The deep learning network discovers underlying semantic
information and automatically learns the most salient features, which provides a better accuracy
compared to handcrafted feature descriptors.
Albeit as shown in Table 1, it is established that deep learning methods perform well than
traditional methods for object detection, there are trade-offs with respect to computing
requirements, availability of data and training time. The training of deep neural networks
require lots of computation power and training time. In our case, to train a SSD model, it took
nearly 24 hours on a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU. The deep learning methods require
lots of data to train the network otherwise the network may overfit to training data and may not
generalize well to other data. The features learned from a neural network is specific to the
trained dataset, if not trained well, probably won't perform well for other images. Whereas,
some traditional algorithms like SURF can be used for applications such as correspondence
matching which don't require class specific knowledge. So, deep learning is not a unique
solution for every problem but in our case of object detection, it outperforms the traditional
techniques.

6. CONCLUSION
This work presents a comparison of traditional and deep learning approaches for the task of
object detection in traffic scenarios, in terms of mAP and processing speed. The traditional
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method of handcrafted feature descriptor like HOG and a linear SVM classifier is compared
with deep learning algorithms like SSD and YOLO. SSD algorithm is implemented with
different backbone architectures like VGG16, MobileNetV2 and ResNeXt50, similarly YOLO
algorithm is implemented with MobileNetV1 and ResNet50 architectures to compare the
performance of the approaches. The training of the algorithms is performed on PASCAL VOC
2007 and 2012 training and validation datasets and inference is performed on PASCAL VOC
2007 test set. For the calculation of mAP, we consider five classes namely, bicycle, bus, car,
motorbike and person, which are relevant for traffic scenarios. The training and inference is
performed on a NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2080 Ti GPU.
We presented both qualitative and quantitative results of the object detection for comparison of
traditional and deep learning approaches in Section 5. Qualitatively and quantitatively, the deep
learning approaches outperform the traditional approach both in accuracy and speed, as shown
in Figure 2 and Table 1 respectively. The deep learning approaches obtain above par real time
processing speed, which is significant for self-driving vehicles in traffic scenarios. SSD
algorithm is able to detect the small objects in the background (persons and cars in Figure 2b),
which is not the case with YOLO, this is due to the fact that SSD uses multi scale feature maps
which leverages small and large receptive fields to detect small and large objects. SSD with
MobileNetV2 architecture obtains higher processing speed due to depthwise separable
convolutions which drastically reduces the number of parameters in the network, but this
reduces the mAP compared to ResNeXt50 architecture. As a trade off between accuracy and
speed, one can consider SSD with VGG16 architecture to perform well.
In the traditional approaches, we use handcrafted features like SIFT, HOG etc. for applications
related to visual perception. The selection of handcrafted features is very subjective in nature
and it becomes a cumbersome task to select the feature descriptors when a large variety of
subjects are involved in the scene. On the other hand, deep learning architectures learn the
underlying patterns in the data and automatically work most relevant and salient features from
the data, which leverages the accuracy in certain computer vision applications (like object
detection). But, this is achieved at the cost of requiring lot of data and time to train the network
alongside with high computational power.
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ABSTRACT
Word vector representations are central to deep learning natural language processing models.
Many forms of these vectors, known as embeddings, exist, including word2vec and GloVe.
Embeddings are trained on large corpora and learn the word’s usage in context, capturing the
semantic relationship between words. However, the semantics from such training are at the
level of distinct words (known as word types), and can be ambiguous when, for example, a word
type can be either a noun or a verb. In question answering, parts-of-speech and named entity
types are important, but encoding these attributes in neural models expands the size of the input.
This research employs holographic compression of pre-trained embeddings, to represent a
token, its part-of-speech, and named entity type, in the same dimension as representing only the
token. The implementation, in a modified question answering recurrent deep learning network,
shows that semantic relationships are preserved, and yields strong performance.

KEYWORDS
Question Answering, Vector Embeddings, Holographic Reduced Representations, DrQA,
SQuAD

1. INTRODUCTION
Question answering (QA) is the natural language processing (NLP) task of selecting a span of
text from one or more context documents, as the answer to a specific question. The context
documents, referred to as passages in this paper, may be anything from a single sentence to a
collection of multiple documents. Early QA systems were symbolic and rule-based, but recently,
deep neural networks have become the standard for such systems, yielding excellent performance
while avoiding the brittleness of rule-based systems. The distributed representations learned in
these networks have been significantly enhanced by vector representations of word tokens,
known as embeddings.
Embeddings are dense, continuous vectors, learned from text corpora, which capture the
semantic relatedness of individual words from the context of surrounding words. It should be
noted that the relationship extracted here is not necessarily a synonymic one, but is rather one of
being in the company of similar words. Thus, the words love and hate are usually identified as
highly related embeddings, even though they are antonyms of each other, because they tend to
appear is similar contexts.
Commonly used embeddings in NLP include word2vec [1] and GloVe [2]. These embeddings
are pre-trained on large corpora (such as the Wikipedia text), and represent tokens as real-valued
vectors with 50 to 300 dimensions. Deep neural networks utilize vectors of individual tokens to
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
pp. 239-250, 2020. CS & IT - CSCP 2020
DOI: 10.5121/csit.2020.100919
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represent words, phrases, sentences, and higher aggregations of text, depending on the
application and underlying network topology. Embeddings are mostly computed at the level of
distinct words (known as word types). As such, there is a single vector for a word, regardless of
whether it may have more than one part-of-speech in its various uses in the training corpus.
Because of their importance to the task, many QA systems use the part-of-speech tag and named
entity type (Person, Organization, Money, Time, etc.) of individual words as separate features, in
extracting an answer. Doing so, however, expands the dimension of the input for each token,
potentially leading to the curse of dimensionality. This research eliminates the expansion in the
size of the input by using holographic compression on the vectors. Employing the proposed
approach, the part-of-speech tag and named entity type of each token is encoded without
increasing the size of the input, while providing the benefits generally associated with
dimensionality reduction: a decrease in overfitting and a reduction in processing time.
Holographic reduced representations (HRR) were devised by Tony Plate as a means for
combining two or more vectors of a given dimension, into a single vector having the same
dimension as only one of those components [3]. Thus, unlike the concatenation of two vectors of
dimension n which results in a vector of dimension 2n, HRR uses circular convolution to
combine vectors, without increasing the dimensionality of the resultant vector.
Recurrent neural networks (RNN) are commonly used to learn from sequences of data, such as
the words that form a sentence or larger collection of words [4]. Rather than feeding the entire
sequence as a single input (concatenated or superimposed in some way), individual elements of
the sequence are processed one at a time. The RNN is constructed so that at each time step, it
considers the current input element, along with a combined or accumulated representation of the
elements that preceded it, to update its learning. The long-short-term-memory (LSTM)
architecture has become ubiquitous in question answering applications in recent times [5] – [7].
DrQA is a question answering framework developed by Facebook Research, to answer open
domain questions from sources such as Wikipedia [8]. It is made up of two major components:
A piece to retrieve relevant documents for the question posed, known as the Document Retriever,
and the Document Reader, a multi-layer recurrent neural network that extracts the answer span
from the retrieved documents. The Document Reader’s input are individual tokens (represented
as 300-dimensional vectors), along with their part-of-speech tag and named entity type (encoded
as inputs of 50 and 19 elements respectively).
This paper describes experiments carried out to evaluate the use of HRR to compress each token,
its part-of-speech, and its named entity type (if any), into a single 300-dimensional vector.
Compared to DrQA, this decreases the width of the input data from 369 to 300, a reduction of
over 18%, thereby speeding up training. In Section 2, the background and prior related work is
described. Section 3 presents the holographic reduction process, including the slot and filler
scheme employed, and describes the modifications made to the Document Reader portion of
DrQA, to enable it to process the holographically compressed tokens. The framing of the
experiments are found in Section 4, with results and analysis are given in Section 5. The
conclusions and future research avenues are summarized in Section 6.

2. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
This research is based primarily on two prior works: holographic reduced representations, and
the DrQA question answering architecture. Each of these is described in turn below.
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2.1. Holographic Reduced Representations
Holographic reduced representations (HRR) apply algorithms from the field of signal processing,
namely circular convolution and its approximate inverse, circular correlation, to compress
multiple vectors of dimension n, into a single vector having that dimension [3]. In order to
accomplish this, elements of the initial vectors are superposed in the resulting vector. While
superposition can also be achieved by averaging two vectors element-wise, the average operation
is not invertible. Circular convolution, on the other hand, also results in a superposed vector, but
is an invertible operation. Circular convolution applied to vectors c (having elements c0, …, cn)
and x (with elements x0, …, xn), yields a vector t, having elements t0, …, tn . Figure 1 shows the
circular convolution compression of two vectors (c and x), each having three dimensions, into a
single three-dimensional vector, t, whose elements are computed as depicted.

Figure 1. Circular convolution (adapted from [3]).

Multiple holographically compressed vectors may be composed together by element-wise
summing or averaging. Thus, the composition operation enables compression of more than two
vectors into a single vector having the same dimension as a single constituent component.
Circular convolution is a commutative operation, and as such cannot be used to represent
complex structures, such as sequences or hierarchies, since order is lost. A recommended
approach for representing a complex structure such as a frame with slots, is to create a frame
label vector, and sum it with one or more slot label vectors, circularly convolved with their
respective filler vectors [3]. Various aspects of working with HRR vectors require that they be
(nearly) orthogonal. Pre-trained word vector embeddings do not necessarily have this
orthogonality property.
This research effort makes use of a holographically reduced frame and slot structure, to represent
the token, its part-of-speech tag, and named entity type. The approach followed results in quasiorthogonal vectors, and is fully described in Section 3.

2.2. DrQA
The DrQA question answering framework developed by Facebook Research [8] was designed to
answer open domain questions from large sources of information like Wikipedia. It is divided
into two primary components: the Document Retriever retrieves documents (from Wikipedia or
other sources) that may contain the answer to the question; the Document Reader identifies the
answer span from the retrieved text documents. In the original work, this latter component was
evaluated using SQuAD 1.1, a dataset consisting of a number of passages and over 100,000
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questions, whose answers are extractable from the passages as spans of text [9]. The experiment
described in this paper only makes use of the Document Reader and the SQuAD dataset. The
Document Retriever is not considered.
The neural network used in the Document Reader is a composite of multiple neural networks,
each having a distinct function. Tokens in both the question and the passage are encoded and
presented to the network. The question encoding simply takes the 300-dimensional GloVe
embedding for each token, passes it through a bidirectional LSTM, and combines the vector from
the hidden units via a weighted sum (whose weights are learned by the network). The passage
encoding is more complex, with each token represented by:





Its 300-dimension GloVe vector
Its part-of-speech tag
Its named entity type (if any)
A 4-element feature set, indicating: 1) whether the token matches a token in the question
exactly; 2) whether there is a case-insensitive match between the token and a token in the
question; 3) whether there is lemma form match between the token and a token in the
question; and 4) the token’s term frequency within the passage.

The above described representation for each passage token, and an attention-based real-valued
weighted measure (derived from a simple feed-forward network) which provides the similarity
between related but morphologically dissimilar words in the passage and question, such as hit
and single in the music (or baseball) sense, is run through a bidirectional LSTM. That output,
along with the weighted sum question representation, is fed to two bilinear attention classifiers:
one predicts the probability of the passage token being the start of the answer span, and the other
predicts the probability of it being the end of the answer span. The network’s output is a pair: the
passage token positions having the highest probabilities for being the start and end of the answer
span. The architecture of the Document Reader neural network is shown in Figure 2, and depicts
the partial representation of the question When did Beyoncé release Dangerously in Love? and
the portion of the passage containing the answer, that reads in part … Beyoncé’s debut album,
Dangerously in Love, … .

Figure 2. DrQA Architecture (adapted from [10]).
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2.3. Related Work
A search of literature yielded no instances of works that use HRR with DrQA, thus establishing
the novel aspect of this research. Only one prior work in general question answering utilizing
HRRs with neural networks was found [11]. In those experiments, the goal was to detect the
relationship between questions and answers (no mention of passages or context documents is
made). Their architecture differs significantly from this research, first passing pre-trained
embeddings for questions and answers into separate LSTMs, and passing the last hidden state
from each to a layer where a holographic representation is constructed for further processing. An
additional dissimilarity from this work is that circular correlation was used in constructing the
holographic representation, rather than circular convolution.
The Document Reader architecture was modified for this research as shown in Figure 3. The
passage input was changed to remove the previously separate encodings of parts-of-speech and
named entity types. These attributes are now compressed into the token embeddings. The
question input stage was altered to accept the compressed tokens which include part-of-speech
and named entity type, unlike in the original architecture. All other aspects were retained.

Figure 3. Modified Architecture.

3. METHODOLOGY
The experiments crafted for this research were designed to answer specific research questions:
Research question #1 – Can pre-trained word vector embeddings (which are not guaranteed to be
orthogonal to each other) be made (nearly) orthogonal by constructing holographic frame and
slot structures with them? The answer to this question is important, as the theory of holographic
reduced representations relies on vectors being orthogonal to each other.
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Research question #2 – Do holographically compressed token embeddings retain the semantic
relationships they possessed pre-compression? The value of embeddings pre-trained on large
corpora comes from the semantics that are learned from the various contexts in which words
appears. To take advantage of this benefit, those relationships must generally be preserved.
Research question #3 – How do compressed tokens (consisting of a holographic frame-slots
structure for the token, its part-of-speech, and its named entity type) perform, compared to
uncompressed embeddings with separate features for part-of-speech and name entity type, in the
DrQA Document Reader architecture? To hold promise for future applications, the accuracy
metrics of the proposed compression approach must be close or superior to those of the
unmodified method.
The methodology required work along two fronts. First, the pre-trained GloVe embeddings had
to be converted into their new holographically compressed embeddings form. After this was
done, the Document Reader architecture was adapted to accept the new input format. The
approach followed in each of these phases is detailed in the subsequent two sections.

3.1. Holographically Compressed Tokens
The method undertaken to compress a word token was to create a frame and slots structure, as
recommended in the seminal work [3]. In order to do this, several 300-dimensional vectors, were
randomly generated to represent labels for the frame and each slot, as well as each part-of-speech
tag and each named entity type. The structure was then constructed from the pre-trained GloVe
300-dimensional token vectors, and vectors for the frame label (HRRTOK), the token slot
(TOK), the token’s part-of-speech tag slot (POS), and the token’s named-entity type slot (ENT),
if one exists. The holographically compressed token (TOKHC) in this work is calculated as:
TOKHC = ( HRRTOK + TOK  token + POS  pos_tag + ENT  ne_type ) / m
where token, pos_tag, and ne_type are vectors for the fillers: the token, its part-of-speech, and
named entity type (if applicable), and  is the circular convolution operator. The value m is the
number of vectors summed (in the above example four vectors are summed). The division by
this factor normalizes the compressed vectors. Tokens that do not have a named entity type are
normalized by dividing by three). As an example, the token IBM would be represented as:
IBMHC = ( HRRTOK + TOK  IBM + POS  NNP + ENT  ORG ) / 4
The italicized and bolded fillers above are the vectors for the token (IBM), its part-of-speech
(NNP is the tag for proper noun), and named-entity type (ORG = organization). The vectors for
the frame and slot labels, each part-of-speech tag, and each named entity type were randomly
selected from a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1/n, where n is the dimensionality
of the vectors (300 in this case). While reduced holographic representations are generally
presented with vectors having dimensionality in the thousands, in this study the randomly drawn
vectors with 300 dimensions were sufficiently orthogonal, and their composition with the pretrained GloVe embeddings yielded a vocabulary represented by vectors nearly orthogonal to
each other, with the angle separating most pairs of vectors being greater than 75 degrees.

3.2. DrQA Document Reader Modifications
The source code for DrQA is available at https://github.com/facebookresearch/DrQA, under a
BSD license. Since only the Document Reader was to be used, a version modified to run that
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component stand-alone was downloaded from https://github.com/hitvoice/DrQA. This baseline
uses the spaCy natural language processing framework (https://spacy.io/) to determine parts-ofspeech and named entity types (the original uses the Stanford CoreNLP suite). GloVe
embeddings of 300 dimensions, trained on the 840 billion word corpus, were used.
The source code was downloaded and modified to accommodate the holographically compressed
token format. Changes were made to:


The preprocessing stage (this is where grammatical annotations are made and the
vocabulary of the SQuAD dataset is mapped to embeddings) – Since the compressed tokens
include the part-of-speech tag and named entity type, this meant that a simple word type
might no longer be distinct, as those attributes might be dissimilar in different contexts.
The raw token was constructed from the word type (in lowercase), concatenated with its
part-of-speech and named-entity type. As an example, the word type fish would be
converted in the sentences below to the word type shown in parentheses:
I like to fish early in the morning. (fishVB) - fish is a verb
That was the best fried fish I have ever eaten. (fishNN) – fish is a noun
This is Dr. Fish. (fishNNPPERSON ) – fish is a proper noun with type PERSON
While fish has a single pre-trained GloVe embedding, it maps to distinct compressed vectors
in the above examples. Additionally, no tokens are left without representation in this
research, as tokens that were not in GloVe were mapped to a special vector for unknown
word types. These two facts lead to an increase in the size of the vocabulary of the
holographically compressed tokens. In the experiment, the size of the vocabulary grew
from 91,590 to 158,454 distinct tokens. Each modified token was used as an index that
maps it to its holographically compressed vector, which is fed to the neural network.
The other change made to the preprocessing stage was the addition of holographic
compression for question tokens. It should be noted that this differs from the baseline
model, which does not use part-of-speech and named entity types for question tokens.
However, this change was made to keep the representations coherent for the attention
mechanism in the network.
The 4-tuple feature set of binary similarities and term frequency was retained for processing
without modification.



The neural network – Changes were made to the neural network to remove the paths for
input of the explicit part-of-speech tag and named-entity type features associated with
passage tokens, and to set it up to process only the compressed tokens and the 4-tuple. No
changes were required to the paths that process the question tokens, as those simply accept a
300-dimensional vector. The difference in this case is that the holographically compressed
vectors for the question tokens also contained the part-of-speech tag and named-entity type.

4. EXPERIMENTS
The experiments were constructed to facilitate a valid comparison between the DrQA Document
Reader in its original form (using only the pre-trained GloVe embeddings) and the
holographically compressed tokens constructed in this research. This included following the
model validation approach undertaken for DrQA.
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4.1. SQuAD Input Data
The SQuAD 1.1 question answering dataset [9] was used for this research. In this dataset, each
answer is a span from the passage (or context) from which the question is taken. The training set
used was made up of over 87K questions, and the validation data had over 10K questions.

4.2. Experimental Setup
The experiments were carried out in the same manner as was done for DrQA, including the
validation approach. The experiments were run twice: once for the baseline (unmodified)
Document Reader, and once using the holographically compressed tokens. Each experiment ran
for 40 epochs.

4.3. Model evaluation and data collection
An evaluation of the model was completed using the validation set, at the end of each epoch, as
was done in the original work. For consistency, two accuracy measures were collected at the
completion of all epochs: an exact match metric (the predicted span was correctly identified with
both the start and end indices), and a broader F1 measure for when the answer was correct, but
incomplete (e.g., the correct answer spanned the string John Smith, but the model selected the
span for either John or Smith).

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
This section contains the results and analysis of the experiments. The findings are presented as
they relate to each of the three research questions, in sections 5.1 through 5.3 respectively.

5.1. Orthogonality of the Holographic Vocabulary Vectors
In order to compose complex structures, such as sequences that represent a sentence, the
resulting holographically compressed tokens, must be (nearly) orthogonal. While the
experiments done here do not represent phrases or sentences, this effort was undertaken as a step
toward that capability. Given the size of the final vocabulary, a full pairwise set of distances
between the vectors was too computationally expensive to assess. Instead, to evaluate the
orthogonality of the embeddings, two disjoint lists of 100,000 tokens were selected at random,
and the cosine similarity for tokens at the same index position in those lists was calculated. In
nearly 94% of these cases, the cosine similarity was less than 0.25 (less than 15 degrees from
fully orthogonal). Since orthogonality is not an attribute of the GloVe embeddings, this
characteristic is directly attributable to the holographic compression attained through the
orthogonality of the frame and slot labels vectors used.

5.2. Preservation of Semantic Relationships
As was previously mentioned, the benefit of embeddings trained on large corpora is the robust
set of semantic relationships extracted from word usage in context. It would be desirable to
preserve these semantic relationships to the greatest extent possible. In the experiments, vectors
were mapped to different vector bases by the holographic reduction process, making it
impossible to retain the exact relationships that existed between tokens prior to their
transformation. The approach taken in evaluating the preservation of semantic relationships was
to select core tokens randomly, and to analyze the composition of their neighborhoods (which
tokens are closest it?) in both bases. In each of the next figures, the core token is encircled and
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its ten closest neighbors in both spaces are shown. The data is visualized in two dimensions by
use of the t-SNE technique [12].
Figure 4, depicting the token radially, shows a case where the semantic positions are largely
preserved, and only one token differs between the methods. The holographically reduced
neighborhood does not include the embedding for actuating, adding in its stead a different, but
semantically related, token (the embedding for protrusion).

Figure 4. Vector neighborhoods for the token radially.

The neighborhood for the token sprint is shown in Figure 5. Most neighbors are similar in the
two cases, with tokens Sprint and sprints holding the same relative positions. However, the
relationships of many neighbors shifted (javelin, moto, race, racing, sprinter, and sprinting).
The holographic embeddings omit tokens triathlon and racer, and include champion and relay.

Figure 5. Vector neighborhoods for the token sprint.

Finally, Figure 6 portrays the neighborhoods for token shared. This was a case where there were
significant differences between the two sets of embeddings. Only four neighbors are in common,
with two holding their relative positions (share and sharing), and two showing some
displacement (own and Shared). Tokens both, communal, experiences, family, personal, and
together do not appear in the holographic neighborhood, which instead includes embeddings for
access, contributed, ideas, linked, others, and realized.
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Figure 6. Vector neighborhoods for the token shared.

A detailed pairwise analysis was done on the composition of the neighborhoods. Specifically,
the ten neighbors were sorted by their distance from the core token in both the unmodified and
holographically compressed cases. The results showed that approximately: 18% of the vectors
in each neighborhood were in the same relative position in both cases; 43% were present in both
neighborhoods, but were shifted in distance; and 39% of words in the neighborhoods were
disjoint between the two sets. In the disjoint cases, the departures seen were deemed reasonable
by a manual review. Although the words that differ are semantically related to the core token,
additional research is needed to better characterize these differences and their potential impact on
applications.

5.3. Accuracy Metrics
Training took place over 40 epochs for each case, and the best model was selected based on the
F1 score. For the unmodified Document Reader, F1 was 78.23%. That model yielded an exact
match score of 68.83%. These values are consistent with those reported in the original DrQA
research [8]. The holographically compressed approach’s best model had an F1 measure of
76.28%, with exact match at 66.70%. The scores are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Summary of Accuracy Metrics.

Unmodified Document Reader
Holographically Compressed Tokens

F1
78.23%
76.28%

Exact Match
68.83%
66.70%

While the performance attained fell short of the original work, it did not do so by much: both the
exact match measure and the F1 metric were around two percentage points below the level for
DrQA Document Reader. Furthermore, this research effort mirrored the approximately 10%
difference seen between these two measures in the original case. As an initial effort without
detailed optimization, the results point to a promising method that has the potential to be refined
for better results.
On the positive side, the time for completion of individual epochs decreased by over 30% in the
holographically compressed tokens case, due to the reduction in the input data width.
Notwithstanding the added 22 minutes of preprocessing time (a one-time cost) incurred as a
result of compressed token construction and a larger vocabulary, the faster training resulted in a
savings of more than 75 minutes over the 40 epochs. This increased performance in speed is
significant since it allows for more training epochs to be completed in the same period of time.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
The experiments in this research explored the viability of holographic reduced representations, as
a means for compressing additional information into a token’s fixed-dimensional vector
embedding. To relate this effort to prior work for which a comparison baseline existed, an
existing question answering framework was modified to evaluate the proposed methodology. The
experiments done provide a launching point for future research in other deep learning
frameworks, and for other natural language processing tasks.

6.1. Limitations
The expansion of the vocabulary size is the main limitation of the proposed approach. As an
example, if additional information, like the output of a dependency parser, was to be
holographically compressed with the token, its part-of-speech, and named-entity type, the
vocabulary could become prohibitively large. This could prevent referring to stored embeddings
with an index, a common practice in natural language work. Although this constraint could be
circumvented by feeding the computed embeddings directly to the neural network, without first
storing them in an embedding layer (that could be loaded as needed), this is undesirable for large
problems as it would necessitate completion of both preprocessing and training/evaluation in
single runs of the model.

6.2. Conclusions
The main contributions of this work fall in three areas: 1) construction, using HRR, of nearly
orthogonal vectors representing a token’s pre-trained embedding, its part-of-speech, and its
named entity type, 2) documentation of results of experiments assessing the preservation of
semantics after applying HRR, and 3) the favorable performance metrics attained, when
compared to the baseline system. The fact than this non-optimized holographic compression
model came within two percentage points of the original Document Reader, makes this a
promising method for further investigation and improvements. Although one might have
expected that the expansion of the size of the vocabulary by over 70% would degrade the
accuracy significantly, this was not the case.
When combined with an over 30% speedup in training time, these experiments clearly
demonstrate that holographically compressed token embeddings are viable in deep learning for
question answering, and warrant further investigation in this and other application areas.

6.3. Future Work
This work was undertaken to set the stage for further investigation into holographically
compressed token embeddings, by evaluating the necessary condition of the orthogonality of its
representations, and measuring the preservation of pre-trained semantic relationships. Possible
avenues for future work include:
 Characterize the semantic shifting that happens as a result of using HRR. Investigate
their direct impact and identify potential remedies.
 Study the impact on performance, of compressing additional information into the token’s
representation. Information from a dependency parse is a good candidate.
 Remove the 4-tuple feature set from the input data. In the original work, removal of
these features had very little impact on the metrics.
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 Devise a method to encode sequences, such as sentences, with HRR, and use those
representations as input to the network (rather than word tokens). This exploration
would likely be need to be accompanied transitioning to a different (non-RNN) neural
network architecture.
 Assess compressed tokens in different NLP applications. The proposed methodology
was applied to question answering due to the availability of a baseline that made use of
embeddings semantics and of elements that could be compressed into a single vector
(part-of-speech tags and named entity typed). However, it lends itself to exploration in
many other areas.
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A Semantic Question Answering in a Restricted
Smart Factory Domain Attaching to Various
Data Sources
Orçun Oruç
Technische Universität Dresden, Software Technology Group,
Nöthnitzer Strasse 46, 01187, Dresden

Abstract. Industrial manufacturing has become more interconnected between smart devices such
as the industry of things edge devices, tablets, manufacturing equipment, and smartphones. Smart
factories have emerged and evolved with digital technologies and data science in manufacturing
systems over the past few years. Smart factories make complex data enables digital manufacturing and smart supply chain management and enhanced assembly line control. Nowadays, smart
factories produce a large amount of data that needs to be apprehensible by human operators
and experts in decision making. However, linked data is still hard to understand and interpret
for human operators, thus we need a translating system from linked data to natural language or
summarization of the volume of linked data by eliminating undesired results in the linked data
repository. In this study, we propose a semantic question answering in a restricted smart factory
domain attaching to various data sources. In the end, we will perform qualitative and quantitative
evaluation of the semantic question answering, as well as discuss findings and conclude the main
points with regard to our research questions.
Keywords: Semantic Web, Web 3.0, Information Retrieval, Natural Language Processing, Industry 4.0.

1

Introduction

Currently, a vast amount of unlabeled data can not be used by applications; therefore, World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) decided to create standardization of the
Web 3.0 called Semantic Web to apply Linked Open Data 1 concept. In this concept, hypertext ad-hoc documents of the web sites have been connected through
links such as Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs)2 . As part of this development,
Fraunhofer IWU started to organize its smart factories that are capable of generating structured linked data. Smart factories can use real-time data or linked data
so as to diminish bottlenecks in assembly lines, provide predictive maintenance,
enhance human-machine interaction with digitalization.
The present study introduces a human-machine-interaction concept for smart
factories in terms of linked data processing integrated into a question answering.
1
2

https://lod-cloud.net/
https://www.w3.org/DesignIssues/LinkedData.html
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The Semantic Web is a state-of-the-art research area that orchestrates the use of
understanding in linked data between humans to machines and machines to machines. You can link data and documents to external data through linked data. In
the present day, smart factories equipped with intelligent manufacturing devices,
sensors, and actuators create a massive amount of data.
A semantic question answering is used for information retrieval to provide answers to questions through linked data. The proposed semantic question answering
can understand complex natural language expressions, and it can respond to the
user by answers. Mainly, the semantic question answering system employs unstructured data or structured data. We obtain linked data generated by an OPC-UA
Server named Dynamic Server and the eniLINK [5] streaming data. The empirical analysis indicates the answer return rate and precision; therefore, it evaluates
the usability for a human operator, experts, or an end-user web application. The
goal of this research is to show an approach of semantic question answering for a
smart factory that utilizes the natural language expressions as sentences, questions
or keywords to give a precise and rapid answer to human operators or experts.
The question answering system is an essential part of human-computer interaction in the manufacturing industry. Human operators navigate a database of produced parts in the manufacturing data and the data with regard to the production
line. The problem that we faced is a necessity of an aggregated information extraction tool at a smart factory by utilizing restricted domain linked data. Current
researches do not tackle the problem as a whole in industrial manufacturing. We
would like to solve the issue that can influence human operators or factory workers
who spend a considerable amount of time on operating machines through smart
devices. Question answering researchers generally perform research processes on the
open-domain question answering. Even if they research restricted-domain question
answering, industrial manufacturing and smart factory domain have never been
observed before. Because of the amount of data size and semantically untagged
streaming data in the manufacturing industry, we emphasize the importance of
question answering for human operators and experts who work in different divisions
in a smart factory.
The objective of this study is to develop a question answering providing preciseness and accuracy through Industry 4.0 lexicon (Uniform Resource Descriptor-based
vocabulary). We would like to perform two major tasks, which are: construction of
semantic triples and question answering utilizing the predefined semantic triples.
The aspect of the construction of the semantic triples, question answering should
use a common linked data format that is underlying semantic web technology. For
instance, various data sources have different data types, which leads us to a conversion step to common linked data formats such as Resource Description Framework
(RDF) or Ontology Web Language (OWL). In the context of question answering
employing the predefined semantic triples, the semantic question answering systems
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rely on the initiated lexicons. In the case of open-domain questions, lexicons have
standards so that a developer can use them without the burden of the conversion
between data formats. Due to the fact that restricted domains have no standard
question answering system, we will define various benchmarking methods to find
answers to our research questions.
This paper has been structured as follows: Section 2 will provide a brief overview
of smart factories and Industry 4.0 and serialization process of linked data from another type of data such as the Information Model and from streaming data to the
linked data. Section 3 introduces the theoretical background of natural language
understanding and practical implementation of the question answering. Section 4
summarizes the research approach of the semantic question answering aspect of the
smart factory constructed by Fraunhofer IWU. In Section 5, we implement an application and we give the implementation details of the present study. As for Section 6,
we will explain the test environment; accordingly, we give the results of the semantic question answering. Section 7 explains the state-of-the-art status the Industry
4.0 and Smart Factories. Then, we answer specified research questions in order to
clarify key points with discussion in Section 8. Finally, we conclude in Section 9.

2
2.1

Background
Smart Factories and Industry 4.0

The definition of the smart factory has been explored over the past few years. Essentially, a smart factory consists of new integrable technological terms such as Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence through intelligent devices such as tablets,
smartphones, and sensors to make apprehensible models from unknown data areas
in the manufacturing. Industry 4.0 is a defined term that relates to the notion
of smart factory bringing researchers to find state-of-the-art applications such as
question answering systems, manufacturing augmented reality, and semantic sensor
networks.
A smart factory is a highly digitized and connected production facility that relies
on smart manufacturing [1]. This concept is one of the key outcomes of Industry
4.0, which intelligently changes manufacturing technologies. Smart manufacturing
is a term coined by a set of departments of the United States [2]. The central power
of the smart factory is that it makes data collection possible. Additionally, sensors
enable the monitoring of specific processes throughout the factory that increases
awareness of what is happening on multiple levels [3].
The development of Industry 4.0 has a significant influence on the manufacturing industry. In the era of smart manufacturing systems, Industry 4.0 needs to
standardize all connection pipelines in smart factories. The primary objectives of
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Industry 4.0 are making the manufacturing technologies of factories more capable of handling semantic triples, optimizing the chain of processes, and enhancing
the capabilities of communication with each other. Moreover, Industry 4.0 enforces
end-to-end digital integration of engineering throughout the value chain to facilitate
highly customized products, thus reducing internal operating costs [4].

2.2

Linked Data Serialization

The Semantic Data for OPC Unified Architecture Information Model
OPC Unified Architecture was developed for devices of industrial internet of things
to remedy problems about service orientation, loose coupling, and object-orientation
paradigm. The OPC UA has evolved from OPC to OPC UA over the past few
decades and the architectural design was entirely changed. The fundamental disadvantage of OPC was that the OPC was restricting devices to connect just to
Windows-based operating systems. After developing the Distributed OPC and OPC
UA ideas, the foundation of Open Platform Communications has constructed a viable concept that consists of object-oriented, loose-coupling, and service orientation
in manufacturing systems.
Aside from the OPC UA is a complex protocol; the OPC UA is one of the
ubiquitous communication protocols that can be used in the various stages of the
manufacturing. Thanks to the OPC client-server architecture, any devices can connect to the protocol in a manufacturing system. A programmable logic controller,
a sensor, or an actuator can connect to the same server, and they can assign their
values into different folder organizations to represent data in an address space. The
address space is a data plane for an OPC UA server; hence it should coordinate variables, methods, objects, and nodes respectively. An end-user can identify primitive
and user-defined types so that the complex structure of devices can be represented
as a whole in a big data plane. However, this data plane only provides definitions
and types.
The Information Model supports object-oriented paradigms such as abstraction
and inheritance between References and Objects. It is well known that an object
can live as a Node Class in the address space. The objects may have relationships
with other objects in the Information Model. Utilizing References, a user can traverse in the address space of OPC UA to reach all levels of nodes and variables.
Nevertheless, neither the Address Space of OPC UA nor the Information Model
is unable to understand the meaning of data. The semantic understanding of the
OPC UA Information Model has a vital role in performing an answering question
system. The Information Model holds all device-specific information such as device
type, data changes of the device, vendor type, and relationship between devices. These
information sources can be helpful to human operators or experts aspect of system
information concerning manufacturing systems.
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Mapping the OPC UA Data into Semantic Data The primary data sources
are semantically parsed data from eniLINK [5] and the OPC-UA server in Fraunhofer IWU named Dynamic Server. In the phase of the OPC UA server-generated
data, we used an SDK, which is published by FreeOPCUA3 and TU-Dresden4 .
We contributed to the aforementioned projects with extra conversion steps such as
XSLT and triple store processing.
OPC UA standard utilizes an information model and the information model can
be used to simulate OPC UA Servers with Extensible Markup Language (XML).
Due to the nature of the XML language, it is a language that depends on strong
hierarchical elements and has own data model with elements and attributes that are
hardly parseable. However, semantic data such as Resource Description Framework
(RDF) can employ triples with the SPARQL query language.
The algorithm, as shown in Algorithm 1, identifies tree elements of a node by
taking namespace indexes. The namespace index contains node ids. Once a user
browses from a node to another, the user needs to know the node identification
number. If the user did not scan the total number of references, the application
should get all nodes that have references until the algorithm reaches all of the mesh
networks. Accumulated nodes are inserted into a list to export an XML format. After
obtaining XML structures, the system can convert the elements into linked data such
as Turtle RDF through Extensible Stylesheet Language Transformations (XSLT).
XSLT can transform from the XML format to the RDF format by minimizing
the nodes without resources called blank nodes. Once the application is converted
to RDF/XML format, graph libraries can deal with the conversion process into
triple formats. The application takes only care of the uniform locator identifier to
do a conversion, and then the application ought to arrange uniform locators by
considering different from ’example.org’.

3

Theory of the Natural Language Understanding

In natural language processing, we need to identify the structure of a natural expression to reach the step of Query Formulation. The following methods that we
used in the practical application are concisely given.
Preprocessing and Tokenization: Chiefly, all of the natural language processing tasks starting with preprocessing, which means cleaning the data for specific
tasks that could be the reduction of non-optimized data and discrepancies between
the values or removing non-related morphological properties. A question answering
system should parse natural language expressions as tokens. Tokenization is the
initial step for part-of-speech tagging to parse from a natural language to lexical
grammatical structure such as verbs, nouns, cardinal numbers, or adjectives.
3
4

http://freeopcua.github.io/
https://github.com/plt-tud/opc_ua_xml_export_client
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function MainFunction()
export = ServerExport(serverurl, filename)
export.IMPORT NODES(serverurl)
export.EXPORT FILE(outputFile, namespaces)
end function
function Build Node Tree(nodes)
client ← GetEndpoint()
client ← Client(serverurl)
nodecumulated ←None
nodeID ←0
for node < nodes do
nodecumulated = node.nodeid.Namespaceindex
for ref < node.getreferences() do
nodecumulated.extend( ref.nodeid.Namespaceindex
end for
nodecumulated = list(set(nodecumulated)
end for
return nodeID
end function
function Import Nodes(serverurl)
client = Client(serverurl)
client.connect()
for ns < client.getNamespaces() do
namespaces[client.getNamespaceIndex(ns)] = ns
end for
root = client.getRootNode()
child = client.iterateChildNodes()
end function
function Export File(outputF ile, namespaces = N one)
if namespaces != None then
for node != nodes do
if node.nodeid.namespaceindex is namespaces then
nodes = [node]
else
nodes = list(nodes)
end if
end for
end if
export = XmlExport(client)
export.BUILD NODE(nodes)
export.appendXML(outputFile)
end function

Algorithm 1: Node Extraction

. Starting point

. Node Formatting

. Clear duplicates
. Return node id list
. Traverse Node

. Export into XML
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Lemmatization and Stemming: Lemmatization and Stemming are similar to
each other with one difference. While a stemming algorithm is used to find syntactical structures, a lemmatization algorithm looks for a semantic structure. Stemming
clears out the morphological structure of suffix and prefixes. In our proposed system,
we are supposed to use a lemmatizer and stemmer to reduce lexical complexities. A
lemmatizer is used to examine the morphological analysis of verbs, e.g. from "contains" and "contained" to "contain". Then we need to take this verb to map it into
a predicate to construct a SPARQL query. The lemmatization and stemming are
part of the normalization process in terms of morphological properties.
Part-of-Speech Tagging: It is a preprocessing step for parse trees to identify
item taggers such as verbs, adjectives, or nouns. A sentence consists of a couple of
structures including expressions like nouns, verbs, pronouns, prepositions, adverbs,
conjunctions, participles, and articles that are the main categories of part-of-speech
processing [7]. The part-of-speech (POS) tagger mostly applies the Markov Model [7]
that is a part of statistical natural language understanding. The Markov Model
stands for a state that can depend on the current state, but there is no dependency
between previous states. For instance, a noun or a verb defines its neighbors, e.g.
nouns are preceded by determiners, adjectives, verbs [7]. As an example, a chess
player moves any chess piece according to the last movement of a rival rather than
guessing from the first movement of the competitor. In this way, pre-saved corpora
that have a massive amount of words have to be tagged by the POS Tagger.
Parsing: The approach of parsing is two-fold, which is the rule-based approach
and the probabilistic approach [8]. The rule-based approach is a top-down approach
to solve problems via predefined rules such as regex-parsing and character-based
parsing. Therefore, a question answering system should define rules precisely to
get the correct answer. Open-domain question answering systems use this approach
because of the high complexity of the bottom-up approach and broad question types.
Nevertheless, the rule-based approach could give undesirable results to question
answering systems in restricted-domain so that this could be a time-wasting and an
error-prone approach.
A dependency parser analyzes the grammatical structure of a sentence, and it
gives information about the relationship among them. The dependency parser also
defines the relationship between dependent words and root words. Thus, we can
identify the center verbs or dependent nouns of complex sentences. This parser
utilizes a dependency treebank file and word embedding files. Chiefly, a dependency
parser applies the supervised machine learning method to reach a syntactical and
semantical result. A constituency (phrase) parser is likely to be known as a phrase
parser that has an objective is to check the grammatical structure of sentences by
parsing the chunks of morphological structure. The constituency parser may not
handle the relationship among language items. The dependency parser examines
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the grammatical structure of given natural expressions to identify the relationship
between a root word and dependent words that relate to the root word.
Named-Entity Recognition: It is a subtask of information extraction to locate and classify named entities with pre-classified labels, such as names of people,
organizations, locations, etc. By using this method one can identify the item of a
sentence as a domain-specific one. It solves the problem of recognition in the same
way that the chunking method does. However, the named-entity recognition may be
trained with labeled data and it is a more advanced technique than the chunking
technique, which has deep and shallow parsing methods.
Similarity Analysis: Sentence similarity is used to compare two string inputs
to achieve indicative questions like “Is the system health good?”. Mainly, this similarity method leverages averaging word vectors such as word2vec and glove that
implement Euclidean Distance, Manhattan Distance, or Cosine Similarity [7]. In
the following, three similarity methods that we analyzed are introduced:
The Levenshtein Distance denotes the calculation time that could be O(|s1| x
|s2|) using O(min(|s1|, |s2|)) space. After calculating the distance between s1 and
s2, the result is divided into the maximum length of string [9]. The Jaro Winkler
has a transposition matrix t with common characters that are calculated together
to reach the similarity value [16]. The Jaccard Similarity algorithm takes into consideration the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of two sets [9].
Under the same test data and methods, similarity levels of the Jaccard, Jaro Winkler, and Levenshtein are 0.8095, 0.7544, and 0.58 respectively. The higher score
shows a better performance for similarity measurement.
To calculate the word-based similarity, we perform the WordNet with glove vectors. Such vectors are pre-calculated synset values that are compiled and stored
into a file. These synset values show the similarity value with the cosine similarity
algorithm. The WordNet can calculate the similarity of an acronym and hypernym
except for synonym. The calculation of semantic similarity is a hard and complicated
process. As we will explain in the following scenario, two phrases such as ‘Internet
of Things’ and ’Mesh Network’ are semantically similar. The first implies “the network of physical objects with electronics, software, sensors, and connectivity” and
the latter implies “the topology of a network whose components are all connected
directly to every other component”. We cannot easily calculate this semantic similarity. Instead of calculating semantic similarity, we can calculate word vectors of
verbs and nouns related to similarity synset. If a computed synset value is above
the threshold value, a question answering can accept these two strings that are
constructed similarly. In the practical implementation, we have used verb synonym
similarity to map onto <IRI: predicate> triples.
Question Classification: Questions should be categorized to get the correct
answer. It is a part of question processing that can parse the question input and
assign it to the correct labels. Machine learning methods can define the derivation
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of an expected answer. This paper utilized Logistic Regression and Support Vector
Machine for the question classification phase. While the support vector machine
was classifying the question with TREC Dataset 5 , the logistic regression examines
the type of question at the Github repositories6 7 . Questions are grouped with
coarse-grained labels, which are Abbreviation, Entity, Description, Human, Location, and Numeric. Furthermore, another dataset that we have trained with Logistic Regression is comprising of ’what’, ’quantity questions-how many, how much,
’who’, ’unknown’, and ’why’ labels. The Logistic Regression and Linear Support Vector Classification have supervised machine-learning methods by identifying coarsegrained question indicators with pre-trained labels. Logistic Regression estimates
the parameter with a logistic function. The type of regression allows classifying the
aforementioned labels according to multi-labels. The Support Vector Machine aims
to improve the quality of hyperplane that separates multi-class labels. Linear SVC 8
is such a method that implements a linear kernel function through the Support Vector Machine. The Newton-cg has a gradient descent function that reduces the error
rate during each iteration to find out the global minimum. The Limited BFGS is
an optimization method that can be used instead of Newton-cg. Logistic Regression Cross-Validation (CV) 9 applies cross-validation to train and test datasets by
splitting at particular percentages between them. Lastly, results have been listed in
Table 1.
Parameters

Precision

F1

Recall

Newton-cg
Linear SVC
Limited BFGS
Logistic Regression
CV
Linear SVC for LiRoth Taxonomy

95.55%
92.75%
94.21%
95.63%

95.56%
92.76%
94.22%
95.63%

95.57%
92.77%
94.23%
95.64%

65%

45.5%

35%

Table 1: The evaluation of the Question Classification

4

Research Approach

Research Questions:
5
6
7
8
9

https://trec.nist.gov/data.html
https://github.com/swapkh91/Question-Classification
https://github.com/5hirish/adam_qas
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/svm.html
https://scikit-learn.org/stable/modules/generatedsklearn.linear_model.
LogisticRegressionCV.html
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1. RQ-1: Can a semantic question answering utilize heterogeneous linked data sources
(e.g., OPC UA Information Model, streaming data, static data) in the domain
of smart factory?
2. RQ-2: What are the requirements of the Semantic Question Answering for smart
factories?
3. RQ-3: Can we generalize our approach to other plants and how did we contribute
to the research area?

RQ-1: Today, a smart factory creates a massive amount of data by leveraging big
data analysis technology. However, the data source suffers from comprehensible
by humans. This research question relates to the implementation of a serialization
process into linked data. This research question evaluates the types of data sources
by implementing an application.
RQ-2: This research question relates to the algorithm design thinking and domainsspecific requirements to fulfill information retrieval theory and natural language
understanding. This question has to evaluate the practical application.
RQ-3: This research question examines the viability of the proposal in an aspect
of the division of a plant or a smart factory. Generated new test questions set to
evaluate our semantic question answering.

5

Implementation

We implement a mixed parsing based approach to define essential elements of a
natural query. The major priority is to detect <subject-predicate-object> triples
and then map the verbs and nouns onto template SPARQL. This template was
created according to the requirements of a smart factory. For instance, dynamic
queries that fetch information from streaming data possibly need SUM, AVG, and
MIN filter statements of SPARQL language.
As for static queries, we have hierarchical triples that contain units of the smart
factory and linked data of the Information Model. Listing 1.1 and 1.2 show examples
regarding hierarchical triples of the smart factory of eniLINK and instantiated linked
data of specific domains such as OPC UA. Such predicates <factory:contains>
should be parsed and they need to be matched with verbs. However, this may
lead us to a misconception to match the synonym verb of predicates. Therefore, as
illustrated in Figure 1, we inserted an extra step to identify the synonym of verbs.
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Listing 1.1: Sample triples of the eniLINK hierarchical data [10]
1 <http://linkedfactory.iwu.fraunhofer.de/linkedfact
2 ory/linkedfactory/demofactory/machine10>
3 factory:contains
4 <http://linkedfactory.iwu.fraunhofer.de/linkedfact
5 ory/demofactory/machine10/sensor1>,

Fig. 1: Natural Language Processing for Question Answering

After taking input from any user, stop-word preprocessing starts to filter unnecessary characters such as question marks, exclamation points, commas, dots,
or determiners. Tokenization is the next step to reduce the size of characters to
provide optimization in natural language processing and it reduces the complexity
of instances of sequence characters. Lemmatization and stemming are fundamental steps before WordNet verb analysis since the primary target is to extract verb,
nouns, and related chunking to formulate a SPARQL query that can answer.
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There is an if-else statement for the named-entity recognition after finding synonyms of the verb. As previously explained, it is a way of extracting the most
common entities such as locations or names. A question answering application can
face problems in identifying domain-specific names, locations, or organizations. For
instance, the linkedfactory can be comprehensible for Fraunhofer IWU’s smart factory, but another smart factory or different domain may not know what kind of
entity this is. Therefore, if the question answering can catch the entity-relationship
pair as shown in Figure 2, the question answering system inserts natural expressions
into shallow and deep syntactic parsing.

Listing 1.2: Sample triples of the linked OPC UA Data
1 <unknown:namespace#UANodeSet/UAVariable_321>

:BrowseName "0:

,→ MinSupportedSampleRate" ;
:DataType "Duration" ;
3
:NodeId "i=2017" ;
4
:ParentNodeId "i=2013" ;
5
:DisplayName <unknown:namespace#UANodeSet/UAVariable_321/
,→ DisplayName> .
6 <unknown:namespace#UANodeSet/UAVariable_321/DisplayName> rdf:value "
,→ MinSupportedSampleRate" .
2

For dynamic queries, the question answering system applies a similarity measurement. In Algorithm 2, the similarity flag employs a sentence similarity in the
following case. "Is the system in trouble ?" is a reasoning query. The system should
interpret this query, and the system needs to know exactly the semantic meaning of the sentence. However, the above-mentioned approach is similarity-based
identification. When a user asked a question "Is the system trouble for sensor1 in
machine1?" the semantic question answering can interpret a reasoning question
through machine-readable annotations.

The architecture has provided a SPARQL endpoint for local static data, and
the Key-Value Internal Service (KVIN) presents a SPARQL Endpoint for timeseries data. We are using different techniques for different question types. In case
of a given natural language expression as below, we can specify deep and shallow
parsing diagram, as depicted in Figure 2:

"Could you tell me which one contains fofab?"
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Fig. 2: An example sentence from Stanford CoreNLP [11].
We specified noun and verb phrases at a basic level so that they are using a
shallow parsing that can alleviate the constituency-parsing disambiguations. If the
system catches the right verb-noun pairs, it should eliminate expressions to reach the
origin of the noun or verb. Such expressions may represent determiners, adjectives,
or pronouns. As shown in Figure 3, the system has two verbs that it needs to map the
predicate of triple onto the Turtle RDF data source. If it may find out the similarity
level of ’contains’ and ’tell’, the question answering could say the essential verb to
be evaluated. However, the order of a verb is important for direct and indirect
questions. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, multiple objects have relationships with
the head verbs ’tell’ and ’contains’. Subjects and objects can inverse the order of the
SPARQL query. In this case, the system needs to identify universal dependencies
10 . The named-entity recognition can show the types of relationships as illustrated
in Figure 5 and Figure 6. A drawback of this identification is a particular keyword
can perplex of the identifier, noun, etc. In essence, the question answering system
needs more in-depth analyses to solve the perplexities of unique keywords and opendomain words.

10

https://universaldependencies.org/
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1: function Query Formulation(naturalinput)
2:
query ← QueryW ithP ref ixes
3:
r ← contituent.parse.tree
4:
indirectdependency ← dependendency.parse.tree
5:
while nodes 6= leaf s.terminal do
. Until leaf nodes(Terminals)
6:
verbs ← Parser(nodes)
7:
nouns ← Parser(nodes)
8:
similarityf lag ← WordLatenAnalysis(verbs)
9:
if StaticInformation is True then
10:
indirectdependencyF lag ← DependencyParser(nodes)
11:
if similarityflag and IndirectDependency is true then
12:
object ←nouns
13:
predicate ←verbs
14:
query += object + predicate + ?subject
15:
else
16:
subject ←nouns
17:
predicate ←verbs
18:
query += ?object + predicate + subject
19:
end if
20:
end if
21:
if DynamicInformation is True then
22:
predicate ← Parser(nodes)
23:
object ← Parser(nodes)
24:
similarityf lag ← SentenceSimilarity(input)
25:
query += object + predicate + ?subject
26:
end if
27:
end while
28:
return query
29: end function

Algorithm 2: Query Formulation
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Fig. 3: A Reversed Query Dependency Parser [11]

Fig. 4: A Direct Query with Dependency Parser [11]

Fig. 5: Named-Entity Recognition Stanford CoreNLP [11]

Fig. 6: Named-Entity Recognition with OpenIE [11]

6
6.1

Evaluation
Test Environment

In the evaluation phase, the data sources linked data from the OPC UA Server,
eniLINK linked data that consist of elements under the linkedfactory [12] and
streaming data that resides in eniLINK. As previously detailed in Linked Data
Serialization (2.2), we have a heterogeneous data source for the semantic question
answering. Generated data from OPC UA has no particular namespace definition
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unless we define it explicitly. However, the user-defined IRIs definition has drawbacks such as collision or non-extendibility. Linked data that has been instantly
generated triples makes the structure complex so that two subjects of the list can
collide with identical-defined IRIs. In this case, all namespaces are generated with
http://www.example.org/ and "<unknown_namespace>". In Table 2, answer return rate means that an answer takes round-trip time after prompting a question
or keyword in the system. Querying style indicates the type of queries that we can
enter and coverage shows the source of data that has been created. As for the size
parameter in Table 2, the size of the dataset that we generated from OPC UA
Server has 19,687, which is 2 MB sized Turtle File. The Linkedfactory triples relate
to hierarchical triples that have 70 triples as Turtle format and we test the question
answering with manually generated questions through Intel Core i7-2720QM CPU
@ 2.20 GHz, 2201 MHz, and x64 based Windows 10 Pro.
As compared to an open-domain question answering dataset, we have limited
semantic triples that can be utilized by the semantic question answering. Even if
the size of data is relatively big in manufacturing applications, the quality of data
should be annotated and the number of predicates is one of the biggest restrictions
in the semantic dataset. This restriction leads us to another restriction, which is a
limited vocabulary about industrial automation.
As a result, up-to-dateness supports update statement in SPARQL in a question
answering system supports. Lastly, query formulation assistance displays to the endusers about the type of assistant module that is used in a question answering system.
6.2

Result

Evaluation criteria exhibit Recall ; Accuracy, Precision, and F1 Score of answers
against semantic question answering system, as shown in Table 3. General evaluation parameters for a restricted domain question answering are not only limited to
responding to questions but also we can assess with speed, user interaction, querying
style (keywords, browsing, spell checker, abbreviation recognition). In the following
formulas, TP, TN, FN, and FP denote true positive, true negative, false negative,
false positive respectively.
P rediction = T P/(T P + F P )

(1)

Recall = T P/(T P + F P )

(2)

F 1 − Score = 2x(P recisionxRecall)/(P recision + Recall)

(3)

Accuracy = (T P + T N )/(T P + F P + F N + T N )

(4)

The precision (1) presents an expected answer that was correctly predicted
against the total responses. F1 Score (3) is a balanced weight average between
the Recall and Precision. The recall (2) is the proportion of correctly answered
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questions with respect to the number of questions. The accuracy of the model (4)
explains the model that has a ratio of accurately predicted observation to the entire
inspection.
Test questions were created with a combination of keywords and elements of
sentences, as listed in Table 4. Due to the domain restriction, the generation of test
questions has a goal that responds to the questions precisely ranging from keywords
to complex natural input. The target data source is a mixed source that combines
static and streaming data. In the appendix, readers can observe combinations of
test questions to use for further improvements.

Evaluation Parameters
Answer Return Rate

Querying Style
Coverage
Size
Up-to-dateness
Query Formulation Assistance

Properties
QA against generated data from OPC
UA - 23.25 seconds average
QA against static query from RDF file
of the eniLINK - 18.92 seconds average
QA against dynamic query from
streaming data - 17.48 seconds
QA against Template Based OpenDomain Questions - 20.55 seconds
Keywords-Based Search and QuestionBased Search
The eniLINK data, the linkedfactory
streaming data
Static data relatively small size
Streaming data relatively large size
No update statement provided by
SPARQL
Voice Input Recognition, Spell Checker

Table 2: The semantic question answering evaluation criterion

Question Answering Parameters Total Questions
True Positive
34
False Negative
13
False Positive
3
Precision
94.44%
Recall
72.34%
F1 Score
81.92%
Accuracy
68.00%

Table 3: The Evaluation of the Question Answering (QA)
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As for the limitation of the evaluation, manually generated test questions have
been used for recall, accuracy, precision, and F1-Score. Moreover, the answer return
rate is strongly dependent on system performance and web application design principles for the semantic question answering. Types of questions are mostly comprising
of wh- questions and listing questions. However, restricted domain why questions
(Why-Q) have been considered an irrelevant topic aspect of the semantic question
answering but how questions (How-Q) are partly supported as readers can see in
the Table 4.

7

Related Work

[Molla, Vicedo 2007] [13] reviewed primary characteristics of question answering in
restricted domain according to integration of domain-specific information. [Molla,
Vicedo 2007] [13]. defined main characteristics of question answering system over
limited domains, e.g. circumscription of question answering, the complexity of question answering, and practical usage of question answering. The authors have compared between open-domain and restricted-domain question answering by figuring
out key points. [Molla, Vicedo 2007] [13] offers four various aspects such as the size
of data, domain context, resources, and use of domain-specific resources.
[Ferre 2012] [14] published one of the detailed reports that express common pitfalls of natural language processing and essential points while consolidating SPARQL
query and morphological definitions. SQUALL is a solution for querying and updating RDF graphs by exploiting controlled natural language expressions that restrict
grammar structures of a sentence to diminish complexities [14]. It has been grouped
all substantial features of a morphological language, and the author pointed out
what type of features in a natural language harnessed with regarding priorities and
orders. The main contribution of SQUALL is categorizing ambiguities of natural
expressions and how they turned an advantage out when using a controlled natural
language [14].
[Biswas, Sharan, and Malik 2004] [15] proposed an architecture that extracts
precise answers for a given question. The authors described the module distinctly
and defined the types of questions that can be asked to the question answering. The
authors sketched a translation from their intermediate language to SPARQL to gain
more accuracy with their system [14]. Template-based solutions were commented on
for a restricted domain and open domain question answering systems. [Unger et. al.
2012] [16] proposed a template-based solution that produces a SPARQL template,
which directly matches the internal morphological features of the question.
Evaluation of a semantic question answering is still a cumbersome and hard
problem. Lack of test questions that belong to a specific domain is one of the major
problems. [Diekerma, Yilmazel, and D. Liddy 2004] [17] offer different methodologies
from an open-domain question answering while evaluating the restricted domain
question answering. The authors specify the evaluation methodology as below:
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System Performance: Speed and availability Answers: Accuracy, Completeness Display User Interface: Querying styles, natural language queries, keywords, browsing, and the question formulation assistance (spell checker, abbreviation solver)
The authors stated that the TREC style question answering evaluation might
not be suited for their restricted domain system so that user-based evaluation can
be more viable to evaluate the system [17].

8

Discussion

In this chapter, we will discuss the significance of the findings relevant to the research problem being investigated. Taking our findings into consideration, we will
summarize insights about problems.
First, RQ-1 and RQ-2 address distinct architectures for the use of semantic question answering. The proposal is implementing a service called KVIN that employs
key-value mapping with windowed time-series data. The time-series data has been
windowed with the size of data as well as the extent of the data size. Although
the information structure is limited to be mapped onto Turtle triples, it can be
useful for rapid prototyping. No cost will arise from designing a new language onto
SPARQL or overhead of instant linked data creation from streamed data.
Generating test datasets still is a problematic topic for the restricted domain
question answering systems because there could be some bias. For instance, the test
dataset for the information technology domain is not valuable for a manufacturing
domain, which restricts the testability; however, we have used the parameters of
referenced research [17]. One of the findings is that the answer return rate is similar
to template-based open-domain question answering [18]. If we want to get an answer
relevant to node id, node parent id, references, and connected devices to OPC UA
Servers, we need to convert the Information Model of the OPC UA to the linked
data. Converting from the root node to the leaf nodes with namespaces of nodes
would be enough to map onto <subject-predicate-object> triples. The semantic question answering should give precise answers for dynamic data and list the results of
the answer against static data. Previous studies tried to solve the restricted domain question answering problem with template-based solutions by implementing
a generic solution. Whereas, we perform a heuristic-based syntactic parsing to a
smart factory domain. This heuristic-based approach does not guarantee optimal
results in similar statements; however, it can give a high accuracy and F1-Score, as
shown in Table 3.
Showing the test results of the semantic question answering and question classification, this study guides researchers of Industry 4.0 regarding how to develop an
advanced dialogue system. RQ-2 defines the main features of the semantic question
answering in the smart factory domain, which consists of short-listed answering,
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deep-shallow parsing methods, and the use of heterogeneous data sources. The display interface may reduce the time that a human operator spends on typing and
correcting spelling mistakes so that the efficiency of query processing may increase.
Consequently, as referred to RQ-3, the generalization of a semantic question
answering that works in a restricted domain to another one is not an easy solution.
Although the algorithm and architecture generalizations are possible; however, the
drawbacks are the particular keywords in unstructured data and streaming data.
Moreover, this research contributes to the research circle with algorithms regarding
test set generation and features of a semantic question answering to be used against
heterogeneous data sources.
The major problem of this proposal is that the question answering solely depends on the predicates of the data set defined by the smart factory. To solve the
dependency problem, subject-predicate-object pairs can be recognized by deep learning methods with unstructured data. Correspondingly, the first finding is that the
named-entity recognition had shown poor performance compared to the parsing
method aspect of identifying noun and verb phrases.
The second finding is that complex paragraphs need a complicated mechanism
such as co-reference resolution. Speed is another factor that we can infer when
it comes to the customization of the semantic question answering. Accordingly, a
technical operator or expert cannot get an answer from streaming data within the
time-constraint of a mission-critical system.
The third finding is the serialization of the OPC UA can be a time-consuming
task; moreover, there must be a control script to detect unaltered semantic triples.
We propose the source code 11 so that one could recognize simulation data in OPC
UA Server with a script to stave off the repercussion during serializing. The last
finding is that the implementation of a generalized algorithm could degrade the
precision of answers but increase the scalability at the various departments in a
smart factory.

9

Conclusion

The operator assistant system increases the productivity of human operators and
experts in smart factories. In this paper, we have proposed an application for a
restricted domain question answering that utilizes generated data from OPC Unified
Architecture and streaming data. This application can reduce the total amount of
time for searching through a large number of triples. The significant findings, that
are, the proposed novel approach can be used effectively to create a supervisor tool
for manufacturing technologies and a synthesized human operator assistant system,
which caters to a robust architecture for the aimed platform. The proposed model
11

https://github.com/zointblackbriar/QuestionAnswering
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reduces the complexity of the normalization process and employs state-of-the-art
natural language understanding toolkits.
For future improvements, we plan to implement advanced semantic question
answering that can be extended for time-constrained tasks such as soft-critical software systems. Furthermore, a question autocomplete system can be designed. Such
a system would be efficient because it prevents the obligation of pattern or templatebased question types. By scoring correctness of answers, the system can give better
insight to the end-users. Lastly, named-entity recognition for smart factory and
manufacturing lexicons can be added in order to eliminate a set of natural language
processing steps shown in Figure 1. The more annotated data is inserted in the
smart factory domain, the higher accurate reason induction, which is compatible
with the question answering.
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Appendix
Question
ID
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40

Sample Questions

Precision Recall

What do linkedfactory,heatmeter, and e3fabrik incorporate exactly ?
Provide me a combined result for IWU and e3sim
I want to know which one carries fofab ?
There is a member named fofab. Please give me all of its members
I am a customer of this company. Could you tell me please what the
value of sensor1 of machine1 is ?
Could you tell me please what is the current value of sensor2 in
machine2 ?
What POWERMETER holds ?
What does FOFAB incorporate ?
What does machine5 HOLD ?
What does gmx comprise ?
What comprises karobau?
System health for sensor2 in machine6
Tell me the health of system for sensor2 in machine1
Could you browse generated data ?
Give me all of the members of gmxspanen4
What holds coolingwater ?
What is the hierarchical structure of fofab ?
What contains IWU?
Could you give me the members in which contained by versuchsfeld
?
Could you give me the members in which linkedfactory has ?
What is the value of sensor1 in machine6 ?
What is the minimum that we can calculate for sensor1 of machine1
?
What is the value of the maximum can be calculated by the sensor1
of machine1 ?
Could you tell me what the average for sensor3 in machine1 is ?
I need to learn an average value for sensor5 in machine2
What is the average of sensor3 in machine3 ?
Could you get me the references of nodes ?
Could you browse generated data ?
Is the E3-Sim member of linkedfactory ?
Could you take me all members of generated data ?
Give me all registered node id
I need to learn parent node id in generated data
Could you give me parent nodeID in the file of generated data ?
Give me all data blocks
Data blocks in generated OPC file
Give me the name of stations in generated data
All stations which are in generated data or new data
Registered node id
Who is Fofab ?
How is the system status for sensor1 in machine1?

0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0

0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0
1.0
1.0

1.0

1.0

1.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

1.0
0.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
1.0
0.5
1.0
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1.0

Table 4: 40 Test Questions in order to test the application
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ABSTRACT
Driven by the visions of Data Science, recent years have seen a paradigm shift in Natural
Language Processing (NLP). NLP has set the milestone in text processing and proved to be the
preferred choice for researchers in the healthcare domain. The objective of this paper is to
identify the potential of NLP, especially, how NLP is used to support the knowledge management
process in the healthcare domain, making data a critical and trusted component in improving the
health outcomes. This paper provides a comprehensive survey of the state-of-the-art NLP research
with a particular focus on how knowledge is created, captured, shared, and applied in the
healthcare domain. Our findings suggest, first, the techniques of NLP those supporting knowledge
management extraction and knowledge capture processes in healthcare. Second, we propose a
conceptual model for the knowledge extraction process through NLP. Finally, we discuss a set of
issues, challenges, and proposed future research areas.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) has grown in the last few years, where it is preferred
along with other techniques such as visualization for managing a large amount of data [1]. Natural
Language Processing in healthcare is applied to various tasks such as identification of clinical
relationship inpatient records [2], disease identification [3], disease classification [4] and disease
prediction [5].
NLP tools are used for the prediction of disease symptoms and behaviour traits, Study by [6]
suggested that NLP can be utilized for the prediction of suicide behaviour by analyzing the clinical
text Notes. The author states that Clinical notes (part of Electronic health records) can be very crucial
in medical informatics research which often is not utilized up to full potential. Electronic Health
records contain much useful information regarding the history of patient diagnosis, treatment,
prescription, healthcare status but those are in the form of text (structured and unstructured)
David C. Wyld et al. (Eds): ICAITA, CDKP, SAI, NCO, CMC, SOFT, MLT, AdNLP - 2020
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analyzing text data is very difficult and becomes more tedious in case of raw text which is highly
unstructured, [2]. Information extraction from the data is of immense use as up to 18% of patient
safety errors could have been reduced if proper information is available at the time of the decisionmaking process [7].

2. RESEARCH AGENDA
Natural Language Processing (NLP) has been utilized for knowledge management in the healthcare
domain. NLP helped in gaining knowledge from a domain such as genetics under the field study of
biomedical literature [8]. The author describes that genetic disorder can be related to the variation in
individual genetics and can affect the medical condition or response to therapy. Gaining knowledge
in the area will provide clinicians with research evidence that can be utilized for patient care.
The knowledge base in the healthcare domain is the primary source of data acquisition. These
knowledge database exits in various forms, Electronic Health Records (EHR) is one of the major
KM knowledge bases incorporating the patient information including patient visits, diagnosis and
treatment course, diagnostic codes, patient lab reports, disease history, preventive action, clinician
and nursing staff notes, etc. The advancement in EHR data management and the amalgamation of
these data sources with Natural Language processing is facilitating medical information research.
The data source can further be divided into two major availability sources, namely open-source and
private sources. Open-source databases are those which are available for public viewing and usage.
These databases can be in the form of online data provided by government agencies such as –
National Health and nutrition examination Survey, the US department of agriculture data (USDA)
[9]. Private sources, on the other hand, are much difficult to access as they require either permission
or collaboration to access, these data sources can be in form of online information portal (i2b2 [2],
patient information system), or private hospital database [10]. The Discovery of such KM data
sources flourishes the common platform under which the data resides in tacit form can be converted
into explicit form.
NLP tools are used for extracting the data from databases such as electronic medical records and
clinical note documents [11]. Information extraction is very important in terms of obtaining complete
information from raw data. Extracting information through the manually annotated document is used
for identifying the phenotypic information related to inflammatory bowel disease [11]. Knowledge
extraction from the large set of documents such as EHR required certain extraction tools that are
capable of identifying the relationship between the text and extract the important information in form
of features for higher-level understanding [12], for example extracting the particular medical
terminology such as drug reaction from the whole EHR text can be done by using some of the NLP
tools. A study by [13] suggests and hybrid model algorithm capable of detecting the discrepancy in
medication. The author suggests an algorithm comprising of Machine learning and Natural language
processing system to provide accurate detection based on gold-standards. The accuracy shown by the
model in entity detection is above 95% which is promising but the detection in medication had less
accuracy i.e. 65% approx. which implies that the model still needs to be tuned properly to be viable
for commercial application. Discharge summaries had been used as a source of data and analysis
performed on overview notes those are part of lengthy discharge notes of the pediatric patient
database from Complex care medical home program based in Cincinnati children’s hospital and
medical center. The author used the Conditional random field (CRF) and Universal medical language
system (UMLS) for the knowledge extraction system enabling feature creation, both for entity
detection and medication discrepancy matching.
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Knowledge gained in the domain should also be assessed in terms of quality of knowledge base
created, as this is one of the major challenges faced by knowledge management systems. A study by
[14] addresses this challenge pertaining to the healthcare field knowledge base by assessing the
quality of psychotherapy note texts their implication focused on Post-treatment stress syndrome
(PTSD). The results show that more than half of the service had been coded wrongly under
psychotherapy which is eye-opening knowledge gained from research.

3. LITERATURE REVIEW
Studies related to information extraction from the EHR had been done in the past [11] where authors
attempted to assess the role of the NLP system for extracting the information in the form of
phenotypic data. The process is manual as it requires to create reference standard and manual
annotations from clinical text notes [11]. Another study where the author attempted to embrace the
medical knowledge as a key to clinical application is identified, study shows that medical knowledge
updated time to time and therefore much of knowledge is stacked down in medical literature,
medical knowledge is evidence-based [15] and needs empirical literature to capture information and
extract knowledge out of the medical literature database.
Another study extracting the information through Electronic Health Records had been done by [16].
This study used General Architecture for text engineering (GATE) – the NLP system for knowledge
extraction from Clinical records interactive search (CRIS) to evaluate the antipsychotic
polypharmacy data. Results suggest that having high precision is good for the current data but the
low recall is the result of a trade-off between the decision of precision and recall and High precision
suggests this tool is good for polypharmacy detection from mental health EHR’s.
Studies suggesting extraction of information regarding polycystic ovary syndrome [17] and
influenza-like illness symptoms using a rule-based classifier [18] had been done. Research suggests
that the algorithm was able to identify a problem area of clinical narrative classification as only 9.2%
of all detected ILI enter in any month but future research is needed to increase the positive predictive
value with another dataset.
Information extraction from patient records could provide very valuable information which is hidden
and mostly untraced through the normal skimming or overview, natural language processing
provides the automatic recognition of clinically important concepts and the identification of the
relationship between the patients records to extract the knowledge in form of evidence which can be
used for medical decision support and application, following relationship had been identified through
the model proposed in [2]. The database used for information extraction was the i2b2 server and 826
patient records had been studied in research. The author states that this model could be used for
information capture and discovery task in medical informatics. For information extraction stemming,
stop-words elimination had been used and MetaMap is used for feature extraction under the NLP.
Information extraction from medical journal and publication is used to be of important use, a
combination of the NLP and machine learning yielded very promising results in research conducted
by [4]. These concepts had been extracted through the Unified medical language system (UMLS)
database utilizing NLP system applications such as bag-of-words. As per the research, NLP concepts
such as Biomedical concept representation is used for biomedical concept identification. The author
selected a journal research article published in pub-med for extracting the information from text
articles.
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NLP facilitates knowledge management through the detection of disease symptoms from clinical
notes [3]. These notes contain free text information from emergency department admission and
discharge, details related to patient allergy, medication, previous visits had been mentioned in the
clinical records. This study involves a large sample population i.e. over 40,000 and two major
hospitals had participated in the study. This research was focused on the identification of common
symptoms responsible for the transferability of influenza cases. The knowledge extraction process
involves natural language processing system – NLP parser (pattern matching and deduction of rules)
this system is capable of retrieving the information through implementing the rules created and
provide the matching results.
The knowledge capture process is iteration-based, therefore, knowledge captured is always updated
and changed according to the update in the domain but there is always a chance of error in the
knowledge update process. This can be avoided through validation and automation of knowledge
base through software process but in past EHR had been entered manually in the systems which are
prone and have errors. Research conducted by [19] suggests the NLP system proposed as a negation
algorithm capable of extracting symptoms reported by the patient and matching it with documented
medical records.
A study by [20] aims at identifying patient exposure towards cardiovascular risk and contraindication
with the help of the NLP of EMR. The author attempts to identify the aspirin usage of the patient
from EMR using NLP and states that it could be a risk factor for cardiovascular disease. The
proposed algorithm achieved the sensitivity of 81% compared to manual results of 84% shows that
the automated process is almost equally effective as manual work. The study had limitations such as
the text could only be used specifically for over the counter medication and more information is a
need in part from self-report by patient, pharmacy transaction report to have accurate.
Research by [21] suggest that Natural language processing system can be used as the knowledge tool
for understanding whether there is any association exists between HIV and smoking history, the
association could be direct or independent. The study suggests that Less controlled HIV had fewer
chances of quitting smoking even less than the chances with mental disorder to quitting smoking and
Smoking found to be more prevalent in HIV-infected patients as compared to the normal sample.
The study had been done for early recognition of diseases, such as research by [22] this research
provides support to KM through retrieving the 66 individual buckets (e.g., – “Paresis” had 14
different terms in ICD 9 code which then aggregated into one bucket and other like Fatigue, vision,
weak, headache tingling, etc.) from Electronic health records of patients sample acquired through
Columbia University Medical Center (CUMC) using natural language processing system to query
based on the knowledge base of ICD-9 standards. This research is based on model-based on the
model trained on the MS enriched patient dataset, the classifier was able to identify 40% of the
population going to have MS before actually, it happened with AUC (0.71), sensitivity (40%) and
specificity (97%). The author state one limitation as classifier was tested on local samples which is
biased with the Hispanic population along with elder age and largely female patient.
Embedding the medical concepts for higher knowledge representation had been addressed in a study
by [23] where the word2vec (NLP system) model is used on novel learning scheme capable of
integrating the clinical notes with diagnostic code and laboratory codes. The result shows that model
was successful in predicting the diagnosis codes based on the set of clinical notes and diagnosis
codes and 4 Physicians testify that proposed model is far better than baseline model in predicting the
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phenotypes for 3 out of 6 diseases and for the rest 3 case they had split opinion but all agreed that the
proposed model had higher relevance of phenotype. The only limitation the study had was words
having very less or rare frequency are not included during pre-processing. The NLP system had been
adopted for modelling disease severity [24] and modelling and extracting variability [25] in using
Electronic health records.
Knowledge extraction for disease identification such as methicillin-resistant staphylococcus aureus
(MRSA) [26] and adverse drug reaction [27] had been implemented using the NLP systems such
general architecture for text engineering (GATE) and unstructured information management
architecture (UIMMA). The studies suggest that the NLP system helps in advance identification of
potential ADE from EHR and implementing the NLP system can be promising for the identification
of pathogen surveillance data.
The research gap is identified through studies conducted in past related to information extraction that
has been related to either one disease or symptoms [11], [3] the purview of the research should be
holistic and require a broad focus which encompasses higher representation of knowledge and the
information extraction from NLP system supported to knowledge management in healthcare.
Identification of the NLP system as a support system for knowledge capture and extraction in most
of the research had been absent thereby creating a research gap, importance of medical knowledge
had been advocated in some studies such as [15] but failed to establish the relationship between
knowledge management and healthcare in particular. KMS support the information flow through the
extraction of information from medical databases through NLP.

4. RESEARCH FRAMEWORK
Knowledge is the highest representation of the information gained from the raw data available. The
data in its basic form does not contain any direct information. Thus, tools are required to analyze the
data for extracting the information out of it. This continuous flow and assimilation of information
create a knowledge-base, which is the highest level in the hierarchy.

Figure 1. Hierarchy of knowledge

Knowledge is defined as the justified belief that increases an entity’s capacity for effective action
[28]. Knowledge management includes the KM process, which enables the smooth transition of
knowledge. Two major studies in the field of knowledge management propose the four main steps.
The KM process and the potential role of IT [28] incorporate four steps in the process, namely, 1)
knowledge creation, 2) knowledge storage/retrieval, 3) knowledge transfer, and 4) knowledge
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application. On the other hand, the KM process stated by [29] also consists of four parts: 1)
knowledge discovery, 2) knowledge capture, 3) knowledge sharing, and 4) knowledge application.
We adopt the KM process proposed by [28] for our research methodology.

Figure 2. Research methodology framework

Our research focus is on the second process described by Alavi et al. and Beccerra et al. Both authors
proposed a similar approach to the knowledge extraction one had named is as knowledge capture and
others said it knowledge extraction. Knowledge created is forgotten over time, which may be due to
less or no use thus this memory [28] should be retrieved before it elapses and fades away. Our
review study would provide a comprehensive review of the knowledge management extraction
process supported by the NLP focusing on the healthcare domain.

Figure 3. Knowledge flow in the healthcare domain
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The NLP supported by knowledge management extracts/captures the information. The knowledge
management helps in the integration of cross-domain information flow. The healthcare domain is
rich in data, where information is needed for every small and big decision [7]. This information can
be extracted with the help of natural language processing. Fig. 3 illustrates how knowledge
management supports the NLP in extracting the information from the Healthcare domain.
For selection and screening of research article for literature review, we referred the model proposed
by [30] this model had been considered as very efficient as it provides the step by step checklist for
the inclusion and exclusion criteria. The model is bifurcated in four steps 1) identification, 2)
screening, 3) eligibility, and 4) included.

Figure 4. Article selection and screening chart ([30])

We query the EBSCO database which is considered to be one of the largest database sources for free
research articles containing all major journals such as BMC, PLOS ONE, IEE, etc. During the first
step, the resultant query provided us 1141 research article which we filtered further in the second
step of screening. In screening, we applied 3 exclusion criteria: 1) removing duplicates, 2) peerreviewed journal articles, and 3) full-text availability of the articles. The number of articles after the
second step is 203. The third step consists of filtering articles based on the relevance of title and
abstract with our research objective. The final filter applied was based on the full reading
(skimming) of the article aligning with our research objective.
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5. FINDINGS AND LIMITATIONS
The NLP system supports knowledge management process of information capture and extraction
through specialized tools such as concept extraction based text analysis system (CETAS) for concept
identification [5] and extraction in line with other application such as named entity recognition
(NER) and conditional random fields (CRF) [2] had also been implemented. The NLP supports
knowledge management for validation or evaluation of knowledge captured vs. knowledge
documented [19]. Maker and checker in the medical information system such EHR are human and
human is more vulnerable towards mistakes this problem is addressed and solved through NLP
negation algorithm which compares the patient-reported symptoms with information documented.
Knowledge management process of externalization is also supported by the NLP through converting
the tacit knowledge stored in medical database systems such as the unified medical language systems
and converting it to explicit information [4], [13]. The NLP supports knowledge management in
information capture and extraction through the NLP systems such as MedLEE proposed by [15], the
general architecture for text engineering (GATE) by [16], and [27], the Word2Vec by [23], the
conditional random field by [14], the Unstructured Information Management Architecture (UIMMA)
[26].
We identified that majority of the research had adopted some kind of quantitative measures to
compare, contrast, evaluate their research with either previously conducted similar research models
or evaluating research with the same data having two splits – training and test data. [4], or to
establish a new milestone with completely new methods or a hybrid model [13]. The research studies
had compared their performance of two major evaluating measure – precision-recall matrix [13] and
sensitivity and specificity matrix [20]. Both the matrix has a similar concept of accuracy calculation
but the representing terminology is different. It depends upon the research choice which one they
want to adopt.
Research studies such as [19] [13],[15], [21] suggest that the performance of the proposed model
[15] had performed well providing the precision of 86% in identifying the association of phenotypes
in different patient reports. 86% accuracy achieved in drug symptom and 77% for disease symptoms
association and some studies even above 90% [14], [20].
We identify that many of the research studies had utilized the data to trace the prevalence of the
disease [21], [11] study by Toyabe et al. provide the finding related to smoking habit stating that
regular smoking percentage (33%) is less than the percentage of patients who ever smoked (47%) in
life which shows that many of the patients tried and stopped the habit of smoking at some period in
their life. Researches reveal that medical data is capable of disease management based on learning
from the empirical or historical dataset, [23] states that their model automatically traced the
diagnosis codes from the patients’ EHR which can be useful for patients’ prognosis and records
management.
We identified that data quality is one of the barriers to achieving the set accuracy targets. The major
problem with data quality is missing data. Data acquired from an open source such as online
platform is low in term of quality and need much more time in cleaning and pre-pressing to get
acceptable quality. Another limitation is the sample size of data which tends to influence the
accuracy of results [20], [24], [18], [31], [14] some of the studies even having sample sizes less than
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1500 to as low as 221. This states that a limited number of observations hampers the performance of
models which ultimately results in low accuracy.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE AREA
Our systematic review provides a comprehensive overview of the knowledge management process,
which includes knowledge extraction/capture as a sub-process supported by the NLP system focused
on the healthcare domain. We conclude that knowledge management plays a very important role in
the extraction of healthcare domain knowledge. This domain knowledge is further applied in the
field as a knowledge system for increasing the efficiency of the designed model, which ultimately
leads towards evaluating the domain challenges and serving as a decision-making tool to overcome
such challenges.
Our review shows that clinical notes and patient records contain very useful and rich information but
in an unstructured form which required explicit process and tools for extracting knowledge out of
them. Studies had suggested ways to extract that information but had a limitation of ignoring medical
data language, due to which key medical terms such as tightness, senses, anginal symptoms, and
dyspnoeic had been left, resulting in low accuracy. Further research is needed in terms of model
hyper tuning, which can be addressed as shown in the research framework. Future research areas
could be the assessment of physician and clinical notes through information system tools in the
healthcare domain.
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